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"Cognitive Tools
Two excerciscs in non-directivc support for exploratory learning"

Anja vrur der Hulst

Exploratief leren is niet eenvoudig.

ln de mens-computer interactie is la.ng als gegeven iumgenomen dat sturing ten koste gaat van

tlexibiliteit, het is echter weldegelijk mogelijk een omgeving zo in te richten dat deze gedrag op
een natuurlijke wijze stuurt maar daarbij nog steeds volledige vrijheid van handelen laat.

Gedmg wordt sterk gestuurd dtxrr conventies, conventies kunnen dus gehruikt wonlen un
gedrag te sturen.

De huidige instructie-onnverptheorie. die met name gericht is op gebruik door menselilke
ontwer[Ers, is veelal te globaal en tevens te ambigu om te kunnen dienen als hasis voor
compuler gebaseerde systemen voor irstnrctie-ontwerp.

Een kennistechnologische aanpirk van instructjetheorie ontwikkeling waarbij gegeneraliseerd

wordt vanuit het handelen van experts. kan leiden tot meer specifieke theorie die tevens beter

aansluit bij het denken van de instructie-ontwerper. De kennis- en infbrmatie technologie

bieden da;rnaast gereedschappen voor operationalisatie van tieorie en kunnen daarmee een

belmgrijk hulpmiddel zijn in het streven naar minder ambigue theorie.

Bij methtxlieken die zijn ontstaan als reactie op het 'early prototyping' moet er voor worden
gewalkt dat een verregaande vorm van conceptualisatie niet leidt tot 'late prototyping' w:nrbij
het beschikhare budget verhruikt is voordat het tot een gebruikersevaluatie is gekomen.

Om het World Wide Web als medium uiteindelijk bruikbaar te houden zal het no<dzakelijk zijn
vormconventies op te leggen aan op het web te plaatsen documenten.

In een rationele omgeving is het soms moeilijk te accepteren dat een onderliggende oorzaak van

een probleem niet te vinden is terwijl de remedie hekend is. Wellicht is dit de reden dat in de

academische wereld het sick huikling probleem zo weinig voortvarend w<lrdt ii[ngepakt.

Het fileprobleem vfturyt om een onconventionele oplossing, om dje reden :rlleen al zou de

Nederlandse Vereniging voor Human Powered Vehicles gesubsidieerd moeten worden door het

ministerie van VROM.

Zonder recepties, borrels, feesten en partijen is full time telewerken geen haalhare kaart.

De waarde van een promotie is niet altijd even duidelijk. Echter een van de verworvenheden

van de kensverse doctor is wel dat zij na het verwerven van haar titel met een beslist hogere

t'requentie aangeschreven zal worden met "geachte heef'.
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Samenvatting

Informatietechnologie maakt veel mogelijk, de intrftiuctie ervan tetekent echter niet
nrxxlzakelijk dat het leven er eenvoudiger op wonlt. waar vcnrheen het verwerven van
informatie een probleem kon zijn, is momenteel het verwerken van een overdaatl aan informatie
eerder problematisch. Het World Wide Weh hijvcnrtreld. bietlt een rijkrtom aan informatie,
wat niet wil zeggen dat deze informatie zonder meer hruikbaar is. Informatje op het Weh is ln
hoge mate ongestructureerd, vaak onvolledig en zelden toegespitst op tie lezer. Het vraagt dan
mk nogal wat varnligheid om aI explorerend uit de heschikbare fragmenten tle gewenste ieruris
te extraheren. De hiervurr ncxdzakelijke verwerkingsvaartlighetlen zijn niet zon6er meer een
ieder gegeven. ondezoek op het gebied van exploratief leren brengt vaak een chaotische,
weinig etTectieve werkwijze aan het licht. Een ohservatie is dat lerenden snel afgeleid wonlen
door heslist interessante zijwegen die cnk weer hun niet minder interessante vertakkingen
hebhen en uiteindelijk gedesori€nteenl het systeem verlaten. Dergelijk chaotisch gedrag is niet
alleen geconstateerd bij exploruie in hlTrermedia-omgevingen zoals het world witle web maar
txrk in simulatie<rmgevingen. In deze omgevingen dient tie lerende door systematische
manipulatie irziclrt in de aard van een gesimuleerd vcnehijnsel te verwerven. onervaren
gebruiken zijn geneigd vcxlral veel variahelen tegelijk te uranipuleren om tenslotte af te haken
vo(,rdat ze daadwerkelijk irzicht in het aan de simulade ten gromlslag liggende model hebben
verworven-

Het zal duitlelijk zUn dat er een taak ligt voor ondenvij:;. Steeds meer zal de nadruk van het
ontlerwijs m<rten verschuiven van het verwerven lan keruris naar het verwerven v:ul
kennisverwervingsvaardighe<Ien. Dat wil niet zeggen dat er geen verbetering gezocht kan
wonlen in Iret eenvoudiger en beheersbaarder maken van dc verwerkingstaak zelf. Dit laatste
wa.:; het streven van het promotie-ondezcrek, De intentie was te kunen tot zogenoemrle
'cognitive tools', irstrumenten die het leven in een complexe informatiewereld eenvoutliger
moeten maken, minr daarhij levens zo veel rnogelijk van de voonielen van exploratie weten te
behouden. Dit wls een niet onbelangrijke eis, daar rle verwiahting bestaat dat door mitllel van
exploratie ilctief verworven kernis tot diepere. meer stabiele kerurisstructuren aanleitling kan
geven.

ln het hier tleschreven ondenoek wenlen twee vonnen van ondenteuning ontworpen en
ontlergehracht in zogeheten'auteursystemen', instrumenten die auteurs van onderwijsmateriaal
de hiuttl bieden om v()or hun specifieke domein ondenteuning te realiseren. [n een eerste vonn
werd explorutiegedrag gemanipuleerd met behulp van een grafische representatie van (b
structuur van een lrypermedia document. Dit grafisch ovenicht was zo vormgegeven dat een
'conventionele' wijze van verwerking van nature aruIeiding zou geven tot een rpdmaal
exploratietraject. Hierbij werd gebruik gemaakt van tle voorspelhaarheid v:ur leesrichting in
enkele tnuwstenen van grafische representaties. Deze representatie was een pure vorm viur
nict-directicve ondenteuning omdat de expkrmtievrijheid in geen enkel tpzicht ingeperkt werd
maar tle inrichting van de rmgeving tot gewenst gedrag aanleirting bleek te geven. Een
experimentele stutlie hracht aan het licht dat de grafische representaties het leren zeker in
;xrsitieve zin kunnen beihvbeden. De vraag is echter of het leereffect terug te voeren is op tle
geconstateerde meer optimale vorm van exploratie of dat het een meer direct effect is van het
beschikbaar hehben van een goed grafisch ovezicht.



Een tweede vorm van ondersteuning werd geimplementeerd in de vorm van een hstrument
waarmee complexe simulaliemcxlellen omgewerkt kuruEn worden naar een serie mcxlellen die
gradueel in complexiteit tc,enemen of verschillende grnpectieven op een model tonerl Het idee
was hier de exploratieruimte zulanig in te rrerken dat deze net beheersbaar zou worden.
Exgrrimenten hrachten aan het licht dat ook deze vorm positief kan uitwerken mits er geen
meer sturende vormen van ondersteuning aanwezig zijn.

Het resultaat van het ondezoek is een inventarisatie van eisen waarinn ondersteuning voor
exploratief lercn moet voldoen en enkele realisaties die naar cnrdeel grotendeels voldoen aan
deze eisen. Bij deze ondersteunfulg speelt het beheersbaar maken van complexiteit een grote rol.
ofivel door het aanbieden van zinvolle representaties, of door het focusseren van de aandacht
van tle gebruiker door het inperken van de exploratieruimte. Hogelijk is hiermee een aiurzet
gegeven tot de verderc ontwikkeling van 'cognitive tools', gereedschappen die het leven in tle
huidi ge complexe informatjemaatschappij wat eenvoudiger kurnen maken
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Preface

Each PhD trajectory has its own particular challenges. Looking back on mine, I am more than

happy to be able to say that in the end 'things have turned out ok'. I'm indebted to those who were
crucial in their support in making things turn out as they did.

One of the people who made a difference was Ton de Jong. Guide from the very beginning
right up until our marathon through all those pages of manuscript. Ton, thanks for not giving up,
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coming years. Bob Wielinga, PhD supervision turned out to be a major exercise in travel back and

forth between odd locations. Bob, I learned a lot during my years at SWI, you have been a major
factor in that. Also, thanks for being one of the major creators of a group that provided a perfect
combination ofgood science and equally good fun.
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Paul Kamsteeg, Yvonne Barnard, Bert Bredeweg and Jacobijn Sandberg. Nobody will ever beat me

again in matters in tidal elevation, balances and thermodynamics. Others, by sharing their scientific
and miscellaneous matters during the Solo experiences, or by just being there when needed, thanks

Lenie Zandvliet and Saskia van Loo.
EC based research consortia come in different qualities. My, maybe not entirely objective,

judgement was that the SMISLE team was TOP of the bill. Good cooperation, well tested useful
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a special mention to a few of them. Robert de Hoog and Michiel Kuyper with whom I did a lot
of work together and who, to enable that, provided a highly dynamic research environment. Mis-
cha van Rijswijk for his work in evaluation and experimentation. Wouter van Joolingen and Janine

Swaak, who, with Ton, made me aware of the fact that experimentation is not just hard work but
can be exciting as well. Finally, David Scott, Andr€ Alusse, and Jean Marc Loingtier, you might be

interested to know that I recently received my first job offer to work as a SmallTalk programmer.

Indeed, some employers overreact to a tight labor market ;-)).
All students that participated in the experiments are gratefully acknowledged. Certainly, to

make learning beneficial, some have to suffer first. Then, Dr David Merrill's ID2 team with which
I spent 3 months at Utah State University. Good ideas, nice tools and cool biking. It is good to
see the results of years of work at last hit the market. Hope that it will become the basis for a true

leap forward in instructional design. Three months in the US, however, was not enough to make
my written English entirely perfect. Lynda Hardman, thanks for the numerous corrections in most

chapters of this thesis and for making the writing of English certainly more fun.

Nienke, Jannie, Joost B., Radboud, Antoinette, Monique, Johan, Wiepke, Joost W. and Andre,
the hospitality was great! Having to leave the faculty's sick building half way through the PhD ex-

ercise would no doubt have meant an end to that same exercise if the department of AI and Law had

not hosted me for the final period of almost three years. Thanks again for the so highly appreciated

atmosphere.

Family and friends, what can I say. I can only apologize for being so caught up in every day
things. Next year I'll certainly try to send birthday cards ;-). The last to be mentioned here is cer-

tainly not the least, Jan, a great partner in life and work. In the future I certainly hope we will be
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able to spend less time together behind our respective screens.

Then, the book is finished, the house, well almost. A new scientific challenge and most exiting
plans are waiting (just watch your sports pages ;-), time has come for life after the PhD.



lntroduction

Exploratory learning in unstructured environments is learning it the hard way. The learner who is
confronted with, for example, a complex microworld, faces a difficult task. Where expository me-

dia provided the learner with a super-imposed curriculum structure, unstructured Iearning environ-
ments leave the regulation of learning in the hands of the learner. Yet, the gain of proper exploration
could be substantial. Knowledge resulting from exploratory learning is thought to be more stable

and deeply rooted than if acquired through more passive ways of learning. But, as we will argue

in this chapter, few learners can handle the cognitive demands made upon them by environments

for exploratory learning. Fruitful exploration requires an extensive amount of self regulation of the

leaming process, for some too much to handle.

Norman's (1993; 1988) solution for support is almost too trivial; if a task is too demanding,

then change the task. The question tackled in this thesis was how to design environments so that

the task of exploration remains manageable. The mission, therefore, was to reduce the 'costs' of
exploratory learning, yet retain as much of the benefits as possible. That is, an environment should

be designed so that it allows active engagement and thus enables learners to tailor the learning pro-
cess to their own needs, yet protects them from getting lost. Moreover, the environment should

tacitly guide them to explore in a beneficial way. Hence, learners had to be offered the cognitive
tools to'helpthem to helpthemselves'.1 All in all, in the tradition of Norman, the ambition was

to create 'things that make the learner smart'.

1.1 Exploration, a demanding task

Exploratory learning seems to fall short of expectations expressed with respect to its effects. Ex-
ploration should result in a more active engagement in the learning process, make learning a richer
and more challenging experience (see e.g. Marchionni, 1988; Goodyear et al., l99l). In fully
unstructured environments, learners need to find their way in an information or model space by

actively setting their own learning goals and finding methods to achieve those goals. Active en-
gagement in the learning process was claimed to encourage reflective thinking (Norman, 1993).

Reflection is an important trigger for the painful but essential process of restructuring, that is, the

adjustment of cognitive structures when old structures are found to be inadequate. In addition, act-

ive engagement is perceived to be instrumental to the activation of the learner's own knowledge.
This activation is generally assumed to facilitate assimilation of new knowledge into the current
cognitive structure. An enhancement of assimilation and restructuring should be reflected in res-

ults. Indeed, exploration is said to result in more deeply rooted knowledge (Wittrock, 1966; Bruner,

I 974) and enhanced transfer (Bruner, I 974). Besides, frequent experience with regulation is argued

lThere is nothing really new here, 'help me to do it myself is a motto of the work of Maria Montessori of the be-

ginning of this century (as still published in e.g. Montessori, 1973)
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to result in the acquisition of regulatory skills (Marchionni, 1988). Finally, several contended (see

e.g., Dekkers & Donatti, 1981; Alexander et a\.,1994) that active engagement would readily lead

to enhanced motivation.
Nevertheless, current practice in exploratory learning, both in simulation and hypertext en-

vironments, tends to be disappointing. Studies investigating learning with hypermedia compared

to learning with linear presentation formats have shown no effects (see e.g. McGrath, 1992;

Beishuizen et al., 1994) or even detrimental effects of the use of the hypertext format (McKnight

et a\.,1990; Rada & Murphy, 1992). For simulations a similar observation can be made. De Jong

et al. (1993b) listed several studies that failed to find any advantage ofsimulation-based learning.

A major banier for fruitful learning by exploration in hypertext, as signaled by (Conklin, I 987;

Foss, 1987; Marchionni, 1988; Rouet, 1990) is that people, while exploring material, easily 'get

lost in hyperspace' . Hypertext offers a large degree of freedom and users appear to have trouble

handling this freedom. Distraction is one problem. Foss (1987) mentions in this respect the 'art

museum phenomenon'. Having spent long days wandering around and gazingat paintings, some

may recall an abundance of details but still have failed to discover the main lines.

Museums or hypertext can be explored in many ways and it requires a clear target to be able

to decide how the environment could be explored best. Considering the museum example, being

interested in influences on impressionists (the target), a plan would be to study the impressionist's

work and then progressively go back in time. Sti11, even if the user has a plan in mind, it appears

hard to stay on the right track. As Foss states when she refers to the 'embedded digression problem'

(p. 2), "lots of interesting neighboring information is around to distract you from the main task".

But,asshesrates,"pursuingmultiplepathsanddigressionsleadstomuchtrouble: (...),forgettingto

return from digressions, and neglecting to pursue digressions you intended to follow". Distraction

readily leads to disorientation. According to Conklin ( 1987) disorientation is a second problem that

is endemic to the use of hypertext. A disoriented learner has no idea how the current topic relates

to the rest of the material and in consequence may have no idea of how to proceed.

Distraction and disorientation gets in the way when it comes to fruitful learning. As Kibby

(1989) puts it (p. 127): "in several cases it seems clear that the subjects are quite absorbed in the

task (...) and as a result fail to learn adequately".

What makes learning in hypertext so demanding? Whereas most learners nowadays do have

tremendous experience with linear text, they are relatively inexperienced with respect to learning

with hypertext. Compared to hypertext, linear text takes much regulation out of the hands of the

learner. Linear instructional text is generally highly preorganized for learning. The learner does

not have to decide on the order in which to learn the topics, and usually overviews are provided

in the form of'advance organizers' (Ausubel, 1963) and summaries. In hypertext, or more gen-

erally, unstructured exploratory environments, regulative activities such as planning are left to the

student. It must be doubted whether students are capable of performing all regulatory actions on

their own. They might just not have acquired the 'literacy' to handle the exploratory environment

(cf., Marchionni, 1988).

Analogous to problems with exploration in hypertext, experiences in a simulation context re-

veal inadequateexplorationaswell. Goodyearetal.(1991)andvanJoolingen(1993)listalarge
number of studies that reported problems with exploratory and discovery learning in simulation-

based learning environments. These problems manifest themselves in not being able to state hypo-

theses, to design experiments, to systematically test hypotheses, or to draw correct conclusion from

the outcomes of experiments. In analogy with the learner's behavior in hypertext, one observation

is particularly relevant. De Jong ( 199 I ) remarks (p. 221) that "learners may easily get involved in
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making changes randomly instead of purposefully manipulating variables and parameter values".

Goodyear et al. labeled this unstructured, undirected way of interaction as 'floundering' . Flounder-
ing might be highly analogical to the behavior of the disoriented learner that browses aimlessly

through a hypertext environment.

Active engagement alone is not sufficient. As Mayes et al. (1990) reminds us: "Active explor-
ation ofa hyperspace is by no means the same thing as active exploration at the conceptual level".
Exploration is more than actively clicking buttons. For it to be effective, exploration should be a

methodic, goal directed activity.

1,2 Support for information space exploration

Similar problems seem to occur during learning with simulations and hypermedia. Highly similar
explanations for the underlying causes are given. With respect to learning with hypertext, Conklin
states (p. 40) "a fundamental problem with using hypertext is that it is difficult to become accus-

tomed to the additional mental overhead required". De Jong's (1991) statement (p.217) is com-

parable; "learning by means of simulations puts a high cognitive demand on the learner".

Some have suggested that cognitive overload is a crucial factor in explaining ineffective pat-

terns of learning or problem solving (see e.g. Sweller, 1988; Jansweijer et al., 1990; Paas, 1993).

Others have indicated that lack of a well organized knowledge base prevents proficient employ-
mentof self regulatoryactions(Veenman, 1993; Alexanderetal.,1994; Kamsteeg, 1994). Kam-
steeg argues (p. 40), for example, that "some a priori knowledge of the domain appears necessary

to decide what is necessary to explore." Alexander etal. (1994) claim (p.215) that with an ini-
tial lack of prior knowledge, learners "remain unable to tackle the increasingly more demanding

exposition presented to them and continue to loose ground".

The literature is inconclusive on the exact causes of insufficient regulation. Exploration does

require the student to perform complex cognitive actions such as planning and monitoring, and it
is likely that the observed ineffectiveness of learning in exploratory environments arises from an

inability to meet the cognitive demands made by the environment. Learner activity is assumed

desirable, but in plain exploratory environments covering unfamiliar material, too much is left to
the student.

The mission of the work documented in this thesis was to design support that takes over part of
theregulationinexploration. Inthis,wehaveconcentratedtheeffortonasingleregulatoryactivity
that could be found both in hypertext and simulation-based exploratory learning,2 namely that of
'information space exploration'. In the following paragraphs this and various other central notions

will be elaborated.

In this thesis, exploration is defined as the self regulation of learning. Following Kamsteeg

(1994), a distinction is made between exploration and discovery. Discovery learning is seen as

actively constructing knowledge, whereas exploratory learning is perceived as actively regulating
learning. In a free exploratory environment, knowledge is not necessarily discovered, it may all
be given. What is given, however, lacks the instructional design structure inherent to expository

material. In the extreme case, no goals are given, no sequence is imposed upon the material, no

assignments, summaries etc. are given and no means are provided to evaluate whether the goals

are reached.

2See (Njoo, 1994) for an overuiew of exploratory- and discovery leaming processes in simulation-based leaming.
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In exploration, learners have to regulate their own learning. One of the aspects to be regulated

is the deciding upon the order in which to explore the subject matter elements. In this work this

activity is named 'information space exploration'.

Information space exploration is to cover both the process ofdeciding in what order to explore

the relations between variables in a simulation model and the topics in a hypertext. In the hypertext

field, the latter is better known as 'navigation'. Both a simulation model and a hype(ext database

can be perceived as information spaces, hence the term 'information space exploration' will be used

hereafter.

As claimed above, learners may lack both regulatory capacities and domain knowledge to be-

neficially regulate their own learning. With respect to information space exploration, they may fail

to decide upon a beneficial order in which to explore information space elements. They may end

up going from complex to simple, pursue paths that lead them to conceptually unrelated topics, or

try to learn tasks ofwhich they have not mastered prerequisites.

The mission of this work is to provide learners with means that could make them regulate in-

formation space exploration in a beneficial way. In this, it is perceived crucial to try to retain the

potentially beneficial aspects of exploration. That is, we did not aim at providing learners with
fully directive guidance that would make them follow the one and only optimal sequence through

information space. We aimed at means that would allow leamers to decide upon a sequence that

would be beneficial to them, given their prior knowledge and learning style. Finally, means for
support would address mainly the acquisition of knowledge rather than the acquisition of skills.

1.3 The issues

In summary, the main question in this work was:

o How can an environment be designed so that it supports learners to perform informa-
tion space exploration in a beneficial way.

This question could not be answered without knowing what aspects make information space

exploration beneficial, hence a first question to be answered was:

o What are the things that matter for information space exploration to be beneficial?

1.4 Context

The work reported here was performed in the context of two different projects. The first was the

MIOS3 project. MIOS stands for'Methodologie voor Intelligente OnderwijsSystemen', that is,

'Methodology for Intelligent Teaching Systems'. The MIOS project aimed at providing authors

of learning environments with both technical and conceptual support for the development of such

environments. Most of the theoretical work and the work on support for exploration in hypertext,

as reflected in the chapters 2 up to and including 6, was done within the context of this project.

3tt e M IOS proiect was funded by the 'Profileringsfonds' of the University of Amsterdam
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Where M IOS aimed at learning environments in general, a second project, SMISLE (System for
Multimedia Integrated Simulation Learning Environments), was more narrow in scope. SMISLEa
addressed the development of environments for simulation-based learning.

The SMISLE project resulted in a well tested authoring environment (see de Jong & van Joolin-
gen, 1995; King et al., 1995). This environment provides tools for the construction of simulation
models as well as for the creation of 'measures' for instructional support. The work reported in the
chapters 7 up to and including 9 addressed technical and conceptual support for one ofthe measures
in the SMISLE, that of 'model progression'.

1.5 Outlook

This thesis consists of four parts. Part A contains a literature review dedicated to the question
of things that matter in information space exploration. Part B and C document two exercises in
design, implementation, and evaluation of environments dedicated to the support of exploratory
learning. The final part D provides a reflection on experiences from both exercises.

In the following paragraphs, we will outline the contents of each chapter, An overview of the
chapters and the connections between them can be found in Figure 1.1. In the paragraphs below,
terms printed in italic refer to elements in this figure.

In the present chapter we sketched a problem of ineffective exploration. The intention of the
study documented in this thesis was to come up with support for one aspect of exploration, that of
information space exploration. In chapter 2, based on a review of empirical studies in the field of
subject matter sequencing, requirements for support are outlined. In short, for information space
exploration to be beneficial, the exploratory sequence should:

o establish a connection to prior knowledge.

o reflect essential domain and learning-related aspects of the subject matter. This requirement
was labeled tailored rationales. A related requirement stated that sequence should be closely
related to the structure that acts as rationale, be structure-related.

Finally, to allow learners to adjust exploratory sequence to their individual needs, any support
provided should be:

o non-directive, thus facilitate rather than guide.

Solutions for support were sought in existing instructional design (ID) theories (chapter 3). A
conclusion from a review of the ID theories was that the model progression approach, as origin-
ally presented by White and Frederiksen, satisfied most requirements. The scope of this approach
is, however, limited to causal domains only. For use within the context of simulation-based learn-
ing, the subject of the SMISLE project, this restriction was not problematic. One of the exercises
described in this thesis would thus be dedicated to an operationalization, implementation, and eval-
uation of the model progression approach.

In the context of the MIOS project, however, a more generally applicable approach was sought
for application to hypertexrbased learning. In this context, it was decided to design support by

4fne SMISLE project was an EC funded cooperation in the DELTA stream. Partners in SMISLE were the
universities of Twente and Amsterdam and the industrial partners Marconi Simulation, Framentec, and ES I. Test sites
in SMISLE were IPN-Kiel and the university of Murcia
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Figure 1.1: An overview of the contents of this thesis

integrating elements from currently available prescriptive theory. A majority of the prescriptive

theories in the review of chapter 3 apparently focused at establishing a connection to prior know'

ledge. An integration of ideas from several theories resulted in generally applicable solutions fbr

support for connection to prior knowledge. On the other hand, the theories failed to provide such

solutions for support that could meet the requirements of tailored rationales and non-directiveness'

With this conclusion, Part A ends.

Part B describes the exercise that was dedicated to the design, implementation and evaluation

of support for information space exploration in a hypertext context. Chapter 4 is dedicated to find-

ing solutions for the remaining requirements, that of tailored rationales, structure-relatedness and

non-directive support. The requirement of tailored rationales was tackled by means of analysis of
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expert subject matter sequencing. In this analysis, from a highly diverse collection of written in-
structional material, domain structures were reconstructed. This reconstruction allowed to interpret
the subject matter sequence in terms of underlying rationales. Analysis of a variety of sequences

lead to statements on the nature of expert subject matter sequencing. These statements were the
basis for a prescriptive model (SEQModel) for so-called 'structure-related' sequencing. Support
based on this model was thought to satisfy the requirement of tailored rationales and structure-
relatedness.

The model for structure-related exploration was a basis for an authoring tool (SEQTool). The
design and implementation of this tool is described in chapter 5. The intention of SEQTool was
to support the creation ofgraphical overviews ofsubject matter. In the construction ofthese over-
views, SEQTbol makes deliberate use ofconventions in reading direction to provide non-directive
support for learners to explore in a structure-related manner. The effects of the aforementioned
support were assessed by means of an experiment that compared environments with and without a

graphical overview generated by SEQTool (chapter 6). With chapter 6, Part B of this thesis ends.

Part C describes a second exercise, an operationalization, implementation, and evaluation of
the Model Progression approach. Chapter 7 is dedicated to the operationalization of the approach.
A first task was to gain insight into the applicability of the approach outside the scope of the domain
of illustration in which terrns the approach was originally described. To this end, a new domain was
analyzed with the question in mind whether the model progression approach could readily be ap-

plied. This endeavor, together with a review of related work, lead to a more general description of
model progression. A more operational definition (MPModet) was obtained by creating a vocabu-
lary of terms for modeling within the SMISLE and subsequentially expressing the prescriptions of
MPModel in terms of this vocabulary.

Chapter 8 describes the implementation of MPModel in an authoring tool (MPTool), followed
by an evaluation of this tool. The validity of operationalization, the feasibility of implementation
and MPTool's efficacy of support were evaluated by an analysis of experienced and inexperienced
authors constructing model progression with and without MPTool.

Following an evaluation from the author's perspective, chapter 9 describes an evaluation from
the learner's perspective. In an experimental setting, learners worked with two versions of the same

simulation. One version presented the domain of oscillation by means of a simple-to-complex se-

quence of models (MPEnv), the second version provided the most complex model only.
Part B and C covered two exercises in non-directive support for exploratory learning. Two

different forms of support were applied within two different contexts. The question is, have we
managed to come up with adequate fbrms of support, support that helped rather than guided learners
to pertbrm information space exploration in a for them beneficial way? To answer this question,

chapter 10, or part D, provides a reflection on the results ofboth exercises.
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2.1 Introduction

In this chapter an attempt is made to answer the question of what makes information space ex-

ploration beneficial. To come to an understanding of the things that matter in information space

exploration, empirical studies in the discipline of subject matter sequencingl were reviewed. This

discipline is traditionally concerned with the question as to whether the order in which subject mat-

ter elements are learned affects learning outcomes. Insights obtained from the literature in subject

matter sequencing are thus assumed to be relevant for information space exploration, as this activ-

ity was defined as the deciding upon the order in which to explore subject matter elements (see

section 1.2).

The decision to work toward support for enhancement of information space exploration was

inspired by the assumption that the exploratory trajectory affects learning. Oddly enough, little
is known about the relation between the exploratory trajectory and the knowledge obtained. In
contrast, the relation between subject matter sequence and knowledge acquisition has been stud-

ied heavily, resulting in an insight into the question whether sequence affects acquisition and thus

whether the assumption is valid.

Does sequence make a difference? Does sequence affect acquisition? In trying to answer what

aspects make a difference for a sequence to be beneficial, this has been a first question to ask. Sub-

ject matter sequence has long been assumed to be an important variable in instruction. Many in the

field claimed that the sequence of presentation of knowledge elements matters. Ausubel (1963)

even contended (p. 2 I 3) that "all of the possible conditions that affect cognitive structure it is self

evident that none can be more significant than the internal logic and organization of material". Only

in the sixties, sequence got investigated in a systematical manner and on a large scale. The introduc-

tion of programmed instruction in those days was accompanied by a recognition of the necessity of
operational definitions of'logical' sequence. This recognition triggered a vast amount of so called

'scramble' studies. These were studies that compared the effects of a 'logical', usually teacher

constructed, sequence with those of a scrambled one, a sequence in which topics were presented

in random order.

Unexpectedly, many of those 'scramble' studies failed to reveal effects of a carefully organ-

ized presentation. Vlachouli-Roe et al. ( I 962), for instance, assessed the effects of scrambling pro-

grammed instruction in elementary probability for college freshmen. This study certainly provided

no evidence that scrambling impaired retention. To find out whether scrambling would affect re-

1 'sequence' is defined here as the ordering in time of a series of knowledge elements, where the ordering is based on

certain 'rationales' (Lodewijks, 1983). 'Rationale' is defined as an'ordering structure', that structure which is selected

to act as basis for the sequence. For instance, in a chronological sequence, temporal structure is used as rationale. That

is, the sequence is based on a temporal structure.
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tention and transfer in less mature students, Levin and Baker ( 1963) undertook a similar scrambling
study, now with second graders. The domain of study was elementary geometry covering notions

such as points, lines, and angles. This study too revealed no differences on tests for acquisition,
retention, and transfer.

As these studies were so unsupportive of pedagogical intuition, many have tried to find meth-

odological or technical shortcomings. Lodewijks (1983), for instance, hypothesized that rationale-
based sequence might have had effects on the cognitive structure that could not be detected by

standard achievement tests. However, even with tests that were specifically designed to unravel

resulting cognitive structure, Lodewijk's scramble study did not reveal any differences.

In some studies the observed lack of effect may have been be due to methodological and tech-

nical shortcomings, but too many studies failed to reveal effects of sequence. Tobias (1973), for
instance, reviewed I I scramble studies and reports effects in only two of them. With some overlap
with the studies reviewed by Tobias, Mayer (1977) also reviewed I I studies and reports perform-

ance differences in three. Thus, the results are at least inconsistent and the idea that 'sequence

affects acquisition and retention' was not supported by the data. With that, the initial assumption

on the relation between exploratory trajectory and learning received little support.

Explanations for counterintuitive findings Scrambled sequence does not necessarily deterior-
ate performance. Several researchers searched for explanations for this counterintuitive finding and

came up with various hypotheses on aspects that might have obscured interpretations.

A first explanation referred to depth of processing. As the implicit structure needed to be dis-

covered, learners in the scramble conditions might be have been forced to self-impose structure

upon the material. As a result, the processing may have been deeper in the scrambled sequences

than in the logical ones (cf., Lodewijks, 1983, p. 98). Deeper processing is assumed to promote

better retention. As such, the extra effort demanded to infer structure may have compensated for
the lack of initial organization.

A second type of explanation focused on aptitude-treatment-interactions (ATIs). High ability
students might have been activated particularly by the scrambled sequences to self-impose structure

on the material. Or, for those students familiar with the material, a super-imposed logical sequence

might have interfered with the student's habitual way of information processing. Indeed, several

studies revealed that, for instance, with learners with low prior knowledge or low abilities, logical

sequence can positively affect leaming (see section 2.3). ATls should thus be considered relevant

in explaining effects of sequence.

A third type of explanation addressed the nature of the so-called 'logical' sequences. Other and

maybe better logical sequences might have lead to different results. Several researchers voiced a

dissatisfaction with respect to the nature of the logical sequences used in the scramble studies (see

e.g., Coleman-Stolurow, 1975; Lodewijks, 1983). The critique was that most of the logical se-

quences were constructed quite arbitrarily and consequently lacked a well defined rationale. Lack

of well defined rationales hindered replication studies as well as prevented from making a prin-

cipled distinction between those sequences that were found beneficial and those that were not. In
reaction to the critique, several attempts were made to describe the nature of sequences. Section 2.2

documents those attempts. Following this, we will try to make some statements on aspects that de-

termine the quality of a sequence.

The benefits of a particular sequence can not be studied apart from aspects in the target pop-

ulation, such as prior knowledge and learning style. ln the field of subject matter sequencing, a

large part of the experimental work is dedicated to the study of the influence of prior knowledge,
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intelligence, field dependence, etcetera. Such studies reveal that aspects in the leamer determine

the benefits of sequence to a large extent. Thus, when designing for beneficial exploration, indi-
vidual differences should be an important consideration. In section 2.3, aspects in the learner that

influence the effects of support for sequence are discussed.

In summary, the intention of the analysis of empirical work on subject matter sequencing is

to take a first step toward a prescriptive model for support for information space exploration. By

tackling the above mentioned questions, we expected to gain insight into the things that matter in

sequencing.

2.2 Aspects in the sequence

The scramble studies compared 'logical' sequences with scrambled ones, the question was, what

makes a sequence a logical one? Many of these so-called logical sequences were sequences con-

structed by experienced teachers. Such teacher-constructed sequences were named 'communal'

sequences. For investigating the question as to whether sequence can affect learning, these com-

munal sequences might have been useful. However, for gaining grip on the aspects that make a

sequence a beneficial one, communal sequences were generally insufficiently described (Coleman-

Stolurow, 1975). To study the nature ofbeneficial sequence, sequence must be defined so that the

definition allows for replication, and after a period of scramble studies, the necessity of operational

definitions for the various rationales of logical sequences was evident (Coleman-Stolurow, 1975;

Eylon & Reif, 1984).

Logical sequence For given subject matter material, various 'logical' sequences may be con-

structed. A comparison of any logical sequence with a scrambled one might demonstrate the relat-
ive effectiveness of that particular logical ordering. Such a comparison would, however, not yield

insight into the effectiveness of any other sequence upon the same material that could be considered

to be logical too. Some in itself logical orderings are found to be inferior to alternative logical

orderings upon the same material. For instance, studies investigating deductive versus inductive
sequences (see e.g. Evans e, al., 1962: Koran e, al., 1976) have revealed such differential effect.

Lodewijks ( I 983) reviewed numerous studies on inductive versus deductive sequences and reports

(p. 59, translated from Dutch) substantial differences. "lfthe inductive variant benefited anyone, it
was only the student with high ability. The deductive variant is more likely to lead to beneficial res-

ults, irrespective of intellectual ability of the student." Hence, different logical sequences imposed

upon the same material may have different effects on learning.

Rationales First, rationales used to create logical sequences were to be clearly defined. Posner

and Strike (1976) were among the first to systematically investigate in what ways content can be

sequenced. Analysis of expert sequencing in combination with available prescriptive theory has

been the source oftheir categorization of'rationales'. 'Rationales' were previously defined as 'or-

dering structures'. An ordering structure is that structure that is selected to act as a basis for the

sequence. For instance, inductive and deductive sequences are inextricably bound up with hier-

archical ordering structure. A deductive sequence 'traverses'a hierarchical structure from class to
instance, an inductive sequence from instance to class. In both cases hierarchical structure'acts as

rationale'.

15
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One might see the categorization by Posner and Strike as an ontology of relations that are found

to act as rationale. The rationales are defined in terms of two types of 'empirical properties'. The

nrst type refers to empirical properties of a given subject matter, a second to empirical properties

of the learning process. Empirical properties of the given subject matter are, for instance, indicated

by temporal, spatial, causal,blt also hierarchical relations among entities in domains. Examples

of sequences based on such rationales are: The history course taught chronologically, based on a

temporal rationale; The curriculum on the periodical system ofelements that is organized starting

with elements with a low atomic number to elements with a high atomic number, based on an em-

pirical complexity rationale; The geography course that starts at the student's native country and

that gradually introduces more and more remote countries, based on a topological rationale; The

course on a taxonomy of plants that starts with explaining the main classes of lower and higher

plants and ends with discussing the characteristics of particular species, based on a hierarchical

rationale.

Empirical properties of the learning process refer, for instance, to familiarity, dfficulty' and

empirical prerequisite relations. An example of a sequence based on a so called 'learning-related'

rationale is the course on oscillatory motion that starts with free harmonic oscillation, then intro-

duces oscillatory motion with friction and ends with this motion driven by an external force. Here

the sequence is based on a 'difficulty-related', also simple-complex, rationale.

ln chapter 4 the categorization of rationales is discussed more elaborately. The same chapter

also provides a graphical overview of the main categories of rationales (section 4.3).

2.2.1 Tailoredrationales

The introduction of the notion of ralio nale gave rise to studies that compared effects of sequences

of similar subject matter based on different rationales. Eylon and Reif ( 1984) compared sequences

based on either a hierarchical rationale or temporal rationale. The domain of this study was (p. 25)

"a fictuous universe of particles" where the instruction aimed at an understanding of physics laws

in the domain of mechanics. The subjects were high school students of advanced physics. Tests

for knowledge of hierarchical structure and temporal structure revealed an interaction effect of ra-

tionale choice and knowledge of structure acquired. For both conditions, knowledge of the struc-

ture that acted as rationale was recalled better. Evidently, rationale choice influenced acquisition

of knowledge of structure. Almost similar results were reported by Kulhavy, Schmid, and Walker

(1977). Kulhavy et al. compared three sequences; one based on a hierarchical rationale, one based

on a temporal rationale, and a scrambled sequence. With respect to overall results, the scrambled

sequence was found detrimental compared to the rationale-based sequences. For recall of temporal

structure no differences were found between temporal and hierarchical organization, however, for

recall of hierarchical structure, the group with a hierarchical rationale-based sequence performed

significantly better. Remarkably, for the recall of hierarchical structure no differences were found

between a temporal rationale-based sequence and the scrambled sequence.

The studies by Eylon and Reif, and Kulhavy, Schmid, and Walker suggest that acquisition of
knowtedge of structure may in some cases be enhanced by having the sequence relate to the 'tar-

get' structure. Target structure is that structure of which an understanding is defined as learning

goal. Other work indirectly confirms this statement. A study by Edwards and Hardman (1988),

for instance, showed that students following hierarchy-based sequences through a hypertext were

significantly better able to reproduce the hierarchical structure of the domain than a group that fol-

lowed a less 'structure-related' sequence. It should be noted that this latter sequence was certainly
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not a scrambled one. In both conditions, students were autonomous in their decision upon the order

in which to explore the hypertext.

Sequencing material consistent with a target structure seems to be important in conveying that

structure. For the design of support, this observation may have implications. As Posner and Strike

put it (p. 666), "sequence should be logically consistent with the structure of the subiect matter

material". That is, if a learning task demands an understanding of a topological structure, that

topological structure should, if possible, act as rationale.

With this, we have got to a f,rst requirement on the nature of prescriptions for support. As

rationale choice may affect the acquisition of knowledge of structure, rationale choice should be

tailored to the target structure. If a learning goal is to understand hierarchical structure, then hier-

archical structure should act as rationale, if a learning goal is to understand temporal structure, tem-

poral structure should act as rationale. Hence, we formulate the requiremenLof tailored rationales.

This requirement says that rationale choice must be tailored to the target structure.

Some words have to be addressed to a special kind of structure, that of so called learning-

related structure (see Posner & Strike, 1976). This is structure that, for instance, reflects pre-

requisite relations, or differences in difficulty, familiarity among the composing entities. Posner

and Strike have argued that these learning-related structures are as important as are the so called

domain-related structures to act as rationale for sequencing. Therefore, if such learning-related as-

pects of structure are known, rationale choice should be tailored to such learning-related structures

as well. Hence, we will extend the requirement of tailored rationales to include tailoring rationale

choice to learning-related aspects of structures.

o Tailored rationales: rationale choice must be tailored to the target structure or to learning-

related aspects of the target structure.

In the following paragraphs, we will elaborate on issues that play a role in the author's decision

on rationale choice. Here we will try to be more explicit on things that matter when deciding upon

rationales.

lssues in tailored rationales The requirement oftailored rationales implies that rationale choice

should be specific to the nature of the domain or to learning-related aspects of that domain. For

automized support, this statement should be operationalized by making explicit when to choose

which rationale. The categorization scheme of rationales as that provided by Posner and Strike is

not much of a help in deciding on rationale selection as it lacks such guidelines.

In a prescriptive theory that adheres to the requirement of tailored rationales, statements should

be made on when to use which rationale. Such statements were sought in currently available pre-

scriptive theory (as documented in chapter 3). Some of the instructional design theories discussed

in the following chapter prescribe the use of a single rationale type for all sequencing. Gagn6, for
instance, prescribes that all content should be organized on the basis of a single prerequisite ra-

tionale. Ausubel does the same for a hierarchical rationale. However, those that have studied ex-

pert teacher sequences (see e.g., Lodewijks, I 983; Posner & Strike, I 976; Slavenburg, 1977) claim

that it is usually not desirable to adopt such a single rationale approach. One rationale for all kinds

of domain structures can do no justice to the very nature of various domain structures.

Then, a statement would be to say that if one of the structures as listed by Posner and Strike

could be detected in the target domain, this structure should act as a rationale. A complication,

however, is that subject matter is usually not onedimensional. More than one potential ordering
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structure might be present in the material. Hence, if this is the case, one might either select the

most important ordering structure or try to combine several ordering structures.

Categorical dominance The selection of a 'most important' ordering structure might be based

on an understanding of the relative importance of the rationales. This touches upon the issue of
so-called 'categorical dominance'. Categorical dominance refers to the relative importance of ra-

tionales. That is, if more than one rationale can be applied, some rationales might take precedence

over others. Posner and Strike mention the example of the three rationales 'empirical prerequis-

ite', 'difficulty', 'interest', where 'empirical prerequisites' is judged to be most important and is,

therefore, defined to take precedence over 'difficulty' and 'interest' respectively.

Combining rationales To deal with multidimensional structure, one might try to combine se-

quences based on more than one ordering structure. The work of Sasson ( I 97 1) yields some evid-

ence that an approach that combines rationales can be beneficial over a single rationale approach.

In Sasson's work, a combination of a hierarchical and temporal rationale-based organization was

found to be superior compared to organizations based on either a temporal or hierarchical rationale.

Sasson's recall task was non-specific, it tested knowledge for all types of knowledge present in the

domain.

In addition, in expert teacher sequencing, sequences based on rationale combinations are found

more frequently than single rationale-based ones. Chapter 4, for instance, documents many of such

rationale combinations. According to Posner and Strike, highly sophisticated sequences often em-

ploy more rhan one rationale. Lodewijks (1983) and Slavenburg (1977) argue that different ra-

tionales are to be combined to construct sequences that both deal with the properties of the domain

and with learning-related aspects of that domain.

A next question is how various rationale-based sequences can and should be combined. The

next example shows that different rationales might be applied at different levels of granularity in

curriculum construction. Reigeluth's Elaboration theory, for instance, prescribes to apply a hier-

archical rationale to create an overall (coarse-grained) curriculum and to apply a prerequisite-first

rationale within levels of the hierarchical structure. Several examples of such differences between

coarse- and fine-grained organization art found in expert sequencing (see chapter 4).

It was argued above that it does matter which rationale is used to create an overall organiza-

tion. When constructing a framework for support for sequencing, one should be sensitive to the

idea that some rationales may apply to certain levels ofcurriculum construction only and that cat-

egorical dominance might vary among different levels of curriculum construction. In chapter 4

we will come back to this issue and describe how experienced authors handle different levels of
curriculum construction.

2.2.2 Structure-relatedness

Rationale selection is a first step in deciding on sequence. When creating a sequence, it is not suf-

ficient to just select a structure to act as rationale. For instance, a simple non-branched structure

can be traversed in various manners. One may traverse in a connective manner and thus start at

one of the outer entities and traverse from there in a forward or backward manner. In contrast, one

may start somewhere in the middle of the structure and work outwards, or just 'jump' through the

structure. Figure 2. I shows several of such traversal routes along a simple non-branched structure.
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Since several options for traversal are open, statements must be made on the nature of beneficial
traversal.

_r-Y1n./)
\

l9

Fomrrd Jumpv

Figure 2.1 : Three examples of traversal routes along an identical structure

Studies by Eylon and Reif ( I 984) and Kulhavy et al. (1977) suggest that, to obtain positive ef-
fects, sequence should be closely related to the ordering structure. In the experiment of Kulhavy,
Schmid, and Walker rationale-based sequences are found to be closely connected to the structure
that acts as rationale. That is, the structures are traversed in a connective manner, The sequence,

for instance, based upon a temporal rationale, starts at the event most remote in time and chro-
nologically each subsequent event is presented to the student. Thus, in presenting the composing
elements, the structure is traversed in a highly 'structure-related' manner. The Jumpy' traversal
pattern in Figure 2.1 would not readily be found.

Eylon and Reif (p. 27) contend that sequence that is a systematic traversal of structure "will help
to explicate that structure". Lodewijks voiced the expected benefits of structure-related sequence;

such sequence should more readily allow the reconstruction of domain structure. In sequences that
were observed to positively affect acquisition of structure, not only the rationale choice is tailored
to the specific task, but the resulting sequence is also closely related to the structure that acts as

rationale.

To summarize, in beneficial sequence, two aspects appear to be of importance: tailored ra-
tionales and structure-relatedness. Thus, a second requirement is that of:

o Structure-relatedness: sequence should be closely related to the structure that acts as ra-
tionale.

Issues in structure-relatedness The requirement of structure-relatedness implies that sequence

should be closely related to the ordering structure. Posner and Strike do not go any further than
listing ordering structures. They indicate, for instance, that topological structure has acted as a
basis for decisions regarding the sequence. This was where their categorization scheme ends, it
does not give any indication as to the nature ofthe sequence to be imposed upon such topological
structure.

Using the example oftopological structure, many different topology2 based sequences are pos-
sible. For instance, close-to-far, far-to-close, right-to-left, lefrto-right, top-to-bottom, bottom-to-
top, west-to-east, etc. All these sequences can be considered to be closely related to the ordering
structure, hence satisfy the requirement ofstructure-relatedness. Yet, it should be noted that some
of these rationale-based orderings can be observed far more frequently than their counterparts. For
instance, close-to-far, lefrto-right sequences are common, where far-to-close and right-to-left se-
quences are rarely found (see e.9., Levelt, 1989; Winn, 1983).

2lndeed, no dennition of a topological structure is given. As for now we assume topological relations to incorporate
a wide range of links indicating spatial organization.
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Certain directions are strongly prefered over others, as is the left-to-right direction over the

right-to-left one3 lsee Zwaan, 1965). Notably, conventions exist with regard to 'direction' of a

sequence imposed upon a certain type ofstructure. Levelt labeled these as conventions of'natural

order'. We prefer the term 'direction' over 'order' to indicate that direction is just one aspect of
sequence or order.

The question is whether it matters for learning to follow such natural direction. If it does, it

might be valuable to extend the categorization scheme with, for each rationale, indications of naf
ural direction. In chapter 4, a first step is made to get to such an extension.

A dissatisfaction with the insufficient definition of the 'logical' sequences as used in the

scramble studies has lead to this section on aspects in the sequence that may affect learning. Equally

important are aspects in the learner. In the following sections we will discuss studies that reveal

how effects of sequence could be affected by aspects in the learner.

2.3 Aspects in the learner

2.3.1 Prior knowledge

One of the most important factors affecting the effects of sequence is prior knowledge. The cru-

cial role of prior knowledge is well put in the motto of the dissertation of Lodewijks, being a quote

of Ausubel et al. (1978), "If I had to reduce all of educational psychology to just one principle,

I would say this: The most important single factor is what the learner already knows. Ascertain

this and teach him accordingly". It is difficult to over estimate the influence of prior knowledge on

Iearning (cf., Alexander et al., 1994). Evidence for the influence of prior knowledge was, amongst

others, provided by Tobias ( I 973) who showed that with little prior knowledge, negative effects of

scrambling could be substantial, Tobias provided subjects with a scrambled and a rationale-based

ordering of a popular and a technical passage on heart disease. Scrambling lead to inferior perform-

ance for the unfamiliar technical text only. While working with the familiar popular material, the

subjects in the scramble condition acted much as if the material had been logically sequenced. The

scrambled condition with the unfamiliar material revealed completely different behavior. The be-

haviorcouldbestbedescribedasrevealing"confusionandconsternation"(Tobias, 1973,p. 139).

Consequently, the subjects expressed a great need for support. They frequently asked for instruc-

tion, or wondered whether instructions had been accidentally omitted. In a follow-up study, Dyer

and Kulhavy (1974) successfully replicated the study and found similar results

Familiarity, and thus prior knowledge, is an important factor in the effectiveness of sequencing

measures. This is underlined when considering a study by Natkin and Moore (1977). This study

used nonsense and thus completely unfamiliar material. Natkin and Moore provided a sequence of

so-called 'interlocking' definitions, where each new notion is explained in terms of a previously

presented notion. An example of such interlocking definitions from the material of Natkin and

Moore is "FAV means house, LOQ means green FAV, PUL means large LOQ". With such ma-

terial, scrambling substantially deteriorated posttest performance. Mayer ( 1977) interpreted these

results in terms of his 'assimilation to schema' theory. This theory says that if relevant schemata are

available, new material can be connected to previously acquired knowledge. If no such schemata

3It should be noted that left-to-right dirrction preference is not universal. It is a leamed convention that is obtained

with the acquisition of literacy (Tver sky et al., I 99 I ). In cultures that have written language that reads from right-to-left,

a reverse order tendency is found (also Tversky and Kugelmass)'
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are available, new knowledge remains isolated. Where no relevant schemata are active, a well de-
signed sequence may help to provide anchoring points. Referring to the example material of Natkin
and Moore, the sentence "LOQ means green FAV" is meaningless if one has not learned before that
"FAV means house". With the reference to 'house', an anchoring point is provided, thus a mean-
ingful connection to otherwise meaningless material.

On the other hand, when relevant prior knowledge is available, sequence appears to be less cru-
cial. An experiment by Tillema (1983) showed, for example, that familiarity largely reduced the
differential effects of different sequences, in this case Web4 versus linear sequences. As Tobias
showed before, with familiar material, sequence does not really matter. Tobias suggested that with
familiar material, students already possess a general outline of the subject matter in which to fit new
information, irrespective of the order in which this information is presented. A study by Kintsch,
Mandel, and Kozminsky (1977) supported this, as the subjects in this study managed to success-

fully reconstruct scrambled stories on the basis of their knowledge of story schemata. Elements
presented out oforder could still be connected to prior knowledge.

In the first section of this chapter we have pointed at inconsistencies in the outcomes of em-
pirical studies in sequencing. In this section we have tried to motivate that differences in prior
knowledge of subjects may be an important factor explaining inconsistent results. According to
Mayer's assimilation to schema hypothesis, with familiar material, a scrambled and rationale-based
sequence may yield similar results. However, as Mayer contended, if the material is unfamiliar,
well designed sequence may be crucial.

2.3,2 Idiosyncrasy in prior knowledge structure

2.3.2.1 Interference

As claimed in the previous section, well designed sequence is thought to be necessary for the ac-
quisition of unfamiliar material. In this section, we will argue that, with familiar material, super-
imposed sequence may even interfere with the knowledge acquisition process of the individual
learner (Mayer, 1977). Where learners expect to be able to assimilate new knowledge into cur-
rently available schemata, incongruent material demands 'accommodation', or restructuring of
those schemata (see Rumelhart & Norman, 1978).

Sometimes restructuring may be necessary if current schemata are insufficient. But, if current
schemata suit the task, the designer of sequence has a task to try to make the organization of the
material suit the schemata. Both Ausubel (1978) and Bruner (1966) have postulated that an op-
timal processing of subject matter is only possible if this subject matter is structurally congruent
with the way the learner habitually processes material, or has already organized that material into
cognitive structures. This assertion is supported by a finding of Mayer ( 1978) who compared the
effect of logical and scrambled sequences that were accompanied by advance organizers. Here,
the scrambled sequence with organizer did better than the one without, whereas for the logical se-
quence the reverse was the case. Surprisingly, a logical sequence with advance organizer lead to
detrimental results compared to the logical sequence that lacked the advance organizer. Mayer's
explanation for this latter effect was that the 'logical sequence' may have interfered with learners'
knowledge stmcture previously created on the basis of the organizer.

aWeb-teaching is a form of sequencing where the curiculum iteratively elaborates on a few central notions in the
domain. Web teaching is highly similar to Ausubel's notion of progressive differentiation (see section 3.2. I ).

2l
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Assuming that the learner's cognitive structure has idiosyncratic characteristics, in familiar and

not too complex domains a single 'logical' sequence may not be the best for all learners.

2.3.2.2 Autonomy

A question is then whether learners are capable of organizing material so that it suits their needs.

The work by Zimmer (1976) and Moore, Hauck, and Furman (1975) revealed that the knowledge

acquisition process can greatly be enhanced when the learner is allowed to self-impose structure

upon the subject matter. Moore et al., for instance, had subjects leam 25 common words. In the

self-imposed condition learners were allowed to cluster the words into 7 or less categories. The

group in the super-imposed condition received a clustered set of words. The results of a recall test

revealed superiority of the self-imposed organization.

With respect to sequence, a similar observation can be made. Three studies (Flammer et al.,

1976; Lodewijks, 1983; Seidel et al., 1978) that compared self-imposed with super-imposed se-

quence all revealed superiority of self-imposed sequence. Flammer, Buchel and Gutmann found

retention benefits of self-imposed sequence for material on prose learning. Transfer gains were ex-

pected but not found. This study was done with college students. Lodewijks compared two super-

imposed sequences (a logical and a scrambled one) with a self-imposed one, while working with
2nd grade high-school students in the domain of physics. In this study he found both acquisition

and retention benefits of the self-imposed sequence. A replication, by the same author, in a differ-
ent context yielded similar findings. Another indication that autonomy in sequence may positively

affect performance comes from an experiment of Seidel et al. Seidel et al. offered students freedom

of control of the topic sequence in a 30 hour course on Cobol. In this study the well-performers

were found to have used this freedom significantly more than the poor-performers.

Lodewijks perceives the above quoted results as a confirmation of the idea that measures are

effective to the extent to which they take individual differences in prior knowledge structure into

account, or, offer the facilities to process information in a way congruent with the learner's habitual

style of information processing.

2.3.2.3 Regulation

Individuals create different knowledge structures and, therefore, a super-imposed sequence may

not be ideal for each individual. But, the conclusion that self-imposed sequence will always lead

to more effective learning is not justified either. The literature provides examples where no dif-
ferences are reported, or the self-imposed condition even yields worse results when compared to a

super-imposed rationale-based sequence (for a discussion see Seidel et al., 1978: Alexander et al.,

1994). Inconsistencies in results can be due to differences in familiarity with the material. Prior

knowledge not only provides anchoring points, it appears to affect regulatory capacity in general.

This effect is namedthe Matthew fficr (Stanovich, 1986 in Alexander et a1.,1994), titled after the

biblical text: "For unto every one that hath shall be given, and he shall have abundance: but from
him that hath not shall be taken away even that which he hath". That is, those who have achieved

prior knowledge will be better able to regulate learning ofrelated material and in consequence learn

more. "Those who lack such knowledge remain unable to tackle the increasingly more demanding

exposition presented to them" (Alexander et al., p. 215).

All in all, if the material is unfamiliar, the student may be unable to efl'ectively regulate learn-

ing. Then, support in the form of super-imposed rationale-based sequence may be needed, whereas
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for familiar material such support is likely to cause interference. As suggested above, for familiar
material autonomy may be desirable.

2.3.3 Learning style

Super-imposed sequence may interfere with the learner's habitual style of information processing
(cf., Moore et al., 1975). Self-imposed sequence may thus be more beneficial, but only if the ma-
terial is relatively familiar. These were the ideas emerging from the previous sections. Aptitude-
Treatment-lnteraction (ATI) research has lead to a further nuance of this statement.5

In search for explanations for the indecisive series of scrambling and auto-determinance stud-
ies, many have suggested that aptitudes such as general ability or intelligence may have interacted
with sequence (Levin & Baker, 1963; Seidel er al.,1978; Lodewijks, 1983). These suggesrions
have given rise to several ATI studies. Although challenged by several (see e.g. Crombag, 1979),
analysis of A-Sequence-I effects appeared to be a good idea after all. For instance, the aptitude
'field dependence' (see Witkin el al., 1977) was observed to be an important factor in predicting
the effects of super-imposed sequence. A study by Lodewijks (1983) on physics concepts with
high-school students, revealed a strong interaction of field dependence while comparing self- and
super-imposed sequence. The field independent learners showed relatively high achievement in
the self-imposed condition. In contrast, their achievement in the super-imposed condition was rel-
atively low. Correction for results of a test that should provide an indication of general intelligence
revealed that field dependence yielded a unique contribution to the interaction effect. Field inde-
pendent learners are, by definition, likely to self-impose structure on material. In consequence, it
was hypothesized by Lodewijks that the super-imposed sequence might have interfered with the
habitual information processing style ofthe field independent learner.

A remarkable study indicating an intellectual ability - sequence interaction is that of Ferraro
et a|. (1977). Ferraro et al. compared achievement from logical and scrambled sequence by l)
'educable' mentally retarded adolescents, 2) elementary school students who's mental age was
representative of the mentally retarded subjects and 3) adolescents with a norrnal level of men-
tal development. Only the performance of the mentally retarded was significantly enhanced by
the logical sequence. Apparently, mentally retarded students were found to have different cognit-
ive requirements in learning as compared to mental-age equivalent students. Several other studies
have addressed interaction of intellectual ability and sequence (see e.g. Eylon & Reif, I 984; Mayer,
1975). These studies share the conclusion that particularly low ability students are supported by a
rationale-based organization. For high ability students this is not always the case.

The studies discussed above suggest that 'aptitudes' ofthe learner, such as field dependence and
intelligence, are to be considered when studying the effects of sequencing. Matching aptitudes and
sequence should potentially lead to beneficial effects. Relevant in this respect is the work ofPask
(in Entwistle, 1978) on the matching of learning styles and instructional strategy. Pask identified
two learning styles on the basis ofstrategies adopted by students when tackling exploratory tasks,
which he named a holist and serialist style. Serialists tended to follow a step by step sequence
with a narrow focus, studyingjust one characteristic at a time. In contrast, holists tended to study
larger conceptual entities, thus relating to several characteristics at a time, thereby searching for
rich analogies. To study the effects of matching instructional strategy to serialist or holist learning
style, Pask conducted a study that compared matched with unmatched conditions. Indeed, students

sAlthough prior knowledge (as a deteminant of familiarity) is seen as an aptitude, here we will only discuss the
influence of aptitudes that are more or less stable, that are less subject to change.
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in the matched conditions (holists with holist materials etc.) obtained much higher posttest scores

than those who had been mismatched. Once more, the conclusion is justified that learning style

may affect the eflect of sequencing measures.

2.3.3.1 Summary

Aspects in the learner Providing learners with a perfectly 'logical' sequence is certainly no guar-

antee for achievement. Several aspects in the learner affect the benefits of well designed sequence.

In Figure 2.2 an attempt is made to schematically depict aspects affecting the quality of the learning

process. It should be noted that only aspects and relations occur in the scheme for which empirical

(or circumstantial) evidence was provided in the literature reviewed in the previous sections. In the

scheme, arrows indicate influences. The numbers refer to relations described below. Where more

than one aspect influences the learning process, an interaction effect may occur.

In the scheme aspects in the learner, aspects in the sequence, and aspects in support jointly

influence the (quality of) the learning process. With aspects in the sequence, the quality of the

sequence is intended, irrespective of the sequence being self- or super-imposed. This latter aspect

is caught in the 'degree of guidance' it aspects in support.

The core of the learning process, that of assimilation to schema and accommodation of
schemata is, amongst other things, dependent upon the quality of the learner's own regulation of
the learning process.

Figtre 2.2: A descriptive model of some aspects in subject matter sequencing that influence the

learning process

As suggested in the previous sections, prior knowledge is a main factor influencing the ef-

fectiveness of a sequence. Prior knowledge is argued to 1) positively aff'ect the quality of regu-

lation (section 2.3.2.2) as well as to be 2) a necessary condition for assimilation (section 2.3.1). 3)

High prior knowledge in combination with super-imposed sequence may lead to interference (sec-

tion2.3.2.l). Aptitudes, such as field dependence,4) influence the tendency to regulate and the

quality of regulation (section 2.3.3).

Little guidance 5) requires self regulation. Whether this self regulation can be fruitful, depends

on, amongst others, the amount of and quality of prior knowledge and the learner's structuring ca-

Tailored rationalesDegree o, guidancePrior knowledge

Field dependence,
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pacities.

Aspects in the sequence The aspects in the sequence as described in section 2.2 will be integ-
rated in Figure 2.2. In section 2.2.2, we postulated 6) a relation between the quality of a sequence

and the knowledge of structure to be acquired from that sequence. Quality of a sequence was to
be expressed in terms of the degree to which rationale choice was tailored to the structures to be

acquired (tailored rationales) and subsequently by the degree to which sequence is related to struc-

ture that acts as rationale (structure-relatedness).

It should be noted that negative effects of, for instance, scrambled sequence will not always

manifest itself in the learning outcomes as learners with sufficient prior knowledge or strong reg-

ulatory capacities may compensate for the lack of quality of the sequence. In contrast, where ma-

terial is highly familiar to the student, a structure-related sequence may well interfere with the way
students normally acquire knowledge (section 2.3.2).

2.3.3.2 Conclusion

Connection to prior knowledge As suggested in the earlier part of this chapter, the anchoring
of new knowledge to previously acquired knowledge is a main concern. Several studies suggest

that connecting to prior knowledge is a crucial condition for a sequence to be beneficial. Hence,

any prescriptive approach to sequencing should thus:

o Facilitate the connection to prior knowledge

Prior knowledge may be knowledge the learner has when entering, or it may be knowledge that

is gradually acquired during the session. For unfamiliar material this may imply that a sequence

should be constructed so that each newly introduced topic builds upon knowledge presented earlier
in the subject matter material. For familiar material, the learner should be allowed to self-impose
sequence so that material can be assimilated in currently present schemata.

Where material is highly familiar to the student, a super-imposed rationale-based sequence may

well interfere with the way students habitually acquire knowledge. Unfamiliar material, though,

may well benefit by being prestructured. Yet, this statement can not be absolute. Several ATI stud-

ies have given rise to caution where it concerns support. For instance, with highly field-independent
learners, benefits of imposed sequence are again less likely. Therefore, a next requirement is not

more than a very general statement, that is, an approach should anticipate idiosyncrasies.

Still, for unfamiliar material and for students with low structuring capacities support remains

necessary. The question is whether it is realistic to aim at the construction of teaching systems

that can tailor support to the nature of the domain, learning-related aspects, and individual prior
knowledge and aptitudes? At this moment instructional design theory is f ar fiom providing a solid
theoreticalbasisfortheconstructionof suchsystems. Besides,shouldinstructionbetailoredfully
to the individual learner? Maybe, but we would like to quote Cronbach ( 1977) who pointed at the

danger of 'solidifying' the global cognitive style of learners by completely tailoring education to

their cognitive style.

Then, should it not be better to forget the whole idea of providing support for information space

exploration, as the benefits are neverevident and the dangerofinterference is always present?

Non-directiveness of support With the introduction of new media, with the increasing and of-
ten poorly organized stream of information, the demand for support will only grow. Knowing that
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fully tailoring the presentation to the individual learner is not realistic in the near future, one should

find means for support 'that suits them all'. A key concept thenisfiexibiliry. The presentation of
material should be such that learners with different prior knowledge and learning styles can adjust

it to their own needs (cf., Merrill, 1975).

However, flexibility is all too often accompanied by lack of support. Flexibility alone is not the

solution. Learners should be provided with cognitive tools that help them to regulate their leaming
and to grasp the structure of the material. That is, in design for support one should anricipate idio-
syncrasies by allowingflexibiliry, yet one should preventlearners from loosingcontrolby providing
support.

o This support must then be 'non-directive'

Non-directive support (Njoo, 1994) is unobtrusive, that is, it does not force, rather tacitly guides

learners to explore in a beneficial way. When providing non-directive support, an environment
should be designed so that it both helps to stay in control and that it is natural for a learner to explore
in a beneflcial way.

2.4 Conclusion: requirements for a prescriptive model

On the basis ofthe literature described in the previous sections, various aspects emerged that could
make the difference for sequence to be beneficial or not. Statements were made on requirements

for a prescriptive model stemming from differential needs of individual students, the differential
nature of domains to be taught, and aspects in the leaming process.

Below we will summarize the requirements:

o Thilored rationales In line with Posner and Strike we have argued that sequence should be

logically consistent with the structure of the subject matter. A first implication is that differ-
ent types of structures demand different types of rationales. ln addition, different domains

have different learning-related aspects. Hence, domain features and leaming-related features

should be reflected in rationale choice. A prescriptive model that implements a tailored ra-
tionale approach should make statements on which rationales to apply when, and in that

make statements on categorical dominance. In addition, such a model should be explicit
on how to handle combinations of rationales. A second implication is that sequence should

be closely related to the structures that were chosen to act as rationales. Hence, sequence

should be'structure-relatedt.

r Connecting to prior knowledge The anchoring ofnew knowledge to previously acquired

knowledge is a main concern in design for beneficial sequence.

o Support must be non-directive An environment should off-er both flexibility and support.

Support should prevent learners from loosing control, besides that it should help the learner

to explore in a fruitful manner. Above, we have defined 'good' information space explora-
tion in terms of connection to prior knowledge and the combination tailored rationales and

structure-relatedness. Thus, the environment must be designed so that the most natural way

of exploring is one that complies with this notion of 'good' information space exploration.
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Sequence should do justice to the way people learn and develop, to characteristics of the domain
as well as to idiosyncrasies of the individual learner. But, where the review of empirical studies,
for instance, revealed that connection to prior knowledge is crucial for the construction of stable
cognitive structures, it did not provide a clear answer on how to organize material so that such a

connection could easily be established.

Several studies showed that it would be beneficial to have the rationale choice be tailored to
domain-related as well as learning- related aspects. Posner and Strike provided a valuable contri-
bution in their inventory of rationales, but they did not go beyond that. They gave no indication
of when to use which rationale and how to combine different rationales. Neither did they provide
prescriptions on the nature of the sequences associated with all these rationales.

No answer has been given to the question of how to provide non-directive support for inform-
ation space exploration. That is, support to make learners voluntarily follow an exploratory tra-
jectory that facilitates connection to prior knowledge as well as doing justice to the domain- and
learning-related aspects that matter in learning. The review of empirical work has provided an in-
sight into the things that matter in sequence, yet it does not go far beyond that.

A great deal ofwork has been done in instructional design theory to come up with prescriptions
for the organization of instructional material. Much of this prescriptive theory is rooted in empirical
work, some is merely based on in depth study of behavior of experienced teachers. Both sources
can yield insights in how to deal with individual differences in learners, how to facilitate connec-
tion to prior knowledge, how to create structure-related sequences, etc. In the following sections,
we will discuss several of the best known contributions to instructional design theory1 that were
reviewed in the hope of finding prescriptions for sequence that can comply with the requirements
of chapter 2.

3.1 Development and learning-related approaches

"The question of how content should be sequenced has been subject to educational debates for
at least the past seventy years" (Posner & Strike, 1976, p.665). The same authors continue with
"However, no satisfactory answer has been developed and no adequate prescription is expected in
the near future". A long-standing controversy is, for example, the question whether the sequencing
of content should be based on the substantive structure, or logic of content, or on the way in which
individuals process knowledge (see e.g., Ornstein & Hunkins, 1988).

1ln this review we have limited the discussion to the so called macro level of sequencing. Therefore, prescriptions
for the sequencing of examples such as in (Collins & Stevens, 1983) and (Merill, 1983) are outside the scope of this
discussion-
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3.1.1 The Soviet psychologists

Those arguing for sequence based on psychological principles draw on theories on human growth,

development and learning. For example, Piaget's research (in McCarthy Galager & Reid, l98l)
has provided a framework for sequencing content and activities based on an understanding of how

individuals function at various cognitive levels. The great names of the Soviet psychology have

provided us with valuable ideas on sequencing based on stages ofdevelopment. Vygotsky (in van

Parreren & Carpay, 1980), for instance, claimed that acquisition of skills goes via a number of dis-

tinct stages of development. Main point in his theoretical work is that instruction should not focus

on the current factual level of development, but that it should always anticipate on the next higher

level of development. lnstruction should try to stimulate the transition to this higher stage.

With the work of Vygotsky as a basis, Gal'perin elaborated on the theory of stages of devel-

opment, and developed the famous and well validated stair-wise model that prescribes a sequence

of orientation, material manipulation, verbal manipulation, interior verbal manipulation and sub-

sequently mental manipulation (see van Parreren & Carpay, 1980). Both Vygotsky and Gal'perin

thus prescribe a sequence where each next stage builds upon the skills acquired in previous stages,

hence such sequence aims aLconnecting to prior skills.

Discussion Gal'perin promoted a highly directive form of instruction. lnstruction was to be de-

livered in the form of practice and drill, assuming error-free learning. Kamsteeg ( 1994) remarks

that such methods are likely to be inadequate for learning complex tasks such as problem solving.
'I'he work is thus assumed to be limited in scope. It also received comments on its fundamental

assumptions. Where Gal'perin focused on the psychological analysis of learning results and the

processes thar lead to it, Davydov (again van Parreren & Carpay, I 980, p. 99) criticized the lack of

attention paid to logical analysis of the subject matter. Davidov conducted several experiments with

sequences based on domain-related rationales. This work lead him to the conclusion that instruc-

tion should be structured so that maximal attention should be addressed to domain-related aspects

of the subject matter. In our view, both standpoints should get the recognition they deserve and

might eventually be combined. The requirement of tailored rationales implies that, when organ-

izing content into a productive sequence, it is not right to disregard how individuals develop and

learn. Nor can the domain-related aspects be neglected.

3.1.2 Gagn6: Learning hierarchies

Where Vygotsky and Cal'perin provided prescriptions for a development-based approach to se-

quencing, Gagn6 suggested a primarily learning-related approach (see Gagnd et aI.,1988;Gagn6,
1962; Aronson & Briggs, 1983). This approach is commonly known as 'cumulative learning' or

'prerequisite-first learning'. Gagn€ suggested the construction of so called 'learning hierarchies'.

Such a learning hierarchy was formed by breaking up intellectual skills2 into simpler component

parts. These component parts are seen as prerequisite to the acquisition of the target skills. Thus,

the parts need to be taught prior to the compound skills, that is, the sequence takes a bottom-up

direction.

2lntellectualskillsformjustoneofthecategoriesoflearningoutcomesasdistinguishedbyGagn6. Forothercategor-

ies, such as motor skills and cognitive strategies, slightly different sequencing principles are proposed. Still prerequisite

learning is the most important ingredient.
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Discussion The validity of this hierarchical sequencing technique is certainly not beyond ques-

tion. Firstly, when focusing on the learning effects of the application of the method, results are in-
conclusive. Infavorofcareful sequencingof prerequisitesisastudyby(Gagn6&Paradise, 1961,

as cited in Patten et al.,1986). In this study it was found that teaching prerequisites first appears

to facilitate the acquisition of higher order skills more than teaching prerequisites out of sequence.

The same was true for a study by Brown ( 1970) who, while searching for ATI effects, found a main

effect of prerequisite-first sequencing. In contrast, two other studies (Pyatte, I 969; Niedermeyer
et al., 1969) reported no main effects of careful sequencing using a prerequisite-first rationale.

Secondly, a fundamental critique should be put forward. As 'cumulative learning' reflects a

bottom-up sequence, such sequence may fail to establish 'meaningful learning'. Leamers start

learning isolated skills, to only learn the target skill at the very end of the course unit. The ques-

tion is whether isolated skills make sense without careful connection to the previously learned, as,

for instance, in progressive differentiation (Ausubel, see section 3.2.1). Unlike the other prevail-
ing theories discussed here, Gagn6's work suggests only meager means for providing a meaningful
context for learning.

In our view, a particularly elegant solution where not yet mastered prerequisites do not prevent

from teaching the whole picture, is that of'scaffolding' (Collins et al., 1989). In scaffolding, an

expert takes over the subtasks not yet mastered by the student, thus allowing the student to still
perform the whole target task. As the student learns more of the prerequisite skills, the expert fades,

that is, decreases the amount ofscaffolding provided (see also section 3.3.1).

The work of Gagn6 still is an important contribution to the field of sequencing in stressing the

necessity oftask analysis. Gagn6 has clearly shown (see Gagn€,1962) that teaching a complex task

is likely to fail due to lack of prior knowledge. But, as Reigeluth and Stein ( I 983) claim (p. 339), a

microscopic analysis of prerequisite relation is of questionable utility to instructional developers.

It is extremely time consuming to represent subject matter in a manner prescribed by Gagn6 (see

Lodewijks, 1983). It is equally time consuming and difficult to decide on sequence on the basis

of such a detailed learning hierarchy. The latter is not a convincing argument to reject the use

of prerequisite-first rationale as a main organizing principle. A more ponderous argument is that,

besides the prerequisite relation, other kinds of relationships between skills are taught that influ-
ence the kind of a sequence that will best facilitate learning (see Posner & Strike, I 976). Gagn6's

approach will mask the conceptual and logical properties of content (see Strike & Posner, 1976).

Hence, it does not tailor rationale.r to the nature of subject matter. As Reigeluth (1983) puts it:
Prerequisite learning is a necessary, but not a sufficient basis for sequencing content.

3.1.3 Bruner: The spiral curriculum

Where Gagn6 advocated a bottom-up approach, Bruner suggested a highly top-down approach to

sequencing, which he named the Spiral curriculum (Bruner, 1960; Bruner, I 966). Bruner was one

of the main characters in a curriculum reform movement during the late fifties and the early six-
ties. This movement advocated an often termed 'structure of the disciplines' approach. Central in
this approach is, as in the Spiral curriculum, that authors try to find the 'few tundamental ideas'
that outline the 'structure of a discipline'. Sequence is built around these fundamental ideas. The
same fundamental ideas are taught over and over, but each time at an increasing degree of com-
plexity and sophistication. With this iterative cumulation, connection to prior knowledge should
be established.

Bruner contended that if a topic was really important for a learner to know it should be in-
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troduced in education as early as possible. As students become more intellectually mature, their
understanding of the topics should develop and get more and more sophisticated. In the tradition
ofthe early Soviet pedagogues, content should be sequenced 'commensurately'with the learner's
level of intellectual development.

Discussion A major assumption underlying the Spiral curriculum is that "any subject can be

taught effectively in some intellectually honest form to any child at any stage of development"
(Bruner, 1960, p. 13) has been challenged. "It is not obvious that any idea can be plausibly rep-

resented in a form so as to render it comprehensible to any given stage of development" (see Strike

& Posner, 197 6, p. 120). Bruner, however, responds in the 1977 preface to his 1960 work by saying

that the notion 'intellectual honesty' was gravely misinterpreted. Not the central notions, but the

skills and ideas that are prerequisite to an understanding of those notions are to be taught. With this

we conclude that the main underlying rationale is a developmental/learning-related. That is, Bru-
ner has acknowledged the need for thorough domain analysis, but does not apply domain-related

rationales to sequencing.

Little can be said concerning the validity ofthe approach as "empirical research and evaluation
studies [of the Spiral curriculum] have been and continue to be few in number and poor in quality"
(Strike & Posner, 1916,p. 119). What may have contributed to this, as van Patten (1986) concludes

@. aa\, is that the approach can be difficult for an instructional designer to implement, because

Bruner "did not provide enough guidance as how to create a spiral curriculum".

3.2 Toward integrative approaches

3.2.1 Ausubel: Progressivedifferentiation

Vygotsky, Gal'perin and also Bruner adopted an approach that was mainly development and/or

learning-related. Ausubel mainly suggests domain-related rationales for sequencing. more in par-

ticular, a rationale that relates to the conceptual structure of the subject matter. This difference in

stance may be partly explained by the fact that theories ofVygotsky and Gal'perin seem to have

primarily addressed the development of the younger child. In the experiments that were set up to

test the assumptions of, for instance, the work of Ausubel, the participants were mainly adolescents

oradults. Instructionforthisgroupusuallyaddressesthehighestlevelsofdevelopmentonly. Level

of development as rationale is then a less likely choice.

Ausubel insisted that effective curriculum organization should take into account the logical fea-

turesofthesubjectmatter. Ausubel'sapproachisbasedonhistheoryoflearningthatassumesthat
cognitive structure is "hierarchically organized in terms of highly inclusive concepts under which

are subsumed less inclusive concepts and informational data" (Ausubel, 1960, p. 267). A review

by Eylon and Reif (1984) of studies on hierarchical organization indeed suggests some support to

this assumption.

According to Ausubel, sequence should reflect this hierarchical organization. Sequence should

take a top-down direction, start with high level, inclusive concepts in a domain and progressively

introduce the subsumed concepts. The 'logical' structure of a domain is thus restricted to a hier-

archical class-inclusion3 organization.

3According to an interpretation of Strike and Posner (1976)
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Main theme in the work of Ausubel is 'meaningful reception learning'. Meaningful reception

learning implies that new knowledge should never be presented in isolation, it should be closely
connectedtopriorknowledge. TheinstructionalmeasuresofAusubel'sapproachallaimatprovid-
ing 'organizing structure' for the assimilation of new knowledge. 'Advance organizers' for in-
stance "bridge the gap between what the leamer already knows and what he needs to know before
hecanmeaningfullylearnthetaskathand."(Ausubel etal.,1978,p. l7l). AccordingtoAusubel,
a course should start with general and inclusive ideas that serve as (advance) organizer for the next

levels of detail and specificity. As the learner descends to lower levels, the ideas provided in the

organizer are supposed to act as anchoring points for the assimilation of the concepts that reside

at those lower levels. This does not only hold for the first level, each level is supposed to act as

an organizer for its next lower level. Such a layered organization ofthe subject matter guarantees

a so called 'progressive differentiation' of the initial ideas. Finally, 'integrative reconciliation' is
facilitated if the instructional material anticipates on "the confuseable similarities and differences

between new ideas" (Ausubel et al., 1978, p. ll6). In this, learners should be aided in resolving
what may appear to be inconsistencies or conflicts between existing and new concepts.

Referring back to the requirements for a prescriptive theory, Ausubel's notions of'advance or-
ganizing' and 'progressive differentiation' may provide an answer to the question ofhow to meet

the requirement of facilitating the connection to prior knowledge.

Discussion According to (Mayer, 1978, p. 880) "there is lack of agreement conceming the empir-
ical support for the effects of advance organizers". Mayer lists many reported cases of organizers
positively affecting performance (see e.g. Mayer, 1911) but also some cases where these do not
have any positive effect. Hypothesizing that advance organizers are only effective under certain

circumstances, Mayer conducted a series of experiments to test some of the assumptions of the ap-

proach. This series of studies clearly supports the conclusion that advance organizers indeed have

a positive effect when the material is technical and unfamiliar to the student (see also section 2.3. I ).
In addition, Mayer (1978) found an interaction effect for text organization, namely that providing
an advance organizerto well organized text leads to detrimental results, whereas the same organizer
was beneficial to scrambled text.

All in all, not all experiences with the use of advance organizers are positive. Apparently, ad-

vance organizers have benefits under those circumstances where support is needed most, that is,

with badly organized, technical, or unfamiliar material. With respect to progressive differentiation,
de Jong ( 1986) points at a danger of providing learners with a hierarchical organization. He argues

that this may well exceed their capacities. For novices, a problem directed organization might well
be a useful intermediate stage toward expertise.

Still, the work of Ausubel, combined with the empirical work of Mayer, is recognized as an

important contribution to the fleld. More recent prescriptive models all provide means to facilitate
the connection to prior knowledge. Where the ideas are an important contribution, the operational-
ization of prescriptions has been subject to considerable criticism. "The theory is often excessively
vague" (Strike & Posner, 1976,p. 123). In addition, many have criticized the narrowness of sub-

sumption as only mean to establish connections to prior knowledge. In their Elaboration theory,
Reigeluth and Stein (1983) have both attempted to come up with a broader view on progressive

differentiation as well as with more operational definitions of the dimensions of progression (sec-

tion 3.2.2). The elaboration theory was built on foundations laid by Ausubel. In addition, it used

some bricks from the work of Gagn6 on 'prerequisite-first learning'.
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3.2.2 Reigeluth et al.: The Elaboration theory

The Elaboration theory (Reigeluth & Stein, 1983; Reigeluth, 1983;Menill et al., 1981; Reigeluth
et al., 1978) integrated elements of the approaches discussed above. In the Elaboration approach,
a lesson is supposed to start with an 'epitome' which has much of the flavor of the advance organ-
izers as suggested by Ausubel. An epitome includes a few fundamental and representative ideas

that convey the essence of the entire content (as in the Spiral Curriculum). Rather than being a

summary at a rather abstract level, an epitome is supposed to provide a simple, concrete and mean-
ingful introduction at the application level of leaming (see Menill, 1983). That is, an epitome may
introduce a few fundamental principles in a way that the student is able to predict or explain novel
cases on the basis ofjust this knowledge. The ideas of Progressive differentiation or Spiral cur-
riculum find their descendent in 'elaboration'. In elaboration, a course is constructed by means of
several levels, where each level 'elaborates' upon the next higher level. That is, from the epitome,
each next level provides more detail and more complexity. A hierarchical rationale is thus applied
for coarse-grained organization.

As in progressive differentiation, each level is supposed to provide a meaningful context to the
next lower level. A level may contain one or more lesson units that each are composed of a number
of'strategy components'. The elaboration approach, for instance, prescribes providing analogies,
summaries and even more importantly, so called 'synthesizers'. Synthesizing specifically aims at
integrating the individual ideas by showing how they fit into the larger picture. By this, synthesizing
is highly similar to Ausubel's integrative reconciliation.

Finally, prerequisite learning, as suggested by Gagn6, is introduced, although, not as a main
guiding principle. Prerequisite learning is only applied within lesson units when necessary and is
thus used fbr fine-grained organization only. At a coarse-grained level of organization, a hierarch-
ical rationale thus takes categorical dominance over a prerequisite rationale.

Reigeluth and co-workers not only integrated and extended elements from other prescriptive
theories but also provided an important contribution to the field by providing operationalizations for
structure-related sequence. This description for a structure-related sequence covers an elaborative,
general-to-specific sequence imposed upon hierarchical structure. Reigeluth's operationalization
of the elaborative sequence varies considerably according to whether the levels in the hierarchy
consist of conceptual, procedural, or theoretical (the latter consists of causal relations) structure.4
For instance, for procedural structure the epitome would provide a procedure that consists of a set

of operations that constitute the shortest path to successful performance. Elaborations would then
introduce more complex procedures. An example of such an elaboration in, for instance, the take-
off procedure in pilot training, would be to start with this procedure under ideal circumstances,
while later on progressively introducing bad weather conditions, busy trafhc, and emergencies. For
each of the types of organizing content, different operationalizations are given.

Discussion It should be noticed that the sequences prescribed are different operationalizations of
the same general-to-specific sequence. These different prescriptions for sequences are thus based

on a single rationale and by that do not comply with the requirement of tailored rationales. Rather,

aClose cooperation with the founder of the Component Display Theory (Menill, I 983, see also Reigeluth er c/., I 978)
resulted in an identification of three types of 'organizing' structures. Reigeluth et al. distinguish conceptual, procedural,

and theoretical single type structures. The motivation for the use of single organizing structure is that "careful analysis
has shown that virtually every course holds one of these three to be more important than the other two." (Reigeluth,
1987, p. 248).
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by providing prescriptions for sequence that closely relates to the hierarchical structure that acts as

rationale, the approach complies with the requirement of structure-relatedness. Reigeluth et al. do,
however, take a first step toward tailored rationales. They remark that, within a level of elabora-
tion, content must also be sequenced and consequently provide an example for procedural struc-
ture. In the example, procedural structure itself acts as rationale. Reigeluth et al. thus recognize
that different types of structure require different sequencing rationales.

In summary, the Elaboration theory has provided more operational definitions to Ausubel's ad-
vance organizing,5 progressive differentiation. It provides prescriptions for structure-relatedness
of sequence organized by a hierarchical rationale. Besides, Elaboration theory was the first to do
justice to the logic ofthe substantive structure ofdomains. Elaboration theory recognizes that dif-
ferent types of structure require different sequencing rationales. Hence, the elaboration theory at-

tempts to meet both the requirement of facilitating connection to prior knowledge and to provide
prescriptions thal tailor rationaLes to structure of the subject matter. Besides this, it allows the
combination of an elaborative and a learning prerequisite sequence and does make statements on
categorical dominance.

With respect to its validity, the Elaboration theory "has been one of the best-received theoret-
ical innovations in instructional design in the last l5 years and is frequently referred to and used

by practitioners and researchers" (Wilson & Cole, 1992,p. 1). But again, its validity is not beyond
question. Smith and Wedman (Smith & Wedman, 1988, referred to in Wilson & Cole, 1992),for in-
stance, compared instruction organized both on the basis ofthe Elaboration theory and on the basis
of the learning hierarchy approach of Gagn6. Unexpectedly, the latter lead to a better processing

of the subject matter material.
As currently best known theory in this area, the Elaboration theory has given rise to much

debate. Several authors have objected to fundamental assumptions underlying this 'instructivist'
theory. As Bereiter (1991) puts it (p. l5): "this family of instructional theories has produced an

abundance of technology on an illusory psychological foundation". This illusory foundation is the
assumption of the possibility of discretely dividing knowledge into, for instance, concepts, proced-
ures, and principles. Others have stressed that learning is the becoming part of a community which
jointly constructs meaning. From this point of view, the context of use becomes part of the content
stnrcture (see e.g. Collins et a\,,1989). This stance indeed leads to major disagreement, as Merrill
(1991) responded (p.47): "We do not assume that the resulting cognitive structure is completely
idiosyncratic. We assume that the semantics of content of cognitive structure is unique for each

individual, but that the syntax is not." In consequence, the 'instructivists' assume that the syntax
of knowledge can be known and used to tailor instruction.

The question whether knowledge can and should be presented in a decontextualized way has
been subject to much discussion (see Elshout, 1990; Sandberg & Wielinga, 1992). Rather than
fully rejecting one ofthe stances, some have seen possibilities for approaches to converge (Wilson
& Cole, 1992; Sandberg & Wielinga, 1992). Indeed, traditional 'instructivist' theories seem to pay
growing attention to realistic experience. On the other hand, Collins, exponent ofthe constructiv-
ist movement, has recently recognized the need for more emphasis on decontextualization in the
cognitive apprenticeship approach (section 3.3. I ).

A second criticism is hardly less fundamental. Reigeluth claims that all instructional content
can be represented using just three structure types. With this, the Elaboration theory's constrained
approach to content representation provides parsimony to its procedures, but at what costs? Ex-

sThough slight differences exists in the definition of advance organizer and that of an epitome (see Reigeluth,
1983,p.211)
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ercises in the construction of representation languages for conceptual modeling have shown that

users readily stumble upon the limits of expressiveness of languages that use a limited, nonextend-

ible set of primitives (Levesque & Brachman, 1985; Brachman et al., 1985). A question is whether

such a restricted set of structure types will not be detrimental to curriculum organization. Evidently,

experienced teachers use a richer set of structure types on which they base their decisions with re-

gard ro sequence (see e.g., Posner & Strike, 1976). In addition, according to Wilson and Cole (p. 4)

"there seems to be little evidence to draw on in psychology literature to support such a constrained

approach to course organization".
The Elaboration theory was the first to provide operational prescription that did not violate

the requirement of tailored rationales. The three structure type basis of the theory is in our view,

however, too restrictive. In chapter4 we will discuss a richer and extendible set ofrationales for
decision making on sequencing.

3.3 Specializedapproaches

The prescriptive approaches discussed in the previous sections all more or less aimed at general

applicability. In the following sections, we will discuss two approaches that have been described

with a special intention. A first is the cognitive apprenticeship approach, that aims at supporting

the acquisition of cognitive skills. A second is the model progression approach that is described

with a subset of domains in mind. This subset is limited to causal domains.

3.3.1 Collins et al.: The cognitive apprenticeship approach

A recent contribution to the field is the cognitive apprenticeship approach (Collins et al.,1989;
Brown e, al., 1989). As a product of the constructivist and situationist movement it is said to be

based on quite different assumptions about the nature of learning as compared to the more tradi-

tional instructional design theories. Indeed, the approach provides numerous recommendations for

constnrcting realistic practice, the prescriptions for sequencing are, however, not so far from those

of the Elaboration theory (see Wilson & Cole, 1992).

The cognitive apprenticeship approach tries to extrapolate the well proven apprenticeship

method to the teaching of cognitive skills. The traditional apprenticeship method can roughly be

characterized by demonstration, providing practice, and coaching. The apprentice observes the

master 'modeling' the target task. The apprentice is made to execute the task with coaching from

the master. A key aspect of coaching is the provision of 'scaffolding' . Here, the apprentice carries

out the task while the expert takes on whatever portion of the task the apprentice cannot handle.

Once the leamer has a grasp of the target skill, the master 'fades' (i.e., reduces) his participation,

while providing only limited hints, refinements, and feedback to the learner. The learner thus prac-

tices by 'successive approximation' smooth execution of the whole skill.

The traditional apprenticeship method is not directly applicable to the teaching of cognitive

skills. Apprenticeship is traditionally employed to transmit pycho-motor skills. The analogy

between those skills and cognitive skills fails because the steps and results of non-cognitive skills

are readily available for observation, whereas those of cognitive skills are mostly internal. As a

transparent connection between process and product lacks, it is difficult for learners to monitor

and to reflect upon their own performance. In consequence, the cognitive apprenticeship approach

proposes several strategy components "to bring the tacit processes in the open" (Collins et a/.,

1989, p. 458). Reflection is encouraged by 'alternation' of task execution between expert and
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novice. A technique named 'abstracted replay' has the same intention. Abstracted replay focuses
on determining features of both learner (novice) and expert performance by highlighting those fea-
turesin,forinstance,askillfulverbaldescription. Withrespecttosequencing,themethodsuggests
several coaching techniques that provide an operationalization of several of the pervasive ideas on

sequencing as were presented in section 2.3.3.2. According to Collins et al., the idea of advance
organizing takes shape in the form of 'modeling'. Modeling, a skilled expert performing the task,
is supposed to provide the apprentice with a conceptual model of that task. This model is said to
fulfill many of the functions earlier attributed to advance organizers. It is claimed l) to provide
an interpretative structure for making sense of the feedback, hints and corrections provided by the
expert,2) to act as an intemalized guide for the period of relative independent practice and, by that
3) encourage autonomy in reflection.

Modeling is followed by a period ofcoached practice. This practice is organized according to
the principle of'successive approximation' ofmature practice. Students are 'scaffolded' to perform
a target task in close cooperation with an expert. That is, the expert initially takes over a lot of
the subskills that are not yet mastered by the leamer. In due course, this scaffolding is gradually
diminished and the learner takes over more and more of those subtasks. The sequencing of subtasks
is prescribed to be in accordance with a 'global-before-local' principle. For instance, in learning
to program, the apprentice is first offered practice in designing the overall program structure while
successively the construction of the composing procedures is practiced, again within the context
ofthe overall program. This global-before-local principle is supposed to provide the learners with
the opportunity to see how all the pieces of the puzzle fit together before they are able to produce
the pieces.

It should be noted that the 'global-before-local' prescription is directly opposite to Gagn6's
prerequisite-first approach. As Gagn6 did not anticipate scaffolding, all subskills had to be
mastered by the learner before the global skills could be practiced anyway. The global-before-local
sequence is highly similar to progressive differentiation and may therefore facilitate connection to
prior knowledge.

Where scaffolding and fading aimed at a single task, the cognitive apprenticeship approach
also provides prescriptions for sequencing a series oftasks. Tasks should be ordered from simple
to complex and should be of increasing diversity. Increasing complexity is realized by the con-
struction of a series of tasks and task environments (cf., White & Frederiksen, 1990) where more
and more of the skills and concepts necessary for expert performance are called upon. Evidently,
this is in line with principles for sequencing procedural content as proposed by Reigeluth.

Where all previous principles aim at helping leamers to understand how to apply skills, the
principle of increasing diversity' aims at making them aware of the circumstances when to apply
a skill. It is put into practice by providing a sequence of tasks in which a wider and wider variety
of the target skills are required.

Discussion As other well known theories, the cognitive apprenticeship approach has been subject
to discussion. Discussion, however, is more focused on the underlying constructivistic assump-
tions with respect to learning than on the principles with respect to sequencing (see e.g., Duffy &
Jonassen,1991).

De Bruijn (1993) implemented several of the key concepts of cognitive apprenticeship in a

computerized environment for adult learning of a mathematics task. A general idea that emerges
from this study is that the subjects were not too eager to use the support in the form of coaching
and modeling. On the other hand, reflection seemed to come naturally by being supported with 'ab-
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stracted replay' in the form of a so called 'audit trial', a history that allows the learner in this case

to look back on the steps in the process. Finally, articulation oftheirown problem solving process

in a cooperative situation was relatively rare. It should be noted that the subjects were functionally

illiterate and were assumed to be incapable of self-regulating their learning. This makes it difficult
to generalize results where making statements on the feasibility of the cognitive apprenticeship ap-

proach.

In the light of the requirements for a prescriptive model, Collins et al. (1989) acknowledged

the necessity of connecting to prior knowledge through modeling and the tailoring of support to

the individual learner. However, their prescriptions do not go beyond this acknowledgment. How

to provide individualized fading, practice, and coaching is left to the master.

3.3.2 White and Frederiksen: The model progression approach

The final approach reviewed here is the 'model progression' approach as described by White and

Frederiksen (Frederiksen & White, 1988;White & Frederiksen, 1989; White & Frederiksen, 1990).

This approached is limited to use in causal domains only. Though it is not generally applicable,

several of the ideas might be used outside the scope of causal domains. In this chapter we will
only briefly discuss a few ofthe characteristics ofthis approach, a more elaborate description can

be found in chapter 7.

The model progression approach implements several of the aspects recognized to be essential

for effective sequencing. Model progression provides a leamer with a series of increasingly soph-

isticated 'work' models (cf., Bunderson et al., 1981). By starting with less sophisticated models,

much of the complexity of the target model is initially hidden. Those initial models are supposed

to facilitate establishing a connection between the learners naive preconceptions and the concep'

tions to be acquired. Then, by gradually increasing complexity and shifting from qualitative to

quantitative models, each work model builds upon the conceptions derived from previous models.

The model progression approach aims at providing an exploration space that is manageable

at the student's current level of understanding. Each work model contains much of the previous

work models and only introduces a few new topics. The idea is that within such a relatively fa-

miliar environment students should be able to regulate their own learning. Indeed, as postulated

in section 2.3.2.2 and shown amongst others by Shute and Glaser (1990), the more students know

about a model, the better they are able to regulate their exploration. With relatively little unfamiliar

material in each work model, regulation should be manageable.

In model progression, guidance is provided at a global level where freedom is granted at a local

level. Thehopeisthatthislocalfreedomdoessufficientjusticetoidiosyncrasiesof learnerswhile

support at a global level helps to keep the local environment manageable. The environment is thus

tailored to the learner's current abilities and with this, model progression complies with the require-

ment of non-directive support.

Finally, the model progression approach is with the Elaboration theory one ofthe few prescript-

ive theories that prescribes a multiple rationale approach and with that, does not violate the require-

ment of tailored rationales. The approach defines three so-called 'dimensions' along which mod-

els should progress. It should be noted that the notion of dimension in this context is similar to

that of rationale. The prescriptions for sequences of models both reflect an awareness of learning-

related aspects such as differences in complexity, as well as domain-related aspects as present in a

qualitative-to-quantitative and perspective-based sequence.
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Discussion In our view the model progression approach came closest to meeting the require-
ments stated in chapter 2. lt does anticipate connection to prior knowledge and it reveals sensitive-
ness to domain-related aspects as well as learning-related aspect of the target domains. Besides,
it was perceived as a potentially powerful method of providing non-directive support leading to a

manageable environment.
A problematic aspect is that the prescriptions are described in domain specific terms, that of

the domain of circuit theory that was used as an illustration. Such domain specific prescriptions are

not readily applied in a different context. In addition, it should not be forgotten that the application
of the approach was limited to causal domains only, thus suitable for support of simulation-based
exploratory learning but not readily outside that area.

To our knowledge, only one empirical study on the effects of application ofa model progression

approachwasconducted. ThiswasastudybyVeenman(1990; 1993)inthedomainofcircuittheory
with freshmen psychology students. Veenman provided his subjects with a sequence imposed upon

a qualitative-quantitative rationale. This study failed to reveal benefits of such a type of model
progression.

3.4 Conclusion

This chapter ends with a reflection on the prescriptive theories in the light ofthe requirements as lis-
ted in chapter 2. As summarized in section 2.4, for a prescriptive model to be potentially effective,
it should at least take into consideration the following requirements: I ) It should provide means to
connect new material to prior knowledge. 2) lt should contain prescriptions that lead to sequences

that are Iogically consistent with the structure of the subject matter, as well as take into account
learning-related aspects of domains, hence provide tailored rationales. A related requirement was
that sequence should be closely related to the structures that act as rationale, in other words be
structure-related. 3) A final requirement is one upon the nature of support to be provided. Support
should be non-directive. It should take into account idiosyncrasies of learners by allowing a certain
level of flexibility, yet provide tacit guidance so that connection to prior knowledge is established
and that learners explore in such way that the exploratory trajectory closely relates to structures
that reflect empirical properties of the domain and does justice to learning-related aspects.

3.4.1, Connection to prior knowledge

Ifone thing is well worked out in the prescriptive theories described in this chapter, it is providing
design construcrs that aim at establishing a connection to prior knowledge. As remarked in sec-

tion 3.1.2 only Gagn6's 'prerequisite-first learning' is not directly dedicated to the facilitation of
anchoring of new knowledge.

Main ingredients of design constructs that aim at connecting to prior knowledge are forms of
advance overview combined with sequence that aims at 'rterative cumulation' of knowledge.

Advance overviews Advance overviews are, for instance, materialized in Ausubel's 'advance
organizers', Reigeluth's 'epitome' and the 'modeling' in the work of Collins, Brown, and Newman.
In essence, these overviews are said to aim at activating relevant prior knowledge as well as act as

a fiamework for the anchoring of new material. The most explicit prescription for the construction
of such advance organizers can be found in the work of Reigeluth et al. ( I 983), (p. 344).
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Iterative cumulation Iterative cumulation of knowledge is manifest in Bruner's 'spiral cur-

riculum', Ausubel's 'progressive differentiation', Reigeluth's 'elaboration', White and Fre-

deriksen's model progression and, for the work of Collins et al. though less directly, in the com-

bination ofscaffolding and fading while using a global-to-local sequencing principle. In addition,
Vygotsky's and Gal'perin's prescriptions for sequence along stages ofdevelopment can be seen as

a form of iterative cumulation that builds upon prior levels of development.

Various forms of iterative cumulation are found. White and Frederiksen, for instance, prescribe

a sequence of models where the previous model frequently is part of a next model. A second form

is provided by Ausubel and Reigeluth et al. They prescribe that a hierarchical structure is to be im-

posed on the domain. This hierarchical structure is then taken as a rationale for a general-to-specific

sequence. Within the sequence, each level is then connected to previous levels, since being a spe-

cialization ofthose previous levels. The global-to-local sequence of Collins et al. is very similar

to the hierarchical rationale based general-to-specific sequence, though not entirely identical.

Eylon and Reif (1984) provided some evidence that a hierarchical rationale based general-

to-specific sequence, as the ones proposed by Ausubel and Reigeluth, when compared to a se-

quence that provides a specific level only, can "appreciably facilitate educationally important re-

call" (p. 39). In consequence, a hierarchical rationale based general-to-specific sequence is seen as

a potentially valid operationalization of the notion of iterative cumulation.

3.4.2 Tailoredrationales

Meaningful learning, or connecting to prior knowledge, is evidently assumed to be one of the most

important aspects to be established in sequencing, if not the most important (cf., Ausubel et a/.,

1978). Still, a focus on connecting to prior knowledge may have obscured another issue, that of
tailored rationales.

A multiple rationale approach If one compares the set of rationales that are suggested in the

theories reviewed with the entire set ofrationales for sequencing content as mentioned by Posner

and Strike (1976), the only conclusion can be that the majority oftheories ignores both character-

istics of domains and (aspects of) the learning process.

Vygotsky, Gal'perin, Gagn6, Bruner and Ausubel prescribed single rationale-based sequence.

A single rationale-based approach inherently cannot satisfy the requirement of tailored rationales.

Reigeluth et al. and White and Frederiksen prescribed a multiple rationale approach. However,

the work of Reigeluth et al. is based on a very limited set of possible knowledge structures. With

that, the resulting set of rationales suggested is much smaller than the one suggested by Posner and

Strike. Finally, White and Frederiksen provide prescriptions for use of rationales that are tailored to

both domain and learning-related aspects of the intended subject matter. As their work is restricted

to causal domains only, no general statements may be derived from it.

An omission in the work of White and Frederiksen is that they make no statements on car-

egorical dominance nor on the combination of rationales. Reigeluth et al. on the other hand, do

make such statements. With respect to categorical dominance, a distinction is made between over-

all organization, for which the hierarchical rationale is dominant, and organization within levels of

the hierarchy where prerequisite-first, procedural and causal rationales are dominant. A distinction

between overall organization and within level organization is part of an answer to the question of
how to combine sequences based on various rationales.
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Reigeluth's statements on categorical dominance and combining rationale are restricted to a

very limited set of rationales, hence no general statements can be made on when to apply which
rationales, on categorical dominance and on how to combine several rationales.

Structure-relatedness Only the Elaboration theory provides prescriptions for structure-related
sequencing that are sufficiently explicit. Reigeluth prescribes the exact nature of a hierarchical
rationale-based general-to-specific sequence. This sequence takes a top-down direction where the
hierarchical structure is descended in a combined breadth- and depth-first manner. The sequence

described here is highly structure-related in that it by all means tries to stay close to the structure.
Large 'jumps' through the structure are scrupulously avoided and are made only to arrive at other
branches of the hierarchical structure.

The aforementioned prescription for hierarchical rationale-based general-to-specific sequence

is not more than an illustration of what structure-related sequence could be like. Again no general
statements can be made on the nature of structure-related sequence.

3.4.3 Non-directive support

Most of the contributions to instructional design theory were founded in the context of written in-
struction or programmed instruction. This tradition was one of little flexibility; books are gener-
ally read from the beginning to the end and the programmed instruction of those days was rigid
in its subject matter sequence. Hence, the approaches such as those of Cagn6, Bruner, Ausubel
and to a lesser extent that of Reigeluth, tend to have a bias towards directive forms of instruction.
Consequently, they mainly aim at prescribing an 'optimal' path through the material, a single best
approach to sequencing.

In section 2.3.3 we have argued that there is no such thing as a single optimal approach to
sequencing. Accumulating evidence suggests interactions between sequencing variables, prior
knowledge, and characteristics of the learner. None of the theories has made attempts to model
those interactions, let alone has tried to provide prescriptions that aim at tailoring sequence to in-
dividual differences.

Some more recent approaches allow adjustment to individual needs, yet fail to specify how
to tailor sequence to individual differences. The cognitive apprenticeship approach assumes an

apprenticeship-master situation and thus inherently addresses individual differences. The master
is supposed to adjust the coaching to the needs of the student. However, decisions on the type
of support to be given to, for instance, a field dependent student, are all put in the hands of the
coach. Certainly, an experienced human coach might not need prescriptions to guide those de-
cisions. However, for the construction of prescriptions that will underly computer supported in-
structional design, unambiguous, operational principles are a must. Hence, the cognitive appren-
ticeship approach is in this respect also not of much help.

The model progression approach is closest to meeting the requirements. It suggests the realiz-
ation ofan environment that provides support at a global level but leaves freedom at a local level.
If well designed it might do justice to the requirement of non-directive support. Still, this approach
too lacks concrete prescriptions on the amount of freedom, the number of new topics to be intro-
duced in each new model.
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3,4.4 On the nature of a prescriptive model

Much of the critique found in the literature related to the vagueness of the prescriptions in the vari-

ous theories. Van Patten's critique on Bruner was still modest, as Bruner "did not provide enough

guidance as how to create a Spiral curriculum" (section 3.1.3). Strike and Posner did not even try

to be subtle when referring to the work of Ausubel "The theory is often excessively vague" (sec-

tion3.2.1). Indeed,vaguenessofmanyoftheprescriptionsmadeanalysisofthoseprescriptionsin
terms of requirements an awkward exercise.

Many of the prescriptive theories reviewed were so-called first generation6 instructional design

theories. First generation theory is relatively coarse-grained of nature. Such theory provides a

small number of rather general principles that are geared towards human instructional designers'

Human instructional designers generally can cope with relatively vague prescriptions.

In the study documented in this thesis, however, we did not aim at providing a prescriptive ap-

proach for human instructional designers. The intention was to produce prescriptions for computer

supported design. For those purposes, a prescriptive model could and should be finer grained. In

addition, for a model to be non-ambiguous it had to be defined only in terms of elements known to

the system.
Thus, during the analysis of prescriptive theory an additional requirement for a prescriptive

model emerged. This requirement concerned not so much the content of a prescriptive model,

rather than the form of such model, A prescriptive model should provide prescriptions that are

non-ambiguous.
In the present chapter, we attempted to extract prescriptions and design constnrcts from cur-

rently available prescriptive theory. What could be extracted from those theories, was generally

put in relatively vague terms. In the following chapter a bottom up approach is applied resulting

in prescriptions that would be finer grained and less ambiguous, thus suiting a computer based ap-

proach for support.

6The distinction between first and second generation instructional design theory was originally made by Merrill

( l 990).



Part B

The previous chapters reviewed literature to survey possible requirements for support, and sketched

some of the present prescriptive approaches in the Iight of these requirements. A conclusion was

that the model progression approach came closest to meeting the requirements. It was assumed

to anticipate connection to prior knowledge and to reveal a sensitiveness to the requirements of
tailored rationales and structure-related sequencing. Finally it was assumed to prescribe a form of
non-directive support.

While anticipating effort on operationalization and formalization, the model progression ap-

proach was decided to be a good candidate for support for information space exploration within the

scope of simulation-based learning. Part C thus describes the operationalization, implementation

and evaluation of this approach. Part of the study reported here, however, aimed at investigating

options for support of information space exploration that would be generally applicable'

None of the generally applicable prescriptive theories met all requirements to a sufficient ex-

tent. It was therefore decided to try to construct a prescriptive model by integrating ideas from the

various prescriptive theories reviewed whenever possible. The remaining gaps were to be filled by

means of a bottom-up approach, a study of patterns in expert teacher sequencing.

Chapter 4 focused on solutions that could satisfy the requirements of tailored rationales and

structure-relatedness. Observed lawtulness in expert teacher sequencing was the basis fbr a model

for structure-related sequencing. Chapter 5 describes the design of a learning environment that

was based on this model. The design of this environment was strongly guided by the requirement

to provide a form of non-directive support. Chapter 6, finally, describes an experimental study on

the effects of the support provided by this learning environment.
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4.1 Introduction

In chapter 2 we adopted a top-down approach to obtain an answer to the question of how to support

information space exploration. From a review ofdescriptive theory concerning sequencing, several

requirements for fruitful exploration emerged. Prescriptive theory, as reviewed in chapter 3, could
only partially provide design constructsl and prescriptions that satisfied these requirements.

Many of the prescriptive theories reviewed were so-called first generation instructional design

theories. First generation theory is relatively coarse-grained in nature. Such theory provides a small

number ofgeneral principles that are geared toward use by human instructional designers. In first
generation design, the trend was one ofparsimony in procedures. As such, most theories addressed

the, probably most important, requirement in design for sequencing only, that ofconnecting to prior
knowledge. Other aspects that were thought to be relevant for beneficial sequencing (chapter 2)

were at least underexposed.

In this work, we did not aim at constructing a prescriptive approach for human instructional de-

signers. The intention was to come up with design constructs and prescriptions for computer sup-

ported design. Systems for such support in the field of instructional design are commonly known as

authoring systems. The design of exploratory leaming environments aimed at in this thesis should

be supported by authoring systems that are based on a prescriptive model. To form the core of
such an authoring system, a prescriptive model could, and should be finer grained. We thus aimed

at providing a second generation prescriptive model.

This model should address as many of the requirements as listed in chapter 2 as possible. Pre-

scriptions for connecting to prior knowledge have been provided in currently available prescriptive
theory. In consequence, we were to search for prescriptions that complied with the remaining re-

quirements of tailored rationales, structure-relatedness, and non-directiveness of support.

In the study reported in this chapter we have made an attempt to come up with prescriptions

that would satisfy the requirements of tailored rationales and structure-relatedness. In chapter 5

the requirement of non-directiveness of support will be tackled. In the present chapter, to get to
prescriptions, we have adopted a bottom-up approach. From an analysis of sequences produced by

experienced authors, we expected to gain insight into rationales applied in various domains and in
the nature of the sequences imposed on the ordering structure.

1We will use the term 'design constructs' throughout this thesis to indicate constructs that are refened to in the pre-

scriptions of a theory. Advance overviews, a meaningful Iayout, and iterative cumulation are examples of such design

constructs.
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4,2 Issues

Thilored rationales In chapter 2 we argued that the choice ofrationale should be tailored to the

target structure, or to learning-related aspects of the target structure. For example, if a learning task

demands an understanding ofa topological structure, that topological structure should, ifpossible,
act as rationale, or, if the elements of the target structure strongly vary in complexity, then that

target structure should be sequenced from simple to complex.

We formulated this idea as the requirementof tailored rationales. As this requirement was en-

tirely based on theoretical considerations, we found it necessary to investigate whether it complied
with current practice. We thus addressed the question of whether experienced authors would tailor
rationale choice to the target structure(s), or whether they would, for instance, apply only a very

restricted repertoire ofrationales as was done in the majority ofthe prescriptive theories reviewed
in chapter 3.

An investigation of sequences constructed by experienced authors should thus provide insight

into the connection between target structure and rationale choice. We thus were to study what ra-

tionales could be found for a given target structure. Only in the case of a one-to-one connection

between target stmcture and rationale for a sufficiently varied set of target structures, we might

conclude that the requirement of tailored rationales actually complies with current practice.

Structure-relatedness In chapter 2 too we stated that having selected a structure to act as ra-

tionale is not sufficient for knowing how to actually construct a sequence. In that chapter, we at-

tempted to get to prescriptions for the construction of the actual sequence. However, we got no

further than stating that sequence "should be closely related to the ordering structure". In other

words, sequence should be structure-related.

As with the requirement of tailored rationales, that of structure-relatedness was based on the-

oretical considerations only. Hence, a goal of the present study was to find out whether sequences

constructed by experienced authors could be perceived to be 'structure-related'. If this was the case,

the study should lead to an operational description ofsuch structure-related sequence. To this end,

sequences based on a particular rationale were analyzed for the presence of patterns. Such patterns

in sequencing could be a first step toward the type of prescriptions needed tbr computer based in-
structional design.

4.3 Posner and Strike's categories of 'rationales'

The issues described above were to be explored by an analysis of a variety of sequences produced

by experienced authors, as reflected in written material. These sequences were interpreted in terms

of ordering stmcture, or rationale. Ordering structure is that structure that is found as acting as a

basis for the sequence. For example, a chronological sequence is a sequence where a temporal

structure acts as rationale.

In chapter 2 a categorization of rationales by Posner and Strike ( 1976) was introduced. This cat-

egorization lists many structures that have been found to act as a rationale for sequencing decisions.

For what it is worth, the authors claim (p. 667) that their relation categories "are well grounded in
what have proven to be useful distinctions in epistemology". Moreover, "the plausibility of the

categorization scheme was tested against both the organization of extant curricula and literature on

sequencing" (same page). The scheme lacks prescriptive utility for instructional design in that it
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contains no guidelines about which types of rationales are most effective for which type of content.

It is, however, certainly useful as an analytical tool for the investigation described in this chapter.

In the study on written material that is described below, the categorization acts as an interpretation

scheme.

The categorization contains five main categories:

. 
Y:l*:.rrrd 

rarionales that refer to structures that reflect the organization of empirical phe-

. Concept-related rationales that refer to structures derived from conceptual systems.

o Learning-related rationales that refer to structures that reflect an awareness of how people

learn and develop.

t lnquiry-related rationales that reflect an organization of content consistent with the way the

knowledge originally has come about.

o utilization-related rationales that indicate characteristics from the situation in which the sub-

ject matter is to be applied.

It would go too far to give a full description of all rationales (see Figure 4.1) that are listed

by Posner and Strike. For this reason, only those rationales that we found in the analysis of writ-

ten material are described. For a description of the remaining rationales, the reader is referred to

Posner and Strike (1976, pages 672-681). In the following sections, elements from the original

descriptions2 of rationales by Posner and Strike are printed in italic.

4.3.1 World-related rationales

Sequences based on world-related rationales are those orderings that are based on relationships

between phenomena as they exist in the world. That is, world-related structures reflect empirical

relationships among events, people, or tangible things. Types of world related structure include

among others: temporal, spatial, or topological structure, and structure reflecting differences with

respect to physical attributes.

Temporal According to Posner and Strike (p. 673) "a temporal relationship between content ele'

ments reflects an antecedent-consequent order between events or betvveen outcomes of events."

From their description we infer that temporal structures include both causal relations and relations

reflecting ideological influence.

Considering the examples provided by others in the field (see e.g., Slavenburg, 1977;

Lodewijks, 1983), this definition is restricted. It excludes those structures that contain events that

have no causal or influence relation, but are found only to succeed each other in time as, for in-

stance, in a history curriculum. In addition, procedures might also be seen as temporal structures.

It might be useful not to treat the category of temporal rationales as a whole, as it is likely that,

for instance, historical and causal structures be treated differently in instruction. A causal structure

might be taught starting at the resulting phenomenon, followed by a discussion of more and more

2lt was not always possible to extract a definition from the original text. Therefore, we have attempted to reconstruct

definitions by combining elements from the text. For this reason, the fragments printed in italic are not exact quotations.
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Figure 4.1: Rationales as originally presented by Posner and Strike (1976)

indirect causes, thus in a reverse chronological order (e.g., as was observed in the TIDES study3

(Barnard et al., 1992)). In contrast, historical structure is more likely to be treated in a chronological
way (see e.g., Posner & Strike,l9'16).ln other words, different subtypes of temporal rationales may

reveal differentpatterns in sequencing and more specifically, have different'natural' directions.

In addition, in several instructional design theories (see e.g., Merrill, 1987) a distinction is made

between the treatment of procedural ('internal' temporal) structure and historical ('external' tem-

poral) structure. Procedural structure is characterized by a number of operations that are temporally
related. Such procedural structure is labeled 'internal', as it is the learner who has to learn to per-

form the operations. External temporal structure is characterized by a number of (external) events

such as might, for instance, be found in a history course. As both types of structures are found in

abundance, both will be subject to analysis (section 4.8).

Topological Topological structure is defined to "describe physical arrangements or position of
entities" (p. 672). " Sequences based on a topological rationale include closest to farthest, toP-to-

bottom, left-to-right, west-to-east, erc " (same page). Examples of topology-based sequences are:

the discussion of language groups from west to east (as in Crystal, 19884), the discussion of the

learner's native country prior to neighbor countries and again prior to more remote countries (as

e.g., in Allessie & van Mierlo, 1969).

It should be noted that frequently a procedural rationale is imposed upon material that is es-

sentially topological in nature. Linde and Labov (1975), for instance, conducted an experiment

3In this study, a tutor explained a causal structure of phenomena leading to tidal elevation.
aAll references to instructional material used in this study can be found in a separate reference list that is included

Appendix A.l.
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in which subjects were supposed to describe an apartment building. In their description, subjects

consistently started at the entrance, circled round at the bottom floor, went one floor up, circled

round and repeated this pattern until they had reached the toplevel. In their description, subjects

thus 'wandered' through the building. The subjects thus imposed a procedural rationale upon an es-

sentially topological structure. Similarly, left-to-right, west-to-east, top-to-bottom, north-to-south

sequences can be assumed to be rooted in reading procedure (cf., Winn & Holliday, 1982). Al-
though originally based on a procedural rationale, the sequences have become conventional for
topological structures.

Physical attribute related A third type ofworld-related rationale is the physical attribute related

which is based on physical characteristics of the phenomena of interest, such as size, age, shape,

number of sides, empirical complexity and countless other physical characteristics. (p. 673). Se-

quences based on this rationale include, for example, increase in size, age, low to high empirical

complexity. The discussion of the periodical system of elements in chemistry from low to high

atom number is an example of a typical physical attribute related sequence.

4.3.2 Concept-related rationales

"'Concept-related' structures are assumed to reflect the organization of the conceptual world,

where 'world-related' structures are assumed to reflect the organization of the empirical world.

In a conceptual world, concrete experiences, tangible things or substances are organized into cat-
egories" (p.673). For instructional purposes, sequences based on a concept-related rationale are

frequently imposed on a domain. A conceptual organization, for instance, allows the construction
of a general-to-specific sequence.

Posner and Strike mention four kinds of concept-related subtypes: hierarchical,s propositional,
sophistication level, and logical prerequisite. Here, we will discuss the hierarchical rationale only,

since this rationale was found in the written material used in this study.

Hierarchical A class concept is a concept that groups a set of entities as instances of the same

kind because they share commonproperties. Typical hierarchical relations are, according to Posner

and Strike, inclusion (class-subclass), membership, union, intersection (part-ofl (p.674).

With regard to hierarchical structures, Breuker et al. ( 1989) have made a distinction between
generalization-specification structures and abstraction-concretion structures. Both types of struc-

tures may fit in the definition of hierarchical structures of Posner and Strike, however, in an ana-

lysis of sequences, it is a distinction that may not be neglected. Both types of structures may be

sequenced entirely differently. The generalization-specification structure, for instance, acts as ra-

tionale in instructional design approaches such as the Elaboration theory (Reigeluth & Stein, 1983),

the method of Progressive differentiation of (Ausubel, 1963) and Webteaching (Norman, 1973 de-

scribed in (Tillema, 1983)). These theories prescribe a general-to-specific sequence. With respect

to the second type of structure, the abstraction-concretion structure, prescriptions for both abstract-

concrete and concrete-abstract sequences are found. Abstract-concrete sequences teach an abstract

rule before illustrating this rule with instances from which the principle is derived. Examples can

be found in the RULEG (RULe before EG(example)) work of Evans, Homme, and Glaser (1962).

sThe category of hierarchical structures is originally named 'class-related', however, as the term 'hierarchical' is

more conventional, we have traded the term class-related for hierarchical.
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Concrete-abstract sequencing is applied in the EGRUL system (Markle, 1964,in Lodewijks, 1983).

Here the student is confronted with a series of instances and is expected to formulate, or is confron-
ted with, an abstraction only afterwards.

Finally, from the description of hierarchical relations we infer that also part-of structures are

assumed to fall into the same category as the structures mentioned previously. This is, however,

a somewhat unconventional standpoint. With Merrill (1983), we will make an explicit distinction
between part-whole structures and class-related structures such as the generalization-specification,

and abstraction-concretion structures, since it is anticipated that part-whole and class-related struc-

tures may be treated differently in instruction.

4.3.3 Learning-relatedrationales

The previous sections concentrated primarily on the nature of the target domain as a base for de-

cisions on sequencing. However, many psychologists consider the nature of the domain less rel-

evant to sequencing than notions about the way people learn. Where subject matter difficulty has

been a main concern in deciding upon sequence, such a sequence is said to be based on a learning-
related rationale. Learning-related rationales can, for instance, be the difflculty of the different sub-
ject matter elements, or the familiarity of elements to the student.

In the analysis of written material, frequently one can speculate only on the specific nature of
a learning-related rationale. Whether a sequence is based on relative difficulty, or on familiarity, is

usually hard to decide. In the analyses as described in this chapter, such a distinction could not be

made beyond doubt. In consequence, we will discuss all categories of learning-related rationales.

Empirical prerequisites "lf it can be determined empirically that the learning of one skill fa-
cilitates or enables the acquisition of a subsequent skill, the first skill can be termed an empirical
prerequisite of the second" (p.677).

An application of this rationale can be found in the cumulative learning theory as proposed

by Gagn6 (1987). This theory prescribes that tasks be divided into elementary subtasks. These

subtasks are taught in a cumulative way until all skills necessary for the target task are mastered.

Familiarity Past experiences of students are often used as the basis of sequencing. If this is the

case, such a sequence is based on a familiarity-related rationale. Familiarity refers to the frequency
with which an individual has encountered an idea (p. 678). In familiarity-based sequences. prior
knowledge is used as a starting point and from here new knowledge is introduced gradually. This

is usually done by organizing material in the form of a general-to-specific sequence, thus using a
generalization-specifi cation related rationale.

An example of a familiarity-based sequence is the presentation of the written material on oscil-
lation as is discussed in chapter 7. All sources analyzed showed a similar starting point, a projection

of circular motion on a vertical axe, to show the displacement-time graph so characteristic fbr oscil-
lation. As circular motion had been treated prior to oscillation, a connection was laid from familiar
material to new.

Difficulty Many factors may affect the subject matter's perceived difficulty. Posner and Strike
name just a few: " a) how fine a discriminalion is required, b) how fast a procedure must be carried
out, and c) the mental capacity requiredfor learning" (p. 678). Sequences based on a difficulty-
related rationale teach the less difficult before the more difficult content.
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Anticipated interest Interest is a factor which highly influences motivation and by that the ef-
fectiveness of instruction. " Content elements that are intrinsically interesting are commonly those

that refer to phenomena about which the learner has had some limited experience but that still
remain a challenge. That is, retain the potential for surprise or can arouse curiosity" (p. 678).

Sequences based on an interest-related rationale usually try to connect to the learner's experiences

in everyday life. That is, those elements that are most likely to provoke the learner's interest are

presented first.
Along with the principle of connecting to prior knowledge, connecting to the learner's interests

is one of the oldest principles for sequencing (Slavenburg, 1977).

Development Development-related rationales are applied "to sequence content in a way that re-

flects the monner in which children develop psychologically" (p. 679). In the Soviet psychology
(see section 3. L 1), level of development has long been considered the most important rationale for
subject matter organization. Sequences that deal with the level of development are mostly con-

centric sequences, where iteratively the same content is presented, each time at an anticipated next.

level in development (as in Bruner's (1966) Spiral curriculum).

4,3.4 Inquiry-related rationales

With inquiry-related rationales, the process of generating, discovering or verifying (scientific)

knowledge acts as a guideline for sequencing (p.676). Two types of inquiry-related rationales are

distinguished. Ifthe sequence is related to 'the course ofvalid argument ', it is said to be based on
the 'logic' of in4ulry. Similarly, the 'empirics' of inquiry can act as rationale. Here the sequence in
which knowledge was originally acquired is replicated in the subject matter sequence. For example,
in a case where successful researchers were found to study a large problem area before working on

specific problems, subject matter could be sequenced so that it emphasizes the need for a general

survey of an area prior to the consideration of specific problems.

4.3.5 Utilization-related

A final type of rationale is related to the anticipated use of acquired knowledge. Declarative con-

tent can be sequenced in a way that reflects proceduresfor solving problems where this declarative

knowledge is applied (p. 680). In this case an utilization-related rationale is applied. An example
of such a sequence was found in the material analyzed in the present chapter. In a text book of
Minkenhof ( 1990) on criminal proceedings, various regulations with regard to warrants of arrest,

discovery of evidence, litigation, punitive sanctions etc. were discussed in the (chronological) or-
der in which these are relevant in a proceeding.

The difference with a procedural rationale (section 4.3.1) is that with a utilization-related ra-

tionale, it is declarative knowledge that is sequenced on the basis of a procedural rationale, whereas

with a procedural rationale, procedural knowledge is sequenced where the procedural structure it-
self is used as rationale.

This category ofrationales reveals that it is not always the target structure that directly acts as

rationale. In this case a structure is imposed upon the target structure and is made to act as a ra-

tionale. For topological structures a similar phenomenon was observed, a procedural structure was

imposed in order to linearize the inherently two-dimensional structure. With regard to the require-
ment of tailored rationales, this observation is relevant. It makes clear that it would be too easy to
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state that in all cases target structure should act as rationale.

A second type of utilization-related rationale is associated with the anticipated frequency of
rse. When applying this rationale, a course is organized so that the elements (mostly skills) that

will be used most frequently, are taught first.

4.3.6 On the categorization scheme

Posner and Strike's scheme was based on study of actual instructional material and thus probably

will be incomplete. More analyses of material, as, for example, in this chapter, may produce new

rationales and new distinctions among rationales. Posner and Strike's scheme was used as a starting

point for this study, since it is by far the most comprehensive scheme currently available.

4.4 Patterns in expert sequencing-an investigation

The main goal of this study was to find a connection between domain and rationale, and between

rationale and sequence (section 4.2). The method used was to analyze existing written material and

interpret it in terms of rationales applied. In this analysis of written material, Posner and Strike's

categorization served as an interpretation scheme. It was used to intcrpret written material in terms

of the rationales used.

The study of the written material was a two-stage exercise. It started with a pilot study that was

highly exploratory in nature. This study yielded a tested instrument for reconstruction of sequences

from written material and some initial hypotheses on patterns in sequencing. The second stage was

an analysis of material covering specified rationales, with the intention of testing the hypotheses

generated in the pilot.

4.5 Pilot study

4.5.1 Method

For a reconstruction of sequences from written material, a reconstruction of the underlying do-

main structure is a necessary first step. Such a reconstruction readily reveals which stnrctures may

have acted as rationale. Once a domain reconstruction had been made, the order in which elements

from that domain structure are presented in the written material can be projected onto the domain

stnrcture. Analysis of the connection between structures that act as rationale and sequence is then

straightforward,
A method was sought that enabled a reconstruction of the original domain structure. Initially,

we constructed a highly advanced instrument for this reconstruction. This instrument provided a

largeselectionof 'tactics',tobeusedforinterpretationof writtenmaterial. Thesetof tacticsres-

ulted from an integration of the 'events of instruction' by Gagn6 ( 1988), the 'presentation forms'

by Merrill (1983) and the 'strategy componenrs' by Reigeluth and Stein (1983). The resulting set

of tactics included elements such as summaries, synthesizers, analogies, topic presentations, and

topic illustrations (see van der Hulst & de Jong, 1991).

The idea was that an abstract description of the material, in terms of tactics and the domain

elements incorporated by those tactics, would serve a separation of core material from peripheral

material. Core material incorporated the actual presentation of domain entities and relations. Peri-

pheral material incorporated tactics that supported linkage to prior knowledge and synthesis, and
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finally remaining tactics that specifically aimed at, for instance, motivation. The core material only
was used for a reconstruction of the domain structure.

4.5.2 Source material

Connection between domain and rationale choice A first goal was to find out whether a par-

ticular target structure inevitably leads to a particular rationale choice. This question resulted from
the demand to study the validity of the notion of nilored rationales (see section 4.2). This lead to
the question of which rationales could be found for a given domain. Hence, we chose to analyze
several books from different backgrounds covering similar domain material. To this end, four texts
on the same subject of 'validity' were analyzed (Allen & Yen, 1979; Meerling, 1984; Kidder, 1985;

Crocker & Algina, 1986).6 This domain of validity, as all domains of analysis, was selected on the

basis of 'availability' of material (see also section 4.6.3). The texts were derived from books on

statistics or methodology for the social sciences.

Connection between rationale and sequence A second goal was to find out whether we could
find patterns in sequencing, possibly related to the various rationales. Therefore, we additionally
analyzed a number of sources that applied the same kind ofrationale while covering different types

of domains. This investigation was triggered by the desire to obtain an operational description of
structure-reLated sequence (see section 4.2).

Sources that covered the same, in this case hierarchical rationale, were (Lodewick, 1972) on
historical themes in Dutch literature, (Raat et al., 172) on topics in physics, (Nelkon & Parker,
1970) on various kinds of oscillatory motion, and (Hannay et al., 1989) on the various forms of
punctuation.

4.5.3 Results

Connection between domain and rationale choice First, the results of an analysis of the se-

quence of topics in the four texts on validity are described. The four texts revealed a near identical
hierarchical, more specifically a generalization-specification domain structure (see Appendix A.1,
Figure A. 1). The most general concept was that of 'validity' with as major types, 'content validity',
'predictive or criterion-related validity' and 'construct validity'. Meerling and Kidder elaborated
on construct validity only, Allen and Yen and Crocker and Algina elaborated on several of the major
types of validity.

The way different authors sequenced the material was highly similar. The analyses consistently
revealed that the hierarchy was used as rationale for a coarse-grained organization. A top-down
(i.e., general-to-specific), depth-first sequence was imposed on this hierarchy.

Even more remarkable was the consistency with respect to sequence at a fine-grained level.
This level is found within the layers of the hierarchy. Within the first layer, the concept of content
validity was treated prior to predictive validity which was again treated prior to construct validity.
Kidder provided some insight into the rationale behind this sequence. She remarks that content
validity is 'easier' compared to the other types of validity since it does not involve any statistical
processing. Construct validity is seen as the most difficult of the three as the notion of 'constnict' is
a difficult one for students to understand. We may infer that, at a fine-grained level, the rationale has

6All references to material used in the present study can be found in a separate material reference section at the end
ofAppendix A.l.
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been a learning-related simple-complex structure and the sequence was, not surprisingly, a simple-

to-complex one.

The analysis of the four texts on validity reveals a strong mutual agreement among authors. The

authors chose and combined the same rationales, where an imposed generalization-specification
structure consistently took categorical dominance as rationale over the learning-related simple-
complex structure. Moreover, the authors imposed similar sequences upon those rationales. This
remarkably strong agreement among authors may have resulted from copying one and the same

example, although this is not too likely as sources were from a different origin (Dutch, British, and

American). More likely is that 1) the nature of a domain dictated rationale choice and that2) ra-
tionale choice dictated the nature of the sequence. Both hypotheses will be investigated in the main

study (section 4.6). The second hypothesis also introduces the second question ofthe pilot.

Connection between rationale and sequence To investigate the idea that rationale might dictate

the nature of the sequence, we studied sequence in four texts covering different domains (themes

in Dutch literature, concepts in physics, kinds of oscillatory motion, and forms of punctuation) that

all applied a generalization-specification related rationale. All four texts described a hierarchy of
about 3 or 4 levels deep, where the root concept was not much more than a 'place-holder'. With
regard to patterns in sequencing, top-down and, no less consistent, depth-first sequences were found
in all four texts.

Yet another observation was made. It was noticed that steps in a sequence, also named 'tra-

verses', frequently seemed to be to directly related topics. High incidence of traverses that only

bridge very short distance indicates a tendency ofexperienced authors to traverse only to directly
related topics, that is, to remain connective. About 807o of the traverses bridged a very short dis-

tance. Intheremaining2OVo,severalrraverseswerefoundthatwerefromaleafof atreebackupto
reach a new branch ofthat tree. In these cases, it was thus inevitable to traverse a longerdistance.

This tendency towards traversing short distances was never explicitly indicated in the prescripr
ive theories reviewed in chapter 2 as being important. Still, such a tendency might indicate an in-

structional design decision evident, maybe trivial, to human authors. Yet, to provide a foundation

for automated support for authoring, such apparently trivial tendencies should be made explicit.

4.5.4 Conclusions

Three hypotheses emerged from the pilot:

o The nature of the domain dictates rationale choice In the pilot, the rationale choices for
subject matter covering a similar domain were fully consistent. A next step was to investigate

whether this connection between domain and rationale holds in general.

o Patterns in sequences

- 'Naturalt direction ln chapter 2 a relation between rationale and sequence was hypo-
thesised. More specifically, it was argued that some rationales might have an associated

'natural direction'. Where hierarchical rationales were concerned, the pilot results sup-

ported this hypothesis. In the main study it should be investigated whether the hypo-
thesis on natural direction also holds for other rationales.
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- Connectivity In the pilot it was noticed that authors systematically tended to keep the
distance covered by traverses as small as possible. They tried to keep traverses as 'con-
nective' as possible. It should be studied whether this behavior is consistent for struc-
tures other than hierarchical ones.

4.6 Main study: patterns in expert sequencing

The pilot was intended to provide some first insights in the connection between domain structure
and rationale choice, and that between rationale and sequence. The pilot study gave rise to hypo-
theses on the nature ofthese connections. In addition, it revealed a pattern in sequencing that was
named 'connectivity'. This tendency to keep the distance covered by traverses as small as possible
was not associated to a particular rationale, it was observed irrespective of the rationales applied.
The hypotheses resulting from the pilot study, thus including the one on connectivity, were subject
to investigation in the present study.

4.6.1 Method

In the pilot, domains were reconstmcted in an indirect manner. Via a description of the material in
terms of the tactics used, core material was filtered. From the core material a domain structure was
reconstructed.

The conclusion after this pilot test was that a description in terms of tactics (see section 4.5. 1 )
yielded a spectacular amount of information on instructional design, of which, however, only a

relatively minor part was useful for a reconstruction of the domain structure. In the analysis of the
material used in the pilot, it was noticed that the core material was reasonably well reflected in the
section headings combined with typographical markers.T It was, therefore, decided no longer to use

plain text as source material for analysis, but to go one level up and use the section organization,
complemented with typographical markers in the text. It was now assumed that this level directly
represented the core material and, therefore, the analysis in terms oftactics was abandoned.

The material was now alalyzed in terms of the topics, or entities, and the relations between
entities. It should be noted that it was not always clear from the section headers and typographical
markers only what the nature of the relations was. We were thus obliged to descend incidentally to
the textual level to retrieve information on the nature of relations.

Once a domain structure had been reconstructed, a trajectory that reflected the sequence in
which elements from the structure were presented, could straightforwardly be projected onto this
structure.

A final step was to analyze the sequences in terms of the patterns that were hypothesized earlier.
That is, in terms of direction preference and connectivity. In the following sections, the methods
of analysis of these patterns will be described.

Reliability analysis To assess the reliability of the method of domain reconstruction, a selection
from both sets of material used in the main study were subjected to the same method of analysis
by a secondjudge. From each set of4 sources, one source was randomly selected. Thus, in total
about25Voofthematerialwassubjectedtoasecondanalysis. Thepercentageoverlapofthesecond
judge's reconstruction of the domain structures with that of the first judge was near to907o.
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4.6.2 Data Collection

4.6.2.1 Direction preference

A measure for direction preference should yield insight into direction choice within a single 'order-

ing structure'. For the analysis ofdirection preference, the sequence imposed upon each ordering

structure was described in terms of a pattern of forward and backward traverses.

For each relation X -+ Y, a forwards traverse was assessed if entity X was visited before

entity Y. Conversely, if Y was visited before X, a backward traverse was assessed. Some entities

were visited more than once, in that case only the first time visit was taken into consideration. If
X orY was never visited, no traverse could be assessed.

The resulting trajectory description in terms of forward and backward traverses was judged

against a norm for direction preference. Such a norm is a statement of the number of forward, or

backward, traverses that would be minimally required to accept the pattern as evidently showing

a forward or backward direction preference. This norm was named the norm for 'consistency of
direction'.

The norm for consistency was obtained by using a binomial distribution to calculate the prob-

ability of the actual outcome under the assumption that no direction preference existed. If no dir-

ection preference would exists, the probability of a single forward or backward traverse would be

.5, under the assumption that the number of missing traverses was negligible.

If the probability of absence of a direction preference, given the observed number of forward

traverses (r) in a pattern, was calculated to be less than .05 (i.e., P(Nr*u"rof forurdtraverses)o) <
.05), the pattern was taken to reveal a forward direction. In a similar way, a nofin was defined for

backward patterns.

4.6.2.2 Connectivity

Connectivity was described as a tendency to 'traverse' only to directly related entities. A traverse

represents a shift to a next entity. The distance d ofa traverse was determined by means ofcalcu-

lating the distance covered to get from entity A to a the next entity in the sequence, entity B. The

distance between entities A and B was defined as the number of relations of the domain structure

to be traversed to get from A to B via the shortest path.

Occasionally, a large distance had to be covered to arrive at entities not yet visited. This is the

case, for instance, if one ends in the leaves of a fully explored branch of a tree and has to return all

the way back up to arrive at a new branch (see section 4.5.3). The distance measure was corrected

for those situations. The 'unbiased' distance was calculated by having only relations to entities not

yet visited add to the total distance. The mean unbiased distance d oftraverses within a text is an

indication for the connectivity of exploration. The measurefor unbiased connectivity was therefore

defined as ].

On the analysis It should be noted that it was not in all cases possible to assess patterns in se-

quencing in an objective manner. Most domains subjected to analysis had an organization where

there could be little doubt on the nature ofthe domain structure. For example, for a history course

that discussed events in 1500, 1600, and I 700 respectively, a reconstruction would not lead to any

sTraversedirectionwasdefinedrelativetothedirectionofarelation(i.e.,adirectedgraph). lnatree,forexample,all
relations are defined to point toward the root, a traverse from the root one layer down is therefore classified as a hackwarul

lraverse.
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other stnrcture than a temporal one, starting with events in 1500, and ending with events in 1700.
However, whereas temporal organization is defined in an objective manner, we faced the lack of an
objective definition of other structures, such as structures reflecting differences in empirical com-
plexity and learning related difficulty.

In, for instance, texts on biological classification, all authors seemed to have adopted an
'empirical-complexity' structure as rationale. However, empirical complexity in this domain is a
fuzzy notion and it is therefore difficult to judge whether a particular sequence deviates from such
rationale. For example, two authors were found to discuss the class of 'viruses' as one of the first
topics in the main class of micro organisms, yet a third author discussed the class of viruses almost
at the end of the group of micro organisms (see Figure 4.2 in Appendix A.l). The question is, did
this third author deviate from an empirical complexity-related sequence, or is discussion possible
on the locus of the organism on an empirical complexity dimension? The latter appears to be the
case. Along the empirical complexity dimension, organisms vary not only from single cell to mul-
tiple cell organisms, conculrently their reproductive, respiratory, circulation, digestive, excretion,
and support function may get increasingly complex. In consequence, it may not bejust to conclude
that the author that discussed the class of viruses at the end of the micro organism group deviated
from a simple-to-complex order. Empirical complexity in this case depends on the viewpoint the
author might have adopted.

For structures that lacked an objective definition, a purely pragmatic solution was to take the
majority's organization as the 'norm' organization.g In Figure 4.2 a fragmentfrom the analysis of
the four texts covering biological classification is given. The grey bar at the bottom ofthis figure
provides a 'norm' for relative empirical complexity, where the less complex species are depicted
left from the more complex ones.

Biolooical classification

.qelgf i!9 ..'/iq999... .. .. . ....!aCt9!4.. .. pr.grg?9S...qlqqg. ..fqnqi.

Blgg19! virusss monehtg prclg<gq etgqe. !!!qi

.{ri.rrli9ri79. . 
qe919tie..... ..... .....i19qe.. I!r!s!

lqhfnglig! Ittglgtq!9 ...p!'glit virus€s fungi

Noln viru6 rcnenn8

Figtre 4.2: A fragment from the analyses of four sources on biological classification

In summary, it was not in all cases possible to assess patterns in sequencing in an objective
manner. Consequently, a method to define an objective norm for structure was proposed. This
method carries the danger that analysis of patterns in sequence is biased. To allow the reader to
assess the seriousness of this bias, Appendix A. I provides the reconstructions of and norm for those
structures where the lack of an objective definition of structure played a role. All in all, the results
provided in the following sections must be interpreted with this remark in mind.

elt is certainly no ideal solution as it assumes order of presentation as a direct reflection of the locus of entities on
a structure. It should be remembered that the original question was whether the locus of entities on a structure was
reflected in the order of presentation. The analyses made in the pilot, however, indicate that it is not unjust to assume
that the order of presentation generally reflects the locus of entities on a structure.
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4.6.3 Source material

For this study we again used written instructional material as a source. The material was selected

on the basis of the following criteria:

. A text should clearly reveal one ofthe rationales mentioned by Posner and Strike.

o The selection oftexts should be diverse with regard to target group and origin.

o For the study of the connection between domain and rationale choice, at least four texts

should be available that covered the same domain.

o For the study of the connection between rationale and sequence, at least four texts should be

available that covered the same rationale.

The selection of the source material was determined by availability in the collections of the lib-

rary of educational material at Utah State University, a similar library at the University of Twente

and the general library of the city of Amsterdam. No decision was made in advance on the ra-

tionales to be studied, therefore, rationales that were most frequently found (i.e., at least four times),

were selected.

4.7 Similar domain material study

To investigate the hypothesis on the connection between domain and rationale choice, sets ofvari'
ous texts covering a similar domain were analyzed. The major issue was whether rationale choice

would vary among these texts. Ifall sources revealed a similar rationale choice, a secondary issue

was whether patterns in sequencing could be observed.

4.7.1 Source material

Subject matter covering the following domains was analyzed:

o Kinematics Material on kinematics that covered part of the curriculum for classical mech-

anics for high school or undergraduate level. High level concepts were /inear and non'linear
motion, collision, oscillation, and waves,

o Biological classification Material that provided an account of taxonomy in biology for high

school,juniororseniorlevel. Theclassificationoforganismsinbiologycoveredgeneralcon-
cepts such as 'micro organisms', 'plants', 'invertebrates', and 'vertebrates', while the bottom

levels included specific classes oforganisms such as 'sponges', 'insects', 'amphibians'.

o Occupationa! groups Material covering a discussion of occupational groups, such as 'ag-

riculture', 'industry' and 'commerce', in material on geography. The target groups varied

from children in elementary education to adults.

Table 4.1 lists the sources used in the analysis, with reference to their intended target Sroup
and origin. The code in the second column is used in the results section to ref-er to the particular

source.
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Table 4. 1: Sources in the similar domain material study

Middelink:78/79
Schweers:70
Alonso:78
Nelkon:70

B i ol o gi c al c I assi fi c ati on

Baker:91
Biggs:91
Kreutzer:75
Schraer:9 I

Occupational groups

vanDongen:83
deBoer:83
Allesie:69
Zuelen:85

(Middelink, 1978, 1979)
(Schweers & van Vianen, 1970)
(Alonso & Finn, 1978)
(Nelkon & Parker, 1970)

(Baker et al., l99l)
(Biggs et al., I 99 I )
(Kreutzer & Oskamp, 1975)
(Schraer & Stoltze, l99l)

(Van Dongen et a/., 1983)
(de Boer et a/., 1983)
(Allessie & van Mierlo, 1969)
(Zuelen et a1.,1985\

senior high Dutch
senior high Dutch
undergraduate American
undergraduate British

senior high American
senior high American
junior high Dutch
junior high American

elementary ed. Dutch
elementary ed. Dutch
senior high Dutch
adult ed. Dutch

Three sets of material, each set including four texts covering a similar domain, were subjected

to analysis. The question to be answered on the basis of these sets was whether, when covering a

similar domain, rationale choice was consistent among texts.

In Appendix A. I the domain reconstructions can be found of the texts covering the domains of
kinematics, biological classification, and occupational groups. From these reconstructions it can be

observed that the domain stmctures reveal many similarities. Where differences are found, these

are mainly in the elaborateness of the material.

Alongside each reconstruction of domain structure, the order of presentation of the subject mat-

ter in each set is outlined. The four texts are presented so that similar parts are presented together.

By this, it can easily be seen where differences among texts can be tbund. Associated to the re-

constructions, a 'norm sequence' is depicted that reflects the sequence by the majority. With such

a norrn, data on direction preference and connectivity could be calculated.

4.7.2 Results

In the following paragraphs, for the three types of domains, rationale choice and the direction im-
posed on those rationales will be discussed.

4.7.2,1 Kinematics

Rationale AII sources were observed to have combined a generalization-specification rationale

with a learning-related difficulty rationale. The structure that reflected learning-related difficulty
could be found within the layers of the hierarchical generalization-specification structure (see Fig-
ure A.3 in Appendix A.1).

High level concepts were'linear'and'non-linear motion', 'collision', 'oscillation', and

'waves'. The leaves of the hierarchy incorporated concepts such as 'horizontal throw' and 'mo-

tion under gravity'. With respect [o the simple-complex structure, generally, the concept of 'uni-
form motion in a straight line' was regarded as the most simple, followed by uniformly accelerated
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motion, followed by non uniformly accelerated motion.

Direction The elements of the generalization-specification structure were consistently presented
in a general-to-specific order and the learning-related difficulty structure from simple-to-complex
(see Table 4.2).

The Tables 4.2 ,4.3, and 4.4 provide data on rationale choice and on direction preference. These
tables show: l) the rationale choice,2) the number of forward and baclcward traverses observed.
Finally, 3) the column labeled Consis tency? provides an answer to the question of whether the par
tem observed reveals consistency in direction choice and if so, in which direction. The calculation
of a norm for consistency was explained in section 4.6.2.1.

For branched structures, the notions of backward and forward are translated to 'top-down' and
'bottom-up' respectively. Generalization-specification structures are in all tables abbreviated to
'gen-spec'. Finally in Table 4.2,learning-related difficulty is put in short form as 'difficulty', and
'forward' direction is translated into the more meaningful 'simple-to-complex' direction.

Table 4.2: Rationale choice and direction preference in material on kinematics

Middelink:78/79 gen-spec

Schweers:70
Alonso:78
Nelkon:70

gen-spec

gen-spec

gen-spec

Middelink:78/79 difficulty
Schweers:70 difficulty
Alonso:78 difficulty
Nelkon:70 difficulty

15 top-down
13 top-down
8 top-down

13 top-down

13 simple-to-complex
9 I simple-to-complex

I I simple-to-complex
I I simpleto-complex

4,7.2.2 Biological classification

Rationale Again, substantial consistency with respect to rationale choice was observed (see Fig-
ure A.5 in Appendix A.l). All sources combined a generalization-specification rationale with an

empirical-complexity rationale. Concepts in the top of the generalization-specification structure
were, 'micro organisms', 'plants', 'invertebrates', and 'vertebrates', while the bottom levels in-
cluded topics such as'sponges', 'insects', 'amphibians'. The empirical complexity structure re-
vealed an evolution from 'single cell organisms' to highly complex organisms such as 'mammals'.

Direction The generalization-specification structures were presented consistently in a top-down
(backward) direction, and the empirical complexity structure from simple to complex (i.e., a for-
ward direction) (see Table 4.3).

4,7.2.3 Occupational groups

Rationale Within the material on occupation groups, two types of organizations were found. Two
sources combined a generalization-specification rationale with a familiarity-related rationale. The
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Table 4.3: Rationale choice and direction preference in material on biological classification

choice Forward Backward

59

Baker:91
Biggs:91
Kreutzer:75
Schraer:9 I

Baker:91
Biggs:91
Kreutzer:75
Schraer:9 I

gen-spec
gen-spec

gen-spec

gen-spec

empirical complexity
empirical complexity
empirical complexity
empirical complexity

l8
l9
t7

top-down
top-down
top-down
top-down

simple-to-complex
simple-to-complex
simple-to-complex
simple-to-complex

l7
l5
15

13

other two sources applied a familiarity-related rationale only (see Figure A.7 in Appendix A.l).
The familiarity-related ordering structure listed occupational groups starting with the primary sec-

tor, 'agriculture', then from 'industry', to 'commerce' (in some case 'transport'), to the tertiary

sector, the 'service industry'.

Direction The elements of the familiarity-related structure were sequenced from primary to

higher order sectors (see also Table 4.4). This sequence was interpreted as a familiar-to-unfamiliar

sequence.

Table 4.4: Rationale choice and direction preference in material on occupational groups

deBoer:83 familiarity-related 4

Allesie:69 familiarity-related 6

Zuelen:85 familiarity-related 4

gen-spec

familiar-to-unfamiliaf
familiar-to-unfamiliar

I

top-downvanDongen:83
Allesie:69

Indicates a forward direction at o = .06

4.7.2.4 Connectivity

The analysis of connectivity of the similar domain material revealed substantial connectivity, irre-

spective of domain or rationale choice. That is, in the material reviewed, almost all traverses were

to directly related topics.

Table 4.5 provides data on the nature of rationales found in the material ( Rationale choice), the

number of traverses within a structure (n) and the unbiased connectivity of these fiaverses (Conn).

The data on connectivity can be compared with a Base rate for connectivity. This base rate is the

connectivity rating that would be acquired for randomly traversing through the particular domain

structure. The base rate is obtained by calculating the mean unbiased connectivity of 100 randomly

generated sequences within the particular domain structure.
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Table 4.5: Unbiased connectivity

Rationale choice Conn." Base rate
Middelink:78/79
Schweers:70
Alonso:78
Nelkon:70

Baker:91
Biggs:91
Kreutzer:75
Schraer:9 I

vanDongen:83
deBoer:83
Allesie:69
Zuelen:8-5

gen-spec/difficulty
gen-spec/difficulty
gen-spec/difficulty
gen-spec/difficulty

gen-spec/empirical complexity
gen-spec/empirical complexity
gen-spec/empirical complexity
gen-spec/empirical complexity

20
t7
l3
l9

l8
l8
20

17

.43

.42

.54

.43

9l
94

gen-spec/familiarity-related 1 I
familiarity-related 4
gen-spec/familiarity-related ll
familiarity-related 4 57

.57

.55

.54

.-50

.54

.75

.55

.66
' Connectivity was detemined for each complete structure, imespective of
whether it was composed of more than one primitive structure.

The average connectivity for the above listed 1 2 sources is .95 (SD : .1 3) where the average
connectivity based on randomly traversing (the base rate) is .54 (SD : .10). This difference is
significant(twotailedt-test, t:7.9,df :ll,p < .00). Theconnectivityof theauthors'traversing
is thus substantially higher than might be expected on the basis of random traversing.

4.8 Similar rationale material study

It was hypothesized in section 4.4 that some rationales might have an associated 'natural direc-
tion'. The analysis based on the 'similar domain' material supported this hypothesis. Except for the
data on direction for the material of Zuelen:85 on occupational groups, all outcomes are consistent
with respect to direction for a specified rationale type. For instance, the l0 times a generalization-
specification ordering structure was found, for each of a top-down sequence was imposed on this
structure. An empirical complexity rationale was found 4 times, in all cases a forward direction
preference is observed.

However, to be able to make a statement on the validity of the hypothesis that some 'rationales
have an associated natural direction', the similar domain material is not suitable. A connection
between rationale and direction preference within similar domain material is one thing, finding such
a connection within varying domain material is something completely different.

4.8.0.5 Sourcematerial

Analysis of a second set of material, covering various domains but similar rationales, should thus
provide an answer to the question of the relation between rationale and direction. As in the previous
study the same material was also used to assess connectivity of traversing.
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The following source material was used:

o Generalization-specification

- Davidson:9l: on themes in American history

- Visser:70: on themes in British and American literature

- Novem:78: on the organization of Dutch authorities

- Kreutzer:75: on a taxonomy ofplants

o Historical

- Davidson:9l: on events in American history,

- Yisser:70: on British and American literature, organized by date of birth of the dis-
cussed authors

- Novem:78: on the growth of European civilizations, organized by events of import-
ance,

- Faber:48: on geology of the Netherlands, organized by period of origin of geological
structures

r Procedural

- Minkenhof:90: on criminal proceedings in the Netherlands, organized by utilization
procedure (see section 4.3.5)

- Briggs:9l: on instructional design procedures

- Stevens:78: on first aid procedures

- Thlaico:82: on behavioral objectives for habilitation, organized by utilization proced-

ure

o Topological

- Crystal:88a: on Creol languages, organized by geography of incidence

- Crystal:88b: on Indo-European language varieties, organized by location of incidence

- Faber:47: on the geology ofthe Netherlands, organized by region

- Heldring:90: on the geography oflndonesia

- Broos:9l: on a discussion of sport injuries, organized by anatomy

Again, the sources used in this analysis are listed in Table 4.6, with reference to their intended

target group and origin.

4.8.1 Results

4.8.1.1 Rationale and direction preference

Generalization-Specification rationale For generalization-specification ordering structure, the

data reveals a persistent preference for a top-down (i.e., backward) direction, see Table 4.7.
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Table 4.6: Sources in the similar rationale material study

Rationale Code Reference Target group Origin
G e n e ral i zati o n - spe c i fi c ati o n

Davidson:9la
Visser:70a
Novem:78
Kreutzer:75a

Historical
Davidson:91b
Visser:70b
Novem:78
Faber:48

Procedural

(Davidson&Batchelor, l99l) juniorhigh
(Visser, 1970) senior high
(Novem (pseud.)., 1978) senior high
(Kreutzer & Oskamp, 1975) junior high

(Davidson & Batchelor, 1991) junior high
(Visser,1970) seniorhigh
(Novem (pseud.)., 1 978) senior high
(Faber, 1948) senior high

Crystal:88
Faber:47
Heldring:90
Broos:91

(Crystal, 1988)
(Faber,1947)
(Hetdring, 1990)
(Broos, l99l)

university
senior high
adult ed.

higher voc. ed

American
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch

American
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch

American
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch

Minkenhof:90 (Minkenhof, 1990) university Dutch
Briggs:9l (Biggs et al.,l99l) university American
Stevens:78 (Stevens et a1.,1978) elementary ed. American
Talaico:82 (Talaico & Hewit Slusher, 1982) mentally hand. American

Tbpological

Table 4.7: Direction preference associated with a generalization-specification rationale

Visser:70a gen-spec

Versteeg:9Oa gen-spec

Kreutzer:75a gen-spec

138 top-down
24 top-down
53 top-down

llistorical and procedural rationales As discussed in section 4.3.1, in several instructional
design theories a distinction is made between the treatment of procedural ('internal' temporal)

structure and historical ('external' temporal) structure. Procedural structure was characterized by

a series of operations that are temporally related. Such temporal structure was labeled 'internal' as

it is the learner who has to learn to perform the operations. Historical structure was characterized

by a series of(external) events, as can be found in a history course.

As Table 4.8 shows, both types of structures are associated with a strong forward, thus, chro-
nological direction preference. The chronological direction preference is consistent for all material

analyzed.

Topological rationales Two types of topological rationales were selected, namely relations that

define a relative position on a horizontal dimension and one on a vertical dimension.

The results on direction preference associated with topological structure (Table 4.9) are less

consistent than the results obtained for the previously discussed rationale types. Three out of four

horizontal structures reveal a left-to-right (i.e., forward) direction preference and two out of four
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Table 4.8: Direction preference associated with temporal and procedural rationales

Davidson:9lb historical
Visser:70b
Novem:78
Faber:48

Minkenhof:90
Briggs:91
Stevens:78
Talaico:82

historical
historical
historical

procedural
procedural
procedural
procedural

20
992

5

9

9

6
55

22

chronological
chronological
chronological
chronological

chronological
chronological
chronological
chronological

vertical structures reveal a top-to-bottom (i.e., forward) direction preference.

ln Crystal:88a, Crystal:88b and Faber:47 both horizontal and vertical structures are present

in a single domain representation. In all cases, one of the structures is found to be categorically
dominant. ln Crystal:88a and Crystal:88b the horizontal dimension is dominant, in Faber:47 the
vertical dimension. This distinction leads to an important observation: all non-dominant structures

fail to reveal a direction preference. In contrast, all other structures do reveal a direction preference.

To explain this effect, it should be noted that it is almost impossible to traverse a two dimensional
space both consistently left-to-right and top-to-bottom.

Table 4.9: Direction preference associated with topological rationales

.Source Rationale choice Forward Backward

urystal:66a
Crystal:88b
Faber:47
Heldring:90

Crystal:88a
Crystal:88b
Faber:47
Broos:91

topol.(horizonta[)
topol.(horizontal)
topol.(horizontal)

topol.(vertical)
topol.(vertical)
topol.(vertical)
topol.(vertical)

6

3

5

left-to-right

lefrto-right

top-to-bottom
top-to-bottom

29

2

4t
3

I
7

4.8.1.2 Connectivity

The analysis of unbiased connectivity within the 'similar domain' study revealed substantial con-
nectivity, irrespective of domain type or source. see Table 4.10. Because of the evident trend
towards connectivity we perceived no need to calculate base ratings for connectivity as in sec-

tion 4.7.2.4.

4.8.f 3 Explorations

Categorical dominance The material on kinematics and biological classification and, in the
pilot, the material on validity revealed an evident categorical dominance for a generalization-
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Table 4. l0: Connectivity

Source Rationale choice(s)

Davidson:91 gen-spec/historical

Visser:7O gen-spec/historical

Versteeg:90 gen-sPec/historical

Baker:89 gen-spec/emp.complexity

Kreutzer:75 gen-spec/emp.complexity

Faber:48 historical
Novem:78 historical
Crystal:88a topological
Crystal:88b topological
Heldring:90 topological
Faber:47 topological
Broos:91 toPological

Minkenhof:90 procedural

Briggs:91 procedural

Stevens:78 procedural

Talaico:82 procedural

specification rationale. In the similar domain material too, we frequently observed a coarse-grained

generalization-specification organization with at a fine-grained level, an organization by means of

other rationales. Exceptions can, for instance, be found in procedural matter where students are

directly confronted with the full procedure, as' for instance,in Stevens:78 andTalaico:82'

Other rationale combinations were found, as in the topological material horizontal and ver-

tical rationales, but with no consistent categorical dominance for either of the rationales' Rationale

choice appears to depend on the shape of the spatial structure of which elements are sequenced. For

,.qu"n"ing."gions in the Netherlands, the Netherlands being a vertical elongated shape, a vertical

rationale was used for coarse-grained organization. Conversely, for a discussion of language isol-

ates from a horizontal projection ofthe globe, a horizontal coarse-grained organization was found'

Structure form and direction preference During the analysis, the idea emerged that direction

might not only be dictated by the nature of the rationale but also by the form of the structure upon

whlch the sequence was imposed. To explore this idea, we investigated structure form for each

source. The results reveal that all branched structures were observed to have a top-down direc-

tion preference. It should be noted that all branched structures were of a similar kind, namely

generalization-specification structures. The question is, what gave rise to the top-down direction

pref'erence found: the hierarchical nature of the relations in the structure, or the structure fbrm. In

the following chapter we will discuss the effect of structure form separately.

4.9 Conclusion

The investigation of the way in which authors of written material sequenced domains (see also

van der Hulst, 1992) provided us with an insight into rationales used and patterns in sequences

imposed.

94

.89

138

25 l
l8 l
54 l
91
6l

87

8l
5l
13 I

8l
9l
6l

55 I
22 I
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4.9.1 Tailored rationales

A first hypothesis investigated in this study was: "The nature of the domain dictates rationale

choice", as worded in the conclusion from the pilot study in section 4.5.4. With respect to the

kinematics material and the biological classification material, indeed, full consistency in rationale

choice was observed. In the material on occupational groups, the familiarity-related rationale was

found consistently, however, two authors additionally imposed a generalization-specification struc-

ture upon the material and used this structure as rationale for a coarse-grained organization.

In our view these results suggest a strong connection between domain and rationale. Each

structure type might have an associated 'natural' rationale for sequencing. This was exactly what

was implied in the 'tailored rationales' requirement.

As the repertoir of domain structures can be large, this finding suggests that authors use a large

repertoir of rationales for sequencing. In contrast, the approaches as reviewed in chapter 3 were

argued to be based on a very limited repertoir ofrationales. Consequently. we have reasons to be-

lieve that the way in which experienced authors sequence material does not comply with those ap-

proaches. The single rationale-based approaches, as discussed in that chapter, may prescribe a too

restricted approach.

Categorical dominance and the combination of rationales In the analysis in the 'similar do-

main' study it might be sound to make a distinction between two levels of organization. At a

coarse-grained level of organization, we frequently found a generalization-specification rationale.

This finding is in line with prevailing first generation instructional design theory that prescribed

to impose a generalization-specification structure upon subject matter material and consequently

to adopt this structure as rationale. It was argued in chapter 2 that a so resulting generalization-

specification rationale-based organization supported connection to prior knowledge by implement-

ing a form of iterative cumulation. For coarse-grained organization, a single rationale approach, as

in the prescriptive theories of, for example, Ausubel and Reigeluth, is thus found to comply with

current practice.

On the other hand, at a fine-grained level, each type ofdomain structure was found to be ac-

companied by a different type of rationale. For instance, classiflcations in biology are generally

based on differences in empirical complexity, hence empirical complexity is important for a stu-

dent to understand and it is therefore not surprising that for sequencing an empirical complexity-

related rationale was found to be adopted. For the kinematics material, a learning-related rationale

was evidently more suitable. It is assumed important for learners to understand notions such as

uniform linear motion, before learning more complex notions in kinematics. As a result, in the

kinematics material, sequence was dictated by a learning-related difficulty rationale. All in all, at

afine-grained level of organization, it was observed that domain structure and learning-related as-

pects of a particular domain were reflected in the choice of rationale. This is what was intended

with the requirement of tailored rationales.

Prescriptions As we have adopted a knowledge engineering approach to the construction of a

prescriptive model, patterns as observed in sequences by experienced authors are assumed to re-

flect an expert approach in sequencing. Consequently, these patterns are accepted as a basis ibr
prescriptions. The observations listed above thus result in a first prescription:

o For supportfor information space exploration a distinction should be made between coarse-

and fi ne - graine d o rg anizatio n.
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- To support connection to prior knowledge by berative cumulation, a generalization-
specification structure is to be imposed upon the domain and be chosen to act as ra-
tionale for sequencing at a coarse-grained level.

- At afine-grained level, domain and learning-related structures present must be refiec-
ted in the rationale choice.

In chapter 5, an example is provided of an operationalization of the distinction between coarse
and fi ne-grained organization.

An aspect in the prescription that must be made explicit is how domain aspects and leaming-
related aspects can be reflected in a sequence. With this we have arrived at the second question
posed in this study, that of patterns in sequencing.

4.9.2 Structure-relatedness

The second and third hypotheses both concern the nature of sequences created by experienced au-

thors. It is concluded that with only a few exceptions, experienced authors were found to be se-

quencing the instructional material in a highly methodical way.

Three patterns emerged, we will start with the pattern that was found in all material, irrespective
of the nature of the domain and rationales applied:

o Connectivity The data on connectivity confirmed the hypothesis that authors of written ma-

terial scrupulously tried to relate new material to material previously discussed. Often, tra-

verses were made to directly related topics.

o Consistency of direction With respect to direction preference, the data on direction in gen-

eral revealed a strong consistency of direction within a structure. That is, a direction once

chosen was usually maintained.

o (Natural directiont For several rationales, the data on direction preference confirmed the

idea that a connection exists between rationale (thus ordering structure) and direction in
which the ordering structures were traversed. That is, some structures were found to have

an associated'natural' direction.

As a criterion for a connection between rationale and 'natural' direction we decided that at

least three out of four sources in a set should reveal a similar direction. Hence, the data yiel-
ded evidence for the following combinations ofrationale and 'natural' direction:

- G e n e r a I i zat io n- S p e c ifi c a t io n r ationale, a g e ne r a I - t o - s p e c ifi c dir ection;

- Historical rationale, a chronological direction;

- Procedural rationale, a chronological direction;

- Topological horizontal rationale, a left-to-right direction.

In conclusion, expert sequence can be characterized by connectivity, consistency of direction
and in some cases by the pursuing of a 'natural' direction. Such a sequence is closely related to

the structure that acts as rationale. Hence, the sequence that reflects connectivity, consistency and

'natural' direction is labeled a structure-related sequence.
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Prescriptions With this conclusion we have arrived at prescriptions. To guarantee that domain

and learning-related structures are reflected in the sequence, this sequence should comply with

the conventions of structure-related sequencing. Prescriptions for structure-related sequencing are

defined as follows:

o Connectivity The distance bridged by a traverse must be as small as possible.

o Consistency of direction When traversing a structure, a direction once chosen must be

maintained throughout that structure.

r 'Natural' direction f a natural direction is knownfor a structure, the traverses must follow
that natural direction.

4.9.3 SEQModel

The analysis in this chapter resulted in several prescriptions. These prescriptions form the core of a

modelforsupportforinformationspaceexploration. ThismodelwasnamedSEQModel. Chapter5

describes the design of an authoring tool (SEQTool) that implements a form of support that is based

ontheprescriptionsof SEQModel. Theintentionofthischapterwastoprovideasecondgeneration
prescriptive model. Such a model should be sufficiently specific and non ambiguous to be readily

implementable in an authoring tool. The implementation of SEQTool should be a testcase to see

whether this was indeed the case. Finally, in chapter 6 an experiment is described in which benefits

of the support based on SEQModel were assessed.

4.10 Discussion

From a knowledge engineering perspective, a synthesis of the sequencing by experienced authors

indicates to a certain extent 'good' educational practice. Statements on good educational practice

have provided a basis for prescriptions for instructional design. A final step made here is a reflection

upon the prescriptions for structure-relatedness in the light of ideas from related work, in this case

that of Iinguistics and cognitive science.

4.10.1 Connectivity

Analysis of written material Free information space exploration allows students to 'jump'

through the domain. That is, to traverse to indirectly related topics. In contrast, a conclusion we

could draw from the study of sequences of experienced teachers was that those teachers scrupu-

lously tried to avoid this Jumping'. Instead of 'jumping' trough the material, teachers were found

to choose a route so that each new topic would have at least some relation to the former. That is,

they strived to attain connectivity.

Linguistics In the field oflinguistics, a highly similar type ofbehavior is described. In discourse,

each step, a shift of topic, is to a directly related one, as (Levelt, I 989, p. l I 0) remarks, "The de-

fining characteristic of coherent discourse is that every move of a speaker is in some way related to

whatever was said before". Listeners anticipate on this behavioral pattern and thus base their inter-
pretation of a message on the assumption of relatedness. It is a tacit consent between speaker and

addressee that says that a new topic is always directly related if not explicitly said otherwise. This
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consent is presented as one of the major 'conventions' in linguistics. The convention is named the
'maxim' of relevance (Grice, 1975), also known as the convention of 'connectivity' (Levelt, 1982;

Levelt, 1989). Behavioral pattems such as that of 'connectivity' in linguistics are of major import-
ance for efficiency in communication. Since both speaker and receiver know that a new topic has

some relation to the previous one, this does not need to be made explicit. Hence, things can be left
unsaid, making discourse more compact.

Cognitive science To understand the scope of a behavioral pattern it is essential to know whether
the behavioral pattern is 'natural' in the sense that it is rooted in the limitations of the cognitive
system or that the pattern is learned and thus may vary over cultures.

Considering the pattern of connectivity, from a cognitive point of view it may well be essential

to acquire new subject matter in a connective way. A study by Bower (1969) provided evidence

that connectivity leads to better recall. This study revealed that a set of I 1 2 concepts ordered so that

their inter-concept associations were evident was recalled far better than the same set of concepts
presented in random order. The results ofBoweret al. are explained in the following way (see Glass

et al., 1979): I ) Presumably the random order failed to reveal the multitude of associations between

concepts. If this is true, connectivity makes associations between concepts more manifest. 2) The

associative nature of memory made recall of a set of related concepts far easier than the recall of
a similarly large set of less related concepts, since each concept recalled could act as a cue for the

recall of related concepts as was, for instance, demonstrated by Jenkins and Russel (1952). The

former indicates that for learners it might be beneficial to be confronted with new material in a

connective way.

Now, does the speaker anticipate the learner's needs or is the connective ordering of material

also 'natural' for a speaker? For speakers too, associative nature of memory might play a role in

determining the order of topics to be discussed. It may be equally hard for a speaker to discuss a

multitude of topics in a non connective way. For a speaker too, each topic may act as a cue for
related topics and this allows discussing a subject without having recalled all topics in advance.

Discussing topics in a random order certainly makes bookkeeping laborious. That is, keeping

track ofwhat has been discussed and what still needs to be discussed. Levelt (1982), for instance,

argues that the inherent limitations of working memory may demand connectivity. To keep the bur-
den on working memory as small as possible, speakers will traverse a multidimensional structure in

such a way that the amount of backtracking needed will be minimized and as he claims, this results

in connectivity.

It is well possible that a speaker naturally discusses topics in a connective way due to limitations
of associative and working memory. In addition, a speaker might foresee the potential difficulty of
the addressee to remember the things said and may thus try to prestructure a chain of expressions

so that processing is as easy as possible. Retuming to the issue of scope, due to the assumed roots

in the cognitive system, the convention ofconnectivity is likely to be universal.

In summary, analysis of written instructional material and discourse theory provide evidence

that both authors and speakers aim at connectivity. Connectivity in discourse has the function of
streamlining discourse. We have argued that the connectivity convention did not come out of the

blue, but could well be a consequence of the constraints of the cognitive system. If this is true,

deviation from a connectivity pattern may not be without consequences.
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4.10.2 Consistency of direction

Analysis of written material A second conclusion from the study on experienced teacher se-
quencing was that teachers, besides organizing the material in a connective manner, also tended
to continue in a direction once chosen. Once they had decided to describe a history domain in a

chronological order, they continued in this direction till the very end of the course unit. We have
named this tendency'consistency of direction'.

Linguistics In linguistic theory consistency of direction is never mentioned as one of the con-
ventions in linearization. However, many examples of sequences are discussed that are connect-
ive in nature and also consistent of direction. For instance, when giving route directions, speakers
consistently follow a'source to goal spatial connectivity' (Levelt, 1989, p.139). When describ-
ing unfamiliar countries as depicted on a geographical map, speakers quite frequently describe the
countries in a west-to-east order. If, however, for instance, their native country lies in the eastern
part, speakers generally start east and discuss the countries more and more remote from their native
country. Here, they consistently follow an east-to-west order. Two sequences in reverse directions,
both are, however, consistent of direction.

Cognitive science Connectivity was seen as "a general ordering principle in perception and
memory" (Levelt, 1989, p. 142). Frequently, consistency will be a direct result of the desire to
preserve connectivity. When, for instance, describing a linear (non branched) structure of related
topics, full connectivity inevitably leads to consistency (see e.g., section 5.4.1.1).

4.10.3'Natural' direction

Analysis of written material Besides the observed consistency of direction, for a limited num-
ber of rationales an evident direction preference was observed. For example, all generalization-
specification structures in the study were found to be traversed in a top-down direction. All histor-
ical and procedural structures were described in a chronological order. Apparently, some classes
of structure could be observed to have an inherent associated 'natural' direction.

Linguistics In the theory on linearization this finding is labeled as the convention of'natural or-
der' (Levelt, 1989). 'Natural order' refers to an order assumption connected to a structure type.
Generally, this assumption is shared by speaker and addressee. For instance, the description ofthe
following two events, they left the restaurant, the dinner was served will generally be interpreted
chronologically, thus the dinner being served after they left the restaurant. This interpretation will
predominate, even though the scheme is somewhat unfamiliar and nothing was said about the or-
der of events. The interpretation is based on the tacit agreement that a historical structure will be
discussed in chronological order if not explicitly said otherwise. The advantages of such a tacit
agreement are obvious, again information about the relation between events can be left out.

No general definition of natural order exists, what counts as natural ordering is different for
different types of domains. But, many so called 'natural' orders can be traced back to process-
related determinants. The source-to-goal order when giving route directions and the bottom-to-top
'climbing' order when describing one's apartment building are examples of process determined
descriptions of, in this case, spatial structures.
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Cognitive science The cognitive basis of'natural order' is addressed by Levelt (1989). Levelt

poses the question 'why is natural order so natural' and remarks that the tacit agreement on nat-

ural order may be due to universal principles of memory organization, or to more culture-specific

'scripts' (p. 139). Referring to memory organization, if people indeed organize and remember re-

lated events as temporally ordered structures, it should be relatively easy or natural for a speaker

to retrieve the information in that order. Similarly, for an addressee to decode it in that order. A

study by Thorndyke (1977) provides some evidence for the storage of information as scripts, tem-

porally organized structures. Thorndyke, for instance, showed that an entire story was remembered

much better than a list of all its sentences in random order. The question is why? Kintsch, Mandle

and Kozminsky (1977) revealed that stories generally have a 'natural' order; the events (or epis-

odes) in the story form a temporal, sometimes causal structure. In a story, the episodes are generally

presented in a chronological way. It is not unlikely that the reason that such temporal structures are

remembered better, is that the manner of presentation is in accordance with the way information is

stored.

4.10.4 Structure-relatedness as norm

In the previous sections we have discussed the findings of the analysis of written instructional ma-

terial in the light of related disciplines. This discussion yielded some arguments to support that

connectivity, consistency of direction, and 'natural' order characterizes 'optimal' sequencing.

Arguments from linguistics have to do with economy in interaction. It was argued that the

conventions of connectivity and 'natural direction' streamline discourse. This does not necessar-

ily imply that the use of these conventions is optimal for the organization of educational material.

However, it is argued that negligence of generally accepted conventions may lead to confusion.

Norman (1988), for instance, argues and illustrates that a design may be ineffective due to negli-

gence ofconventions. Once a convention on, for instance, the function ofmouse buttons is accepted

by the user community, a switch of convention produces great confusion and error. Similarly, if a

speaker discusses two completely unrelated topics after one another without making explicit that

the topics are unrelated, thus violating the convention of connectivity, many listeners will wrongly

conclude that the topics are related. Violation of conventions will readily lead to error (cf., Winn,

1983).

Finally, and probably most important, among others Neerincx (1995) has argued that adherence

to conventions allows functioning at the so called 'skill' level (Rasmussen, 1983), where highly

automated procedures are called upon. Violation of commonly accepted conventions would then

require far more mental effort to accomplish a task, since no automated procedures can be used.

The bottom line is that one should only deviate from conventions in exceptional circumstances.

As for now, we see no such reasons why conventions concerning discourse should not apply to the

organization of material for information space exploration.

Finally, arguments from cognitive science have to do with assumptions on inherent limitations

of the cognitive system. Anticipation on such limitations should ease learning at a level that re-

quires minimal mental effort. However, the arguments presented in the previous section alone

provide no convincing evidence for the actual existence of these inherent limitations. Still, if we

add the findings from the study of written material, arguments from linguistics and the weak argu-

ment from cognitive science, we believe to have a basis for prescriptions for support.



SEQToo!: the design of
non-directive support for
exploration

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter a pattem of so called 'structure-related' sequencing was outlined. The term
'structure-related' sequence was entered as an umbrella notion for a pattern that could be character-
ized by connectivity, consistency of direction, and natural direction. This pattern was put forward
as norrn behavior for information space exploration. The present chapter describes the design of
a tool that aims at supporting students in a non-directive manner to explore in a structure-related
way. The design of this tool is inspired by the wish to tackle the problem of disorientation in un-
structured learning environments such as hypermedia. Students seem to have trouble to cope with
the freedom offered by these relatively new media (chapter l). Their behavior is frequently less
methodic than desired and, as we postulated in the previous chapters, this affects the acquisition of
knowledge of structure.

Together with the necessity of a methodic approach, a strong demand for flexibility was ex-
pressed, two seemingly conflicting desires. Meeting both requirements could only be accomplished
by providing an unobtrusive, and thus non-directive form of support. In this chapter the design of
a graphical overview is sketched that is supposed to realize such a form of support. In the design of
this graphical overview, the deliberate use of conventions plays a central role. Conventions with
regard to the perception of graphics are used to design an environment that makes students vol-
untarily choose a structure-related trajectory. The use of such conventions enables support to be
unobtrusive, the environment preserves full flexibility of exploration. Hence, it is thought to be a
true example of a cognitive tool.

5.2 Design for support

The problem of disorientation, getting lost in hyperspace, is one of the main concems in the hy-
pertext field. Various types of solutions have been proposed to help students to overcome the com-
plexity of exploration. A majority of the current applications provides 'concept maps' or graphical
overviews as support for orientation and planning (see for a discussion ofapplications, potentials
and problems (Conklin, 1987; de Young, 1990)). One of the major problems with these overviews
is that the user is confronted with the full complexity of today's usually large systems. Attempts
are made to reduce this complexity by reducing the amount of information that is accessible at a

certain moment in time. An example of such information space reduction is found in the 'fish eye'
metaphor (Fumas, 1986). Furnas describes a graphical overview that is deformed, it has a sharp
focus area that present foreground material and a vague surrounding area that presents background
material. Even more restrictive are the 'guided tours' as implemented by Allison and Hammond
(1989), (see also Arents & Bogearts, 1993). In addition, several authors propose means to keep
track of the history of exploration, to leave 'footprints' (Foss, 1987; McAleese, 1989) sometimes
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combined with means to mark important sections (Rouet, 1990) and to annotate the material studied

(Monk, 1990).

Graphical overviews combined with information reduction, histories, and markers seem essen-

tial to overcome disorientation. Unfortunately, little study has been done to assess the merits of
these forms of support. What we know from evaluations of support tools for exploratory learning

in simulation environments is that one has to be extremely careful with adding support tools. In

some cases support was even found to be detrimental to learning (de Jong et al.,1993a). Explana-

tions for this effect were sought in additional demands on cognitive capacity and it was speculated

that the support tools might even have distracted the students from the learning tasks.

A first criterion for the design is thus that one should be extremely careful with imposing ex-

tra cognitive load on students (cf., Neerincx, 1995). Besides, support should not distract from the

main task. Some of the early graphical overviews lacked a directly accessible link between hyper-

text fragments and the representation ofthose fragments in the graphical overview. Consulting the

overview then readily leads to distraction. We will seek to avoid distraction by making support an

integral part of the leaming environment.

Chapter 2 listed several requirements for fruitful information space exploration. One of these

requirements, that of non-directive support, stated that 'support should allow for flexibility and it
should be unobtrusive'. A danger of the guided tours and fish eye views is that these force stu-

dents into patterns that may not suit their needs. Structure-related exploration should certainly be

preferable over the ad hoc unmethodical exploration of those 'lost in hyperspace'. Nevertheless,

those students that are not lost may be deprived by being forced into a structure-related pattern of
exploration. In section 2.3.2 itwas argued that system imposed sequence might readily interfere

with the knowledge acquisition process of the individual learner. For example, studies by Mager

(1964) and Lodewijks (1983) have shown that students working with a self-imposed sequence in a

relatively manageable environment did substantially better than students working with an imposed

'structure-related' sequence.

Unguided exploration may, with insufficient prior knowledge, lead to an unmethodic form of
exploration, whereas a too directive form of support may 'alienate' the student from the material.

Hence, in the design we should strive to find the delicate balance between guidance and student

autonomy.

5.3 Underlyingprinciples

Balance between guidance and student autonomy was pursued by developing a so called 'mean-

ingful' graphical overview of the hypertext structure. In this type of overview the layout of the rep-

resentation is manipulated in a way that is likely to lead to a structure-related form of exploration

while still allowing students to deviate if this better suits their needs. Besides, such an advanced

overview might have a function in supporting connection to prior knowledge. With the 'meaning-

ful overview' we hope to realize the type of non-directive support that was advocated by amongst

others (Njoo, I 994). The following paragraphs describe principles underlying the design of mean-

ingful overviews.
In the hypertext field several measures for support have been proposed. At this moment the

graphical overviews have taken lead in helping users to gain a sense of the structure of the domain.

It is assumed that visualization can be a highly valuable means for overcoming disorientation and

by that, non-systematic exploration. Visualization, or better visibility is a key concept in the work
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of Norman ( 1988). Norman argues that the internal functional structure of a system must be visible

externally to allow the user to make deliberate decisions on how to handle the system. Visibility
makes a difference. This is very evident when comparing the user friendliness (at least for novices)

of a menu based interface to that of a command driven system. In line with Norman we argue

that the need for visibility also holds for an internal domain structure that is to be explored. Here

too the student has to be able to oversee the structure and to be able to decide on the trajectory

of exploration. A hypertext system that consists only of'electronic' cards with a description of
isolated topics fails to make the overall content structure visible to the user.

Msibility of the intemal domain structure of a hypertext might well enhance exploratory be-

havior. Indeed, benefits ofvisualization ofthe links in a hypertext structure have been shown in a

study by Zhao et al. (1993). Besides, Conklin (1987) argues (p. 39) that graphical browsers "rely

on the extremely high developed visual-spatial processing of the human visual system". "Users

orient themselves by visual cues, just as when walking or driving through a familiar city."

Generating a visualization of the structure of an extensive domain is not trivial. Those who

discuss the generation of graphical overviews address the technical and conceptual problems in-

volved in the display of large structures (see e.g., Pintado & Tsichritzis, 1990; Christensen et al.,

1993). With extensive domains, a display of nodes and links without underlying structure too easily

gets opaque itself. The display of large numbers of links easily results in highly cluttered graphics.

Thus, a layout mechanism is needed that clearly reflects the structure of the content. However, as

Conklin indicates (p. 39), "there is no natural topology for an information space." In other words,

the field lacks principles for'meaningful' layout.

In the following paragraphs we shall come up with some principles that may be used to gen-

erate a 'meaningful layout', a layout that gives insight in the intemal structure of the domain and

simultaneously promotes structure-related exploration.

Visualizations have two aspects that determine their merits with regard to learning: 1) a visu-

alization may convey meaning in its own right, and 2) a visualization will affect the exploratory

trajectory. Figure 5.1 outlines these aspects and the way they are supposed to affect learning, or

more specifically, the acquisition of knowledge of structure'

+ :atlects

Figure 5.1: Direct and indirect influences of a visualization on acquisition of knowledge of struc-

ture

This scheme outlines the assumptions that are central to the design of a 'meaningful layout'.

These assumptions will be subject to study in the experiment described in chapter 6.

In the following sections, firstly the direct link between visualization and learning (Relation

1)isdiscussed(section5.3.l). Secondly,thelinkbetweenvisualizationandexploratorytrajectory
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(Relation 2) is discussed in section 5.3.2. Thirdty, the link between structure-related exploration
and learning (Relation 3) is discussed in section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Relation l: Visualization affects acquisition of knowledge

Visualizations may be powerful means in their own right to convey meaning. Diagrams 'exploit
the human visual skill', as Nardi and Craig ( 1993) remark (p. 22),vistalizations or "Visual formal-
isms take advantage of our ability to perceive spatial relationships and to infer structure and mean-
ing from those relationships". In studies that compared textual with diagramatical representations,
several advantages ofdiagramatical representations are mentioned. Advantages were assumed to
lie in processing and preservation of information. Both aspects will be discussed below.

Processing advantages Norman (1993) contended that graphics are cognitive artifacts that can
enhance performance by reducing cognitive overhead. For graphics, reduction in cognitive over-
headoccurswhenperceptualinferencesreplacecomplexcognitivetasks(Lohse,1993,p.385). In
this line, Larkin and Simon ( 1987) have pointed out that different kinds of representations, though
being informationally equivalent, may be 'computationally' different. That is, between represent-
ations, differences in the speed of drawing inferences may occur. The statement on differences in
speed of inferencing is supported by a study by Winn (1993) who compared inferences made on
the basis of a textual and a diagramatical representation of a family tree. The economy of the dia-
gramatical representation became evident by the finding that students that used this representation
answered questions on kinship significantly faster than those who worked with the textual repres-
entation. The differences in speed were ascribed to the laborious search for information in text as

well as to the fact that only the users of textual information had to keep information in working
memory to correctly answer the kinship questions. Whereas inferring kinship from a diagram is
seen as a straightforward perception process, inferring kinship from text demands more complex
cognitive activities. Indeed, Larkin and Simon make clear that for diagrams and text, while be-
ing informationally equivalent, the more dimensional diagram may be far more economical in its
support for search for information. "The advantages ofdiagrams, in our view are computational"
(Larkin & Simon, 1987, p. 99).

Information preservation advantages Although text and diagrams may in the end contain the
same information, some information is better preserved by a diagram than by text. Larkin and
Simon (1987), for instance, put forward that diagrams are superior in preserving information on
geometric and topological relations. Textual representations are fine for preserving information
on one dimensional relationships such as temporal relations, whereas diagrams are much better in
preserving two and three dimensional relationships. As hypertext sffuctures are more likely to be
multidimensional and ill-structured than clear cut one dimensional, it is assumed that diagrams may
add to preserve information on those multidimensional structures in hypertext.

A well designed visualization may directly benefit learning, but also indirectly, by facilitat-
ing methodical exploration (see the following section). In the experiment in chapter 6 we assess
whether a well designed visualization positively affects leaming, irrespective of indirect effects
resulting from improvement of the exploratory behavior.
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5.3.2 Relation 2: Visualization affects exploratory trajectory

We have stressed the need of a non-directive form of support to provide users with all the flexibility
the y might need. Norman ( 1988) suggested the deliberate use of constraints and conventions to
guide the behavior of people in a non-directive way. For example, the designers of the floppy disk

deliberately used physical constraints, for instance, by adding notches to make sure that a floppy

disk could only be put in a drive in the correct way. With using constraints in this way, no directions

on putting the floppy in the machine were needed. The constraints made the correct way of handling

evident. In a similar way, cultural conventions can be used to guide behavior.

A convention we refer to is that of reading direction; people from western cultures will gener-

ally read from left to right and top-down (see e.g., Levelt, 1982). This leamed behavior has effects

that go beyond the reading of text. A predominant left-to-right direction is also found in search

in graphical overviews (Winn, 1993). Evidence for transfer of reading direction to diagram per-

ception comes from studies that investigated diagram perception among people whose languages

read from right to left. With Arabic native speakers, graphics are processed right to left (Tversky

et al., l99l). The same authors remark that studies in development of writing and drawing show

that the reading direction preference is established as children acquire literacy, from which we can

conclude that the convention of reading direction is indeed learned.

An awareness of the 'reading direction' convention is extremely useful for design and we will
show in section 5.4. L I how the reading convention can be used to get users to explore in a structure-

related way. Frequently, learners are weil able to regulate their own learning (chapter 2), the ques-

tion is whether they need support to let their exploration be methodical, more specific, be structure-

related. In the experiment in chapter 6 is investigated whether a meaningful layout actually en-

hances structure-relatedness of exploration.

5.3.3 Relation 3: Structure-related exploration affects acquisition of structural
knowledge

The relation between structure-related exploration and acquisition of knowledge was addressed in

section 2.2. I . It was postulated in this section that the acquisition of knowledge of structure is

enhanced by having sequence 'closely relate' to that structure. 'Closely related' to a structure was

operationalized in terms of connectivity, consistency of direction, and the pursuing of a 'natural'

direction (chapter 4). This structure-related exploratory behavior was expected to affect acquisition

of structural knowledge only. Hence, the expected effect on learning is specific.

In the experiment in chapter 6 we will test l) whether an effect of structure-related exploration

occurs and 2) whether this effect is indeed as specific as assumed.

5.4 Design

In the previous sections a model was described that contained aspects that were intended to directly

and indirectly affect the acquisition of knowledge. A well designed visualization could positively

affect acquisition, by enhancing information preservation and processing. Concurrently, such a

visualization might affect structure-relatedness of behavior. Finally, structure-relatedness of beha-

vior might affect acquisition of knowledge of structure.

The following sections describe the way in which we arrived at prescriptions for the design

of visualizations. Briefly, design of visualization is guided by the intention to optimize the influ-
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ence of the visualization, both on the acquisition of knowledge and on the structure-relatedness of
exploratory behavior.

5.4.1 Techniques

5.4.1.1 Visualization for structure-relatedexploration

In section 5.3.2 the deliberate use of conventions was suggested for guiding exploratory behavior
in an unobtrusive way. In this section we will show how a reading convention may be used to make

learners voluntarily explore in a structure-related way. Prescriptions for visualization for structure-

relatedness were derived from a pilot study on traversal of different representations. Below we will
briefly sketch the results ofthis study, followed by the resulting prescriptions.

The study on traversal provided subjects with different visualizations of two so-called 'primit-
ive structures'. The notion of primitive structures is a crucial idea in this study. The idea was that

domains could be described in terms of a limited set of basic structure types. In this work two prim-

itive structure forms have been defined, namely a branched and a non-branched structure. The

distinction between branched and non-branched structures was made since it was observed that it
does make a difference in traversing a structure whether one deals with linear or branched structure

forms (see Levelt, 1982).

The subjects in this study, 5 psychology freshmen and 4 colleagues, were presented with sev-

eral visualizations of the two primitive structures. The aim was to get an impression of trends in
the order in which the subjects would perceive the entities in the structures. They were asked to

describe the representations so that these could easily be reproduced by someone listening to the

description from tape. It was shown by Tversky and Kugelmass (1991) that such a description
of elements corresponds to the subject's 'perceptual exploration', that is, the manner in which the

subjects would explore the graphics themselves.

Visualization and connectivity The way in which a structure is visualized influences connectiv-
ity of exploration. Figure 5.2 shows material and some results of the aforementioned study. Here

two different representations of a non-branched structure consisting of five related entities are

given. The outcomes of this experiment are summarized in Figure 5.2. Below the representations

ofboth structures an indication is given ofthe way the subjects in this study traversed the represent-

ations (arrows indicate the direction oftraverses, and the numbers below the arrow patterns refer
to the incidence of that particular pattern).

As shown in Figure 5.2, eight subjects from the group ofnine read the elements ofRepresenta-
tion I from left to right, and thus fully connective. The remaining subject also read fully connective,

but from right to left. Representation 2 of an identical structure appeared to 'break' the connective

pattern. Four subjects out of 9 started at the 'central' node, the node in the upper left corner, went
from there in a connective way to the right hand end, Jumped' back to the central node and pro-

ceeded downward. Another 2 subjects started at the central node, went down, got back up again

and then proceeded to the right. Only 3 out of9 thus followed a fully connective path.1

If we analyze the differences in outcomes using the measure for connectivity as described in
section 4.6.2.2, Representation I yields a mean connectivity of 1 (SD : 0) and representation 2

I Indeed, if we use the unbiased measure for connectivity as presented in section 4.6.2.2 all trajectories are fully con-

nective. However, this nuance was added to cope with branched structures. For non-branched structures direct con-

nectivity is to be prefened.
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of.89 (SD : .09). This difference is significant (, : 4.00, dl :16, p < .00).

I

l1'
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2'

I

ls'
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Figure 5.2: An example of traverses along two different representations of an identical structure

This pilot study used two different representations of an identical structure, one representation

lead to connectivity, the other certainly not in all cases. Moreover, the behavior in Representation

I is to a certain extent predictable, while that of Representation 2 is not. For the design of non-

directive support, predictability of behavior is crucial.

Yisualization and consistency of direction Visualization is also observed to affect the direc-
tion of traversal. In describing the results we will make a distinction between branched and non-

branched stnrctures.

Non-branched structures Referring again to Figure 5.2, it is also evident that Representa-

tion 1 lead to 'consistency of direction', whereas Representation 2 did not. Again, if we use the

measure for consistency as described in section 4.6.2.1, with as norm for consistency that all four
possible traverses had to be in the same direction, a mean consistency of 1.00 (SD : .00) is ob-

tained forRepresentation l, versus .33 (SD : .50) for Representation 2. This underlines that

consistency within Representation I was higher (, : 4.00, df : L6, p < .00).

Moreover, rotation of Representation I could not deteriorate consistency of direction. Whether

the orientation was horizontal, diagonal or vertical (as in Figure 5.4), without exception, the direc-
tion once chosen remained.
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Branched structures With respeci to branched structures, it was found that tree- represent-

ation (as shown in Figure 5.3) generally resulted in consistency of a root-leaf direction.

Figure 5.3: Two representations of a hierarchical structure with different orientations

While describing the various tree structures, the subjects showed a srong tendency to start at

those nodes that were sources of branches. It was observed that the root of a tree structure was a

prevalent starting point when describing that structure. This finding was general, irrespective ofthe
orientation of that tree. Orientation was manipulated to find out whether reading direction prefer-
ence would ovemrle the obvious root-leaf direction preference for branched structures. To explore
such dominance, the experimental set included a tree with its root in the lower right hand corner
as depicted in Figure 5.3. This latter orientation was chosen so that left-to-right reading would
promote a leaf-root direction. Nevertheless, the preference for a root-leaf was near unanimous (7

out of 9). Hence, the presence of branches must have ovem.rled a reading direction in favor of a

root-leaf direction.

Analysis of consistency of direction (with a norm B ) 6) results in maximal scores (mean : 1,
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,9D : 0) for both representations. Thus, on this basis we may conclude that orientation of branched
structures does not affect direction.

Visualization and natural order The trajectories presented in Figure 5.2 have illustrated that the
layout of the visualization of a structure may affect connectivity and consistency of direction. The
following example will show that the orientation of visualizations of linear structures can be used to
guide people to traverse in a certain direction. The reading metaphor can be used to get students to
pursue a natural direction. The examples in Figure 5.4 of traverses within differently oriented linear
visualizations of a non-branched structure show that the orientation of a representation affects the
way the representation is explored.

79
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Figure 5.4: Similar representations, different orientations

In a horizontally oriented linear Representation I , as said before, an 8 out of 9 left-to-right pref-
erence was found. Surprisingly, in contrast to the results reported by Winn ( 1993), in the vertically
oriented linear Representation 2 no such evident direction preference was found. The prediction
was that, due to the use of a reading metaphor, an evident top-down direction preference should be

found. Nevertheless, only 3 out 9 subjects actually choose a top-down direction, the other 6 chose
a bottom-to-top direction. A diagonally placed representation (3) resulted in a fully consistent (9

out of 9) direction preference for a bottomJeft to top-right direction.
Analysis of direction preference, using the measure as defined in section 4.6.2.1 results in the

following indications: Representation I (mean : .77, SD : .67), Representation 2 (mean :
-.33, S, : 1.0), and Representation 3 (mean : I, SD : .00). Analysis of variance reveals
aneffectoforientation (F(2,24):9.54,p <.00).Posthocanalysis(Scheffd)indicatesthatthe
differences can be found between Representations I and 2, and between 2 and3. We may thus
conctude that the orientation of a further similar representation affects the way students traverse
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these structures.

Due to the fact that horizontal and diagonal orientations of linear representations have evident
associated direction preferences, manipulation of the orientation of a representation can be used as

a means of guiding students to traverse a structure in a certain direction. For example, if students

could best explore the events of a temporal structure in a chronological order, one might display
those events so that the event most remote in time is displayed left and successive events be dis-
played to the right hand side of their predecessors. The student will then generally read the events

from screen in a chronological, and thus natural order.

Conclusions We have illustrated how both layout and orientation of a visualization of a structure

may affect the way learners explore that structure.
The study described above has lead to a small set of rules for layout that aim at optimizing

the structure-relatedness of information space exploration. The rules define which type of layout
and orientation lead to predictable behavior and subsequently state which kind of behavior can be

expected.

o Non branched structure f a structure is non-branched, for behavior to be predictable the

layout should be linear and the orientation may be horizontal or diagonal. Any linear hori-
zontally or diagonally oriented stucture guarantees connectivity and consistency of direc-
ilon. For a natural direction to be pursued, the representation should be so that the element

to be visited first is at the left hand side.

r Branched structure fa structure is branched, the exploratory behavior is not so much af-

fected by orientation. Generally, one moy expect a root-leaf direction preference (see also

Levelt, 1989). Behavior will be more predictable, however, if a branched structure is ori-
ented so that its root is in an upper or left hand side region.

5.4.1.2 Visualization for information preservation

In the previous sections we described principles for the design of visualizations that resulted from
the requirement to guide exploration to be structure-related. Complementary principles result from
the demand (section 5.3.1) to design visualizations so that information preservation and processing

is optimized.
In section 5.3. I it was argued that pictures can be a highly economic means of conveying in-

formation, they may be 'worth ten thousand words' (cf., Larkin & Simon, 1987). Moreover, the

combination of text and pictures might be even more beneflcial. A final point that arises from the

research on perception is that the form of a visualization is critical to its benefits. Although many

studies reveal that the effectiveness of a particular diagram is contingent upon the user's goals

(Lohse, 1993; Winn, 1993), other work shows that some general statements can be made on the

effects of format of a diagram on the interpretation. We will discuss these statements to come up

with principles for the design of the format of visualization that best facilitates appropriate inter-
pretation.

A highly relevant study in this regard is the work by Winn (1993; 1983) on diagram conven-

tions. This work shows that the interpretation of diagrams is strongly guided by convention. That
is, the layout of the elements in a diagram highly influences the interpretation of that diagram. Winn
presented students with the task of forced-choice interpretations of two symbol diagrams. Fig-
ure 5.5 shows two of the diagrams (as reconstructed from the description) from the sets of material
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presented. Students were forced to choose amongst three possible interpretations; 1) A causes B,
2) A is a superclass ot B (A is a B), or 3) ,4 has a B.

Figure 5.5 shows two of the diagrams (as reconstructed from the description). Students were

forced to choose amongst three possible interpretations; l) A causes 8,2) A is a superclass ofB
(AisaB),or3)AhasaB.

Figure 5.5: A reconstruction of two of the representations used by Winn

The results revealed a strong bias towards certain layout-interpretation combinations. Repres-

entation I was generally interpreted as a causal structure, where the left hand side symbol repres-

ented a cause and the right hand side symbol an effect. Representation 2 was mainly interpreted as

class-subclass structure where the class would be represented by the top symbol and the subclass

by the bottom symbol.
We may conclude from Winn's study that the layout of a visualization does make a difference in

interpretation. Winn claims that interpretation is strongly guided by convention. Winn has shown

that at least for causal and class-subclass relations such conventions exist. Here, and repeatedly

later on, we will make a point for adherence to conventions, as violation of conventions might re ad-

ily lead to confusion and error (see 4.10.4). Hence, in the construction ofvisualizatiots, diagram
conventions may not be neglected.

More general, but also weaker, indications for diagram constructions result from the work by

Norman (1988; 1993). With respect to diagram construction, Winn (1993) already mentioned the

need for'notational' formats, formats that establish an unambiguous relation between an internal
structure and its external representation. With a similar intention, Norman mentions the need for
natural mapping, stating that a representation should have a direct relation to the structure repres-

ented. "Experiential cognition is aided when the properties of the representation match the prop-

erties of the thing being represented." (Norman, 1993, p. 72). The representation should visualize
nothing more and nothing less than all relevant details of the underlying structure. Certainly, the

representation may not wrongly suggest non existent features.
The main aim of this section is to come up with visualization templates that can be used to

create visual overviews for hypertext structures. Principles of adherence to diagram conventions

andnaturalmappingwillplayamajorroleinthedesignoftheformof thosetemplates. Inaddition,
several additional principles were derived from the requirement for the visualization to support

structure-related exploratory behavior.

5.4.2 Visualizationtemplates

Non-branched structures With the requirement of natural mapping in mind, we will discuss

several possible representations for non-branched structures. In Figure 5.2 we presented two pos-

sible representations and studied exploratory behavior that was provoked by the different repres-

entations. There, we already concluded that a linear representation was to be prefered over a so

called 'hooked' one since it promoted more predictable behavior and more consistently lead to a

8l
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'structure-related'exploratorytrajectory. Predictabilityofbehavioriscrucialasouraimistoguide
students in a non-directive manner.

In this section we will again discuss several possible representation formats for non-branched

structures, now with the criterion of natural mapping in mind. The criterion of 'natural mapping'
as well as that of 'predictability of behavior' guides the selection of a single representation to be

used as the template for non-branched structures.

Figure 5.6 presents three types of representations of a non-branched structure. Representation

I is a linear representation, 2 a so called 'hooked' one and 3 is a representation with randomly
positioned entities. It is argued here that Representation 1 yields the most natural mapping to the

internal structure. Representation 2 wrongly suggests that the central node is not similar to the

other nodes, the node seems the source of a branch. A representation that promotes an incorrect
interpretation of the underlying struiture, violates the principle of natural mapping.

'I

o=r+H

Figure 5.6: Three representations of an identical non -branched structure

Representation 3 may wrongly suggest differences in semantic distance amongst relations or

may be too chaotic to suggest anything at all, being right or wrong. In addition, it is less preferable

forreasonsofefficiencyofinformationprocessing(seesection5.3.1). LarkinandSimon(1987)
claimed that the speed of problem solving inferences could, amongst other things, be enhanced

by the grouping of information that is used together, thus avoiding large amounts of search for
the elements needed to make a problem solving inference. From this, we have derived the above

mentioned principle ofadjacency: related topics should be grouped. Representation 3 violates the

'adjacency' principle. In Representation I related entities are closer, more adjacent than non related

entities and therefore Representation I is preferred over Representation 3. All in all, Representation

I is seen as the best natural mapping onto the non-branched primitive structure.

o Hence, if a structure is non-branched and if no further information is available than that it
is composed of entities and relations of similar type, a linear representation as in Represent-

ation I is chosen to act as visualization lemplate.

Branched structures Branched structures can also be depicted in various ways, where some

ways will provide a more natural mapping than others. To illustrate this, two tree representations

are given in Figure 5.7. The represented branched structure is a hierarchical one and no differ-
ences exist with respect to semantic difference between related pairs of entities. It is argued here

that Representation I is a more 'natural' representation of the hierarchy than 2. In Representation I

the vertical dimension reflects the level ofthe entities in the hierarchy, whereas in Representation 2

the location of the entities has no relation to the level of those entities in the hierarchy. Besides, the

differences in line length in this representation wrongly suggest differences in semantic distance.

2 r 3
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1. 2.

Figure 5.7: Two representations of an identical branched structure

o Hence, the template for branched structures should depict related entities at similnr spatial
distance, or at the same level as in Representation 1. Only if the space on a screen does not
allow to depict the names of nodes alongside, the names will be depicted stair-wise.

5.4.3 Orientation of the templates

Having defined two types of templates, finally some words should be addressed to the orientation
of these templates. Orientation refers to the placement of the template on the screen. For instance,
linear representations can be placed horizontally, vertically, and diagonally. We argued that orient-
ation affects exploratory behavior (see section 5.3.2), in addition we will show that orientation also
affects interpretation.

Referring back to the notion of diagram conventions (Winn, 1993, see section 5.4.1.2), we may
state that it is unconventional to orient a tree representation for a generalization-specification struc-
ture horizontally, where the root is placed left or right of the leaves. Previously, we have argued
for adherence to conventions, as violating conventions might easily lead to confusion and error.
Hence, orientation should try to conform to conventions on diagram interpretation as much as pos-
sible. Unfortunately, the study by Winn only provides conventions for causal and generalization-
specification structures. Further study should reveal conventions for the interpretation of other
structure types. We can thus only provide rules for the orientation of generalization-specification
and causal structures and end with the statement that other structure types are likely to be accom-
panied by similar conventions.

In consequence, the following rules for orientation can be given:

. If the structure is non-branched the linear template may be oriented horizontally or diagon-
ally, where the entities to be visitedfirst should be located at the left hand side,

o If the structure is non-branched and causal in nature, the linear template should be oriented
horizontally, where the entities representing'cause'are to be located left ofthe entities rep-
resenting'elfect'.

o If the structure is branched, the tree template is generally oriented so that the root is located
at the top or in the upper left hand corner.

o Ifthe structure is branchedand is a generalization-specification structure, the tree template
should be oriented so that the root is at the top.
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With visualization templates and some rules for orientation, a next problem is to mould com-

plex structures into the templates. The application of visualization was providing graphical over-

views for hypertext structures. A vast majority of hypertext structures will be ill-structured (cf.,

Spiro et a1.,1991) and thus a major problem to be solved is a reconstruction of a hypertext domain

in terms of the primitive structures defined in this work. As this problem was outside the scope of
this work, we will only come up with a partial solution, a solution that works for simple structures

but certainly not for highly complex structures. In the next section we shall describe the layout

algorithm that reconstructs the structure and subsequently visualizes it, while using the templates

and orientation rules. The current chapter ends with an example of an application of the algorithm.

5.4.4 The layout algorithm

In this section we shall briefly describe the resulting layout algorithm that was implemented in an

authoring system named'SEQTool'.2
In overview, the algorithm in SEQTool essentially analyzes a domain for the presence of so

called 'primitive' structures. If a nested set of primitive structures is detected, SEQTool moulds

these structures into the standard visualization templates. Finally, it manipulates the orientation of
these templates so that the student's exploration is likely to follow a natural direction. Each ofthese

steps is discussed in tum.

Detection of primitive structures A first step is the detection of primitive structures. As primit-

ive structures, by definition, consist of entities linked by relations of the same type, SEQTool cre-

ates an inventory of all relation types present in the hypertext structure. This results in a number of
so called clusters, where each entity may occur in more than one cluster. SEQTool then analyzes

per cluster whether one or more primitive structures are present. If all entities can be reached from

one another then just one primitive structure is found, otherwise the cluster has to be broken down.

This is done by randomly selecting an entity from the cluster and finding all directly and indirectly

related entities. This procedure is repeated until no entities are left.

A next step is to detect whether structures are branched or not. Ifone entity in a structure has

more than one incoming or more than one outgoing link, the structure is judged to be branched.3

Nesting and orientation Once all separate primitive structures have been detected, the nesting

problem comes in. Indeed, all isolated primitive structures can be represented separately, however,

if the connection between structures is essential a nested visualization should be created. We dis-

cuss only the nested variant since the depiction of isolated templates is straightforward. For nesting,

the system first finds the predominant primitive structure on the basis of a calculation of centrality

of each entity according to in-degree (see Sprenger & Stokman, 1989). This calculation takes all

relations present into account, irrespective of their type. The entity with the largest centrality is

seen as the central entity of the predominant structure.

Substructures are found in a similar way by disregarding the relations of the previously found

predominant structure. It must be noted that the current decomposition mechanism is limited in

2SEqTool was implemented in SWI-Prolog (Wielemaker, l99l) and the Graphical UI language XPCE (Wiele-

maker, 1995)
3For the moment, some special structures, such as spiral or circular structures, are to be regarded as special cases

of the primitive ones. However, the system could certainly be improved by providing visualization templates for these

special structures.
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scope. It, for instance, fails to handle multiple inheritance structures.

A final step in the algorithm is the nesting and orientation of the representations of primitive
structures. The current version of the SEQTool handles only the nesting and orientation of the first
two nested structures, the remaining substructures need to be laid out with the support of an author.

For nesting, the visualization template of the prevailing structure will act as a basic visualization.
Substructures are made to fit into this basic visualization, taking into account considerations on

orientation.
To illustrate this, in the example in Figure 5.8, for instance, a tree template was used as a basis,

and a linear template at the first layer was made to fit in the tree. The linear template was placed

horizontally. This may seem trivial as no other options are available. However, the tree template

could have been oriented with its root located at the left hand side. With this, the linear template

located in the first layer of the tree should have been oriented vertically. This would, however, have

diminished the predictability of behavior in this structure.

As was remarked before, manipulation of orientation will mainly affect the direction of explor-
ation in linear structures. Therefore, if the predominant structure were linear, the system would,
using its rule set on natural ordel place the visualization template so that the elements first to be

explored by the user would be located at the left hand side. In compound structures, for instance,

a Eee structure that incorporates a linear structure in one of its layers, the preferred orientation of
that linear structure is used to determine the lefrto-right positioning of branches.

Example In this section we will describe the construction of a 'meaningful layout' of an example

domain. For this illustration we have used the domain of operation of fuel supply systems. This
domain was used in the experiment that will be described in chapter 6.

Without going into the details we shall outline the structure of the domain. The predominant

structure is a generalization-specification structure with at the top a 'place holder' and at the next
layer a non-branched structure describing processes in measure and control systems in general. A
next lower level yields an elaboration of the former by describing measure and control processes

specific for fuel supply system. Finally, three causal branched structures at the bottom indicate
correct and faulty processes as may occur in the fuel supply system.

Because the generalization-specification structure was found to be the predominant stnrcture,

the basic (stair-wise) tree template was used. The layout of the first layer, a linear temporal struc-

ture, was oriented so that a left-to-right reading order would ensure that the processes be studied

in chronological order. Having determined the orientation of the first layer, no freedom was left as

the rest of the nodes had to be placed below the elements of the first layer. The resulting layout can

be found in Figure 5.8.

Application The application ofthe 'meaningful layout' is found in using it as an access to learn-

ing environments. It should act both as an (advance) overview of the domain and as an interface

to the learning environment. To explore the feasibility of the approach, SEQTool was linked to a
hypertext shell.a The generated meaningful overview is used as main access to the hypertext frag-
ments.

Several requirements and criteria for design were put forward (see section 5.2). A first criterion
was the demand to keep the cognitive load of exploration as small as possible. A support tool should

aThis system is a primitive shell that generates hypertext from a entity-relation-text database. The shell is also built
using SWI-prolog and XPCE.
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Figure 5.8: An example of a meaningful layout for a model of processes in a fuel supply system.

never distract learners from the main task. With this latter criterion in mind, the 'meaningful' visu-

alization should not be just another tool in the hypertext environment, but should be an integral

part of the environment. In the current implementation, the overview provides the only access to

the underlying hypertext fragments. That is, the representation of a node in the 'meaningful lay-

out' gives access to the underlying hypertext fragment describing that node. Thus, in the resulting

hypertext system, digressions could only be made via the overview. By forcing all 'traffic' via the

overview, we hoped to avoid disorientation by showing the context of each node as well as facilit-

ating returning from digressions by revealing the path from the digression to the previously studied

nodes.

5.5 SEQTool in the light of the requirements

In the design of support, several requirements, as put forward in chapter 2, had to be satisfied. To

end this chapter with, the design solutions as realized in SEQTool will be discussed in the light of
these requirements.

Connecting to prior knowledge For connection to prior knowledge two potential solutions were

derived from the prescriptive theory as described in chapter 3. A first solution mentioned in that

chapter was that of providin g an advance overview. In SEQTool the meaningful overview was pro-

posed to fulfill this function.
A second solution was that of iterative cumulation. As was stated in chapter 3, realization of

cumulation is frequently sought in imposing a generalization-specification structure upon the ori-

ginal domain structure (see section 3.4.1 ) and in letting this structure act as rationale for a general-

to-specific sequence. In SEQTool this solution was adopted. Once a subject matter structure has

been modeled so that the generalization-specification structure is the predominant structure, the

meaningful layout generated by SEQTool is assumed to give rise to exploration in a general-to-
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specific 'natural' order. The necessity to impose a generalization-specification structure upon the
domain has as consequence that iterative cumulation is to be anticipated in the phase of subject mar
ter modeling (cf., van der Hulst, 1990). All in all, the meaningful overview is to act as an advance
overview as well as it should facilitate iterative cumulation by means of providing non-directive
support for general-to-specifi c information space exploration.

Thilored rationales In chapter 4 we presented the following prescription: "To convey with the
requirement of tailored rationales, at a fine-grained level, domain and learning-related structures
must be reflected in the rationale choice and thus in the sequence." In SEQTool, essentially each

structure detected should be made to act as rationale. However, within compound structures, com-
promises have to be made and this implies that not all structures can actually be used as rationale
for sequencing. In the example, the causal structures are not taken into regard in determining the
orientation of the templates in the overview.

Structure-relatedness A related requirement was that of structure-relatedness of exploratory be-
havior. In chapter4 we presented a prescriptive model ofwhat was called 'structure-related explor-
ation'. This model was derived from conventions in discourse and a study of sequences in written
instructional material. The model prescribes following a natural direction, which implies being
consistent in direction which again implies connectivity. To support structure-related exploration,
a technique for the 'meaningful' layout of graphical overviews was proposed in this chapter. Es-
sentially this meaningful layout is constructed using visualization templates that have been defined
for two primitive structure forms.

We have argued that these templates are natural representations for the internal structure, that
they comply with diagram conventions. A natural mapping should facilitate interpretation of the
representation and thereby enhance information preservation and processing. In addition, we have
provided some evidence for the claim that these templates are likely to lead to connectivity and

consistency of direction. Natural direction of exploration is achieved by manipulation of the ori-
entation of the linear template. This template is to be manipulated so that 'conventional' lefrto-
right reading will guarantee a natural direction. Certainly, the above stated claims are restricted to
compound structures that are limited in scope.

Non-directive support A last but not least important requirement was that support should be
non-directive. It should provide guidance but leave control in the hands of the learner. It is this cri-
terion that is met with providing a graphical overview that gives access to all hypertext fragments
present. It principally allows for learner control, while it is supposed to provoke structure-related
exploration. Whether the deliberate use of conventions would indeed lead to structure-related be-
havior was studied in the experiment described in the next chapter.

In the previous sections, various claims have been made about the effects of visualization, of layout
manipulation of that visualization on information space exploration. In addition, claims have been
made on the relation between information space exploration and the acquisition of knowledge of
structure. The following chapter describes an experiment in which the major claims have been
investigated.
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Experiment: Effects of layout
manipulation on exploration
and learning

6.1 Introduction

This chapter describes an experiment that was set up to assess the validity of the claims put forward

in the previous chapters. To provide an overview of the claims and the relations between them, we

have reproduced Figure 5. 1 and specialized it to reflect the ideas proposed in chapter 5.

Figure 6.1: Overview of the claims as presented in the previous chapters

As Figure 6.1 illustrates, the following relations were postulated:

o A non-directive form ofsupport, named 'meaningful layout' should affectthe acquisition of
knowledge of structure in two ways. The layout is assumed to convey meaning in its own

right (Relation l) and in addition, to lead to more stnlcture-related behavior (Relation 2).

. Structure-related information space exploration was expected to give rise to an enhanced ac-

quisition of knowledge of structure (Relation 3).

6.2 Experimentalset-up

To assess the validity of the claims, a hypertext system was developed with three different inter-

faces. These different interfaces allowed us to manipulate the presence of a meaningful layout as

well as the structure-relatedness of exploration.
The conditions were the following (see Figure 6.2):

o Condition 1 (layout) In the 'layout' condition, the overview was organized using a 'mean-

ingful layout', as shown in the upper screen in Figure 6.3. The meaningful layout used in

this experiment was described as an illustration in section 5.4.4.
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Meaningful : no
layoul

Structure- : yes?
relatedness

l - L.voul

Meaningful : yes
layout

Structure- : ves?
relatedness

3. Control

Meaninglul : no
layout

Structure- : no?
relatedness

?: Assumption

Figure 6.2: An overview of the experimental conditions

o Condition 2 (structure-related) The second condition (named 'structure-related') lacked
the meaningful layout. For this condition a 'chaotic' overview was created by positioning
the topics randomly on the screen and subsequentially distributing the topics so that no topic
wouldbehiddenfullybyothers,seethelowerscreeninFigure6.3. Inthisconditionsubjects
were supported to traverse the hypertext in a 'structure-related' order. To this end, they were

provided with hints on the most appropriate way to traverse the system. These hints were

implemented by highlighting topics in the overview, where the order of highlighting was de-
termined by a predefined structure-related trajectory.l This trajectory was fully connective,

consistent ofdirection, and followed a natural direction where these had been defined.2

It should be noted that the subjects were autonomous in their choice of exploratory trajectory.

It is therefore not said that the trajectories chosen in condition I would be equal to the ones

in condition 2.

o Condition 3 (control) The third (control) condition was created by using exactly the same

'chaotic' overview as was used in condition 2 and in this case no hints were provided.

The results of layout, structure-related and control condition have to be compared to test the

hypotheses outlined in Figure 6. I . The numbers in that figure refer to the hypotheses mentioned

below.

o When comparing the layout and structure-related condition, assuming that the resulting
structure-relatedness of exploration would not differ substantially, the only difference would

be the layout of visualization. The meaningful layout is expected to promote a better acquis-

ition of knowledge of structure (Hypothesis 1).

o When comparing the layout and control condition, we expected to find more structure-related

behavior for the layout condition (Hypothesis 2).

o When comparing the structure-related and control condition, under the assumption that the

structure-related condition leads to more structure-related behavior, the structure-related

condition was expected to lead to better acquisition of knowledge of structure within the

structure-related condition (Hypothesis 3).

o Finally, when comparing the overall effects of layout with those of both structure-related and

control condition, we expected the results of the layout group to be better due to an accumu-

lation of the beneficial effects of both the visualization and enhanced structure-relatedness
(the accumulation hypothesis).

lSince not for all primitive structures a natural direction has been defined, multiple structure-related trajectories are

possible. Hence, as long as a structure was traversed in a consistent manner, the direction choice should not matter.
2For 

a specification of natural directions in the experimental domain see section 6.3.2.
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Figure 6.3: On top the 'meaningful' layout, below the 'chaotic' layout as used in the structure-

related and control condition
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6.2.1 The hypertext system

All subjects used the same hypertext system, but interfaces differed among conditions. This hyper-

text system consisted of 26 hypertext fragments in the domain of fuel supply systems. Since our
aim was to study the influence on learning of a structure-related form of information space explora-
tion, we decided to provide as little textual information concerning relations as possible. Therefore,
great care was taken to avoid explicit references within text fragments to other topics. Hence, the

only information on relations was provided by the visualization of those relations in the graphical
overview. This visualization was the only access to the hypertext fragments and thus, though un-

usual, it was not possible to go from within one hypertext fragment directly to the other. Finally,
in the interface the students were allowed to move the nodes, mainly since moving usually made

relations between nodes more evident.

It should be noted that in all conditions subjects were fully autonomous to decide on the order
of exploration.

6.2.2 The subject matter material

In the choice of the subject matter for this experiment, the prior knowledge of the student was a

crucialfactor. Fromtheworkof Lodewrjks(1983)itcanbeleamedthattheeffectivenessof sup-
port depends on the amount and nature of the learner's prior knowledge. Lodewijks' experiments

with learner determined versus teacher determined sequences made clear that if learners possess

a substantial amount of prior knowledge, teacher determined sequences may easily interfere with
the individual knowledge acquisition and prior knowledge structure. This suggests that support is

most likely to have effect with subject matter material that is relatively unfamiliar to the student.

To prevent interference, it was decided to work with a domain that was assumed to be relatively un-

familiar to the student. This domain was the fuel supply system of a Dutch automobile. A detailed

description ofthis domain can be found in (van der Hulst, 1990).

6.2.3 Subjects

The subjects (N : 46; l5 in the layout condition, l5 in the structure-related condition and l6 in
the control condition) were first year undergraduates in psychology. Participation in the experiment
was part of a study requirement, though subjects had the right to choose from several experiments.

The subjects were assigned randomly to the conditions, with the exception that both genders were

equally distributed over condition.

6.2.4 Procedure

Prior to working with the hypertext system, the subjects were trained with a fbur concept practice

domain. While working with the hypertext system, the subjects were only told to try to leam as

much as possible from the hypertext, where an above moderate performance on the posttest would
be rewarded with a book token. The subjects were instructed to work at least 25 minutes with the

hypertext and no maximum time limit was set. All text fragments should be read and each fragment
could be read more than once. Differences in efficiency between conditions could emerge since the

total time was not limited and we allowed subjects to visit text fragments more than once. To get

a clear picture of the exploratory trajectory, subjects were forced to read only one fragment at a
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time. Finally, three types of knowledge tests as described in 6.3. I were administered at two points

in time: prior to and after the session with the hypertext.

6.3 Data collection

6.3.1 Product measures

In chapter 5 it was claimed that differences in the order of presentation would solely affect the ac-

quisition of knowledge of structure (section 5.3.3). To find out whether indeed a differential effect

could be found, we made a distinction between knowledge of concepts (definitional knowledge),

and knowledge of relations (structural knowledge).

Yet another distinction should be made. With support for structure-relatedness and connectiv-

ity as main variables, we expected benefits with respect to knowledge of relations among connected

concepts. The visualization was also expected to enhance the acquisition of knowledge of struc-

ture, but here we did not necessarily expectjust a gain in knowledge of direct relations (i.e., re-

lations between connected concepts). The effect of a visualization was expected in enhanced ac-

quisition of knowledge of the overall structure. In section 5.3.1 the potential benefits of visualiza-

tions were sketched. Mainly processing advantages andinformation preservationwerementioned.

Processing advantages only show if knowledge is required of the relation between relatively dis-

tant concepts. Hence, to see effects we should not focus on connective relations. The second as-

pect, 'information preservation' is certainly not restricted to connective relations. Whereas neatly

ordered text may be suitable to convey knowledge ofconnective relations, visualizations are sup-

posed to preserve information on overall structure. Hence, to allow differential effects of structure-

relatedness respectively visualization to show, two types of tests for knowledge of structure were

provided. First, a test for knowledge of single direct relations, or 'propositional' knowledge and

second, a test for knowledge of the overall structure, or 'configural' knowledge (cf., Goldsmith

et al., l99l).

6.3.1.1 Definitionalknowledge

Definitional knowledge was operationalized as knowledge of concepts to be acquired from the text

fragments. This type of knowledge was tested by means of a multiple choice test that required re-

production of facts as given in the text fragments that described those concepts. An example item
is depicted in Figure 6.4. Pretest and posttest test consisted of a total of 20 items with 5 possible

answers. The final answer option was in all cases 'no idea', this option was added since we anti-

cipated little knowledge ofthe subject matter, especially in the pretest. By instructing the subjects

not to guess but to use this option we hoped to avoid too large a bias due to guessing.

6.3.1.2 Propositional knowledge

Propositional knowledge was tested by means of multiple choice questions. When testing a hier-

archical (i.e., generalization-specification) relation we asked for categorization using inheritance of
features, or for identification of subclasses. Temporal relations were tested by asking for ordering
in time, or by asking for the missing parts of a procedure. Causal relations were tested by asking for
predictions. All concepts and propositions that were present in the hypertext system (except for the

absolutely trivial ones) were tested in the multiple choice tests. Example items for propositional
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Th6 position ol the throttls switch providos
inlormation on:
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2. lhe amounl oI luel suoolisd

3. both 1 and 2 are corscl

4. both 1 and 2 are incor€ct

5. no idea

,:jrj

Figure 6.4: An example of a test item for definitional knowledge (translated from Dutch)

knowledge are given in Figure 6.5. Pre-test and posttest consisted of a total of 20 items, each with
5 answer alternatives, where again one of the options was the 'no idea' option.

The pr@e$ of corection for extemal inlluances
is amongst other things preceded by measuring:

Chooa. on. orlhc lollowlng optlon.:

1. the motor temperaturc

2. the RPM (rotations per minute)

3. the air pressure in lhe inlet manitold

4. none ol the options is corrct

5. no idea

,:gJ

A mallunction in the motortemperature seGor during
stad causes the blocks of lhe basic supply signal
to be:

Choola ona otlha lollowlng oplloili

I . t@ short

2. too log

3. iregular

4. none ol lhe optiore is correcl

5. no idea

,:d
temporal relation causal relation

Figure 6.5: Examples of test items for propositional knowledge (translated from Dutch)

6.3.1.3 Configural knowledge

Configural knowledge was tested by means of a cardsort task (see Shavelson & Stanton, I 975). To
obtain a measure for knowledge of the overall sftucture the results of each subjects cardsort task
were compared with a norm model. This norm model was chosen so that it resembled the original
domain organization as much as possible. That is, all primitive structures acted as clusters, except
for the hierarchical structure since this structure encapsulates all other primitive structures.

In this cardsort task, the subjects were instructed to cluster the 26 topics of the hypertext. For
this task a tool was created with an interface identical to that of the hypertext system, except that
it did not allow access to the hypertext fragments. Subjects were instructed to move the topics to
form stacks that were clusters of related topics. Neither clustering criteria nor limit on cluster-size
were given.
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To calculate the correspondence to the norm clustering, a proximity matrix was generated from

both the subject and the norm clustering. A cell of the proximity matrix is filled with a 1 if row and

column concepts belonged to the same cluster, and with 0 if they belonged to different clusters. The

correspondence of the subjects' proximity matrix to the norm matrix was calculated using a meas-

ure for correspondence by de Jong and Ferguson-Hessler, as discussed in (de Jong & Ferguson-

Hessler, 1986). This measure accepts matrices composed of dichotomous data as input.

6.3.2 Process measures

Connectivity As in the analysis of written material of chapter4, sequence was described in terms

of'traverses' through a network. For the calculation ofconnectivity ofthese traverses, the meas-

ures for biased and unbiased connectivity as described in section 4.6.2.2 were used.

Consistency ofdirection A next process measure was expected to yield insight into consistency

of direction within primitive structures. It should be noted that the principles of consistency of dir-

ection and natural direction only apply within the boundaries of the primitive structures (see 5.4.4).

Therefore, consistency of direction and also 'natural direction' was calculated for each separate

primitive structure. The primitive structures of the fuel injection domain can be found in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6: The primitive structures of the fuel injection domain

For the analysis of consistency of direction, the measure for direction preference as described

in section 4.6.2.1 was applied.

The measure for direction preference required a description of the subject's exploratory tra-
jectory in terms of forward or backward traverses. These descriptions were judged against a norm

for direction preference. These norms were defined for all primitive structures. Such a norm is a

subjective statement on the number of forward or backward traverses that would be minimally re-
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quired to accept a pattern as consistently forward or backward. If a pattern was found to satisfy the
forward norm, it was rated with a I and with a -1 if it satisfied the backward norm. The remaining
patterns were rated zero. By this, a measure for direction preference was achieved. For consistency
of direction the absolute value of direction preference was used.

Table 6.1 lists the minimum number of traverses in a certain direction that had to be found to
accept the pattern as consistent in that direction. In the table, F stands for the number of forward
traverses within a pattern and B for the number of backward traverses within a pattern.

Table 6.1: Norm for direction preference per primitive stnrcture

Structure type Direction
(total number ofrelations) Forward Backward
hierarchical (25)

temporal-l (2)

temporal-2 (6)

causal (atl) (4)

F>16 B>18
F=2 B--2
F>5 B>6
F=4 B:4

The norm The norm patterns above have been established considering the following. In
earlier work (see chapter 4) we applied a binomial measure to assess whether a pattern of forward
and backward traverses showed a consistent preference in either direction. A norm for direction
preference was obtained by calculating (on the basis of a binomial distribution) the minimal num-
ber of forward traverses for which the assumption of no direction preference would be violated (see

section 4.6.2. I ).
However, a drawback of this measure is that it requires a minimal number of 5 traverses within

a pattern to be sufficiently powerful (at a : .05). The number of relations within the primitive
structures used in the current experiment, and consequently the number of potential traverses is in
most cases very limited. For instance, within temporal- I only two potential traverses were possible.
All in all, only for the hierarchy and temporal-2 could a norm be set using the binomial distribution.

To allow a rating for patterns in which the number of potential traverses is small, it was neces-

sary to set a more subjective norrn. Hence, for structures with 4 or fewer potential traverses, it was
decided that if all potential traverses were in the same direction, the trajectory would be accepted
to be consistent of direction. With this, we have accepted a relatively large type I error. That is,

for instance, the probability of the outcome of two forward traverses in temporal- 1 due to chance
would be .25 and thus relatively high.

Finally, within branched structures the norm for forward patterns was reduced by l07o since
some forward patterns in branched structures would not lead to a maximal score.

Secondary analysis A stringent norn was used for a secondary analysis of consistency of
direction. This norm required at least half of the minimal number of traverses to be connective.
This second norn was introduced to make a distinction between deliberately chosen consistency
within a structure, and consistency of direction that resulted from choices made in related struc-
tures. Only the nrst kind of consistency is characterized by connectivity within a structure.
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tNatural' direction Consistency of direction was expressed using the absolute value for the

measure for direction preference. The real value for this measure is used to gain insight into the

direction preference of subjects within each of the primitive structures. A result of - I would indic-
ate an absolute preference for a backward direction, a I for a forward direction whereas a result
that approached 0 suggested lack of direction preference.

The direction preferences found are matched to the 'natural' directions defined for some of the
structures. The natural directions are:

o hierarchy: backward, that is general-to-specific;

o temporal-l: forward, that is chronological;

r temporal-2: undefined, generally a forward, chronological sequence is seen as the natural

direction for temporal structures, however, temporal-2 is branched and for branched struc-
tures a backward, root-leaf direction convention exists;

r causal-1,2,3: undefined, no natural direction was defined for causal structures.

Overall activity and time Exploratory learning is known to be time consuming. To detect dif-
ferences in efficiency amongst the conditions, time on task and activity was measured. Activity is
expressed in terms of the total number of traverses made by the subject.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Overall activity and time

Analysis of variance revealed no differences between conditions for time on task (F (2,43) : 2.49,
ns). The mean duration in seconds for the layout group was 169l (SD : 253), for the structure-
related group 1990 (SD : 439) and for the control group 1833 (SD : 482). Activity in terms

of the number of traverses also shows no differences (F(2,43) : .85, ns). The mean number of
traverses in the layout group was 4l .60 (,S D : 12.62),35. I 3 (SD : 16.03) in the structure-related
group, and 43.56 (S D : 24.76) in the control group. No correlation was found between time on
task and the dependent variables; propositional knowledge (r : -.03) or configural knowledge
(r : .02).

During a qualitative analysis of the exploratory trajectories of the 3 best and 3 worst
performers3 ofboth the layout and control group, it was observed that the diff'erence between activ-
ity by the best and worst performers was quite large, not in terms of time on task but in terms of the
number of traverses made. However, for the whole population of the two conditions, no correlation
was found between the number of traverses and propositional knowledge (r : .17) or configural
knowledge (r : .14).

6.4.2 Product measures

In Figure 6.7 we have schematized the outcomes of the product measures. The results of the test for
definitional and propositional knowledge are expressed in terms of the number of items correct (out

3Aiudgment of performance was based on extreme scores on the test for propositional knowledge. Mean scores of
the best perfomers were I 5.5 (layout) and I 2 (conrol) items correct out of a total of 20, versus 6 (layout) and 3 (control)
for the worst perfomers.
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of 20), whereas configural knowledge is expressed in terms of correspondence to a norm model.

For the data on configural knowledge, due to lack of activity in the cardsort task, the results of I

subject from the layout condition and that of I subject from the structure-related condition had to

be removed from the data set (N=44).

The results can also be found in Table 6.2.

Definitional knowledge Propositional knowledge

structure relaled

Configural knowledge

coffespon-
den@
studenl-
rcfercrce
clusteing
IPCwre] structure related

Figure 6.7: Results of the measures for definitional, propositional, and configural knowledge re-

spectively

As can be seen in Figure 6.7, no large differences in prior knowledge were found. Indeed, one

waymultivariateanalysisofvariancedoesnotrevealadifferencebetweenconditions(F(6,80):
1.20, ns.) for the pretest results. Univariate analysis ofthese results reveals no significant differ-
encesbetweenconditionsforeitherofthedependentvariables;definitionalknowledge(F(2,42):
.31, ns.), propositional krowledge (F(2,42) : 1.3, ns.) and configural knowledge (F(2,42) :
.01, ns.). Although the pretest differences for propositional knowledge are small, disregarding
these may lead to inappropriate conclusions. Hence, from here on we will use 'knowledge gain'

scores that reflect the differences between pretest and posttest scores.

These knowledge gain scores, when subjected to a multivariate analysis, showed an overall
constant effect, indicating that the subjects indeed leamed from working with the hypertext envir-

onment (F(3,41) : 64.87, p < .00). This learning effect was significant for definitional know-

ledge gain (F(1,43) :167.25, p < .00), propositional (f'(1,43) :122.30, p < .00) and config-

ural knowledge gain (.F,(1,43) : 31.56, p < .00).

The different treatments were found to affect learning since the gain scores showed a main ef-
fect of condition (F'(6,78) : 3.76, p < .00). Using a univariate analysis, this main effect can be

ascribed to effects on propositional and configural knowledge. For these types ofknowledge gain,
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the results revealed significant differences between the conditions (F(2,41) : 7.46, p < .00) and
(F(2,41):6.81,p <.00)respectively. Univariateanalysisrevealednodifferencesfordefini-
tional knowledge (F(2,41) : .59).

When analyzing the effects on propositional and configural knowledge, using a one-way uni-
variate analysis for each of the dependent variables, a post hoc analysis (Scheffd) revealed that dif-
ferences between the layout condition and the structure-related condition and differences between
layout condition and control condition are significant (at a : .05) for both the propositional
knowledge and the configural knowledge test. Differences for propositional knowledge between
the structure-related and the control condition were not significant. Differences for configural
knowledge between the structure-related and the control condition were only marginally significant
(t : l.67,df :28,p < .06).

As expected, for definitional knowledge no differences between conditions were found.

Table 6.2: Mean scores (and SD) on the knowledge tests

lay- 2.67
out (2.72)

struc. 2.20
rel. (2.14)

con- 3.13
trol (3.05)

10.00 7.2E
(3.49) (3.85)

10.33 8. r 3

(2.29) (2.9s)

9.56 6.44
(4.t2) (4.53)

1.53 10.33
(r.89) (3.r6)

2.87 8.47
(3.42) (2.00)

2.06 6.81
(2.27\ (3.19)

(.08) (.32) (.3s)

-.02 .27 .28
(. l0) (.30) (.4t)

-.02 .08 .10
(.07) (.23\ (22)

8.08
(3.se)

5.60
(3.85)

4.75
(2.6s)

6.4.3 Process measures

6.4.3.1 Connectivity

The scores for the biased measure of connectivity are almost identical for the three conditions
(F(2,43) : .21) (see Table 6.3). The unbiased scores, however, show a main effect ofcondition
(F(2,43) : LL,32, p < .00), where a posthoc analysis (Scheff6) reveals that unbiased connectiv-
ity scores were significantly higher for both layout and structure-related group when compared to
those of the control group.

Table 6.3: Mean scores (and SD) for connectivity

brasea unonseo
Iayout 53 (.04) .90 (.04)

structure-related .53 (.07) .87 (.10)

control .52 (.08) .75 (.1 3)

We may thus infer that the latter differences are not due to plain connectivity of traverses but
might be due to differences in efficiency. Within the experimental condition a larger share of the
non-connective steps must have been via previously visited nodes. This implies that, though large
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steps were made, those steps were not to unrelated topics. In contrast, subjects in the control group

must have jumped more frequently to unrelated material. All in all, since it is impossible to tra-

verse a branched structure in a connective way without retuming to previously visited nodes, we

may contend that subjects in the experimental condition chose a more efficient path. More than

subjects in the control condition, they avoided redundancy by skipping previously visited nodes

while ensuring that target nodes still had some relation to previously seen material.

During a qualitative analysis of the traverses of I 2 subjectsa from the layout and control group,

we observed some striking differences between the groups in the initial exploration phase. The

trajectory of the layout group was found to be highly connective right from the beginning. Large

'jumps' were only observed in a later stage of exploration. In contrast, within the control group

'jumping' was certainly seen in the initial stage. A possible explanation might be that subjects in

the control group started browsing the material but that the layout and structure-related group may

have skipped this phase.

Ifthis is indeed the case, the following expectations should be met. For the control group due

to Jumping', the (unbiased) connectivity should be less during the firsttraverses than during sub-

sequent traverses. In contrast, for the layout group the unbiased connectivity should be equal or

even larger during the initial phase compared to that of the traverses following the initial phase.

Hence, to investigate this, each trajectory was split up into an 'initial phase', incorporating the first

10 traverses and a 'final phase' incorporating the traverses I I and on. The connectivity results for
both phases can be found in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4: Mean scores (and SD) for connectivity

structure-related .92(.16) .86(.09)

control .63 (.04) .81 (.1 l)

The unbiased connectivity scores for the control group are indeed significantly lower in the

initial phase (t : -5.17, dl : l5' p < .00) compared to the final phase' In addition, the unbiased

connectivity scores ofthe layout group are significantly higher in the initial phase (t :2.37, dl :
14, p < .02) compared to the final phase, while the same holds (marginally) for the structure-

related group (t : 1.64, dl : 14, p < .06). while starting connective, the subjects of the layout

and structure-related group Jumped' a bit more later on, though still less than the control Sroup
(-l7(2,43) : 3.29, p < .05). A posthoc analysis revealed still a significantly larger connectivity

score for the layout group compared to that of the control group.

In the light of these results, the control group must have started 'jumping' through the domain

and changed behavior later to a more connective way of traversing. We interpreted the 'jumping'

in the initial phase as 'browsing' or even stronger, 'scanning' (McAleese, 1989) the content, where

the intention is not to study the content of the hypertext fragments in detail but more to orientate

upon the overall structure. The layout and structure-related group may not have needed such an

orientation phase. The unbiased connectivity scores of the layout group were significantly higher

aThe selection used here was the same as mentioned in section 6.4. l. It included the traverses from the 3 best and 3

worst performers from the layout and control group.

Phase
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in the initial phase compared to the later phase. Hence, the layout group must also have changed
behavior during exploration. While starting connective, they 'jumped' a bit more later on, although
still less than the control group. We may conclude that differences in the exploration process with
respect to connectivity are particularly large in the first phase; the control group started 'jumping'
whereas the layout group worked extremely systematical. In the following-main-phase, behavior
is less extreme, and thus shows more similarity between conditions.

6.4.3,2 Consistency of direction

The data on consistency of direction (as can be found in Table 6.5) shows an overall effect for
condition, except for the first causal structure. Analysis of variance reveals the following effects:
forthe hierarchy @@a,2) :45.48, p < .00), temporal-l (F(44,2) :4.74, p < .01), temporal-
2(F(44,2) : 13.8t, p < .00), causal-1 (F(44,2) : 1.70, ns), causal-2 (F(44,2) : 16.52,
p < .00), causal-3 (F(44,2) : 12.25, p < .00).

Post hoc analysis reveals a general pattern. The level of consistency in the layout and structure-
related condition is for all structures significantly higher than in the control condition, again with
the exception of the first causal structure.

Table 6.5: Mean scores (and 5D) for consistency of direction

Conditions
Pimitivestructure @

temporal-l
temporal-2

causal- 1

causal-2
causal-3

.80 (.41) .88 (.34) .44 (.51)

.87 (.3s) .88 (.34) .2s (.4s)

.73 (.46) .69 (.48) .43 (.50)

.67 (.49) .81 (.40) .06 (.25)

.6',7 (.49) .56 (.5r) .00 (.00)

The secondary analysis leads to a different pattern. In this analysis, we used the more strin-
gent norm. This norm required at least half of the minimal number of one-direction traverses to
be connective. Where the results within the hierarchy and temporal-1 did not differ, in particular
in the causal structures a completely different outcome could be observed. In the layout condi
tions subjects evidently failed to comply with the more stringent norm. The results here dropped
substantially, with as a consequence the structure-related group performing significantly better on
consistency, compared to both layout and control.

It should be noted that the measure for consistency inherently carries the danger ofnot doing
justice to a so called 'mountain' pattern. This is a pattern that shows a number of steps in one
direction and after a breakpoint again a number of step in a reverse direction. The former mentioned
consistency measure would rate this pattern as 'inconsistent'. This rating would do no justice to this
pattern. Therefore, we analyzed a set of 1 2 trajectories on the presence of such 'mountain' patterns.
As we found no evident cases, we perceived no need to correct the measure ofconsistency.
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6.4.3.3 Naturaldirection

To make statements with regard to the 'natural direction', firstly the question was to be ad-

dressed whether differences between conditions occurred with respect to direction preference. Sub-

sequently, it should be assessed whether an observed direction preference was in accordance with

the 'natural direction' (as defined in Section 6.3.2).

Ascanbeseenintable6.6,forall structureswefoundlargemaineft'ectsforcondition. Analysis
ofvarianceyielded the following results: forthe hierarchy (F(44,2) : 45.48, p < .00), temporal-
I (F(44,2) : 13.81, p < .00), temporal-2 (F(44,2) : 47.64, p < .00), causal-l (F(44,2) :
27.48,p ( .00),causal-z(F(44,2) :55.59,p < .00),causal-3 (F(44,2):35.43,p < .00). Post

hoc analysis showed that for the hierarchy and temporal-2 structure the direction preferences within
the layout and structure-related condition were equally strong. The direction preference within the

control condition was significantly weaker than that of structure-related and layout condition. With
respect to natural direction, the layout and structure-related group showed a clear preference for the

natural direction. That is, for the hierarchy a backward and for temporal-l a forward direction.

For the remaining structures a posthoc analysis revealed a general pattern. Consistently signi-
ficant differences for layout and structure-related group were found. Where the structure-related

group was supported to explore temporal-2 and causal- 1, 2, and 3 in a backward way, the layout
group evidently preferred a forward direction. In all cases the control group was found somewhere

between the layout and structure-related group, thus showing no direction preference at all. For

all structures, differences between results for layout and control group as well as for control and

structure-related group were found to be significant.

Table 6.6: Mean scores (and SD) for direction preference

Conditions
Pimitivestructure @
hierarchy -.93 (.49) -.88 (.26) -.06 (.25)

temporal-l
temporal-2

causal- I
causal-2
causal-3

.73 (.48)

.67 (.4e)

.67 (.49\

.67 (.61) .88 (.34) -.19 (.66)

.87 (.35) -.75 (.58) -.25 (.45)

-.69 (.48) .18 (.65)

-.81 (.40) -.06 (.25)
-.56 (.51 ) .00 (.00)

6.4,3,4 Perspective choice

All previously described process measures are indications of structure-relatedness, which is more

or less an indication to which extent a subject's exploration has been structure-related. Besides be-

ing more or less structure-related, the subject's trajectory can also reveal perspective preferences.

Perspective preference indicates differences in focus of attention, the question was whether differ-
ent conditions gave rise to different focuses.

The subject matter used in this study principally allowed a subject to work from various per-

spectives. A subject might, for instance, consider the causal structures to be of major import-

ance, focus attention on that structure and thus follow each possible causal trail and only incid-

entally make 'excursions' to other primitive structures. In contrast, one might descend the hier-
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archy without making a single connective traverse within the causal structures. Comparing both
trajectories, a perspective difference might be ajustified conclusion.

Perspective preference is indicated by attention focus. Attention focus on a structure is defined
to be shown by a relatively large number of unbiased connective traverses within that structure.
For instance, the structure-related condition was designed so that if students followed the hints, all
structures would be explored in a connective manner. Each structure was kept 'in focus' for a while,
allowing for a structure-related exploration of the structure, after which a shift to a next structure
could take place. As we concluded before that the subjects to a large extent choose to follow the
hints, the structure-related condition can be seen as a nice example of a perspective-wise form of
exploration.

The results ofthe structure-related condition could thus act as base rates for attention focus on
a stmcture. Hence, when for a structure the mean number of connective traverses was significantly
less than the number found in the structure-related condition we could conclude that the structure
of concern has never been a focus of attention in the particular condition. Table 6.7 shows the mean
number of (unbiased) connective traverses per condition per primitive structure.5

Table 6.7: Mean number (and SD) of (unbiased) connective steps in a primitive structure

Conditions
Primitive stnrcture
hierarchy 26.22(2.20) 24.19(5.58) 17.00(8.03)

temporal- I

temporal-2

causal-l
causal-2
causal-3

1.s3 (1.06) I .8 (.91) 69 \.70)
3.27 (2.09) 5.9 (1.67) 2.3t (t.4s)

.40 (.73) 2.6 (1.'10) 2.44 (t.lt)

.60(1.30) 3.t2(t.63) 1.7s(1.24)

.s3 (.83) 3.31(1.74) 2.00 (r.71)

Posrhoc analysis reveals that in the hierarchical structure in each of the layout and structure-
related conditions more connective steps were taken than in the control condition. Within temporal-
1 the same pattern was found, more connective steps were taken in the layout and structure-related
condition compared to the control group. Within temporal-2 the structure-related condition showed
more connective steps when compared to the layout and control group.

The most spectacular differences are found in the three causal primitive structures. The number
of connective traverses found in the layout condition is substantially lower than the number found
in the structure-related condition, and even lower than in the control group (significant for all three
causal structures). This pattern is consistent for all three causal structures and we may conclude
that the meaningful layout was not supportive of a causal perspective, whereas it evidently was
supportive of a hierarchical one. Figure 6.8 illustrates this by showing the differences between
the mean number of connective traverses within the three causal structures and the hierarchical
structure.

5lt should be noted that for the control condition the overall mean number of traverses is smaller. Nomalization for
overall number of traverses would however lead to an overestimation of attention focus in the control condition.
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6.4.3.5 Qualitative analysis of the process

A qualitative analysis of the exploration trajectory of six subjects from each of the three conditions

revealed a number of differences in the exploratory pattern. The trajectories selected for qualitat-

ive analysis were those of the three best and three worst performers within a condition (see also

section 6.4.1).

The use of a reading metaphor was evident especially in the behavior of the subjects of the con-

trol group. After analyzing the control group on starting point, we found that 8 I 7o6 of the subjects

in this group chose to start at the topic in the upper left hand corner, where none ofthe subjects in

the layout group chose to start at this topic. A73Vo of these subjects started at the root node of the

predominant hierarchical structure.

In the structure-related condition, the reading metaphor was evidently less important as guid-

ing principle. Analysis of the exploratory trajectory of the subjects in this condition showed that

the subjects initially followed the suggested trajectory and thus started at the root node of the pre-

dominant hierarchical structure. It should be noted that the suggested order by no means follows a

reading direction. Deviations from the suggested trajectory were mainly found in the later stadia.

A final finding relates to differences between best and worst performers. Two of the well per-

forming subjects from the layout group appeared to have chosen a 'viewpoint-wise' exploration.

Like most of the other subjects they started with descending the hierarchy and did not explore the

layers in a connective way. Later on though, they returned to the bottom layers and traversed these

layers again, following the links of the temporal or causal structures. None of the bad performers

showed similar behavior. Viewpoint-wise exploration might be an indication of an effective tra-

jectory. This speculation demands further study, since, if valid, it might be a start to further im-

provement of support for exploratory learning.

6,4.4 Structure-relatedness as predictorfor achievement

An important question is to which extent enhanced acquisition of knowledge of structure could

have been due to structure-related exploration. To gain a first impression, a Pearsons' product-

6This data is based on an analysis of exploratory pattem of all subjects within a group
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moment correlational analysis was performed on the relation among process and product measures.

As was concluded that the students in the structure-related group largely followed the sugges-

ted trajectory, no correlations between process and product measures could be expected. An ana-

lysis of correlations for the structure-related condition confirmed this expectation. For the control
condition a similar analysis revealed no significant correlations. In contrast, for the layout group

several significant correlations were found. In Table 6.8 correlations are provided for the layout
group only. The table shows correlations between the gain scores for definitional, propositional
and configural knowledge, and measures for unbiased connectivity, consistency of direction and

for direction preference for the two structures, hierarchy and temporal-1, for which a natural dir-
ection was defined.

Table 6.8: Correlations of process - product measures (for the layout group only)

Product measure

Process measure

Unbiased connectivity

105

t2.35.15

Consistency
hierarchy

temporal-l
temporal-2

causal- I

causal-2
causal-3

-.03

.27
-.30

.57*

.35

.78**

-.47

-.04
.19

,45

.40

.40

-.40

-.17
.54*

.36

.5'l*

.49

Direction preference
hierarchyo
temporal-1

.47

.34

.03

.JJ

.40

.06
*: significant at a = .05
**: significant at o = .01

' Direction preference in the hierarchy was originally found to be negative (i.e. indicating

a preference for a backward direction). However, absolute values were used for calculation
of conelations

The results provide support for the expectation of differential effects of structure-relatedness of
exploration on the acquisition ofknowledge ofdefinitions and knowledge ofstructure respectively.

Correlations between structure-relatedness and structural knowledge gain are found frequently. In
contrast, no correlation is found for structure-relatedness and definitional knowledge gain.

6.5 Conclusions

With respect to the validity of the hypotheses we refer to Figure 6.9 that was first presented in sec-

tion 5.3.

Hypothesis I The first hypothesis was "The use of a meaningful layout by itself gives rise to

a better acquisition of knowledge of structure apart from effects that can be accounted for by
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Figure 6.9: Overview of the hypotheses

structure-relatedness of exploration". With respect to this hypothesis, first of all, we should point

at a comparison of results of the layout and structure-related conditions. The assumption here was

that both conditions would lead to an approximately similar form of structure-related exploration.
The data presented in section 6.4.3 suggests that this assumption was not violated. Therefore, the

main difference between these conditions was the Iayout of the graphical overview. Hence, effects

found should be due to differences in visualization. Indeed, as reported in section 6.4.2, for both
propositional and configural knowledge, significant differences were found between the layout and

structure-related condition. Hence, we may conclude that the meaningful layout for this domain

conveyed meaning in its own right. A second conclusion can be that the effect of the visualization

lies in acquisition of knowledge of structure, as no differences were detected amongst definitional

knowledge gain.

Similar differential effects were found when comparing the layout and control condition.

Again, no differences for definitional knowledge gain were found, whereas substantial differences

for both types of structural knowledge gain emerged.

Hypothesis 2 The second hypothesis was "The use of a meaningful layout leads to more

structure-related exploration". This hypothesis was not rejected.

To assess the validity ofthe hypothesis, the exploratory behavior found in the layout and the

control condition had to be compared. When considering unbiased connectivity we can conclude

that the layout group did significantly better. A similar finding was reported for consistency of dir-
ection: 5 out of 6 primitive sfiuctures were found to be traversed more consistently by the layout

group. Finally, for those structures for which a natural direction was defined, the hierarchy and

temporal- 1, the layout group showed a stronger preference for a natural direction than did the con-
trol group. Only a single exception amongst t hits in our view justifies the claim that the meaningful

layout promoted more structure-related behavior.

Hypothesis 3 The third and final hypothesis was "Structure related behavior results in a better

acquisition of knowledge of structure". Correlational analysis for the layout group reveals several

significant correlations between consistency of direction and gain of propositional and configural
knowledge, whereas for definitional knowledge no such correlations were found. This data sug-

gests that at least some relation exists between structure-relatedness and gain of propositional and

configural knowledge.
In addition, one should consider differences in knowledge gain between the structure-related
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and control condition. These conditions could be compared on differential effects with respect to

structural knowledge gain under the assumption that the structure-related group explored in a more

structure-related way. Analysis of structure-relatedness as reflected in the process measures shows

that this assumption is valid. Study of the trajectories in both conditions revealed significant differ-
ences with respect to unbiased connectivity. A similar finding with respect to consistency of direc-

tion was reported for 5 out 6 primitive structures. For natural direction, differences were significant

for all structures. This indeedjustifies the assumption that the structure-related group explored in

a more structure-related way than did the control group.

When thus comparing the results of the structure-related group and the control group, the test

for propositional knowledge did not reveal any differences and the differences found for configural

knowledge were only marginally significant. This data thus does not provide firm evidence to the

hypothesis stating that "structure-related behavior results in a better acquisition of knowledge of
structure".

This final statement has implications that should get the attention they deserve. In this thesis,

the importance of a structure-related information space exploration for acquisition of knowledge

of structure was postulated. However, the data indicates that structure-relatedness of information

space exploration might be less important than was assumed, or that structure-relatedness alone is

not sufficient to result in an enhanced acquisition of structure.

6.6 Discussion

It can certainly be doubted whether plain hypertext environments are an appropriate means for

learning. The learning of large amounts of unfamiliar material demands a type of support that is

usually not available in today's hypertext environments. Learners themselves demand for more

support, referring to a study by Allison and Hammond ( I 989) who compared different navigation

tools, among which guided tours and graphical overviews. The main conclusion from this study

was that learner preference for navigation guidance was highly related to the nature of the task,

that is searching, browsing, or learning of (un)familiar material. As Allison concluded, for learn-

ing unfamiliar material, the guided tour was certainly preferred over the plain graphical overview.

This guided tour is not too far from the 'good' book that is prefered by so many over hypertext

environments. However, we should not reject hypertext too readily as a medium for learning.

With the rapid evolution of the World Wide Web enornous amounts of hypermedia material

will become widely available. Most of the material will be tailored to information retrieval. Yet, a

growing body of instructional material will appear on the internet or on private sites (cf., Barnard

& Sandberg, 1994). Through putting the material on the Web, learners with different backgrounds

and goals are reached. No single good book might serve all the needs ofthis highly varied group

of learners. Plain hypertext will not be very effective either. Hypertext principally provides the

flexibility needed to serve learners with different needs. But, to enable them to make effective use

of this flexibility, rhey should be provided with the cognitive tools that allow them to regulate their

own learning.

Plain graphical overviews are not very effective in supporting navigation. The overview used

in the structure-related and control condition certainly was not createdjust to give the students a

hard time. It was highly similar to overviews used in systems such as NoteCards (see an example

of NoteCards' global overview in (Conklin, 1987)). As our study suggests, the positive effects of
visualization can still be enhanced. Zhao el al. (1993) already showed that visualization of rela-
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tions actually enhances the acquisition of knowledge of structure. The experiment reported here
has shown that the impact of visualization of relations can even be improved by visualizing the
overall structure by means of a well designed layout. From the present experiment, it could be
concluded that a 'meaningful overview' might convey meaning in its own right. In addition, such
an overview tailored to comply with diagram and reading conventions can result in more methodic
exploration. This experiment, however, provided no strond evidence for positive effects of such
methodic information space exploration.

The meaningful layout technique might be one small step in the right direction, but many prob-
lems are unsolved. The idea was to provide learners with an overview that both revealed the in-
ternal structure of the domain and that in a 'natural' way promoted structure-related behavior. For
a single, small and relatively well structured domain an obvious positive effect could be observed.
The fuel-injection domain was so small that it could be shown entirely, but what to do with larger
structures? Zooming in could be one solution, but might lead to lack of overview.

Also, the nesting of visualizations of structures is a problem only very partially explored in
this work. The present algorithm only facilitated the nesting of two structures. Nesting of more
complex structures will no doubt lead to conflicting demands.

A next problem is due to the nature of conventions, as Winn ( I 983) remarks, conventions are
used if no other guiding principle exists. Say, for instance, learners are supposed to study aspects

of several countries among which is their native country. Undoubtedly, those learners will tend to
start off with their native country, irrespective of its position on the screen. In this case support
based on reading direction conventions will fail. In studying the effects of the meaningful layout
one should get a clear picture of the question when diagram conventions prevail and when other
principles ovemrle those conventions.

One more thing should be noted. The hypertext system that was used in this experiment was
far from realistic. It lacked so called 'organizational' links, such as 'go back', 'go to the home
page'; and 'textual' links, such as 'annotation', 'definition', and 'explanation' links (see Zh ao et al.,
1993). A hypertext system may contain numerous links, many of which are rather local. In our
view, a hypertext system should be hybrid. That is, text fragments should give direct access to local
textual links, text frames should give access to organizational links, and all domain-related links
(the 'referential' links as to Zhao et al.) should be present in an overview containing a meaningful
visualization of domain structure.T

Given the above noted shortcomings, the meaningful layout algorithm should be subject to fur-
ther development and experimentation. After such further development, the algorithm might find
its application as an extension to WWW browsers. To automatically generate meaningful over-
views, it should be possible to reconstruct dornain structure from, for instance, a HTML repres-
entation of hypermedia material. The present generation HTML does not readily allow this. The
links in HTML are untyped and this makes it impossible to make distinctions between, for instance,
textual, organizational and referential links. However, one of the research advances in the hyper-
media field is work on typology of links (see e.g., Bloomfield, 1995). In the near future, HTML
may be extended with facilities for typed links. It is likely that, with typed links, ir will at least
be possible to make a distinction between textual, organizational, and referential links. Meaning-
ful layout, however, in addition requires a standardized typology of referential links. For such a

standardized typology to emerge, patience will be a virtue.

TThe hypertext that was used in the experiment described here did not contain any of those 'organizational' or 'tex-
tual'references.



Part C

The chapters 4,5, and 6 were dedicated to the development of support for information space ex-

ploration in a hypertext environment. In chapter 4 we described the development of a prescript-
ive model (SEQModel). Chapter 5 described techniques for non-directive support based on SEQ-

Model, implemented in an authoring system (SEQTool). Chapter 6 documented an experimental
study that aimed at assessing the effects ofan application ofthe support generated by SEQTool.

Part C, the chapters 7, 8, and 9, describes highly similar activities, that are, however, direc-
ted at simulation-based learning environments. The starting points of part B and C were different,
SEQModel had to be built from scratch and chapter 4 was thus dedicated to model development.

For part C we adopted a currently available prescriptive model, the Model Progression approach as

originally described by White and Frederiksen. Chapter 7 is thus dedicated to tailoring the Model
Progression approach to make it more generally applicable. A second aim is to make the approach

more operational for use in an authoring tool. The resulting model (MPModel) is used as a basis

for an authoring tool (MPTool). Chapter 8 describes the authoring tool together with an evaluation
of the tool and its underlying MPModel. Chapter 9 describes an experimental study that aimed at

assessing the effects of support based on MPModel.





Model Progression:
generalization and
operationalization

7.1 Introduction

The problem tackled in this chapter is that of tailoring White and Frederiksen's Model Progression
approach (1988; 1989; 1990) for use in a model based authoring tool (to be labeled MPTool here-
after). This MPIool was to be part of the SMISLE authoring system for simulation-based learn-
ing environments (see section 1.4). SMISLE provides authors with tools for the development of
simulation environments for exploratory learning, combined with so called 'measures' that aim at
supporting the process of exploration and discovery. Model Progression (MP) is one of these meas-
ures. The intention was to integrate in SMISLE an authoring tool that would provide both technical
and conceptual support for the construction of MP. The tool should help authors to build their sim-
ulations as a series of MP 'levels' that gradually progress in complexity and concurrently provide
various perspectives on the simulated phenomena.

In the following section we will briefly review the motives for adopting MP as a means for
support of exploratory learning in simulations.

7.1.1 Information space exploration: a demanding task

Would one ever consider to put an aspirant pilot without any prior training in a flight simulator and
confront this pilot with the full complexity of navigating, course planning, trouble shooting etc? In
the world oftraining simulators it is generally accepted practice (see e.g., Kuiper, 1995) to organ-
ize training by means of a series of training scenario's. Initial scenario's confront the learner with
very simple part-tasks in usually restricted environments. The scenario's then gradually progress
toward the most complex situations a trainee may ever have to face, generally that of dealing with
emergencies.

In the world of conceptual simulations, simulations that incorporate models of causal phenom-
ena, the use of such scenario's has been less prevalent. The essence of the application of explorar
ory learning environments such as conceptual simulations, is that of getting learners more actively
involved in the learning process. As was argued in chapter l, the gain of active involvement was
assumed to be the acquisition of a deeper understanding of the simulated phenomena. As a con-
sequence, more freedom is generally granted than is common in training simulators.

However, the practice of conceptual simulation-based learning shows that the learner's own
activity is not always beneficial. With respect to leaming with simulations, multiple studies report
highly unmethodic exploration. Such exploration manifests itself, for instance, in changing mul-
tiple variables concunently (Shute & Glaser, 1990; veenman, 1993; Kamsteeg, 1994) or in aim-
lessly 'browsing' through the simulation environment (Shute & Glaser, 1990). This 'floundering'
(Goodyear et al., l99l) is not likely to be accompanied by effective learning (Veenman, 1993).

In unsupported simulations, students readily start investigating complex relations, the under-
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standing of which requires an awareness of relations elsewhere in the model. Referring to the do-

main of oscillation that we will use throughout this study as illustration, students might investigate

the influence of an external force on oscillation whilst not yet having fully understood the phe-

nomenon of free harmonic oscillation.
The problems observed in environments for exploratory learning were ascribed to an inad-

equate regulation of the student's own learning process (section 1.1). Consequently, the need for

support for regulation was postulated. The work presented here aims at the development of means

for such support for regulation, more specifically, the planning of the so called 'information space

exploration' (see section 1.2). Information space exploration was defined as deciding upon the or-

der in which variables, and relations between variables, need to be explored. In the design for sup-

port, the notion of scenario-based organization, as is common in training simulators, has been a

source of inspiration.

7.1.2 Support for information space exploration

In the authoring environment SMISLE, an enhancement of information space exploration is sought

in organizing a simulation environment according to the principles of the Model Progression ap-

proach (MPApproach) as originally described by White and Frederiksen (Frederiksen & White,

1988; White & Frederiksen, 1989; White & Frederiksen, 1990). In brief, the MPApproach pre-

scribes the construction of a series of increasingly sophisticated model progression 'levels'1 rather

than the construction of a single target model. Conceptually, these levels are comparable to the

scenario's used in training simulators. As with a series of scenarios, the intention of MP is to not

initially confront students with the full complexity of a target model but to only gradually introduce

aspects essential to an understanding of the target model. Below, we will describe the MPApproach

and subsequently review it in the light ofthe requirements listed in chapter 2.

7.2 The original Model Progression approach

7.2.1 The approach

Model Progression "seeks to develop in students multiple conceptualizations of a domain" (White

& Frederiksen, 1989, p.93). A motivation to come up with the idea of model progression is the

observation that students that have studied physics in a traditional way are frequently found un-

able to solve simple qualitative problems. "They are observed to have fundamental misconceptions

and rely on formulaic solutions" (Frederiksen & White, 1988, p. 250). Especially, a qualitative-

quantitative progression should establish the explicit link between a formulaic approach and a more

intuitive qualitative one. Generally, the progression approach should support the development of
multiple connected conceptualizations.

White and Frederiksen see expertise as "a small set of mental models that embody alternative,

butcoordinatedconceptualizationsof systemoperation"(White&Frederiksen, 1990,p. 100). The

authors contend that learning can be seen as an evolution of mental models. With a transition from

naivete to expertise, mental models should become better organized, more coherent, more specific,

rWhite and Frederiksen use the tem 'model' to refer to submodels and perspectives that are used in progression.

However, for reference to perspectives the term 'model' is confusing. As implemented in the SM ISLE, a perspective

incorporates a subset of the variables of a model, it is not a self-contained model. To avoid confusion we prefer the term

'level'. or MPLevel. An MPLevel can refer both to a submodel and to a perspective upon a submodel
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and contain fewer contradictions and misconceptions. Model Progression should provoke such

evolution of mental models. "By systematically exposing students to problems that require increas-

ingly sophisticated [mental] models of the domain, students can experience the gradual evolution

of scientific models" (Frederiksen & White, 1988, p. 25 I ).
In addition, we would like to stress an under exposed aspect of the approach, namely that of

dealing with complexity. A model progression approach allows to split an extensive simulation
model into manageable parts by initially hiding much of the complexity of the target model. The

progression enables a gradual unfolding of the complexity of the target model to the student. Be-

sides, the careful stepwise introduction of only small units of new content at a time may make each

model manageable by itself.

7.2.2 Rationales

White and Frederiksen suggest that a learning environment is to be built as a series of MPl-evels.

These levels should l) evolve from qualitative zero order, via first order to quantitative models

while simultaneously these models and 2) progressively introduce more complexity by adding

previously unencountered variables. Yet another type of evolution 3) implements a perspective

change. With this latter evolution, students zoom in on the behavior captured in the model. That
is, initially they are presented with a high-level functional view, subsequently a behavioral view,

and finally with a low level, so called microscopic view.

The here listed dimensions act as 'rationales' for the sequencing of the MPlevels. The ra-

tionales will play an important role in this chapter, and will therefore be described more elaborately

below.

7.2.2.1 Order

Certainly the most important dimension in the work of White and Frederiksen is that of 'order shift'.
Although the term suggests otherwise, 'order shift' mainly refers to a progression from qualitative

to quantitative models. White and Frederiksen distinguish models that allow reasoning "on the

basis of the mere presence or absence of aspects such as resistance, voltage or current" (White &
Frederiksen, 1990, p. 106), which they call zero order models. A more sophisticated 'first order'
model allows for the study of effects of changes of the aforementioned variables. This first order
model is still qualitative. The most sophisticated type of model is a quantitative one. Although

the quantitative model may be the most sophisticated, as the authors argue, in human reasoning it
is not a substitute for the qualitative models as the various 'order' models are observed to have a

function in problem solving processes.

7.2.2.2 Elaborateness

A next dimension reflects the so called degree of elaboration of a simulation model. According to
White and Frederiksen, exploration of a simulation ought to start with focusing on 'gross' or global

factors in explaining phenomena. More elaborative models should progressively introduce more

complexity by adding variables and previously unencountered relations. The level of elaboration
is defined by "the number of qualitative rules used in propagating the effects of changes on the be-

havior of other components" (White & Frederiksen, I 990, p. 107). This type of model progression

can be seen as a simple-to-complex one, as next models "incrementally build on prior models by

introducing a new principle or by refining or generalizing previous knowledge" (p. 107).
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7.2.2.3 Perspectives

The previously mentioned types of progressions are mainly 'upward', that is, they work toward
increasingly sophisticated models. A third type of progression is a lateral one. This progression

involves changes in perspective on the phenomenon. Here, MP focuses on alternative means for
understanding device behavior. According to White and Frederiksen, when modeling behavior of
devices, one might provide functional, behavioral, and reductionistic perspectives on behavior. A
functional perspective describes "the purpose [ofa system] and how subsystems within the circuit
interact to achieve that purpose" (White & Frederiksen, 1990, p. 106). A behavioral perspective
presents a macroscopic view at the level ofdevice components. Such a perspective might explain
"how changes in the state of one component may cause changes in the state of other components"
(p. 106). Finally, phenomena can be presented at a microscopic level, here so called 'reduction-
istic, physical' models are applied. The three perspectives are presented to the student in the above

sketched order, yet they are assumed to be used concurrently in expert problem solving.

7.2.3 The MPApproach in the light of the requirements

The MPApproach was claimed to satisfy most of the requirements for support for information space

exploration listed in chapter 2.

Connecting to prior knowledge The approach anticipates connection to prior knowledge, by

supporting iterative cumulation (see section 3.4.1) by means of a gradual evolution of MP levels.

That is, each next level is supposed to only introduce few new elements. By this, each next level
builds upon the prior knowledge acquired from the previous levels.

Tailored rationales Model Progression reveals a sensitiveness to various learning-related ra-

tionales that are specific to the nature of the target domains. The approach, for instance, takes

the learner's naive, frequently qualitative, preconception as a starting point. By a qualitative-to-
quantitative sequence it attempts to establish a connection from qualitative notions to a quantit-

ative account of behavior. The application of an elaborateness-based rationale also establishes a

learning-related sequence. This type of sequence can be seen as simple-to-complex sequence as

described in section 4.3.3. Perspective shift is also more a learning-related than a domain-related

type of sequence.

Structure-relatedness The notion of structure-relatedness was entered as an umbrella for no-

tions ofconnectivity, consistency ofdirection and 'natural' direction (see chapter4). With respect

to the first notion, the MPApproach prescribes a form of connectivity between the various MP-

Levels. Each next level is supposed to build upon previous levels and as such it is assumed inap-

propriate to 'jump' to entirely unrelated MPl-evels.
With respect to consistency of direction, the model progression approach prescribes norm dir-

ections for the three dimensions of progression. This prescription implies consistency of direction.
Finalln whether the norm direction is a 'natural' direction can not be answered here.

Non-directive support Model Progression is perceived as a potentially powerful method for
providing learners with non-directive support. The approach suggests the realization of an envir-

onment that provides support at a global level (i.e., between MPlevels) but leaves freedom at a
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local level (i.e., within an MPLevel). Compared to the exploration space of a complete model, an

MPLevel provides a substantially reduced exploration space. This reduction by itself should make

exploration more manageable. In addition, with each new MPLevel, only few new elements at a

time are introduced. That is, if model progression is designed appropriately, most of the content of
a new Ievel is already known, and as shown by Shute and Claser (1990) amongst others, the more

students know about a model, the better they manage to regulate their exploration. Model progres-

sion thus aims at reducing the exploration space to the extent that learners are capable of regulation
exploration within that space. Within a level, learners are thus supposed to be able to tailor explor-
ation to their own needs while their risk of losing control is substantially reduced. Hence, they are

'helped to do it themselves' (cf., Montessori, 1973), a true form of non-directive support.

7.2.4 Toward a model-based authoring tool

Model Progression was assumed to satisfy most of the requirements fbr support for exploration. It
was thus judged to be a likely candidate for support of information space exploration in SMISLE.
However, organizing a simulation learning environment according to the prescriptions of the MP
approach is not trivial.

White and Frederiksen claim that their model progression approach can "readily be general-

ized to other domains", if these domains can be modeled in terms of causal structures (White &
Frederiksen, 1990, p. 99). However, no firm basis for this claim can be found in their work. Firstly,
White and Frederiksen explored the feasibility of the approach within the context of a single do-
main only. The microworld in QUEST, in which they implemented the MPApproach, was tailored
to the domain of electrical circuits. The definition of the dimensions of progression is in several

cases specific to this domain. Secondly, although White and Frederiksen describe three dimensions
along which multiple levels may progress, they actually implemented and experimented with levels

that varied along the 'qualitative-quantitative' and 'elaboration' dimension only. All in all, the pre-

scriptions of the approach are not readily applied to other domains and are sometimes incomplete.

The intention of the exercise described here was to construct an authoring tool that would sup-
port authors in imposing MP upon their simulation environments. We thus perceived the need

for a more general description of MP. Besides, the requirement that prescriptions should be non-
ambiguous (section 2.4) was not met. For computer supported instructional design, the original
prescriptions were insuffi ciently precise.

In this chapter, we will describe what was endeavored to make the MPApproach both more
general and more precise. To gain insight into the applicability ofthe method outside the scope of
circuit theory, it was decided to analyze a new domain with the question in mind whether this do-
main could be molded into White and Frederiksen's three dimensional organization. This endeavor,
together with a review of related work, lead to a more general description of model progression. A
more operational definition was achieved by creating a vocabulary of terms for modeling within the

SMISLE and subsequently expressing MP prescriptions in terms of this vocabulary. The actual im-
plementation of authoring support for model progression in SMISLE is described in the following
chapter.

7,3 Toward generalization

The MPApproach is seen as a potentially powerful measure for support of exploration. This judg-
ment is shared by de Koning et al. (1994) who investigated the applicability of the approach in a
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fluid dynamics domain of communicating vessels. As our main objective is to develop an instru-

ment for the definition of MP outside the scope of electronic circuits, a crucial issue is if and how

the approach could be applied to domains other than just electronics.

7.3.1 Method

To investigate if and how the approach could be applied to domains other than electronics, a case

study was set up covering the application of the MPApproach in a novel domain: the domain of
oscillation. This domain was used in the SMISLE project as an illustration domain from the very

beginning. Using the method for domain reconstruction as described in chapter 4 we tried to trace

the rationales originally used to sequence this domain. The question to be answered was whether

these rationales had something in common with the above described dimensions of the model pro-
gression approach.

To answer this question, a first step was to trace the rationales behind the sequences found in

oscillation material. As in chapter 4, written material covering the subject of oscillation was used

as a source of domain expertise. Such material is assumed to provide an overview of the elements

considered essential for an understanding of the domain. It thus provides a domain description that

is tailored to instruction.

To gain insight into the rationales applied, first the original domain structures were reconstruc-

ted from text. In contrast to the analyses ofchapter4 we did not only analyze the texts at the level

of the section organization, but also went down to the level of actual text. This level of detail in

analysis was necessary to be able to check whether White and Frederiksen's dimensions were ap-

plied as rationale anyway. Domain structures were thus reconstructed by searching for elements in

text that indicated entities or relations between those entities.

Entities were defined as: concepts indicated by a term or a symbol, and frequently accompanied

by a definition of that symbol or terrn. Concepts that were introduced only in illustration material

were to be ignored. Relations were defined as statements describing the link between two or more

entities. For relations, the preciseness of the statement was of interest. To obtain an indication of
preciseness, a distinction was made between l) arithmetical expressions,2) qualitative expressions

indicating a relation plus the direction ofthis relation, and 3) expressions that only indicated the

existence of some relation, where no details were given on the nature of that relation.

Only those elements were extracted from the text that could be considered 'core curricular'

elements. Core curricular elements were those elements that reflected the original learning goals.

Consequently, case descriptions, being an illustration of an entity or relation that had been men-

tioned earlier, were ignored. The same held for drawings or graphs that illustrated behavior. If this

behavior was described by a relation earlier on, the drawing or graph should be ignored. Drawings

illustrating the structure of a device were seen as a description of an entity, a device. Again, if this

entity was described earlier on, the drawing should be ignored. Finally, if relations or entities were

described more than once, one of the descriptions should be selected as major description, where

the remainder should be ignored. For instance, mention of an entity or relation in a summary or

advance organizer should be disregarded.

From the entities and relations extracted, the original domain structure was reconstructed. Sub-

sequently, the sequence in which elements were presented was projected onto that domain structure.

With this, the source material curriculum could be reconstructed in a 'surveyable' manner. By this,

the reconstructed curricula should readily reveal differences and similarities.
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7.3.2 Source material

Curricula about a topic, such as harmonic oscillation, may vary among books. These variations
will be due to personal preferences of the author, but also they might be due to external factors,
such as different exam requirements. Thus, to obtain a more general view on the rationales behind
sequences in material on harmonic oscillation, we analyzed three frequently used sources covering
the same topic. Sources were two Dutch books covering the high school curriculum on physics for
16-17 year old students (Middelink, 1979) and (NUhof & Koene, 1972) and a physics book from
the United Kingdom covering an undergraduate curriculum (Nelkon & Parker, 1 970).

Reliability To assess the reliability of domain reconstruction, a subset of the material was ana-
lyzed in a similar way by a second judge. This subset was a randomly chosen series of pages from
each of the three texts, in total a 257o, that is 14 out of 56 pages.

It was found that the fragmentation of text rather than the categorization of those text fragments
differed judges. If a similar fragment had been selected, the correspondence between judges with
respect to categorization was near to a l00%o. Differences occured in the selection of fragments
assumed to include core elements. That is, differences in interpretation were observed for the mo-
ment of first introduction or 'real' definition of an entity or relation. Yet, with a different selection
of fragments, the resulting domain reconstruction could still be the same, that is, similar entities
or relations could have been indicated as core curricular elements. Consequently, reliability was
calculated in terms of the percentage overlap of the resulting domain representations rather than in
terms of similarity of fragmentation or categorization. With this calculation, the percentage overlap
of the second judges list of content elements with that of the first judge was73Vo.

7.3.3 Results

To give an impression of the structure of the oscillation material, we will provide a global overview
ofthe contents and sequence ofdomain elements found in a representative source, that ofMiddelink
(t979).

Middelink's text on oscillation essentially provides descriptions of example devices that vary in
complexity. Simple devices are, for instance, mass-spring systems that may exhibit free harmonic
oscillation (Drawing 1 at the lefrhand side in Figure 7.1). More complex systems introduce damp-
ing (Drawing 2) andlor harmonic forces that act upon an oscillating device (Drawing 3). These
devices are used to illustrate the notions of critical damping and resonance respectively. Various
accounts of behavior are given, that is, graphs showing displacement or velocity of an oscillating
object, force(s) acting upon an oscillating object, or the shift between potential and kinetic energy
in oscillating devices.

7.3.3.1 Rationales in oscillation

The question to be answered was whether the rationales found in the oscillation material had
something in common with the rationales of the MPApproach. To provide an answer to this ques-
tion, in the sections below we will describe the current organization, the rationales applied, and
review these in the light of the rationales proposed in the MPApproach.

When considering the question of the current organization of the domain, two rationales dir-
ectly revealed themselves from the material, a multi perspective, and simple-to-complex one. We
will start with the most evident organization, the simple-to-complex organization.
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Figure 7. l: Overview of the curriculum structure of Middelink's text on oscillation

7.3.3.2 Elaborateness

The oscillation material evidently revealed a simple-to-complex organization based on an empir-

ical complexity rationale. The sources discussed at least two different phenomena, that of free har-

monic oscillation and damped oscillation. A third phenomenon, oscillation driven by an external

force, naturally resulting in a treatment of the notion of 'resonance' , was mentioned in two sources

(Middelink, 1979; Nelkon & Parker, 1970). Within the discussion of each phenomenon, especially

that of free harmonic oscillation, students were required to investigate aspects such as the displace-

ment and velocity of the point mass of a single type of oscillation before going to the next more

complex form of oscillation.

With u p.og..ssion from free to damped oscillation and from damped to forced oscillation,

gradually more complexity is introduced by adding input variables' This gives rise to the obser-

iation that a progression from free, damped to externally driven oscillation might very well suit

White and Frederiksen's conception of simple-to-complex progression based on the elaborateness

dimension.

7.3.3.3 Perspectives

A second form of global organization of the oscillation material was a perspective-based organiza-

tion. The sources were all found to start with a structural perspective Ihal smoothly shifted toward a

behavioral one. Within this behavioral perspective, a motion view introduces basic concepts such

as amplitude, period, and frequency. This perspective is followed by sections providing diagrams

and formulae representing displacement, velocity, and in two cases acceleration as a function of

time. Motion is generally followed by a description and illustration of the forces acting upon the

oscillating mass, showing how these forces affect displacement. Apparently, this is perceived to

be the right moment to show by derivation that the period of the oscillation is independent of its
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amplitude. Final sections reveal an energy perspective that explains how potential energy is trans-
formed into kinetic energy during oscillation. In two texts (Middelink, 1979 Nelkon & Parker,
1970) the effect ofdamping on the total energy is discussed.

Following this description of the multi perspective organization observed in the oscillation ma-
terial, a next step was to compare this organization with the perspective organization proposed by
White and Frederiksen.

Functional The most obvious difference in perspective organization is the complete lack of a
functional perspective in the oscillation material. A functional perspective is supposed to reveal at
first the purpose of the devices concerned. An electrical circuit is a man made construct, the be-
havior of which serves a certain purpose, whereas the devices described in the oscillation material
are meant to demonstrate a certain behavior, irrespective of the context of application. For the lar
ter type of devices, a functional view on the particular device seems less relevant. Conversely, a
view showing a context of application, that is, the real life application of a phenomenon, might be
relevant. In the evaluation study in chapter 8, for instance, two high school teachers try to illustrate
the phenomena of oscillation by means of real life examples, such as the suspension of a car.

Behavioral Al1 three sources were found to visualize and describe behavior of oscillating objects
in terms of displacement and velocity. Displacement and velocity together forrn a motion perspect-
ive. In our view, this motion perspective can be similar to the behavioral models of current flow or
voltage redistribution as in the circuit domain.

Microscopic A reductionistic physical perspective was defined to reflect the behavior of com-
ponents at a microscopic level. This perspective aims at 'fostering a deeper understanding' of the
behavior perspective. In White and Frederiksen's electrical circuits, this meant 'unpacking' the
devices and perceiving them at a deeper level of detail. White and Frederiksen, for instance, illus-
trate the notion of a microscopic perspective by means of a so called dynamic physical model that
shows the migration of charged particles over slices of a resistor. This model is assumed to help
students to understand the mechanisms behind circuit behavior such as the voltage redistribution.

In classical mechanics, the use of such particle models is less common, Still these particle mod-
els might be useful to explain the behavior of components such as dampers or springs and with that
to foster a deeper understanding of the behavior of oscillating devices.

Alternative perspectives Where no microscopic perspective was observed, the oscillation ma-
terial revealed two altemative perspectives, namely a force and energy perspective. Force and en-
ergy perspectives undoubtedly serve a deeper understanding of the behavior of oscillating devices.
A force view may reveal why a mass starts oscillating, the application of the law of conservation
of energy may explain why a mass in free harmonic oscillation will oscillate forever. An energy
perspective provides an alternative perspective on the notion of damped and externally driven os-
cillation by showing the dissipation and supply ofenergy.

Force and energy perspectives were not part of White and Frederiksen's MPApproach. In our
opinion, in particular the energy perspective is essential for the explanation of a wide range of phe-
nomena. In the domain ofcircuit theory an energy perspective may also be essential to a deep un-
derstanding of behavior. Curricula on electricity (Middelink, 1980; Nelkon & Parker, 1970; Nijhof
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& Koene, I 972) show that an energy perspective, in particular the treatment of Joule's law, is gen-

erally found in curricula on circuit theory. Henceforth, an energy perspective was a likely candidate

to be a possible perspective in SMISLE's model progression authoring tool'

Finally, White and Frederiksen's notion of'perspective' is restricted to behavior at different

levels of granularity. With that, a highly underexposed aspect of device models in White and Fre-

deriksen's approach is that of the physical structure of devices. In the oscillation material, physical

structure of the devices used to illustrate behavior played a role that should not be underestimated.

7.3.3.4 Order

The oscillation material revealed a progression that might partially suit the definition of 'order-

based' progression. All three sources described behavior in terms of the following quantities: 'dis-

placement'and'velocity'. Middelink (1979) and Nijhof (1972) added'acceleration'of a point

mass as a function of time. 'Displacement', 'velocity', and 'acceleration' were described in ex-

actly the given order. As velocity is a derivative ofdisplacement and acceleration is again derived

from velocity, the 'degree ofderivation' apparently formed a basis for an instructional progression.

In addition, both precise (cf., van Joolingen & de Jong, 1993) and less precise accounts of be-

havior were found throughout the material. That is, formulae were frequently accompanied by im-

precise statements such as "The period of an oscillating mass is independent of the amplitude and

is entirely determined by the mass and force constant".

7,3.4 Conclusions

In section 7.3 we posed the question whether White and Frederiksen's original dimensional organ-

ization could be imposed upon the domain of oscillation. The exercise in the domain of oscillation

showed that several of the rationales proposed in the MPApproach are similar to rationales behind

sequences by experienced authors. The evident exception is the perspective organization that re-

vealed substantial differences.

It should be noted that the oscillation domain was not too distant from the domain of circuit

theory that was used to illustrate the MPApproach. Both the domain of circuit theory and that of

oscillation are illustrated by means of systems that are dynamic in nature. The relative straightfor-

ward application of a majority of the ideas of the MPApproach gives rise to the statement that it

might be worthwhile to continue studying the application of the approach, at least within the con-

text of dynamic systems.

7.3.5 Toward generalization

To take this study a step further toward generalization, we reviewed related work describing sys-

tems that adopted an approach similar to model progression. The intention of this investigation was

to compare model progression rationales with rationales proposed in comparable architectures.

7.3.5.1 Elaborateness

According to White and Frederiksen, exploration of a simulation ought to start with focusing on
,gross' or global factors in explaining phenomena. More 'elaborative' models should progress-

ively introduce more complexity by adding variables and previously unencountered relations (see

section7.2.2.2). In the oscillation study it was concluded that a progression from free, to damped'
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and finally to externally driven oscillation suited this conception of progression based on an elab-

orateness rationale.

Related work In related work, the notion of simple-to-complex progression is found to be ap-

plied frequently. For instance, in the IMTS authoring system (Towne et al., 1989), facilities for
the construction of progressively complex views on models are available. IMTS incorporates a

mechanism to initially provide students with an incomplete, and by that less detailed, account of
behavior. The behaviorofthis model is 'yoked', that is, filtered from a background model that con-

tains all objects necessary for device operation. This mechanism allows to initially hide detail in
the presentation of the behavior of a device. In IMTS, the behavior, however, is not simplified. On

the other hand, simple-to-complex progression of behavior may be achieved by using increasingly
accuratemodels,forinstance,graduallycontainingfewerapproximations. Thistypeofprogression
is described in Sime and Leitch (1992) and de Koning et al. (1994).

The previous examples illustrate that models may vary in complexity due to differences other
than the number of relations used to generate behavior only (see seclion 7 .2.2.2). Some configur-

ations of components may be inherently more difficult than others, for example, serial circuits of
composed of resistors are generally perceived easier than parallel ones. Some device components

may in itself be easier to understand than others (cf., de Koning et al., 1994). Regarding all possible

grounds for differences in complexity, we advocate a broader conception of the simple-to-complex
dimension. As will be discussed in section 7.5.1.1, we have attempted to list aspects that together

determine the complexity of a model. To indicate this broader approach, we have traded the term

'elaborateness-based' progression fbr s imp le - to - c o mplex progression.

7.3.5.2 Perspectives

Perspective shift was defined to be a lateral progression. Rather than providing more and more

sophisticated views on behavior, it focuses on alternative views for understanding device beha-

vior. According to White and Frederiksen, when modeling behavior of devices, one might provide

functional, behavioral, and microscopic perspectives on behavior. In the oscillation material, a per-

spective dimension was found to act as a rationale. However, the actual nature of the dimension
was different from that specified by White and Frederiksen. In the oscillation material the follow-
ing perspectives on behavior were given: motion, force, and energy. In contrast, no functional and

microscopic perspectives were found.
White and Frederiksen's notion of'perspective' is restricted to behavior at difTerent levels of

granularity. Structural models were never presented as an alternative conception of a system, yet in
our opinion, also in QUEST they do form an important vehicle to convey ideas about the domain.

In QUEST, learners are provided with circuit components which allow them to create new circuits
that enables them to experiment with different configurations. Such experiments may help them

understandtheconsequencesofdifferenttopologiesasserialorparallelcircuits. Sinceknowledge

of the topology of devices plays an important role in diagnosis, for example, the structural view

should have received more attention in the MPApproach.

Related work With Moyse ( 1 989) and Spiro et al. ( 199 I ) we believe that the notion of alternative
perspectives on a phenomenon is valuable from an instructional point of view. First, effective prob-
lem solving frequently demands a multiple perspective approach. Moyse, for instance, argues that a

single perspective, or 'problem space', is usually not sufficient when it gets to the harder problems.

t2t
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He illustrates this stance with a diagnostic problem that requires analysis from at least an electrical
and a mechanical perspective. In the field of diagnosis, many stress the use of multiple connec-
ted models. For example, Abu-Hanna ( I 994) suggests the use of separate but connected models of
structure, function, and behavior to allow for flexibility in diagnosis. Where a target task demands
for a multiple perspective approach, the learning material should reveal this organization.

The results of the study on oscillation and the previous example suggest that the original defini-
tion of perspectives might have been too narrow, but they also illustrate that a multiple perspective
approach may be worthwhile, sometimes even essential to convey the complexity of a domain.
We would, however, prefer to use a broader conception of perspectives and, for instance, include
a structural model of a device as a potentially relevant perspective.

7.3.5.3 Order

The 'order' dimension in the work of White and Frederiksen has given rise to a substantial amount
of confusion. Though the dimension is labeled 'order', it was assumed to include progressions
along two separate dimensions. Concurrently, the order2 of the models might increase and the
nature of the models shift from qualitative to quantitative, or as we defined it before, get increas-
ingly precise. The oscillation material was indeed found to reveal a progression that could be seen

as order, or derivation-based as well as one that was precision-based (see section 7.3.3.4).

Related work In our view, progressions along these two dimensions may both be useful and
do not necessarily have to be combined. This is, for instance, illustrated by Pl<itzner and Spada
(1992) who implemented a progression along a qualitative-quantitative dimension only in the mul-
tiple model architecture of their system DiBi. In addition, Pl<itzner and Spada, and van Joolingen
(1994) showed that a further distinction with respect to different levels of'precision' (van Joolin-
gen & de Jong, 1993) ofqualitative accounts ofbehavior serve an instructional need. We, there-
fore, have adopted the notion of levels of precisionto refer to a dimension that starts with imprecise
statements, such as, g is related to o, and ends with quantitative statements, such as g : 4.5 x r.
Besides, we will refer to 'order' in its traditional sense, that of degree of mathematical derivation.
To avoid confusion, we have labeled this dimension derivation-based rather than 'order-based'.

7.3.6 Additional explorations

A next step would be to get to a more operational definition of the approach. This would allow
application of a similar interpretation of the MPApproach to various domains. However, before
this can be done, two additional issues needed to be resolved, that of combining rationales and that
of the nature of progressions.

7.3.6.1 The dimension space

An additional comment that could be made on the original MPApproach is that no clear state-

ments are made on how progressions along different dimensions might be combined. In chapter 2

it was contended that a prescriptive model should include statements on how to combine vari-
ous rationales. Statements on combining can, for instance, refer to a categorical dominance of
particular rationales for coarse- respectively fine-grained organization. Reigeluth and Stein, for

2The term 'order' is used here in itscommon meaning in the field ofphysics, that ofdegree ofmathematical derivation
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instance, prescribed the application of combination of a hierarchical- and a prerequisite-first ra-

tionale. For a coarse-grained organization the hierarchical rationale took categorical dominance

over the prerequisite-first rationale. In general, if more than one rationale is to be applied, it should

be made explicit what rationale should be used for what level of organization.

In the work of White and Frederiksen, MPlevels were said to vary along different dimensions.

However, no statements were made on categorical dominance, nor on different levels of granu-

larity in the organization of material. The osciltation study made clear that different dimensions

might play a role at different levels of granularity. In the oscillation domain, progression along a

simple-to-complex dimension resulted in a coarse-grained decomposition into three large clusters.

In contrast, 'precision' progressions were found at a finer grained level only, that of single rela-

tions. The following figures illustrate the relation between the four main rationales identified in

this study. Figve 7.2 shows an abstraction of the overall organization of the material as present

in a representative source (Middelink, 1979). This coarse-grained organization is projected onto

simple-to-complex and perspective shift dimensions. The perspectives that were covered by Mid-

delink are indicated gray in the figure. Obviously, not all potential perspectives were equally useful

for instruction as, for instance, some might have been perceived too difficult for the target popula-

tion.

proSresston
along the
perspective
dimension

pro g re ss ion alon g thz s imple - comp lex dimercion

Figure7.2: A perspective/simple-to-complex dimension space (as present in (Middelink, 1979))

A second figure (Figure 7.3) depicts a finer grained level of organization. Here, one of the

perspectives is opened up and at this level derivation-based and precision progressions were ob-

served. Derivation-based progression was only found within the motion perspective, whereas pre-

cision progressions could be found throughout the material.

A remark must be made conceming the level at which the precision progressions were found.

None of the books provided a qualitative account of behavior of a full model before going to a
quantitative level, though this might have well been possible. Apparently, the authors perceived

it important to connect the qualitative and quantitative level, that is, to accompany formulae by

a qualitative description. In written material such an organization is common, in simulations, a

precision rationale is more likely to act at a more coarse-grained level of organization.
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proSressto,t
along lhe
'precision'
dimension

progression along the 'order' dimensiort

Figure 7.3: A derivation-based/precision dimension space (as present in (Middelink, 1979))

7.3.6.2 Progressions

A final question to be answered was whether the directions of sequences in the oscillation material
were in line with those prescribed in the work of White and Frederiksen. In the oscillation mater-
ial, perspectives, different from those in White and Frederiksen, were consistently described in the

order 'motion-force-energy'. As expected, models at different points on the simple-to-complex di-
mension were found to progress from simple to complex. Finally, relations differing with respect

to degree of derivation were described from lower order to higher order ones. Thus, simple-to-
complex and derivation-based progressions were similar to the ones proposed in the MP approach.

Surprisingly, the oscillation material showed examples of progression from qualitative descrip-

tions to quantitative ones as well as reverse direction progressions. Frequently, sections started with
the derivation of the formulae describing a certain behavior while only later the behavior was de-
scribed in more qualitative terms.

A final observation on progression addresses the issue ofconnecting to prior knowledge. All
sources were found to provide in an early stage a link to the uniform circular motion. Harmonic
oscillation was introduced by means of a one-dimensional projection of circular motion. Formulae
for displacement, velocity and acceleration were subsequently derived from formulae describing
circular motion. With this reference to uniform circular motion a connection to prior knowledge
was established, since in all cases circular motion had been treated in preceding chapters. Civen
an understanding of the phenomenon of circular motion, it is only a small step to an understanding

ofthe phenomenon ofoscillation. Apparently, the necessity ofconnection to prior knowledge and

that of limiting the amount of new material to be introduced, was recognized by all authors.

With this we have arrived at the end of this section on generalization. A next exercise will be

on operationalization.

7.4 Toward operationalization

A first step toward operationalization is an attempt to define MP in terms of generic aspects of do-
mains. In the context of the SMISLE project (see section 1.4), domains are those models that can

be expressed in terms of the formalisms provided by the SMISLE authoring environment.
In the following sections, an attempt is made to express M P in terms of primitives of the model-

ing formalisms used in SM ISLE. To this end, we shall briefly describe SMISLE's modeling formal-
isms and subsequently provide a vocabulary by which generic aspects of models can be described.
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Finally, an attempt shall be made to provide an 'operational' prescriptive model for MP (MPModel

hereafter), This model shall be used as a basis for automized generation of MPLevels as implemen-

ted in an authoring system, named MPTool (described in chapter 8).

7.4.1 SMISLE's modeling formalisms

SMISLE's modeling tool In SMISLE, models are not created from scratch. The SMISLE mod-

eling tool (Scott, 1993b; Scott, 1993a) basically provides building blocks at three different levels

(see figure 7.4). The most primitive blocks represent extended Petri net elements (see e.g., de Jong

et al.,1994).
These primitive blocks are capable of executing simple mathematical operations. Besides, the

blocks can be aggregated to form compound blocks, these compound blocks can be reused and form
the second level of building blocks. This is the 'functional block' level. Some compound blocks

have a special purpose, they form the building blocks for bond graph modeling (see Karnopp el al.,

1990; Amsterdam, 1993). Bond graphs form the highest level formalism and it is this level at which

MPModel will act.

,,---\ Functional block library/7-\fffiB)E*irffilm\\:*_z rB:_/ \E#i
:_ Petri nel libraryJt+lJ

o::'..- -=o :- F d4.?- 
E m:--q!.

Figure 7.4: The structure of the modeling tool library

Bond graph modeling The bond graph formalism is tailored to modeling dynamic systems, that

is, those systems whose behavior as a function of time is important (Karnopp er a/., 1990). Bond
graphs are used, in particular, to model devices or phenomena in the fields of mechanics, electron-
ics, thermodynamics, and hydraulics (see e.g., Top, 1993; Amsterdam, 1993). The formalism does

provide the author with high level building blocks that model behavior in terms of a small set of
ideal elements. Some of these elements correspond to ideal physical elements, such as masses and

springs. Other elements do not always correspond to separate physical elements, but model, for
instance, resistance and inductance effects.

Each bond graph element has instantiations in the above mentioned fields. For example, the

bond graph element 'capacitor'models the behavior of a spring in mechanics, in electronics that

of a condenser and in hydraulics that of a so called hydraulic accumulator.

In bond graph models, behavior is always modeled in terms of flow, effort and energy flow and
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their derivatives. Effort, flow and, energy have different instantiations in different domain types.

For instance, the notion of 'fiow' refers to velocity (mechanics), current (electronics) or volume

/ow (hydraulics). In consequence, the behavior of, for instance, an oscillating device would be

modeled in terms of velocity (flow), force (effort) and energy transformation (energy flow), that is,

the transformation ofpotential into kinetic energy.

In SMISLE, models are configured by selecting elements from the library of bond graph ele-

ments and subsequently linking these to construct a directed graph. Only if (parts o0 a system can-

not be modeled in terms of bond graphs, SMISLE authors will need to step down to the functional
block or even to the Petri net level.

7.4.2 Model progression imposed upon SMISLE models

The question raised was how MP could be expressed in terms of generic elements of SMISLE mod-
els. Thus, before going into any further detail on the modeling formalisms, we shall illustrate 1)

how the phenomenon of oscillation could be modeled using SMISLE's formalisms and 2) how MP

can be expressed in terms of the modeling formalisms.

Oscillation and bond graph modeling Oscillation is typically one of the phenomena that are

suitable for modeling at the bond graph level. The most primitive device exhibiting free harmonic

oscillation can be modeled by just connecting an inertia (a mass) to a capacitor (a spring).

oscillation

\,,\,/i'iii,[ii, liTi.l'Jii, .""'*
(displacement) - Klneti'c energy

- f'orce

Figure 7.5: Models of devices exhibiting free harmonic (left) and damped oscillation (right)

Suchanidealmass-springsystemisdepictedontheleft-handsideofFigureT.5. Theright-hand

side diagram3 in the same figure depicts the more complex model of a mass-spring system with
friction. This system exhibits damped harmonic oscillation. Friction is modeled here by means of
a 'resistor', in the field of mechanics known as a 'damper' or 'dash pot'.

Each of the bond graph elements has a parameter, or in SMISLE terms, an 'input variable'. For

the mass element this is the inertia parameter 1, for the spring it is the capacitor parameter C and

for the resistor it is the resistance parameter r? (see also Figure 7.5).

3Both diagrams a.e derived, with permission, from the SETCOM system. The SETCOM wasbuilt by van Joolin-
gen and described in (van Joolingen et al.,1995)
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In bond graph models, behavior is modeled in terms of the state variables/ow and effort and

outputvariablesindicatingenergyflow(andtheirderivatives). Modelingamass-springsystemthus
implies that behavior is modeled in terms of displacement and velocity (flow), force (effort) and

energy transformation (energyflow), that is, the transformation ofpotential into kinetic energy.

Model progression Then, how does model progression relate to the aforementioned aspects of
a bond graph model?

The simple-to-complex dimension With respect to the simple-to-complex dimension, an

evident difference between the model of simple harmonic oscillation (SHo) and that of damped

oscillation (DO) (still Figure 7.5) is the number of bond graph elements the models are built from.

The simpler model (SHO) is built using less elements than the complex one (DO), consequently

the simple model has less input variables than the model of DO. The number of input variables de-

termines the degrees of freedom of a model. Degrees of freedom of a model might be an indication
of complexity.

Moreover, with adding bond graph elements, the behavior captured in a model changes sub-

stantially. The displacement of the oscillating mass in a simple mass-spring system can be charac-

terized by a sine curve. After adding a resistor component to the mass-spring system, behavior is

characterized by a sine curve that 'fades out'. The behavior of a forced oscillator would again be

more complex. A forced oscillator system exhibits different types of behavior; a sine curve when

oscillating at the eigenfrequency, a fading sine curve if resistance is larger than the driving force,

or a sine curve with increasing amplitude.

With adding bond graph elements to a model, the degrees of freedom of a model increases and

the behavior captured in the model changes. In the example of oscillation, the behavior could be

perceived to increase in complexity. Therefore, for the illustration domain, the number of bond

graph elements in a model was an indicator for complexity.

The perspective dimension With respect to perspectives, in section 7.3.4 we claimed that the

'motion', 'force', and 'energy transformation' were valid perspectives in the domain of oscillation.
The flow variable 'velocity' represents a motion perspective, the effort variable 'force' represent a

force perspective and the energy flow variables, showing the transformation between potential and

kinetic energy, represent an energy perspective. Evidently, the desired perspectives can directly
be derived from generic variables. We, therefore, claim that in the oscillation example the generic

effort, flow, and energy flow variables each represented a distinct perspective.

The derivation-based dimension The dimension 'derivation-based' was previously defined

to reflect degree of mathematical derivation. The oscillation material revealed a progression on

the derivation-based dimension (section 7.3.3.4). Within the motion perspective behavior was de-

scribed in terms of 'displacement', 'velocity', and 'acceleration' of a point mass as function of time.

In SMISLE's implementation of the bond graph formalism, the integral of the flow variable, 'dis-
placement', is always provided. In consequence, at least within the flow perspective two separate

derivation-based views are possible.

The precision dimension The bond graph formalism does not support modeling at different
levels of precision, neither does the functional block nor Petri net formalism. Thus, progression
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along this dimension is not possible within the context of the current SM ISLE formalisms.

7.4.3 Toward a generalization

For the oscillation example, three types of progression, as presumed valid in the oscillation domain,

couldbeexpressedintermsofgenericaspectsofbondgraphmodels. Complexitywasexpressedin
terms of the number of bond graph elements in a model. Perspectives could be expressed in terms

ofaccountsofbehaviorintermsofflow,effort,orenergyvariables. Finally,derivation-basedviews
could be expressed in terms of the flow and effort variables and their integrals.

A crucial issue is whether the prior statements concerning the simple-to-complex, the perspect-

ive, and derivation-based dimensions are valid for all SMISLE bond graph models. To answer

this question, we shall from now on adopt a top-down approach. We will outline generic aspects

of SMISLE models, resulting in a vocabulary for reasoning about these models. For an MPAp-
proach to be operational, simple-to-complex progression, perspective, and derivation-based view

shift need to be expressed in terms of this vocabulary.

7.4.4 A SMISLE modeling vocabulary

To map generic aspects of SMISLE models we have used Abu Hanna's framework (Abu-Hanna,

1994) for modeling devices. Among alternatives, Abu-Hanna's framework was considered most

appropriate since it separates ontology, the vocabulary that is used to describe a device, and theory

constructs, the constructs used to make statements about the device. Our interest was not so much

to model devices, but to create an ontology that would allow us to express MP in terms of generic

aspects of SMISLE models. As such, we needed different theory constructs but could still reuse

many ideas on device ontology as put forward by Abu-Hanna.

A second reason to adopt the framework was its multi-layered organization. We perceived it
usef'ul to make an explicit distinction between statements on MP that held l) for all SMISLE mod-

els, 2) for bond graph models only, 3) for bond graph models constructed trom specified elements

only, or finally 4) for models that were restricted to a single domain type only.

In the following section we shall apply Abu-Hanna's framework to describe the vocabulary for
SMISLE models. Figure 7.6 provides an overview of the various layers. ln this figure, the layers

indicate the distinct levels of generality, where the top layer is the most general one. Graphics such

as boxes and ellipses contain ontological constructs. Lines between ontological constructs indicate

specialization relations.

With respect to the contents of the vocabulary, it must be noted that we had a representa-

tional/ontological commitment (Wielinga & Schreiber, 1993) to refbr to the primitives of the bond

graph and petri net formalisms. For example, we would rather use the term n-port than 'compon-

ent' since the first is a primitive of the bond graph language.

A second commitment of 'efficiency'had to do with abstractions that had already been made in

the SMISLE system. For instance, variables had been categorized in terms of input, state, and out-
put variables. These terms were nonexistent in the modeling formalisms but had been introduced in

the SMISLE to support interfacing to the graphical interface and to the assignments, explanations

and hypotheses scratchpads. In the vocabulary, we would rather use currently available abstrac-

tions than come up with new ones.
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Figure 7.6: The SMISLE modeling vocabulary, using Abu-Hanna's framework for domain mod-

eling

The vocabulary In the top layer, the model type layer, it is described which epistemological

typesof modelscanbeconstructed,giventhescopeofthemodelingformalisms. InSMISLE,mod-

els of structure and behavior are anticipated. Following Abu-Hanna, models of structure are gener-

ally composed of structural elements, ports, and connections. Models of behavior are composed of
parameters, variables, and relations. Not all composing elements have explicit counterparts in the

SMISLE system. The so called SMISLE world layer contains just the vocabulary that applies to

all SMISLE models and as can be found here, SMISLE knows generic notions for parameters and

variables only, that is, all conceptual models have input-, state-, and output variables, irrespective

of the formalism used. These are the only constructs that are generic to all SMISLE models, no

general constmcts for structural elements are available.

The implication of such a limited vocabulary at the SMISLEworld level is that little can be said

about SMISLE models in general. If, for instance, we aim at expressing the model progression di-
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mension 'complexity' in terms of the number of structural elements of a model, the SMISLE vocab-
ulary fails to support this. Thus, this expression on complexity could not be realized, provided the
current vocabulary at the SMISLE world level.

Little can be said in general about models composed of functional or Petri net blocks. While the
expressive power of both formalisms is extensive, the formalisms lack high level predefined con-
structs. The bond graph formalism, however, does provide high-level constructs that might be use-

ful in a model progression theory. Therefore, we shall from now on focus on constructs provided by
the bond graph formalism. With this we have arrived at the third level, the bond graph world/field
level. Here the structural element has a counterpart, being a bond graph element, namedn-port. ln
addition, the state and output variables have been further specialized. Effort andflow variables are

state variables, whereas kinetic- and potential enerqy arc output variables.

The bond graph field layer describes the actual bond graph elements. Here, we have displayed
only two examples, the inertia and capacitor one-ports. The domain layer provides a connection
between bond graph elements and the actual ideal element in different domains such as mechanics,
electronics etc. It should be noted that none of the constructs of the domain layer are explicitly rep-

resented in the SMISLE. In the DISCOURSE system (described in Tait, 1994) it can be observed
that the presence of domain level constructs allows for a more intuitive way of modeling where
more common constructs such as rnass and spring are used instead of abstract notions such as in-
ertia and capacitor. Hence, we see the lack of a domain layer as a (temporal) omission in SMISLE
and have therefore added domain level constructs to the vocabulary. Finally, the case layer defines
elements of models that directly correspond to a concrete system, in this example the previously
illustrated mass-spring device.

7.5 MPModel

The above specified vocabulary provides primitives to describe model progression in terms of gen-

eric aspects of SMISLE models. The declaration of the vocabulary that is used to make statements
on model progression can be found in Appendix B. To describe the MP dimensions, we aimed at

the highest level of generality to make statements that apply to a broad range of SMISLE mod-
els. Only if MPl-evels could not be described in terms of high-level constructs one would have to
descend to lower levels.

7.5.1 The dimensions

7,5.1,1 The simple-to-complexdimension

The total number of variables At the SMISLE world level, complexity can only be expressed
in terms of the input, state and output variables of models. The number of variables in a model
might give an indication of the (empirical) complexity of the model. However, it is a very weak
indicator as we have no knowledge of the underlying behavior of a model. By lack of additional
evidence, such a weak heuristic on complexity is not yet accepted to be part of MPModel.

The number of n-ports Information on the complexity of behavior of a model can be derived
when descending to the bond graph world level. With each new n-port l) one or more input vari-
ables are addedto the model and thus the degree offreedom increases, and 2) the model ofbehavior
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of a system gets more extensive in terms of the number of relations it is composed of. The empir-

ical complexity (see section 4.3.1) thus increases, whether the behavior generally becomes more

difficult to understand should be investigated. The simplex-to-complex progression is thus based

on an empirical complexity rationale rather than on a 'learning-related difficulty' rationale.

Due to the first factor, increase in degree of freedom, we have decided to accept the number of
n-ports, and with that the number of input variables, as an indicator for complexity. Hence, if the

n-port A is composed of a non-empty subset of the set of n-ports of model B, model B is assumed

to be the most complex model of the two (see Appendix B). In the evaluation of MPModel in

chapter 8 it should indeed be investigated whether this operationalization generally leads to a series

of increasingly difficult models.

The inherent difficulty of n.ports One the shortcomings of the original MP approach was that it
did not consider differences in the inherent learning-related difficulty of the model components (cf.,

de Koning et al., 1994). Therefore, by descending the framework to the level of specific n-ports,

that is inertia, capacitor etc., a refinement of the former heuristic might be made by taking into

account the relative difficulty of the n-ports. We firmly believe that there are differences in learning-

related difficulty among the n-ports. In written instructional material (Middelink, 1980; Nelkon &
Parker, 1970; Nijhof & Koene, 1972) on circuit theory, it could be found that, for instance, resistors

are generally treated before capacitors, which are again treated before transformers. In our view,

the order of treatment suggests here increasing relative difficulty.
In this work no in-depth study has been made on the relative difficulty of bond graph elements.

Therefore, we can only indicate that further study is needed to get to a useful estimate ofthe relative

difficultyofeachn-port. Asthesetofn-portsisverylimitedwebelievethatsuchanotionofrelative
difficulty for each library element is achievable.

Parallel versus serial connections When models are constructed of identical sets of n-ports,

a refinement to the notion of difficulty can be made by considering the configuration of the n-

ports. When regarding the domain of elementary circuit theory, it can be found that parallel circuits

composed of resistors are generally perceived more difficult than serial ones. It should be studied

whether such differences in difficulty based on the configurations of n-ports is also true for models

composed of other types of n-ports.

7.5.1.2 Perspectives

Referring back to the written material on oscillation, a clear view on perspectives within the os-

cillation domain emerged. For oscillation apparently valid perspectives are; motion (displacement

and velocity), force and energy. Motion, force and energy transformations are in bond graph ter-

minology: flow, effort, and energyflow. These variables form the core ofmodels ofbehavior.

The SMISLE provides facilities to inspect all three variables separately as a function of time.

In consequence, it is possible to regard these three variables as default perspectives. Whether this

choice of default perspectives is valid from an instructional point of view, is an other issue. We have

studied just one example domain and in this case the flow, effort and energy perspective make a per-

fect match with perspectives chosen by three experienced teachers. Obviously, one example does

not provide a sufficient basis for a claim on instructional validity ofthe effort, flow and energy per-

spective. However, their instantiations in the other three domains (electronics, hydrodynamics, and

thermodynamics) certainly refer to core concepts in the high school curriculum. In the domain of

l3l
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electrical circuits, for instance, default perspectives would be current, voltage and electrical energy

of a modeled circuit.
In Appendix B a definition of perspectives in terms of the SMISLE vocabulary can be found.

7.5.1.3 Derivation-based views

In bond graph modeling there is frequent mention of the variable 'displacement' of which flow is
a derivative. Separating views on displacement and flow might be appropriate from an instruc-

tional point of view, as was reflected in the oscillation material study where displacement, velo-

city and also acceleration were treated separately. Momentum, the integral of effort, is mentioned

far less frequently and seems to represent a less conventional viewpoint (see also Karnopp et al.,

1990, p. l9). Notwithstanding that, degree of derivation is evidently a rationale that is applied to

sequence the subject matter for the student. Therefore, the following derivation-based views will
be defined upon the effort and flow perspective: momentum and effort for the effort perspective,

and displacement and flow for the flow perspective. Note that for relatively limited models this

level of granularity might be too low.

In Appendix B a definition of derivation-based views in terms of the SMISLE vocabulary can

be found.

7.5.1.4 Precision

The bond graph formalism does not support modeling at different levels of precision, neither does

the functional block nor petri net formalism. Therefore, the precision dimension had to be excluded

from the SMISLE specific MPModel.

7.5.2 The dimension space

Having operationalized some of the dimensions along which model progression can be defined, we

can now describe MPlevels in terms of those dimensions. With derivation-based views defined to

be sub perspectives, only two dimensions remain, a perspective and a simple{o-complex dimen-

sion. An MPLevel is then characterized by a point in a two-dimensional space (see Figure 7.7).

No clear indication for categorical dominance for either of the two dimensions was observed.

Hence, for the combination simple-to-complex progression and perspective shift two major options

exist. First, the simple-to-complex progression can be used for a coarse-grained organization, while

MPLevels for perspectives are specified within those simple-to-complex levels. Second, perspect-

ive shift can also be the basis for the coarse-grained organization. In that case, a progression of
simple-to-complex levels could be provided within a single perspective. With each perspective

shift, again the same series of simple-to-complex models can be presented. We have no reason

to believe that either one of these organizations is less valid, and both organizations will thus be

allowed.

7.5.3 Progression

A final aspect of an operational model progression theory is a set of rules that specify the direction

in which model progression levels are to be presented to the student.

o Simple-to-complex progressions In line with the vast majority of theories on sequencing,

it is suggested to start with levels for simple models and progress to the more complex ones.
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Figure 7.7: The resulting two dimensional MP space

Perspective For perspectives, the order of presentation is less evident. Differences in level
of abstraction play a role. The effort and energy flow perspectives refer to abstract notions
that explain the flow perspective. Flow variables most directly relate to observable phenom-
ena, thus to concrete experience. Connection to prior experience is an essential starting point
(Ausubel, 1963). We, therefore, suggest to start at the flow perspective and only afterwards
provide the effort and energy perspective. It was in this way that perspectives were presented
in the oscillation material.

Derivation-based For derivation-based progression a similar argument can be made, lower
order models are supposed to model concrete phenomena, phenomena that directly relate to
human experience. Higher order models are derived and thus more abstract, more remote
from experience. This leads us to the suggestion that lower orderviews should be presented
before higher order ones. For displacement and its derivative -flow-, such a sequence was
found in the oscillation material. Momentum was, however, not present as a perspective in
the oscillation material.

7.6 Summary

This chapter was dedicated to tailoring the Model Progression approach, to make it both more gen-
erally applicable and more operational. The intention ofthis exercise was to create a prescriptive
model (MPModel) for use in a model-based authoring tool (MPTool).

A first step toward generalization was to investigate whether the dimensions originally de-
scribed by White and Frederiksen could act as rationales for the organization of domains other than
the domain of circuit theory in which terms the model progression approach was described. From
a study in the application of the MPApproach to a novel domain, we could conclude that for the do-
main of oscillation all previously mentioned dimensions were found to act as rationale. The exact
nature of the dimensions, however, frequently differed from the descriptions as provided by White
and Frederiksen.

From an analysis of related work in the field, we refined the original three dimensional model
progression approach to a four dimensional one. The resulting dimensions were:
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o simple-compler

o perspeetive,

e derivatioi-based view

o preeision

A step toward operationalization was an attempt to dcifine MP in tErms. of gcneric aspecs of

SMISLE modets. In the following chapter a description will be provided of the implementation of

the resulting MPlvtrodel in an authoring tool for model proglession. In a sub$equent evaluatio.n of

the autloring environment, the validity of MPModel was subject to investigatio..n.



MPTool: a Model
Progression authoring Tool,
design and evaluation

8.1 Introduction

In chapter 7 an attempt was made to generalize and subsequently to operationalize the model pro-

gression approach by describing elements from the approach in terms ofgeneric aspects ofSMISLE
models. The so resulting MPModel should be the foundation for a model-based authoring tool.

The work described here was done in the context of the project SMISLE (see section L4). The

intention of this project was to provide authors with support for the construction of simulation-
based learning environments and integrated forms of instructional support, the so called measures

(see de Jong et al., 1994). Model progression is one of those measures. Model progression in

SMISLE implies providing a series of model progression levels (MPl-evels) that both gradually
progress in complexity and provide variots perspectives on the simulated phenomena.

An authoring tool for model progression should provide technical and conceptual support. The

tool should not only allow authors to impose a series of MPlevels upon SMISLE models, it should

also support decisions upon the nature and scope of such a series of MPl-evels. As such, the in-

structional design ofmodel progression is to be supported as well.

The question raised in this chapter is how to provide such technical and conceptual support.

This chapter describes 1) a first prototype of an authoring tool for the design and implementation
of model progression, 2) an evaluation study to assess the adequacy of the current implementations
of the tool and to assess the validity and efficacy of the conceptual support. The evaluation study

was highly exploratory in nature and served to generate several ideas for improvement of support,

hence, a final element of this chapter is 3) a proposal for revision of the tool.

8.2 Model progression in SMISLE

This section starts with a description of a prototype of the authoring tools. To be able to sketch the

working of the tools, we will first explain the architecture of a Multimedia Integrated Simulation

Learning Environment (MISLE) that is created by means of the SMISLE.

8.2.1 Model progression from the author's perspective

Model progression has a pivotal role in a MISLE. To illustrate this, we have sketched the architec-
ture of a learning environment (see Figure 8. I ). The core of a MISLE is fbrmed by one or more

simulation models, represented by the dark grey box at the left hand side in the figure. A simulation
model is composed of variables and relations. In the MISLE an MPLevel allows to select a sim-
ulation model. In addition, an MPLevel can act as a 'filter' upon the variables to be manipulated

and investigated by the learner. Model progression can then be realized by providing a series of
models, a series of filters upon one and the same model, or by combinations of both.
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Figure 8.1: The MISLE architecture

The effect of setting a filter on the variables of a simulation model propagates through the

MISLE. It filters the variables present in the graphical interface, in the assignments, explanations,

and hypothesis scratchpads. I

In the example as illustrated in Figure 8.l, within an MPLevel for a motion perspective, only the

motion variables (c-position and o-velocity) are present for investigation. Thus, although force and

energy variables are present in the underlying simulation model, they are not shown in the graphical

interface, neither in the hypothesis scratchpad or assignments, nor can explanations be dedicated

to those variables. In consequence, the learning environment is tailored fully to the MPLevel it is

connected to.

A second aspect of an MPLevel is that it enables to set a simulation in a particular state. This

is done by setting initial values for the variables and imposing constraints upon the range of val-

ues a variable may assume. The setting of an initial state is essential to be able to create relevant

situations for learning. For instance, to have a pilot trainee experience bad weather conditions in

a flight simulator, the variables for weather conditions are to be set to extreme values. Also, in

the evaluation study (section 8.4), authors were observed to create several states within a single

variable fi]ter. Within a level for damped oscillation (DO), by setting the friction coefficient at dif-

ferent initial values, MPlevels were created for critical damping, sub- and super-critical damp-

ing respectively (see section 8.4.3). In this example, a coarse-grained organization was designed

by means of a series of variable filters for simple harmonic oscillation (SHO), damped oscillation

(DO), and forced oscillation with damping (FDO) respectively. Within DO a refinement was made

by defining specific initial states for critical damping, sub, and super critical damping. As this ex-

ample illustrates, the state settings can be used to create a finer grained organization than would be

possible by using variable filters only.

The tools described in this chapter only support the creation of variable filters. The creation of

state settings is supported by a different part of the SMISLE.

rFor 
a description ofmeasures for support in SMISLE, the reader is refened to (de Jonget al.,1994i de Jong & van

Joolingen, I 995). Van Joolingen et al. ( I 995) provide illustrations of those measures for three different domains.
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8.2.2 Model progression from the learner's perspective

A series of MPlevels, in a specified order, constitute model progression. With each next MPLevel,

the learning environment evolves. To illustrate this evolution, below two interfaces are shown as

are present in a MISLE on oscillatory motion named SETCOM (SETCOM was built by van Joolin-
gen and described in (van Joolingen et al., 1995)).

Figure 8.2: Two examples of interfaces with different variable filters (adopted with permission

from van Joolingen)

In the SETCOM, the author decided to provide learners with a motion perspective on a series

of MPLevels that vary along the simple-complex dimension. The learner is initially presented with

a MPLevel for SHO (in Figure 8.2, the interface at the letl hand side) that is later exchanged with

a more complex level for oscillation with friction (of which the interface can be found at the right
hand side). The second, more complex level adds a variable (friction) to the previous level. In
consequence, in the graphical interface for SHO, the learner can manipulate the input variables

string constant ,t and mass rn. In the interface for DO, additionally the friction coefficient c can be

manipulated. For both interfaces, of the state variables the flow variables displacement and velocity

only are shown. The interfaces thus provide a motion perspective.

A final remark concerns the presence of a structural perspective. The author of SETCOM not

only provided an evolution of the learning environment in terms of the variables present, he also

provided an evolution in representations of device structure. For each MPLevel, the author created

a diagram representing an example device, that is, a mass-spring device for S HO and a mass-spring-

damper device for DO. The SETCOM example reveals that, with a simple-to-complex progression

of behavior, device structure may evolve too. The diagrams of device structure can be considered

to be representations of a structural perspective. Hence, in the SETCOM a structural perspective

is permanently connected to a behavioral perspective.

In chapter 7 it was remarked that one of the flaws of the original MP approach was the lack

of an explicit notion of structural perspective (section 7.3.3.1). SETCOM illustrates one solution

by providing a structural perspective within a MISLE. The presence of a structural perspective
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and the connection of that perspective to behavioral perspectives is recognized as important (sec-

tionT .2.2.3). However, the authoring tools formodel progression described in the following section
provide no conceptual support for such a connection.

8.3 Authoring tools

As was sketched in section 8.2.1, the construction of an MPLevel in SMISLE is essentially the

creation of a variable fi/ter (MPFilter) and state settings. The creation of an MPFilter should be

supported by authoring tools. The intention was to provide: 1) a plain editor (MPEditor) that could
provide technical support for the creation of MPFilters, 2) a tool that could provide conceptual sup-
port on how to construct instructionally valid MPFilters. This latter Model Progression authoring
Tool (MPTool) should 1) provide advice on the construction of multiple MPFilters on the basis

of an awareness generic elements of SMISLE models and 2) allow to define in which order these

could best be explored by the student.

E.3.1 The MPEditor

Instantiation of an MPFilter meant setting a selection on the variables of a simulation model. The
MPEditor displays all variables of a specified simulation model and supports selection. The screen-

dump in Figure 8.3 shows the MPEditor instantiated with the variables of a model of simple har-

monic oscillation. The input variables (in the left column) are those variables that can manipulated

by the student. State2 and output variables are found in the right column.

progrcasion lcv?l spcclrlcatlon

Modsl prc0resslon lryel ldsnurtren FE;.t-"sHo -----l

Porcpocltvo: Fi?ffi-_-l

Itis persp.ctiv! alloss to lnspect only ttr6 force on ths

Srt modsl:

tput
vri*les:

Figure 8.3: The MPEditor, instantiated with the variables of the sub model of simple harmonic

oscillation

2The labels for the state variables are generated and, unfortunately, not very meaningful. The labels stand for 'velo-

city' and 'force' respectively.
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Simple-complex levels At the simple-complex dimension, an MPFilter is created by deselecting

input variables. From a complex simulation model, a less complex MPFilter3 is created by 'hiding'
input variables. From a model of DO, a submodel for SHO can be approximated by deselecting the

variable 'friction'and setting its initial value to 04. Secondly, if submodels that differin complexity
are present, these submodels can be defined to act integral as MPFilters.

Perspectives and derivation-based views Each submodel may be investigated by the student

from different perspectives. A perspective is determined by deselection of state and output vari-

ables. Derivation-based views can be created in exactly the same way. In this editor, for instance,

one might deselect all variables but displacement and velocity to create a motion perspective. Sim-
ilarly, one might, for instance, deselect all but the displacement variable to create a 'derivation-

based view' on displacement.

Progression The support provided by MPEditor is mainly technical. In its cunent implement-
ation, the MPEditor supports the creation of filters, with or without conceptual support from the

MPTool. With respect to progression, the order in which levels should be presented to the student

has to be defined using SMISLE's enabling conditions editor (see King el a\.,1995).

8.3.2 MPTool

Basically, the MPEditor provides all functionality needed to instantiate MPFilters. In many cases

this will not be sufficient to create a valid form of model progression. Model progression may be

understood as a vague notion, however, many authors will be lost when required to impose model

progression upon their simulation models. Hence, the need for conceptual support was anticipated.

The intention ofMPTool is to provide support for the instructional design ofmodel progression.

The exercise as described in chapter 7 aimed at generating a basis for such conceptual support.

Conceptual support implies showing authors what series of simple-complex MPlevels could be

like for their domain and what might be potential perspectives upon their domain. This is exactly
what MPTool does.

MPTool provides suggestions in the sense that it, for instance, indicates potentially valid per-

spectives and shows which state and output variable should be selected to create a certain perspect-

ive. The suggestions are in all cases materialized by showing a suggested instantiation of an MP-
Level in the MPEditor. It is then up to the author to accept that level, modify or reject it.

8.3.2.1 The creation of levels

Levels at the simple-complex dimension As described in section 7.5. I . I, complexity was oper-

ationalized in terms of the number of input variables of the model. Hence, the MPTool analyzes the

set of available modelss and attempts to find simple-complex pairs of models. That is, it searches

for pairs (a-b) ofmodels where a contains a subset ofthe input variables ofb.

3In the interface named 'Sub model'
4This cannot be done directly in the MPEditor. Setting of initial values is done in SMISLE's inilial state editor that

is linked to the graphical interface editor.
slt should be noted that the above sketched tool uses currently available submodels and tries to find out whether these

vary in complexity. A, not yet implemented, altemative option is to take a complex model and literally hide (input)

variables.

139
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Figure 8.4 shows the MPTool with at the left hand side a list of pairs of simple-complex models
for the domain of oscillation. Amongst other things, models for SHO, DO and FDO are present.
MPTool allows the author to choose from all imaginable combinations. In this example, not only
SHO-DO and DO-FDO, but also the pair SHO-FDO appears in the list. This is to remind authors
that they are allowed to define a progression of levels so that not all intermediate levels need to be

studied by the student.
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Figure 8.4: The MPTool with in the left-hand side column suggestions for simple-complex com-
binations

The 'Dimension space' in the center of the window can be instantiated with one of the pairs
from the list. After inspection of the contents of a submodel by means of the MPEditor (see sec-

tion 8.3. I ), a submodel can be accepted as a whole to act as MPLevel. This implies that all per-
spectives on the submodel, thus all state and output variables, will be open for inspection by the

student.

Levels for perspectives Ifdesired, the author can decide to create MPlevels that include a single
perspective on a model. To define perspectives on models, an option 'perspective shift' activates
icons for flow' effort and energy perspectives in the dimension space. With information on the

nature of the domain, the abstract terms of 'effort' and 'flow' are translated to domain level terms,
such as force and motion (see Figure 8.5). This is done by using the specialization links as present
in the in section 7.4.4 sketched framework.

On the selection of one of the perspectives, the MPTool retrieves the associated state or output
variables. It activates the MPEditor for inspection of the MPLevel that was just suggested. If the
suggestion is accepted, an MPLevel is created. Obviously, not all separate perspectives on every
submodel need to be accepted. It is up to the author to decide on a sufficient set of MPlevels.

Levels for derivation-based views An even finer grained distinction can be made within the
'flow' and 'effort' perspective. For the flow perspective the views 'displacement' and its derivative
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Figure 8.5: MPTool: perspectives

'flow' are present and for the effort perspective te views 'momentum' and its derivative 'effort'.

8.3.2.2 Defining progression

Once a number of MPlevels have been created, a next step is to define the order in which MPlevels
will be shown to the student. The specification of progressions is supported by a progression editor,

as visualized in Figure 8.6.
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Figure 8.6: The progression editor
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In this editor, progressions are defined pairwise. Progressions from perspective to perspective

can be defined, submodel to submodel but also submodel to perspective and vice versa. In SMISLE
the activation of instructional measures is controlled by a mechanism that uses so called 'enabling

conditions'. Hence, the definition of a progression for pair a-b automatically instantiates an en-

abling condition on b, indicating that 'a must be completed' before b can be activated.

The suggestions for progression as discussed in section 7.5.3 are to be included in the SAM,
SMISLE's Advice Module (de Jong et al., 1995c). This module is linked to the authoring system

and provides advice on instructional design decisions.

8.4 Evaluation

The intention of the exercise of the previous and present chapters was to provide authors with recft-

nical as well as conceptnal support for the construction of model progression. A main question

to ask is whether the technical support implemented in MPEditor and the conceptual support as

present in MPTool effectively support the construction of model progression. In this section an at-

tempt will be made to answer this question. To assess whether support is effective, several aspects

in support have to be considered. A first question that should be posed was that of the validity of
the operationalization as provided by MPModel.

A first prototype of the MPTool provided us with an instrument that enabled experimentation
with the operationalization (MPModel) of model progression, as was sketched in chapter 7. MP-

Tool could be used to generate suggestions based on MPModel for a variety of domains. Hence,

MPTool might be applied as an instrument to assess the validity of MPModel.

If the operationalization in MPModel was judged valid, a second question could be posed; can

the MPTool effectively support inexperienced authors in creating a valid form of model progres-

sion? A problem that might obscure the results could be an inadequate implementation. As ob-

served in an earlier exercise in evaluation of the authoring environment in SMISLE (Ktyper et al.,

1995), it was all too evident that a first prototype would barely be adequate. Therefore, efficacy

could not be judged separate from the adequacy of the implementation.

8.4.1 Method

An evaluation study was performed to assess the adequacy of the implementation, the validity of
the operationalization, and efficacy of the conceptual support. This study was conducted by van

Rijswijk and is more elaborately reported in (van Rijswijk, 1996)). The study was set up to be ex-

ploratory in nature. lts intention was to generate as much information as possible on the intentions,

behavior, and demands of authors, rather than to test strictly defined hypotheses.

The following aspects were subject to study:

r The adequacy of the implementation The adequacy of the implementation was to be ana-

lyzed by observing both experienced and novice authors work with the MPEditor and MP-

Tool while completing a model progression construction task.

r The validity of the operationalization The validity of the operationalization was to be as-

sessed by having experienced authors design model progression without, and subsequently

with the support of the MPTool. Discussion on differences between the results of both tasks

should result in expert author's judgments of the validity of the operationalization.
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o The efficacy of support Some indication of effectiveness should be achieved by compar-

ing the results of by MPTool supported construction of model progression by experienced

authors with the results by novice authors.

Subjects The efficacy of support was to be assessed by comparing the achievements of experi-

encedauthorsandthoseofnovices.Wethereforerecruited: l)authorsthatwereinexperiencedin
teaching or instructional design (N : 8, labeled as in1,. . . ,ins), and 2) authors that had teaching

experience in the experimental domain (N : 4, labeled as €r).,. . . ,exl. All authors had to be

familiar with the domain used in the experiment.

Procedure The authors of both groups were given the assignment to create model progression

for the domain of oscillation. The target group for which the simulation environment should be

designed was high school students. Both groups of authors received an identical instruction con-

cerning the model progression construction task. The notion of model progression was explained

in very general terms and was illustrated by means of an example from a procedural domain. This

illustration domain was chosen to be procedural to avoid analogical reasoning with the conceptual

domain used in this study.

The model progression construction task was performed three times with varying levels of au-

thoring support. Initially, neither technical nor conceptual support was provided (the paper task).

The paper task was followed by a second task (the MPEditor lask) where mainly technical sup-

port was provided. In this second task, the subjects were provided with an overview of available

variables as present in the MPEditor. A final task (the MPTbol tas&) was one where conceptual sup-

port as present in MPTool was added. The overall procedure took two and a halfhours per author.

Below, we will elaborate on the instructions provided in the various tasks.

The paper task For the paper task, the authors were provided with a set of ideal device com-

ponents that they could use to construct simple devices. For the oscillation domain, the authors

were provided with a mass, a spring, a damper (i.e., an element that models resistance) and a com-

ponent that could make a harmonic force act on the mass. All device components were instances of
bond graph n-ports (see section 7.4.4). Each building block was accompanied by a list of variables

that could be used to model the behavior of the device components.

The subjects were asked to construct a series of simple-complex devices on the basis of the

components available. For the behaviour of each of the devices, they were required to indicate
which variables should be open for manipulation and/or investigation. Subsequently, they were

asked to indicate essential perspective on the behavior ofthe devices. More specific, to tell which

variables they would like to show to learners in one or more graphs.

The MPEditor task For the MPEditor task, all variables used to model the most com-
plex device were given. The authors were informed that they could create MPlevels for simple-

to-complex progression and perspective shift by deselecting variables from those present in the

MPEditor. The analogy with variable selection as in the paper task was made explicit. No further

information was given.

The MPTool task For the tool task, the SMISLE was provided with a series of models. The

MPTool thus provided a list of simple-complex pairs of models. The authors were provided with

L43
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information on the working of the tool upon request only.

Task order considerations lt should be noted that the order in which the various tasks were to
be performed might have affected the outcomes of this study. A reverse order may have lead to
different results, in particular for the MPTool task.

The current order was chosen so that it best reflected a design life cycle. Tools such as MPEditor
and MPTool should never be used at the start of the design trajectory. Tool use should be preceded

by a design stage. Such a design phase might be comparable to our paper task. With respect to
model progression, in an early design phase the author should reflect on the rationales to be ap-

plied, on the level from which to start. Only those authors that do not have a clue with respect to

rationales might rely entirely on the conceptual support provided by the MPTool. For others, the

conceptual support may not be more than suggestions and whether these suggestions should be ac-

cepted is then entirely up to the author. Having a paper task precede tool use, forces authors to
reflect on instructional design before accepting suggestions of a tool. Without such a design phase,

suggestions of MPTool might be too readily accepted. Therefore, by the current order we anticip-
ated more fundamental critique on the validity of the operationalization.

Author's judgment An elaborate reflection on the tasks and results took place with each author.

This reflection ended with a judgment of the adequacy of the current implementation, validity of
operationalization, and efficacy of the technical and conceptual support.

In the following sections we will elaborate on the questions posed with respect to implement-
ation, operationalization and support.

8.4.1.1 The adequacy of the implementation

The adequacy of the implementation was to be analyzed by observing the inexperienced authors

work with the MPEditor and MPTool while performing a model progression construction task. It
should be noted that the 'experience' of the authors was related to their teaching or instructional
design experience. 'lnexperienced' said nothing about their computer literacy. To the contrary,

;T; 
, the inexperienced authors had extensive experience in the use and development of soft-

To assess whether the functionality of a tool revealed itself from its interface, authors were

given no instruction or guidance unless explicitly demanded for. The author's hesitations, doubts,

questions, outcries of desperation, and improper operations were recorded.

These recordings were analyzed in terms ofan interpretation scheme ofcategories of frequently

occuring problems in man-machine interaction (see van Rrjswijk, 1996). The scheme was based

on the work of Norman ( 1986) and part of it was tested during the evaluation of the entire SMISLE
(described in Kuyper et al.,1995).

Major categories of problems are:

o Erroneous expectations The author's initial perception of the intentions of the MPEditor
and MPTool may deviate from the actual intentions of those instruments. The author might

have an erroneous idea ofthe nature ofsupport provided by the tool or ofthe global tasks to

be carried out to get to a series of model progression levels with progressions defined upon

them.
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o Inadequate representations Representations play a role both in the execution and in the

evaluation of activities.

- With respect to the execution phase, the 'visibility' of functionality may be insufficient.

That is, it may not always be evident from the system interface what operations to per-

form to achieve a certain goal, in this case, create model progression levels or define

progressions. Similarly, users may fail to grasp the order in which to perform the ne-

cessary operations.

- A second issue in execution may relate lo the 'visibility of the object of operations' . As

argued in chapter 5, representations should provide a natural mapping to underlying

structure.

- With respect to the evaluation phase, the 'visibility' of results may be insufficient. Eval-

uation of the correctness of the author's activities has to be supported by feedback. An

analysis of visibility of results thus focuses on whether authors understand and benefit

from the feedback provided.

Lack of functionality The functionality of the instruments is considered insufficient if valid

actions are not foreseen in the system.

Lack of robustness Lack of robustness refers to the occurrence of unforeseen system errors.

8.4.1.2 The validity of the operationalization

The validity ofthe operationalization was to be assessed by analyzing the model progression design

process and results by experienced authors. Differences between the results of the paper task and

those of the MPTool task should provide information on the validity of the operationalization.

8.4.1.3 The efficacy of support

Some indication of efficacy should be achieved by comparing the overall results of experienced

authors with those of the inexperienced authors. For the MPTool to be effective, the tool task should

with inexperienced authors lead to an improvement of results when compared to the paper task.

The quality of the results, and thus the amount of improvement, was judged by taking the results

of experienced authors as a norrn.

In addition, both experienced and inexperienced authors were asked to give a subjective judg-

ment on the kind of environment (paper, MPEditor, MPTool) they found most suitable for the model

progression construction task.

8.4,2 Results

8.4.2.1 The adequacy of the implementation

The MPEditor did not cause too many problems for the inexperienced authors. The authors gen-

erally managed to construct variable filters without much support. ln contrast, the results concern-

ing the adequacy of the implementation of in particular the MPTool were not very promising. We

will only list the most fundamental problems. For a full discussion, the reader is referred to (van

Rrlswijk, 1996).
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Expectations Few authors initially understood the intention of the MPTool. The text that was

meant to inform authors on the intention was not read (int,inz,in5,in6,in6),6 or even worse, not

understood after reading (ins,inq,iu ),

Vsibility of functionality Once the authors understood the intention of the tool, they had to find
out how to create MPlevels. This implied understanding which operations they should perform in
what order.

None of the authors managed to perform the appropriate operations to get to a series of MP-
Levels without support of the experimenters. Both the creation of simple-complex levels and per-

spectives was problematic. One of the problems was that authors were unaware of the fact that they

were supposed to firstly select a series of models before being able to create perspectives. This or-
der constraint was not evident from the system interface.

Visibility of the object of representation One of the possible causes of the authors' inability to
perform appropriate operations may have been an inadequate representation ofthe simple-complex
dimension. The pairwise visualization of the simple-complex structure reportedly caused confu-
sion. Only two authors (in2,ins) evidently understood what was meant by this list. A similar ob-

servation was made with respect to the representation of the 'dimension space'. The problem with
this representation was that it did not provide a full representation of the space. It only showed the

two most recently created MPLevels.
After selecting a pair of models, and thus instantiating the multiple model space, four authors

(in3,ina,in5,inz) did only use the left hand side representation to create perspectives. From their
reactions, it was evident that the pair-wise representation of the multiple model space was inap-

propriate. Either all perspectives on all models should have been visible or the perspectives on just

one submodel should have been visible.

Visibility of results The final point had to do with feedback. Newly created MPlevels were to

appear in a list in the main menu of SMISLE. Unfortunately the main menu was updated only in re-

action to activation, a technical inadequacy that caused much confusion (inr,inz,i,nz,int,ino,int).
Feedback should have appeared locally.

Effects of an inadequate implementation on results The interaction with the tools was evid-

ently not without problems. It was foreseen that such problems might obscure the results used to
judge the validity of operationalization and the efficacy of support.

To be able to judge results of the various tasks, we had to ensure that the authors would be

able to complete all tasks. Hence, guidance was provided when necessary. If authors got stuck

due to implementation problems, they were helped out by the experimenters. Still, the inadequate

implementation may have affected the results.

8.4.2.2 The validity of the operationalization

Unsupported versus supported task performance A first step in the assessment of the valid-

ity of the operationalization was a comparison of results of the paper task versus MPTool task by

6We found a strong relation between the computer literacy of the authors and likelihood of them reading the explan-

atory texts. Those that were most liteiate (int,in2,ino) did not read the texts, whereas the less literate (i.nz,int,ins)
read the texts.
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experienced authors.

If the results from the paper task were not too different from those of the MPTool task, one

might conclude that the tool at least allowed to construct valid model progression levels.

ln the case of substantial differences, reflection on the differences by the experienced authors

should yield insight into the nature of these differences. The experienced authors were to judge

whether they perceived the MPTool results to be detrimental or beneficial compared to the results

from the paper task.

Simple-to-complex progression The two most experienced authors (ez1 and ee2) produced

for oscillation a neat series of devices showing progressively complex behavior. The series was

exactly equal to the one used in the SETCOM application, thus starting with simple harmonic os-

cillation (SHO), damped (DO) and forced oscillation with damping (FDO). The authors insisted

that they would not change their opinion due to suggestions of some tool. Because of severe time

constraints the MPEditor and MPTool were only discussed but not used to create MPlevels.

A third experienced author (ers) also produced the series mentioned above but added two in-

termediate models to it, one of which contained a spring with an external force imposed to it and

no mass. It should be noted that these two intermediate models are not realistic. In the MPEditor

task the author removed the intermediate models from the series. In the MPTool he persisted creat-

ing the same series (i.e., SHO, DO, FDO). The fourth experienced author (er4) initially refused to
assume a device oriented approach. She, however, produced on paper a series of graphs displaying

displacement against time. A first graph illustrated SHO, a second above critical damping in DO

and a third showing both above critical and under critical damping in DO. In the MPEditor, she

implemented MPLevel for SHO and DO, and noticed that MPEditor did not allow her to imple-

ment an MPLevel that would represent her third level, that of under and above critical damping in

DO. She did not add a model of FDO as she judged it to be too difficult for the target population.

However, in the MPTool she added the model of FDO as a third MPLevel.

Perspective shift Ex1 and en2 indicated that they had not anticipated perspective shift.

Upon request, they suggested the provision of a motion combined with force perspective with
an occasional shift to an energy perspective. They affirmed that they considered the suggestions

provided by the MPTool worthwhile. An important remark was, however, that they considered it
undesirable to treat some of the perspectives in isolation. Certainly, they would never treat a motion

and force perspective separately.

In his paper task, en3 failed to come up with any other perspectives than a force perspective. In

his MPEditor task he got confused by the meaningless names of the variablesT and failed to come

up with a perspective choice.

Era already in the paper task suggested all three possible perspectives, motion, force and en-

ergy. In the MPEditor, she built two series of simple-to-complex models, the first series was presen-

ted by means of a combined motion-force perspective and the second with a combined motion-

energy perspective. In the MPTool, er3 and er4 crealed similar linked perspectives. In both cases,

these were combinations of motion-force and motion-energy perspectives.

TThe names of state variables are generated and, unfortunately, were meaninBless to authors. To compensate for this,

authors were provided with an additional explanation of the generated names.
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Generality A second step in assessment of the validity should be to move beyond the domain

ofoscillation. Unfortunately, within the scope ofthis evaluation study a single pilot only has been

done in a different domain. This pilot in the hydrodynamics domain of communicating vessels

indicated that for this domain the operationalization could be valid as well. However, to assess the

validity of the current operationalization beyond the scope of the domain of oscillation, the present

operationalization study should be repeated in a variety ofdomains.

8.4.2.3 The efficacy of support

Technical support Noteworthy is that quite some authors (era,in1,in3,ins) noticed that it was

impossible to construct MPlevels for super- and sub-critical damping.

Conceptual support Without exception, experienced and inexperienced authors perceived

model progression to be essential for the design of simulation environments. Their judgment of
the efficacy of the MPTool to provide them with conceptual support for the construction of model

progression was certainly less positive. Three of the inexperienced authors only prefered the sup-
port provided by MPTool or MPEditor. It should be noted that the inadequate implementation can

partly be held responsible for the negative judgment.

A more objective judgment should be obtained by comparing the results of experienced and

those of inexperienced authors. The results of experienced authors are taken as a norrn, the results

of inexperienced authors are judged against this norm.

Simple-to-complex progression It was concluded from the work of experienced authors in
section8.4.2.2 that the progression SHO-DO-FDOcan be seen as a valid progression along the

simple-complex dimension. This progression will thus be accepted as the norm.

The experienced authors did not have any trouble constructing the norm progression without
support of the MPEditor or Tool. Also, half of the inexperienced authors had no trouble produ-

cing the norm progression(in1,in3,ina,iz5). Two authors (ino,inil produced the progression only
partly and 2 failed to construct any form of simple-to-complex progression (i,n2,in7). While work-

ing with the MPEditor, 5 authors reached the norm (iu,inz,int,inq,i,nil and the remaining 3 pro-

duced at least part of the norm progression. However, i,n2, in6 and in7 also created levels that are

meaningless lrom an educational point of view. In the MPTool no such levels are created. Here,

4 authors reached the norm (iny,in2,in3,in+). The remaining 4 all skipped one level, 2 of them

perceived an intermediate level not necessary for an understanding (in5,iru6), 2 left the third level

out due to misinterpreting the pairwise simple-complexlist (ina,int).
Table 8. I lists the results of the inexperienced authors for the various tasks. Norz indicates

the proportion of authors that managed to produce a series of simple-to-complex MPlevels that

satisfied the norm. Partial indicates the proportion of authors that only partially produced the norm

series. Between brackets can be found the number of authors that created additional MPlevels.
Failure stands for the number of authors that failed to come up with any such series.

A1l in all, if improvement of task performance by support from the tools might be noticed, it is
in the lower incidence of complete failure.

Perspective shift The experienced authors were less unanimous on the perspectives to be

used. Generally, motion and force were mentioned to be the most important, yet all mentioned the
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Table 8.1: Indication of efficacy of support for simple-to-complex progression by proportion of
inexperienced authors that (partially) reached an expert norm

Paper .5 .25 .25

MPEditor .63 (.13) .38 (.25)

MPTool .5 .5

energy perspective to be valid as well. The experienced authors were less clear on which perspect-

ives to apply to which models. Ert, er2 andex4 mentioned the motion, force and energy per-

spectives in the paper task, ee3 needed the suggestions of the MPTool to come up with an energy

perspective. As norm we have assumed the occurrence ofall three perspectives, possibly connec-

ted.

In the paper task, all inexperienced authors assumed either a motion or a force perspective.

Only 2 authors spontaneously mentioned an additional energy perspective (iry,inil. In the MPEd-

itor tasks, just one author reached the norm (in2), others created two perspectiYes(ins,in4,in5,ina)
and two had no idea of what to do (in7,ins).8 In the MPTool task,4 authors (inz,ins,inz,i,nil cre-

ated all possible perspectives on all progression models, obviously without considering whether

this could useful anyway. Hence, they reach the norm but have chosen a form that burdens the

learner with too many models and perspectives. The 3 remaining authors created2 out of 3 per-

spectives.

Table 8.2 list the results of the inexperienced authors for the various tasks. Norm indicates

the proportion of authors that managed to produce a series of perspectives that satisfied the norm.

Partial indicates the proportion of authors that only partially produced the norm series. Between

brackets can be found the proportion of authors that created additional Perspectives. Failure stands

for the proportion of authors that failed to come up with any series.

Table 8.2: Indication of efficacy of support for perspective shift by proportion of inexperienced

authors that reached an expert norrn

Task Norm (add.) Partial Failure

Paper .25 .75

MPEditor .14 .57

MPTool .5'1 (.57) .41

The data presented here gives rise to the speculation that instructional design performance of
inexperienced authors is improved by conceptual support provided by MPTool. It should, however,

be noted that all authors that reach norm performance create a substantial number of perspectives.

By just creating all possible perspectives, they reach norm behavior, but also create perspectives

that are less desirable. Hence, the conceptual support did not lead to optimal instructional design.

8The results of author inr were removed from this analysis because in this case the suppon from the experimenters

had been too suggestive

.29
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8.4.3 Conclusion

8.4.3.1 The adequacy of the implementation

The results with respect to the implementation suggest the necessity of a major redesign. For the

representation of the dimension space, the current representation was observed to be insufficient.

For instance, the pair wise representation of the simple-complex dimension failed to convey its

meaning, even worse, caused much confusion. A multidimensional structure should, whenever

possible, be visualized as a multidimensional structure.

For the implementation of the authoring tools, it was decided to use a subset of the SmallTalk

library, as was available in the UI builder VisualWorks. This was done to minimize the effort to be

spent on implementation. This choice severely limited the means for displaying information and

designing interaction. Standard graphical objects such as windows, various buttons, text fields, list

and matrix displays could be used. However, no facilities for dynamic generation of graphical rep-

resentations were available. This restriction manifested itself in the inability to generate the multi-

dimensional structures needed to represent a model progression dimension space. As the dynamic

generation of multidimensional structure was assumed necessary, the restriction of staying within

the VisualWorks library should be abandoned.

With a single representation of the model-perspective dimension space it should be possible to

reduce the number of actions necessary to obtain a 'visible' result. With this we have arrived at a

second issue, that of supporting the operations to be performed within the MPTool.

The MPTool should more readily reveal I ) which operations should be performed, 2) the order

in which operations should be performed, and 3) what the results of those operations were. Which

operations should be performed is more easily understood if all operations act upon a single struc-

ture, that is, the series of simple-to-complex submodels with, within the submodels, the potential

perspectives. Therefore, again, no partial and distributed representations of that structure should

be allowed anymore.

With respect to the order in which the operations should be performed, the tool should provide

procedural support by enhancing context sensitive hiding of functionality. This might, however,

reduce flexibility in development. One might, therefore, think of an expertmode that would provide

more flexibility.
A final conclusion concerns feedback, feedback should be local. It should be provided within

the tool and not only in some central menu. The final section 'revision' shall focus mainly on sug-

gestions for improvement of implementation.

8.4.3.2 The validity of the operationalization

In contrast to the results of the evaluation of the implementation, the results of the evaluation of
the operationalization do not give rise to rejection and only to minor revisions. For the creation of
a series of simple-to-complex MPLevels in the domain of oscillation, the suggestions of MPTool

were likely to lead to a similar series of MPlevels as those created by experienced authors. For

the definition of MPlevels for perspectives, we may conclude that for oscillation the suggested

perspectives are valid. HoweveE an important result from this study is the observation that exper-

ienced authors will not readily present effort, flow or energy perspectives in isolation. For oscil-

lation, the combination of a flow-effort or flow-energy perspective seems to be prefered over the

presentation of isolated perspectives. Hence, what we have learned from the evaluation is firstly
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that the MPTool should not guide the authors to create such isolated perspectives, as it does now.

The MPTool should thus:

o facilitate the combination of perspectives rather than the selection of isolated perspectives.

Secondly, the observation that several authors tried to create MPlevels concerning super- and

sub-critical damping once more underlines that an MPLevel should be more than a filter on vari-
ables. Hence:

o An MPLevel should include settings of initial values and thus add state setting to a variable
filter.

It should be noted that the current evaluation is not sufficient to conclude that the operationaliz-
ation is valid. This study merely suggests that principles derived from analysis of written material
are likely to be useful in the instructional design of environments for exploratory learning. That
is, the principles derived from written material on oscillation were to a large extent suitable for the

constnlction of model progression in that domain.

An assessment of the validity of the operationalization demands for a replication in a variety

of domains of the study on paper and MPTool design by experienced authors. The exercise in the

domain of communicating vessels indicates that the current operationalization may lead to a valid

form of model progression for this domain. For instance, the flow (volume flow) and effort (pres-

sure change) perspective represent core notions in the high school curriculum on hydrodynamics.
The energy perspective seems slightly less relevant than in the oscillation domain, but is still incid-

entally provided. Yet, further analysis in a variety of domains is necessary to justify the conclusion
that the current operationalization generally leads to a valid form of model progression.

8.4.3.3 The efficacy of support

To get an impression of efficacy of the support provided by MPEditor and MPTool, paper, MPEd-

itor and MPTool results of inexperienced authors were compared to a norm. Due to the limited

amount of data it was not possible to make any conclusive statements on differences in task per-

formance. With respect to simple-complex levels, no clear improvement was observed. With re-

spect to the creation of levels for perspectives, the data show a trend towards improvement due

to the conceptual support by the MPTool as a larger proportion of authors reach norm behavior.

However, one danger of support of the kind provided by MPIool should not be left unnoticed. In
the MPTool inexperienced authors readily create a large number of perspectives without consider-

ing the implications ofpresenting all these perspectives to students. Things can be made too easy.

8.4.4 A proposal for revision

The implementation The representation of the dimension space, visibility of functionality and

feedback of the MPTool need substantial improvement. With respect to the representation of the

dimension space, the intentions of the MPTool may be more readily conveyed by trading the cur-
rent simple-complex level pair-list and the pair-wise perspective overview for a visualization of the

complete instantiated dimension space as in Figure 8,7. Noq construction of model progression

would just be the dragging-and-dropping of potential MPlevels on a scenario.

The interface sketched here is a direct manipulation interface. With this, the 'conversation'

metaphor, as applied in the previous interface, is traded for a 'model world' metaphor (cf., Hutchins
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Figure 8.7: A revised interface for the MPTool

et al., 1986). The 'world' of interest, that is, the potential MPlevels and their simple-complex and

perspective shift relations, is explicitly represented and the user directly interacts upon this world.

The application of a world metaphor has several advantages. Firstly, selection of MPLevels and

progression specification is now achieved by means of a single operation. In the previous prototype,

the same goal was achieved by a series of at Ieast 4 operations. Secondly, the order restriction,

first having to select simple-complex levels before being able to create perspectives, is removed.

Thirdly, the expectation is that the revised representation provides a more natural mappinS to the

underlying multidimensional structure. Finally, with regard to visibility of results, results of the

selection actions will be directly visible in the 'scenario'.

Non directive support for instructional design Some principles on guidance by graphical

layout manipulation from chapter 5 can be reused to guide the construction of a valid sequence

of the MP|-evels. For example, the horizontal dimension can be used to reflect the complexity of
the models. That is, to tacitly guide simple-to-complex ordering for presentation, simple models

should be displayed to the left of the more complex models. This lett-to-right order is likely to
support the choice of an instructionally valid (simple-to-complex) order (see chapter 5).

Unresolved issues A problem still to be tackled is how to prevent inexperienced authors from

creating too many MPlevels. A next version of MPTool should at least incorporate wamings for

authors to be sparingly with MPlevels.
Further study of behavior of experienced authors might lead to heuristics for more conceptual
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support on the selection of MPlevels. The current data on perspective selection by, for instance,

experienced authors, suggest that some perspective types are selected more frequently than others.

In the oscillation material, the motion perspective is used as the connection between all MPlevels
at the simple-complex dimension. Force and energy perspectives are selected far less frequently.
It could be the case that a perspective that reveals concrete, observable behavior should be seen as

a base perspective. With a base perspective permanently present, more abstract perspectives (force

and energy) might be linked to this base perspective when learning goals promote such selection.

Various perspectives could have various functions. It might be worthwhile to study the incid-
ence offlow, effort, and energy perspectives in a variety ofdomains, in written material orby having
experienced authors create model progression.
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Experiment: The effects of
model progression on learning

This chapter documents the joint work of Wouter van Joolingen, Anja van der Hulst, Janine Swaak, Ton de

Jong and Robert de Hoog and is an adapted version of SMISLE Deliverable D24a:

Van Joolingen, W., van der Hulst, A., Swaak, J., de Jong, T and de Hortg, R. ( 1995). Support Jbr
simulation-based leaming; the effects of model progressiott on leanting about oscillatory motion. University
of Twente: Twente. Deliverable D24a, DELTA, SMISLE (D2007).

The leaming environment used in this study was developed by van Joolingen (see van Joolingen et a/.,

1995) and the tests were developed by Swaak (see Swaak, 1995).

9.1 Introduction

In chapter 1 we have addressed the potential benefits of exploratory learning environments. Such

environments allow learners to engage in a process of active knowledge construction that was ar-

gued to result in deeper rooted, more flexible knowledge. We have also listed problems observed

in exploratory learning. Multiple studies in the field of simulation report highly unsystematic ap-

proaches, summarized under the label 'floundering'. These problems were hypothesized to be due

to an inability of students to effectively perform the tasks necessary for fruitful exploration.

It is this problem that is tackled in the SMISLE project. SMISLE addresses the integration

of instructional support in simulation-based learning environments. The mission is to overcome

some of the problems associated with exploratory and discovery learning by offering the leamer

various means of instructional support. Model progression is one of those means. As argued in

chapter 4, model progression could potentially be a fruitful means for support of information space

exploration.

In SMISLE the necessity of support for exploration was well recognized. Designing effective

support for exploration is, however, not trivial. Many measures that had been tried before failed to

show beneficial results (see e.g., de Jong et al., 1995c; van Joolingen & de Jong, 1 993). Therefore,

each measure proposed in SMISLE was to be thoroughly tested in various contexts. This chapter

describes one ofthe experiments that was set up to assess the efficacy ofthe current implementation

of the notion of model progression.

The domain used in the experiment was again oscillatory motion. For this domain a learning

environment (MISLE) was developed, which was called SETCOM:System for Exploratory Teach-

ing of a Conceptual model of Oscillatory Motion. This system was developed by van Joolingen and

described in (van Joolingen et al., 1995). In the present study, two versions of SETCOM were com-

pared, one with and one without model progression. In this latter version, learners were confronted

with a complex model right from the beginning. But, before discussing the study itself, we will
make a brief sidestep and discuss some experiences with implementations of model progression.
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9.1.1 Model progression, experiences

The notion of model progression was only recently introduced in the field, but triggered a lot of
activity in structuring simulations in the form of a series of models. To name just one example, the

simulation NEWTON (Teodoro, 1992) provided a nice example of simple-to-complex progression

in the domain of kinematics. Within a simulation of motion of point-masses, the simulation evolved
step by step from ideal, frictionless motion, to motion with friction, to motion under gravity. Sim-
ultaneously, the options for inspecting the behavior of the point mass were extended, from a one

dimensional representation via a two dimensional vector representation and finally to a numerical

representation.

Where many have described designs that implemented a form of model progression, little is

done to assess the merits of the approach. One exception that must be quoted from is a study by

VeenmanandElshout(Veenman,1993;Veenman&Elshout,1990). InthisstudypartoftheElec-
tricity lab as described in the work of White and Frederiksen (see e.g., White & Frederiksen, 1990)

was reimplemented and used to experiment with model progression on the qualitative-quantitative

dimension, or the precision dimension (see section 7.2.2.1).

The experiment failed to reveal any benefits of model progression on the dimension of preci-

sion. No differences in learning effect due to model progression could be established. Moreover,

the subjects in the model progression condition spent twice as much time as a control group that

worked with the highest order level only (208 versus I I 8 minutes). These results indicate that the

model progression condition used here was not more effective and certainly less efficient than the

condition without model progression.

The experiment described in the present chapter addressed model progression along a differ-
ent dimension, the simple-complex dimension. In the following section we will first refer back to

the claims that were made with respect to the potential benefits of an application of such model

progression.

9.2 Model progression, claims

Model progression aims at facilitating the task of self regulation. Instead of confronting leamers

with the full complexity of a target model, they are provided with a series of less comprehensive

models that aim at establishing a connection to prior knowledge and progressively introduce more

complexity.
The approach suggests the realization of an environment that provides support at a global level

(i.e., between MPlevels) but leaves freedom at a local level (i.e., within an MPLevel) and with
that allows learners to be actively engaged in learning while not putting them at risk of loosing

control. Regulation at a local level is assumed to be enhanced by the introduction ofonly few new

elements at a time. That is, if model progression is designed appropriately, most of the content

of a new level is already known, and as shown amongst others by Shute and Glaser (1990), the

more students know about a model, the better they manage to regulate their exploration (see also

chapter 2).

9.2.1 Hypotheses

The hypothesis resulting from these claims is that model progression will lead to an enhanced reg-

ulation, manifesting itself in less chaotic exploratory behavior. The behavior that was previously
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named 'floundering' (chapter 1). As in part B, it was expected that knowledge gain from a more

methodic exploration would be reflected in an increase of knowledge of relations among concepts

(structural knowledge) rather than in increase of knowledge of concepts themselves (previously

named'defi nitional knowledge').
Hence, the following hypotheses are investigated:

o Model progression improves the quality of information space exploration. Model progres-

sion ensures that with each next model progression level the Iearner is confronted with only

a small number of new variables and relations. Therefore, most of the content of a next level

is already known to the student. Such extensive prior knowledge is thought to make reg-

ulation of exploration easier (see section 1.2 and the discussion of the 'Matthew effect' in

section 2.3.2.3). Enhanced regulation should be manifest in less 'floundering' (section l. I ).
Students were expected to more systematically manipulate variables before going on to the

next input variable. Enhanced quality of manipulation should therefore be manifest in less

isolated changes to variables.

o Model progression will enhance the number and improve the quality of relations explored.

Complex models can 'hide' relations. For instance, in the oscillation domain, the simple

relation between force constant and frequency can be found at any level. However, finding

such a relation may be easier if less variables are present.

o Model progression reduces the load on working memory. With only a small number of new

variables to be introduced at a time, increased manageability should also manifest itself in
the student's perception ofcognitive load.

o Model progression allows to build upon prior knowledge. Model progression was thought

to facilitate a gradual accumulation of knowledge. For understanding, for instance, the phe-

nomenon of resonance, one must first understand that harmonic systems have a natural fixed

frequency, the eigenfrequency. Thus, the notion of eigenfrequency must be mastered be-

fore it makes sense to investigate the phenomenon of resonance. The simple+o-complex se-

quence of models as implemented in SETCOM is thought to facilitate such accumulation
of knowledge. Consequently, the gain of model progression should be in acquisition of the

more complex notions present in the higher model progression levels.

o Model progression results in deeper and more intuitive knowledge. Since model progression

allows the learner to study relations in isolation first, and then in full complexity, the various

aspects of the relations found can be stored in a more structured manner. This implies that

the knowledge should be better and faster applicable in various situations, especially when

those situations are relatively simple and qualitative.

The next section describes the empirical study in which these hypotheses were tested.

9.3 Method

The study described here aimed at measuring the effects of model progression along the simple-
complex dimension. To this end, two versions of a simulation learning environment were created,

one with model progression and one without. Subjects were engaged in a session with one of these
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two environments. Before and after this session they received tests measuring definitional and pro-

positional knowledge (see section 9.4). During the session, the subjects' actions were recorded in a

log file. These log files allowed to study the exploratory behavior and with that the extent to which

exploration could be judged as 'floundering'. During the session, subjects were queried on their
perceived cognitive load and perceived difficulty of the subject matter.

9.3.1 The learning environment

The leaming environment that was used in this study is called SETCOM (System for Exploratory

Teaching of a Conceptual model of Oscillatory Motion).

In brief, SETCOM employs simple-to-complex model progression. The learning environment

starts with a model of a simple device, a mass suspended from a spring, and adds two levels of
increasing complexity by introducing a damper and an external force. A fourth level includes the

application of notions from prior levels in a more realistic setting. This final level does add com-

plexity, but is not considered to be part of the model progression sequence, since the simulated sys-

tem is fundamentally different from the ones introduced in the first three levels. Thus, in the first

three levels, variables and relations are gradually introduced through a simple-to-complex model

progression, the fourth level shows an application ofthe oscillation theory in a more realistic set-

ting. It was decided that this level remained available for all subjects, but was not used as part of
the model progression.

In addition to model progression, the SETCOM provides support in the form of assignments

and explanations. Assignment may, for instance, require the learner to make a statement on the

nature of a relation between two variables, or ask for a prediction of the effects of a change of an

input variable. Explanations are statements that explain the nature of the variables present in the

simulation. In all cases it was up to the learner to decide whether or not to use assignments and/or

explanations. The nature of the support provided by SETCOM is more elaborately described and

also illustrated in (Swaak et al., 1996).

9.3.2 Conditions

The experimental group that received model progression worked with the original SETCOM. The

group receiving no model progression worked with a version in which the two lowest levels (simple

harmonic, and damped oscillator) were removed. All assignments and explanations for these levels

were moved to the forced oscillator level. This means that all students received the same set of
assignments and explanations, the only difference between groups was the presence of the first two

model progression levels.

9.3.3 Subjects

Twenty-eight subjects participated in the study. They were undergraduate students in mathemat-

ics/informatics, chemistry, and psychology. The students from these different groups were equally

distributed over conditions (N : 12 for the model progression condition and N : 16 for the non

model progression condition). All subjects had studied physics including classical mechanics.
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9.4 Data collection

9.4.1 Product measures

Toassessthelearners'knowledgegain,aseriesofthreetestswasused. l)Asocalleddefinitional
knowledge test aimed at measuring subjects' knowledge of concepts. 2) A test for compiled pro-
positional knowledge intended to measure the subjects' 'intuitive' knowledge of relations. This

test measured whether subjects were capable of applying their knowledge of relations (proposi-

tions) to new problems. 3) A test for non-compiled propositional knowledge aimed at measuring

the subjects' articulate knowledge of relations in the domain.

The test for definitional knowledge and that for compiled propositional knowledge were

presented as pre and posttest; the propositional knowledge test was presented as posttest only. For

the definitional knowledge, the same test was used as pre and posttest. For compiled propositional
knowledge, parallel versions were used.

9.4.1.1 Definitional knowledge

The tests for definitional knowledge were concerned with the knowledge of individual facts and

definitionsofconceptsandvariablespresentinthesimulation. Mostofthedefinitionsandfactshad
been given in the explanations. Besides, with a thorough understanding of the behavior as captured

in the simulations, the concepts should be understood well and definitions might be derived.

Definitional knowledge was measured by means of multiple choice items (presenting three an-

swer alternatives). The test originally consisted of 30 items.

9.4.1.2 Propositional knowledge

In the experiment described in chapter 6 investigating the knowledge acquired from exploration
in a hypertext environment, two types of structural knowledge were measured, so called 'proposi-

tional' and 'configural knowledge' (section 6.3. I ). In the pilot for the current experiment a similar

cardsort task for assessment of configural knowledge was administered. It turned out, however,

that clusterings on the basis of superficial features of concepts could not be discriminated from
clustering on the basis of a true understanding of the phenomenon of oscillatory motion. Due to
the perceived inability to produce a sufficiently discriminating concept set for a cardsort task, no

such test was administered.

On the other hand, propositional knowledge was measured in two forms, a compiled and a non-

compiled form (see e.g., Van Berkum et al.,1991). Non-compiled knowledge refers to knowledge
that allows to make articulate statements on the nature of relations. Non-compiled knowledge re-
quires interpretation if this knowledge has to be applied to explain or predict a novel situation. In
contrast, if knowledge of relations is compiled, it is more implicit and it is more effortlessly ap-

plied to new situations. Compiled knowledge is frequently hypothesized to be a result of learning
by induction (see the discussion by Swaak (1995)).

It is this inductive type of leaming that is prevalent in simulations. Relations need to be induced

by manipulating the simulation. In contrast, in hypertext, knowledge of relations does not have to
be induced from the material, usually this knowledge is given. In the experiment with a hypertext
environment described in chapter 6, the compiled form was made subject to questioning only. This
restriction was made since we were not so much interested in a reproduction of the given. However,
for an assessment of learning effects in a simulation context we considered it essential to test for
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non-compiled knowledge as well. In simulation, non-compiled knowledge is not given, but must
be induced from the data.

Compiled knowledge For measuring compiled propositional knowledge a test was used that was

called the speed WHAT-IF rest. This test was created by Swaak and is described more elaborately

in (Swaak, 1995). In the WHAT-lFtest, each test item contains three parts: conditions, actions, and

predictions. The conditions and predictions refer to system states, which are displayed by means

of a drawing of the system accompanied by some text. The action, or the change of the value of
a variable within the system, is presented in the text. The WHAT- IF task requires the leamer to
decide as accurately and quickly as possible which of the predicted states follows from a given
condition as a result of the action that is displayed. The items of the task are kept as simple as the

domain permits, and the items have a three-answerformat. Examples of the test-items can be found
in (Swaak, 1995).

Two parallel versions of the test were developed, each consisting of 35 questions. The ver-

sions differed in details of the changes given. One of these versions was given as pretest, the other
as posttest. These parallel versions were developed to prevent memorization effects. For these

tests, not only was the correctness of answers measured but also the response time. Students were

instructed to answer as accurately and quickly as possible.

Non-compiled knowledge Non-compiled propositional knowledge was measured using a test

that asked for statements on the nature of relations between given variables. In this test, learners

were confronted with pairs of variables. For each of those pairs, they had to describe the relation
they thought to be valid between the variables given. Also they had to indicate if the relation was

always valid, or only under certain conditions.

9.4.2 Process measures

9.4.2.1 Exploratorybehavior

All activity of learners while interacting with the simulation was recorded. This provided us with
data on the manipulations in the simulation and that on the use of the supportive measures such as

assignments and explanations.

Interaction patterns With respect to exploratory behavior, we were especially interested in pat-

terns that could indicate regulatory activity, or lack of such activity. Patterns that indicated frequent
isolated manipulations of variables were to be considered as manifestations of 'floundering', where

patterns that indicated series of subsequent manipulations on single variables were perceived to be

manifestations of more carefully planned information space exploration.

The results from the investigation of manipulation patterns were quantified by means of a 'pat-

tern score' (de Jong et al., 1993a). Pattern score is operationalized as the number of times a step

was made from changing one of variable to changing another variable, divided by the total number

of manipulations. The pattern scores ranges between 0 and I with a low score indicating relatively
methodic behavior and a high score a more chaotic pattern of manipulation.
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Total number of manipulations It was hypothesized that model progression might enhance the

number and improve the quality of relations explored. The total number of manipulations was taken

as an indication of the number of relations explored.

The perceived need for support A final measure was the amount of support sought. The sub-

jects were not obliged to do assignments or lookup explanations, rather they were explicitly in-

structed to decide for themselves whether or not to use these measures. We took the number of as-

signments and explanations used as an indication of the perceived need for support. Subsequently,

if an effect was found it should be analyzed whether this effect was due to differences in support

sought.

9.4.2.2 Cognitive load and difficulty

Another type of measurement that was introduced was a measurement of perceived subject matter

difficulty and workload (see also Swaak, 1995). At regular moments in time, a small electronic

questionnaire appeared that subjects had to fill in before they continued working with the environ-

ment. By pulling sliders, they could indicate perceived difficulty of the subject matter, perceived

difficulty of the interaction with the environment and their view on the helpfulness of the instruc-

tional measures that they had used.

The questionnaire was set to pop up every 20 minutes, but display was always postponed until
an event occurred that marked the end of a coherent series of actions, such as closing an explanation

or completing an assignment. This was done in order not to let this measurement interfere with
learning.

9.5 Procedure

Each experimental session had a duration of approximately four hours. In chronological order, the

subjects received a brief introduction on the goals of the experiment and were presented with the

tests fbr compiled propositional and definitional knowledge respectively. The tests took a total of
45 minutes.

Having finished the tests, they received a ten minute introduction on the learning environment.

In this introduction, the components of the MISLE were explained. These components were the

simulation, the assignment, explanation, and model progression screens. It should be noted that the

subjects in the control condition also received the instruction on the model progression screen as

they had to be able to browse to the fourth level, the level that contained a simulation of a realistic

system (see section 9.3.1). A11 possible operations on those components were shown once. No
practice was included in this session.

It should be noted that the introductions of the conditions were different, as each group was

shown the interface of the condition (level I versus level 3) they were to start with. Following the

introduction to the system, subjects were given an introduction on working method and learning

goals. With respect to working method, subjects were told to regulate their exploratory behavior.

That is, they should decide for themselves whether or not to do assignments, to go over to a next

model progression level or to see an explanation. The subjects were told that the learning goal was

to discover as much as possible about the model underlying the simulation(s).

The experimenters could give assistance on questions concerning the operating of the envir-

onment, but not on the subject matter content. The subjects were encouraged to use the full two
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hours available for the interaction. Whenever they expressed the wish to stop earlier, they were

stimulated to explore more of the environment, however, they were not forced to do so. Halfway
through the interaction, a short coffee break was held. Following this break, the subjects were once

more instructed on working method. Again it was stressed that they were expected to decide for
themselves what support they should seek.

The subjects were not allowed to talk during the session, during the break they had to avoid
the subject of simulation. A second restriction was that they were not allowed to make notes. The

rationale behind this decision was that we wanted the subjects to use the means only that were

provided by the leaming environment.
As posttests, again tests for compiled propositional and definitional knowledge were admin-

istered. A final test was that for non-compiled propositional knowledge. The experiment was con-

cluded with a discussion on the merits of learning with a learning environment such as SETCOM.

9.6 Results

In this section we will first report on the results for the different knowledge tests. Following this, we

will give an account of the exploratory behavior and the cognitive load measure. Finally, the rela-

tion between exploratory behavior, perceive cognitive load, and knowledge gain will be reviewed.

9.6.1 Product measures

Definitional knowledge The definitional knowledge test was given in the same form as pre and

posttest. It consisted of 30 multiple choice items with 3 alternative answers each. Due to technical

problems we did not have the data of the definitional pretest of one student. A reliability analysis

on the definitional pretest (N :27; n : 30 items) resulted in the removal of one item (of the total

number of 30 items) that lowered the total test reliability to a considerable extent. The resulting

test reliability was .33 (Cronbach's a). The reliability analysis on the same test used as posttest

also resulted in the removal of one item and then yielded a reliability of .60 (N : 28; n : 29

items). The average number of correctly answered items on the definitional pretest was 15 with

an SD of 3 and a range going from 7 to 2l correct items out of 29. On the definitional posttest,

the'numberof items correct'scoreshad a mean of 15 with a SD of 4 andarange from 8 to25.
Table 9.1 gives the average number of items correct for the definitional pre and posttests for the

two experimental conditions.

Tabte 9.1: Mean scores (and SD) on the tests for definitional knowledge

Pretest Posttesf

I (model progression) 15 (3) 15 (3)

II (no model progression) 14 (3) 15 (5)

In condition I, two students had a lower posttest than pretest score, one student only scored I

item less, the other 5 items. In condition II, 9 students had less items answered correctly on the

posttest in comparison with the pretest, with a range of 2 to 5 less items correct. A repeated meas-

urement analysis on the definitional test-scores showed no significant within-subject effect of num-

ber of items conect (tr.(1, 25) : 1.77 , p > .10). Furthermore, no interaction between experimental
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condition and test scores was revealed in this analysis.

Compiled propositional knowledge For the test for compiled propositional knowledge, items

are scored on both the correctness of the answer and on the time used for giving the answer. On the

basis of a reliability analysis and an analysis of outliers in response time, a number of items were

excluded from further analysis.

Reliability analyses on the WHAT-lF pretest across 28 students resulted in the removal of two
items (of the total number of 34 items) that lowered the total test reliability to a considerable extent.

The resulting test reliability was .58 (Cronbach's o). Reliability analyses on the WHAT-lF posttest

resulted in the removal of one item and then yielded a Cronbach's o of .38 (N : 28, n : 33 items),

a result not very satisfactory. It was speculated that low internal consistency might be explained by
differences among subtests. Each test consisted of four subtests, one for each model progression

level. However, no differences at sub test level could be detected.

In order to identify outliers in the response times to the WHAT-IF items, regression slopes were

computed for every student (N : 28) taking the response times on the WHAT-lF pretest items as

the independent variable and the response times on the WHAT-lF posttest items as the dependent

variable. A response time was defined an outlier if it was more than three standard deviations from
the regression slope (a measure related to Cook's distance). We have chosen this method to identify
outliers because the regression slopes closely fit our hypothesis, i.e., a decrease in response time is
expected between every two parallel WHAT-IFpre and posttest items foreach subject. This method

furthermore takes into account individual differences. Using this procedure, overall no more than

0.7Vo of the data was excluded from further analyses.

The number of items over which analyses were done differed between students because the
removal of outliers was performed on the basis of individual data. For Condition I an average

total, over all students, of 32 items remained, for Condition Il this was 32.4 items on the aver-

age. Table 9.2 shows the average number of items correct on the pre and posttests for compiled
propositional knowledge.

Table 9.2: The average number correctly answered items (and SD) on the tests for compiled pro-
positional knowledge

Prctest Posttest
I (model progression) 12(4) 16(4)

II (no model progression) 1l (3) 16 (3)

Table 9.3 gives the average completion times (in seconds) of the test issues of the test for com-
piled propositional knowledge.

Table9.3: Averagecompletiontimesinsecondsand(SD)ofthetestissuesofthetestforcompiled
propositional knowledge

ketest Posttest

I (model progression) 1021 (212) 668 (140)

II (no model progression) l28l (324) 776 (207)
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We did not find a trade-off between corectness and speed. The correlations found between

answer time and correctness had a value of r : .00, when computed within subjects across the

WHAT-IF pretest items, a value of r : .00 when computed within subjects across the WHAT-IF
posttest items, a value of r : -.16, p > .10 when computed within WHAT-IFpretest items across

subjects, and finally a value of r : -.19, p > .10 when computed within wHAT-lFposttest items

across subjects.

With respect to the test scores for compiled propositional knowledge, it should be noted that

the two groups appear to differ substantially on completion times in the pretest. Also the SD's of
the completion times differed considerably across the experimental groups and across the testing

conditions. The significance levels of the Levene statistic, computed on the completion times for
the WHAT-lF pre and posttest, were, however, large enough to refute the suspicion that the vari-

ances were unequal in the two conditions (pretest Levene (t, ZO; : .31, p > .10; posttest Levene

(1,26):2.0,p>.10).
The first analyses performed on the WHAT-IF test scores were repeated measurement ana-

lyses. The analyses showed both a significant within-subject effect of number of items correct
(F,(1,26) : 18.34, p < .01) and a significantwithin-subjecteffectof the test completion times

(I.(1, 26) : 12.93, p < .01). No interactions between experimental condition and test scores were

found for both correctness and completion times.

Subsequent analysis was an ANCOVA on the completion times taking the pretest scores as cov-

ariate. ThisANCOVAshowednodifferencesbetweentheexperimentalconditions(F(1,25) < 1).

Non-compiled propositional knowledge For assessing the performance on the non-compiled

propositional knowledge test, two judges scored the completed hypotheses lists of the subjects.

This resulted in three different measures (see Table 9.4): the number of hypotheses, the number of
hypotheses correct, and the average precision of the hypotheses.

Table 9.4: Average results (and SD) for the test for non-compiled propositional knowledge

II (no model progression) s (2) 3 (3) 2.6 (.6)

Univariate analysis of variance showed that the difference between conditions fbr total number

of hypotheses was significant (F(1,26) : 5.4, p < .05).

9.6.1.1 Relations between the product measures

Table 9.5 displays the correlations between the three knowledge posttests over both conditions.

For the WHAT-lF test, results are given for correctness of the items and for time separately. For

the non-compiled propositional test, the number of hypotheses correct was used.

The pattern which emerges from this analysis is that we find three clear clusters. The first one

consists of the definitional test and WHAT-lF correctness, the second one is the WHAT-IF time

aspect. The test for propositional knowledge, as measured by means of the hypotheses lists, cor-

relates neither with the first cluster nor with the second one, and could be regarded as a third cluster

(the other three propositional knowledge scores show the same pattern of p-values).
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Table 9.5: Correlations between the different types of knowledge acquired over the two conditions
on the posttest (levels of significance between parentheses)

WHAT-IF correcr WHAT-IF speed N of hypotheses correct
De
WHAT-IF correct
WHAT-IF speed

-.01 (p > .10) 01 (p > .10)
00 (p > .10)

9.6.2 Process measures

9.6.2.1 Exploratory behavior

We registered all the actions learners performed while interacting with the simulation. This
provided us with data on the use of the simulation and the supportive measures that were present.

Due to a technical problem the log-file of one subject in Condition II was lost. In the subsequent

analyses, the interaction data of 27 subjects were used.

Interaction patterns A first process measure investigated to which extent the subjects' pattern of
interaction could be perceived as being methodical. Patterns that revealed mainly isolated manipu-
lations were considered as manifestations of'floundering' behavior, whereas patterns that revealed

sequences of manipulations on one and the same variable were considered to be manifestations of
methodic behavior.

From a close examination of manipulation patterns, it was observed that subjects frequently
changed the value of an input variable, yet did not wait to see the effect on the state and output
variables. That is, before any effect could have been manifest, a next modification was made. In
consequence, a manipulation was taken into regard only if a subject waited a while after a manipu-
lation before making a next modification. Experience showed that it took at least about 8 seconds

for the effect of a manipulation to become evident. Hence, only manipulations that were followed
by a period without action of at least 8 seconds were accepted to be part of the interaction pattern.

The resulting average pattern score for the model progression condition was .28 (SD : .09)

and .25 (S D : .09) for the non model progression condition. An ANOVA revealed no difference
between the experimental conditions (F(1,26) < 1).

Total number of manipulations The subjects were rather active in the simulation. Average

number of manipulations were for the model progression condition 82.8 (SD : 33.8) and 78.9
(,9D : 35.8) for the non model progression condition. An ANOVA on number of runs yielded no

difference between the experimental conditions (F(1,26) < 1).

The perceived need flor support The learners used the support measures available to them to a

maximum extent and hardly any variation between subjects nor conditions existed.

9.6.2.2 Cognitive load

A subject's appreciation ofthe environment was measured by means ofthe pop-up electronic ques-

tionnaire. Subjects' appreciation ofthree aspects ofthe environment were gathered: subject matter
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difficulty ("is the subject matter seen as easy or difficult?"), system usage ("is working with the sys-

tem easy or difficult?"), and helpfulness of support ("does support make the learning task easier or
more difficult?"). Subjects' scores could range from 0 to 100, where 100 was the 'negative' side,

meaning that the subject matter was extremely difficult, the environment was extremely difficult
to work with, and support made the task much more difficult. Table 9.6 displays the mean scores

(and SD) on the three rated cognitive load aspects.

Table 9.6: Mean scores (and SD) on the three cognitive load aspects

Iness

(model progression) 1 46.5 ( 9

lI (no model progression) 60.3 (20. I ) 43.3 (23.1) 48.4 (19.2)

A MANOVA (taking the three ratings as dependent variables) revealed no differences between

the experimental conditions (-F.(3,23) < 1). Subsequent univariate analyses showed no differ-
encesontheratingofperceiveddifficulty(tr,(1,25):1.9,p ).10)norontheratingsofsystem
appreciation and on helpfulness of the tools (P(1, 25) ( 1, for both analyses).

9.6.3 Relation between product and process measures

9.6,3.1 Interaction pattern and product measures

One ofthe hypotheses was that methodic interaction should result in enhanced acquisition ofknow-
ledge. Correlational analysis, however, reveals no relation between pattern score and product

measures, see Table 9.7. Correlations were determined across the experimental conditions. This

same table shows a relation between the activity of the student, in terms of number of manipu-
lations, and knowledge of structure as reflected in the WHAT-lF posttest correctness scores and

number of hypotheses correct.

Table 9.7: Correlations between knowledge scores and pattern scores and number of manipulations

Pattem scorc Number of manipulations

Defi nitional posttest scores

WHAT- IF posttest correctness scores
WHAT-lF posttest completion times
Number of hypotheses correct

-.12

.trt,
-.17

.zt

.30

.39*

.10

.46*
*: significant at o = .05

9.6.3,2 Cognitive load aspects and product measures

Finally, correlations between cognitive load measure and the posttest scores were computed. Cor-

relations were determined across the experimental conditions and we controlled forthe three pretest

scores. This control was introduced since prior knowledge might have influenced the perceived

difficulty. The partial correlations are displayed in Table 9.8.
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Table 9.8: Partial correlations between knowledge scores and measures ofcognitive load

Perceived difficulty System usage Helpfulness of tools
Definitional posttest scores .17 .33 .12

WHAT- IF posttest correctness scores

W HAT- IF posttest completion times
Number of hypotheses correcl

-.04
.26

.28

.65**

.23

.22
-.01

.42* .28
*: significant at o = .05
**: significant at o = .01

Table 9.8 shows that one of the significant correlations can be found for the WHAT-IF correct-

ness scores, indicating that subjects who estimate the system use as easier (low score) have lower

correctness scores on the WHAT-IF posttest. The correlation of .42 suggests that subjects who es-

timate the system use as easier also have a lower number of hypotheses correct.

9.7 Discussion

The experiment failed to show an effect of model progression in terms of the differences between

posttest scores, both for definitional knowledge and compiled propositional knowledge. Also, sub-

jects in the model progression condition could not give more correct hypotheses than subjects in the

non-model progression condition. The only difference was that they mentioned more hypotheses

in total. Interaction patterns expressed in terms of a pattern score could reveal no differences in

exploratory approach. Finally, even the measures on cognitive load and subject matter difficulty
showed no differences. The conclusion seems justified that under the present circumstances, model

progression had no effect at all.

In a discussion of the results of the present experiment, a follow up experiment with the SET-

COM, conducted by Swaak, van Joolingen and de Jong (1996) plays a crucial role. In this latter

experiment, Swaak et al. found a significant effect of model progression for the WHAT-lF correct-

ness scores. The difference between both experiments was that in the follow up experiment the

assignments were removed from the learning environment. Under these circumstances model pro-

gression was thus found to have beneficial effects. For the experiment described in this chapter, it
is inferred that the presence of assignments in the leaming environments is likely to have obscured

the effect of model progression.

Some words have to addressed to the role assignments played in the exploratory process. As

in other evaluations of learning environments constructed with the SMISLE (de Jong et al.,l995a;
de Jong et al., 1995b), subjects show that they like the idea of assignments. Nearly all subjects

completed most or all assignments. The virtue of this is that assignments seem to have their ex-

pected guiding role, in the sense that they get learners going with the simulation. The drawback

is that subjects show a tendency to identify the task with completing all assignments. The latter is

certainly not the purpose of assignments, they should be a good starting point, not an end-point in

the exploration of the simulation. All in all, assignments seem to have a strong guiding role. It is
likely that benefits from model progression can be expected only when no guidance in the form of
assignments is available.

However, an other aspect that should be taken into consideration is the overall learning effect.

In the experiment described in this chapter, subjects did not improve much on the knowledge tests.
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For definitional knowledge, there was no gain at all between the pre and posttest, which implies
that on the average students did not acquire any formal knowledge during the two hour session.

However, for compiled knowledge, there was a small average gain on both correctness and speed.

The overall low improvement on the knowledge tests points to another possible explanation

of the lack of effect of model progression. The task of exploring the model and discovering the

nature of relations in the model of oscillatory motion was probably too difficult for the experimental
subjects. A related explanation may have been that the time available was too short to learn enough

to allow the gain scores to be large enough to reveal differences.

In the follow up experiment (Swaak et al., 1996), the subjects were more familiar with the do-

main. The subjects were first year physics students who had just followed a course on dynam-
ics. Their results show as well little gain for definitional knowledge, but the WHAT-IF correctness

scores show a substantially larger gain. Given the beneficial effects of model progression for those

subjects, an alternative explanation could thus be that prior knowledge played a role. For the sub-
jects in the experiment described in this chapter, it may have been the case that the subject matter

was so difficult that model progression could not really help to overcome the difficulties with the

domain.
All in all, model progression will certainly not improve learning under all circumstances. But

when no other guidance in the form of assignments is present, model progression may improve

learning. Still for some leamers, subject matter and environment may be so difficult that model

progression is just not enough to overcome the difficulties with the domain.



Part D

The question tackled in this thesis was how to design environments so that the task of information
space exploration remains manageable. Many of the problems in exploratory learning were traced

back to high cognitive demands on the leamer. The mission of this work was to reduce the burden

ofexploratory learning, yet retain as much ofthe benefits as possible. To this end, environments
should be designed to allow active engagement and thus enable learners to tailor the learning pro-

cess to their own needs. Concurrently, these environments should tacitly guide leamers to explore
in a beneflcial way.

Two exercises in non-directive support for exploratory learning had to be instrumental to gain

insight in factors that might positively affect exploratory leaming. In the final chapter we will look
back on the results of both exercises.





10Conclusion

10.1 Introduction

How to reduce the burden of exploratory learning, yet retain as much of the benefits as possible?

This thesis started with a discussion of the potentials, but also of the problems with exploratory
learning. It was argued that insufficient regulation of the learning process might well be a major

factor in explaining the observed lack of benefits of exploration. The need for 'cognitive tools' for
self-regulation was postulated. What manifestation these tools should get was subject to investig-

ation in chapter 2. The intention of the work in that chapter was to come up with requirements for
the support provided by these tools. These requirements were derived from insights from the area

of instructional science that investigates the effects of measures with respect to sequence.

In short, for information space exploration to be beneficial, the exploratory sequence should

aimatestablishingaconnectiontopriorknowledge. Itshouldreflectessentialdomainandlearning-
related aspects of the subject matter. This requirement was labeled tailored rationales. A related

requirement stated that sequence should be closely related to the structure that acts as rationale,

thus be structure-related. Finally, to allow learners to adjust their exploratory sequence to their

individual needs, any support provided should be non-directive, thus facilitate rather than guide.

Currently available prescriptive theory was reviewed in the light of these requirements. It was

concluded that the model progression approach as presented by White and Frederiksen came closest

to meeting the requirements. The scope of this approach was, however, limited to causal domains.

For a general purpose approach, prescriptive theory could provide partial solutions only. Some

lacking parts were derived from a bottom up study (chapter 4). This study aimed to generalize

from subject matter sequences found in printed material.

Thus, two approaches for the support of information space exploration were proposed. Chapter

4 andT each ended with the a description of a prescriptive model. One generally applicable (4),

a second tailored to causal domains (7). On the basis of these models, authoring systems were

implemented and learning environments generated. These learning environments were used for an

experimental assessment of the effects of the support proposed. In the experiments, the focus was

on exploratory behavior and on the benefits of the support with regard to acquisition of different
types of knowledge. The investigation of exploratory behavior made it possible to judge the effects

of the support on the learner's regulation. The assessment of acquisition of the various types of
knowledge made it possible to judge to which extent claims on effectiveness of support were valid.

The intention of the work presented in this thesis was to design 'cognitive tools' that would
provide non-directive support to exploratory learning. In the following sections, we will look back

on aspects ofthose tools in the light ofthe requirements from chapter 2.
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10.2 Connection to prior knowledge

The anchoring of new knowledge to previously acquired knowledge was seen as a main concern.
For unfamiliar material, a sequence should be so that. new knowledge could readily be connected
to knowledge presented earlier in the curriculum. For familiar material, the learner should be al-
lowed to self-organize material so that the new knowledge could readily be assimilated to schemata
present in the student's memory.

10.2.1 Realization

In section 3.4 it was concluded that means for connecting to prior knowledge were well worked out
in the prevailing prescriptive theories in the field. Two design constructs that aimed at connecting
to prior knowledge were extracted, advance overviews and iterative cumulation.

c Advance overviews present a few fundamental and representative ideas that convey the es-

sence of the entire curriculum. The overviews aim at activating relevant prior knowledge
and are supposed to provide a framework for the anchoring of new material. The notion
was derived from Ausubel's 'advance organizing'. Highly similar types of overviews are

Reigeluth's 'epitome' and the 'modeling' in the work by Collins, Brown and Newman.

o lterative cumulation implies that knowledge of the core concepts of the material is accumu-
lated by recurrently confronting the learner with those concepts, each time at a greater level
of detail or sophistication. Iterative cumulation of knowledge is manifest in Bruner's 'spiral
curriculum', Ausubel's 'progressive differentiation', Reigeluth's 'elaboration', White and

Frederiksen'smodel progression and, in the work of Collins et al., though less directly, in
the combination scaffolding and fading while using a global-to-local sequencing principle.

SEQ In SEQModel both iterative cumulation and advance overviewing are supported. SEQ-
Model suggests imposing a hierarchical (generalization-specification) structure upon the target do-
main structure. This hierarchical structure is to act as a rationale for exploration at a coarse-grained
level. At a fine-grained level, the original domain- and learning-related structures act as rationales.
The top layer of the hierarchical stmcture is to be used as an advance organizer. As in the hierarch-
ical structure used in the experiment described in chapter 6, the top layer introduces the central
notions in the domain. The layout provided by SEQTool is then manipulated so that the learner
will explore the domain in a general-to-specific direction. Descending a hierarchical structure in
this way was argued to offer a form of iterative cumulation (section 3.4.1). That is, with each new
level ofdetail provided, a link is established to the previous levels that subsume the present level.

Lessons learned A first question to ask was whether the meaningful layout invited to explore
the experimental domain in a general-to-specific manner. One of the analyses of the exploratory
patterns provoked by the meaningful layout was an analysis of perspective choice (section 6.4.3.4).
This analysis of perspective choice revealed that the main difference between the layout condition
and the other two conditions was that an evident hierarchical perspective choice was found in the
layout condition only. It can thus be concluded that the meaningful layout in the experiment of
chapter 6 indeed invited to explore in a way closely related to the pervasive hierarchical structure.
What is more, from the analysis of direction preference, it was concluded that the subjects in the
layout condition tended to explore the hierarchical structure in a general-to-specific direction. We
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may thus conclude that the meaningful layout indeed gave rise to a form of information space ex-

ploration that was argued to support iterative cumulation.

Whether this form of exploration positively affected the connection to prior knowledge could
not be determined as such. The total of support provided by the meaningful layout was observed

to lead to an enhanced acquisition of knowledge of structure, however, effects of the hierarchical
perspective choice on acquisition of knowledge have not been assessed in isolation.

MP In MPModel, iterative cumulation is anticipated by the gradual evolution of model progres-

sion levels. In model progression, each next level is supposed to only introduce few new elements.

Therefore, each model progression level essentially shows a large overlap with previous levels. By

this, each next level is assumed to build upon the prior knowledge acquired from an exploration of
the previous levels.

Lessons learned In the experiment reported in chapter 9, effects of model progression were

assessed. Oneofthehypothesesinthisexperimentwasthatwithatrueaccumulationofknowledge,
misunderstanding in the first levels should have their effect on the understanding of later levels.

In consequence, in the model progression condition the majority of misconceptions should be in
the later levels, whereas in the control condition misconceptions might be distributed differently.
However, this hypothesis was rejected since no differences were found between scores for subtests

at the different levels.

10.3 Thiloredrationales

A second requirement was that of 'tailored rationales'. In line with Posner and Strike, it was argued

that sequence should be 'logically consistent' with the structure of the subject matter material. A
first implication was that different types of structures require different types of rationales. In addi-

tion, different domains have different learning-related aspects. Hence, domain and learning-related
features should be reflected in rationale choice.

A prescriptive model that implements a tailored rationale approach should make statements

on which rationales to apply when, and in that, make statements on categorical dominance. ln
addition, such a model should be explicit on how to handle combinations ofrationales. A second

implication was that sequence should be closely related to the structures that were chosen to act as

rationales. Hence, sequence should be structure-related.

10.3.1 Realization

The set of rationales suggested in the prescriptive theories reviewed in chapter 3 was limited in
scope. When comparing this limited set with the set of rationales for sequencing content as men-

tioned by Posner and Strike ( 1976), the only conclusion could be that the majority of prescriptive

theories ignore both characteristics of domains and aspects of the learning process.

The study of chapter 4 yielded an operationalization to the notion of tailored rationales. In this
study we observed that with experienced authors rationale choice was certainly not restricted to a

limited set of rationales. Hence, the single rationale approaches as described in chapter 3 could
never have lead to sequences of a similar kind.

173
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For the domains of validity, kinematics, biological taxonomy, and occupational groups we

found a connection between domain and rationale choice. This observation provided support to

the claim that rationale choice should be tailored to the domain.

Another observation was that sequence seemed to reveal a certain pattern. The pattern observed

was named 'structure-relatedness'. Structure-relatedness implied connectivity, consistency of dir-
ection and, for some structure types, a 'natural' direction.

SEQ In SEQModel the notion of tailored rationales is implemented so that essentially each struc-

ture that can be detected (by SEQTool) is made to act as a rationale. However, within compound

structures, compromises had to be made and as a consequence not all structures could actually be

used as rationale for sequencing. The decision as to which structures to accept as rationales is based

on notions of categorical dominance.

SEQTool supports structure-related exploration by implementing a technique for the 'meaning-

ful' layout ofgraphical overviews as was proposed in chapter 3. Essentially, this meaningful lay-

out is constructed using visualization templates that have been defined for two primitive structure

forms. It was illustrated that these templates were likely to provoke connectivity and consistency

of direction. Natural direction of exploration was to be achieved by manipulation of the orientation

of the templates.

Lessons learned The experiment of chapter 6 showed that, for the experimental domain, the

meaningful layout indeed enhanced structure-related exploration when compared to a randomly

generated layout. This same experiment, however, provided no strong evidence for beneficial ef-

fects on the acquisition of knowledge of structure due to structure-related information space explor-

ation. For propositional knowledge no effect was found due to structure-relatedness, for configural

knowledge, structure-relatedness gave rise to only marginally better results.

MP MPModel currently suggests the application of two rationales, a simple-to-complex, and a

perspective-based one. Support for a third rationale, a qualitative-quantitative one, could not be

realized as the SMISLE lacked formalisms for qualitative modeling. A general purpose model

prescribing two, maybe three rationales, could certainly not meet the requirement of tailored ra-

tionales. But, MPModel is very restricted in scope, it addresses domains that can be modeled by

means of bond graphs only. Within this restriction, domains have many features in common. MP-

Model addresses the common features only and suggests rationales that refer to those features. It
was, therefore, assumed that with a limited set of rationales still the main domain and learning-

related aspects could be covered. By that, a model implementing a very limited set of rationales

could still meet the requirement of tailored rationales.

MPModel does support .r, ructure-related explorationbetween MPLevels. Within an MPLevel,

a learner is free to explore, but between levels the current implementation supports traversing to

connected MPlevels only. Learners are free to return to previous levels, but are not allowed to

'jump' to entirely unrelated levels. Consistency ofdirection is achieved by guiding the learners to

explore MPlevels in a fixed prescribed direction. That is, for simple-complex structures a natural

simple to complex direction was prescribed, and learners were made to follow this direction.

It should be noted that in MPTool structure-relatedness is implemented as a directive form of
support. The learner has freedom within a MPLevel but not between MPlevels.
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Lessons learned In the experiment described in chapter 9 it was observed that the learners

did not at all make use ofthe freedom provided at a local level. Although they were instructed to
decide for themselves whether or not to make any of the assignments, the learners scrupulously
attempted to make all available assignments. Apparently, they felt the need to be guided at a local
level as well. Experiments in different domains by SMISLE partners in Kiel (de JonE et al., 1995a)

and Murcia (de Jong et al., 1995b) suggest that learners benefit from guidance at a local level
as provided by the assignments and not so much from the guidance provided at a global level as

provided by MP. However, a follow up experiment with the SETCOM learning environment, as

conducted by Swaak, van Joolingen, and de Jong ( I 996), has shown that if no guidance at a local
level is available, a beneficial effect of MP on learning can become manifest.

10.4 Non-directiYesupport

In chapter 2 it was argued that the presentation of material should be such that leamers with differ-
ent prior knowledge and learning styles should be able to adjust it to their own needs. Hence, the

material should allow for flexibility. However, flexibility alone might not be an adequate solution,
as flexibility is all too often accompanied by lack of support. Learners should be provided with the

cognitive tools that could help them regulate their learning and to grasp the structure of the mater-

ial. Such tools were to provide a form of 'non-directive'support (see e.g., Njoo, 1994). This type

of support is unobtrusive, that is, it does not force, rather it tacitly guides learners to explore in a

beneficial a way.

The prescriptive work as reviewed in chapter 3 gave no indication as to how to design non-

directive support. Hence, this question was addressed in this thesis. Several kinds ofdesign con-

structs have been put forward. Below we will sketch these constructs, their manifestation in SE-

QTool and MPTool, and discuss lessons learned.

10.4.f Realization

10.4.1.1 Reducing the exploration space

A first form of non-directive support to be discussed here is that of'reducing the exploration space'.

The idea was to ease the students' regulation of information space exploration by providing them
with a restricted set of options for exploration. This restriction should be realized by the hiding of
suboptimal options.

SEQ 'Reducing the exploration space' was supported in SEQModel as well as in MPModel. In
SEQModel the meaningful layout was set up to guide the students to remain connective. Each

traverse should be to a directly connected topic, as non-connective traverses were assumed to be

suboptimal. Thus, each time a learner would have to decide on a next topic to traverse to, the op-
tions were limited. Hence, with tacitly supporting connectivity, the exploration space had been

extensively reduced.

Lessons learned A first observation from the experiment of chapter 6 was that the meaning-
ful layout managed to provoke a highly connective form of exploration. Whether this connective
exploration enhanced acquisition of knowledge of structure was assessed by means of correlational

t75
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analysis only. In the meaningful layout condition, a modest correlation (r : .35, ns.) was ob-
served between connectivity of exploration and gain of propositional knowledge. We may thus
not conclude that the reduction of the exploration space by means of connectivity alone enhanced
acquisition of knowledge of structure.

MP In MPModel the idea of exploration space reduction was applied as well. Model progres-

sion was perceived a potentially powerful method of providing learners with just enough freedom
to let them be actively engaged in learning while not putting them at risk of getting lost. Such man-

ageability of the environment was aimed at, by providing guidance at a global level, yet freedom
at a local level. Locally, students have freedom to explore MPlevels. These levels are 'reduced'
versions of the target model.

Lessons learned The series ofexperiments conducted in the SMISLE project (de Jong et al.

(1995a;1995a)andSwaaketal.,(1996))indicatesthatdirectivesupportatalocallevel(thuswithin
MPLevels), as provided by the assignments, is more effective than directive support between levels

only, as provided by model progression. The fact that learners chose to do most ofthe assignments,
if not all, suggests that they were aware of the fact that they might benefit from additional guidance.

This implies that a further reduction of the exploration space than was offered by MP might be

desirable.

10.4.1.2 Well designed graphical overviews

A second potentially powerful form of non-directive support was that of providing an additional
(well designed) graphical overview of the subject matter structure. The idea was that such an over-
view would provide a map of the domain and by that make it easier to plan and monitor the explor-
atory trajectory.

Providing well designed graphical overviews as an add-on to a learning environment was

thought to give rise to a 'dual mode' effect. This term refers to the effect obtained from delivery
of one and the same message concurrently by means of various media. Visualization is assumed to

be a powerful means in its own right of conveying meaning. Diagrams 'exploit the human visual
skill', as Nardi and Craig (1993) remark. Visualization is thought to take advantage of the ability
to perceive spatial relationships and to infer structure and meaning from those relationships.

The question is whether adding a visual overview to a hypertext system may contribute sub-

stantially to the acquisition of the information that was otherwise acquired without the support of
such overview. De Vries (1994) discusses the question whether pictures enhance text understand-

ing. She concludes Iack of theory on this subject, but sees two prevailing hypotheses emerging tiom
the literature. A first one is the 'integrated dual-code' hypothesis (Mayer & Anderson, l99l). This
hypothesis assumes that with concurrent presentation oftext and pictures not only representational

connections are created between textual-textual en pictorial-pictorial representation but also that

connections are created between textual and pictorial material. Indeed, benefits of a concurrent
presentation oftextual and pictorial material compared to single code presentations were found in
the context of a problem transfer task (see Mayer & Anderson, I 99 I ). A second hypothesis is the

'mental model' hypothesis as put forward by Glenberg and Langston (Glenberg & Langston, 1992,

in de Vries, 1 994), this hypothesis assumes that concurrent presentation of text and pictures assists

in the construction of richer mental models than would result from the presentation of either of
them. All in all, both hypotheses assume benefits of a combination of pictures and text.
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SEQ SEQTool facilitates the generation ofa meaningful layout visualization ofthe structure the

subject matter. This visualization was designed to support structure-related exploration as well as

it was assumed to directly convey information of the structure of the subject matter.

Lessons learned One of the questions of the SEQ experiment in chapter 6 addressed the dir-
ect effects of meaningful layout visualization. To answer this question, direct effects of a meaning-

ful layout were to be assessed isolated from indirect effects due to enhanced exploratory behavior.
To this end, two graphical overviews were created, one constructed according to the in chapter 5

sketched principles for layout (the meaningful layout condition), a second according to a random-

ized positioning (the structure-related condition) where structure-related exploration was supported

by hints. In a comparison of the results of these two conditions, any differences should be due to

the nature of the visualization. All this under the assumption that the nature of information space

exploration within the structure-related condition and that within the layout condition did not differ
fundamentally.

The experiment in chapter 6 did reveal an effect due to the nature of visualization. The mean-
ingful layout resulted in a significantly higher gain of knowledge of structure. Under the above
mentioned assumption, it could be perceived to be a direct effect of the meaningful layout visual-
ization.

10.4.1.3 Deliberate use of conventions

Behavior is strongly guided by conventions. Conventions can thus be used to guide behavior. One
of the potentially powerful ideas for the design of non-directive support is that of deliberate use of
conventions for guiding behavior.

SEQ Deliberate use of conventions was one of the forms of non-directive guidance as applied
within the SEQ environment. Here a convention related to reading direction was applied to guide

learners to explore a structure in a structure-related manner. People from western cultures will gen-

erally read from lefGto-right (see e.g. Levelt, I 982) and it was found that this learned behavior goes

beyond the reading of text. A predominant left-to-right direction was also found in exploration of
graphical overviews (see chapter 5).

In SEQTool, this reading convention was used to decide upon the layout of a graphical over-
view. The resulting layout should be such that learners, when exploring in a 'reading direction',
would explore in a beneficial manner.

Lessons learned SEQTool's implementation of support based on the deliberate use of con-
ventions is limited. SEQTool can handle primitive structures and very limited nested structures. In
the structure used in the experiment of chapter 6 SEQTool's orientation rules were applied to dis-
play the templates for the hierarchical and the first temporal structure. The analysis of exploratory
patterns revealed that for these two structures, the support indeed gave rise to the expected read-
ing direction. By that, the hierarchical structure was explored in a general-to-specific order and the

temporal structure in a chronological order.
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10.5 Reflections on methodology

An interdisciplinary endeavor The work re ported in this thesis has been highly interdisciplinary
of nature. Learning psychology was the source of requirements for support. Instructional design

theory provided some of the design constructs. Complementary design constructs resulted from a

bottom up study on the way experienced authors organized material. If this study fitted any dis-
cipline, it should be the discipline ofknowledge engineering. Then, techniques from information

technology helped to operationalize the design constructs and prescriptions. Finally, with the ex-

perimental work dedicated to an assessment of the merits of the proposed support, we were back

to leaming psychology.

It was only for the achievements of the various disciplines mentioned above that the exercises

reported in this thesis could be brought to an end. When designing support, one would naturally

tum to the discipline of instructional design theory. However, this discipline could only very par-

tially provide principles and design constructs that satisfied all requirements. On the other hand,

techniques from knowledge engineering and information technology turned out to be highly instru-

mental.

A knowledge engineering approach to theory development \\'ith respect to the contribution

from the discipline of knowledge engineering, one of the surprises of this study was the wealth

of information on instructional design that could be extracted from instructional material. Printed

instructional material was found to readily reveal its rationales. In addition, it revealed categorical

dominance ofthe various rationales used, as well as patterns in sequencing.

The field of instructional design theory lacks systematic methods for theory development. The-

ory development has largely been a creative process that was usually only indirectly based on ideas

on how experienced teachers organized subject matter material. It is our impression that the dis-

cipline of instructional design could gain a lot from using knowledge engineering techniques for
theory development.

A frequently heard criticism on instructional design theory is that it prescribes methods that

are entirely different from the methods a teacher or author would employ naturally. Instructional

design theories are frequentlyjudged too 'theoretical', too remote from the practice ofinstructional
design. For instance, constructing a prerequisite hierarchy is an awesome job, and the gain from it
is not always evident.

Theory based on knowledge engineering techniques is likely to be closer related to the practice

of instructional design. Knowledge engineering implies generalizing from the instructional design

by experienced authors. In consequence, the resulting instructional design theory is likely to be

less 'theoretical'.

One remark still should be made regarding the knowledge engineering approach adopted in the

present study. When designing theory for the support of exploratory learning, ideally one should

extract expertise from experts in the design of environments for exploratory learning. However, by

lack of long time experts in this area, we had to do with the expertise of those working in the field of
expository instruction. The question now rose whether prescriptions and design constructs derived

from expository material could be useful to the design for exploratory learning. The impression

from this work is that they are. The prescriptions that together form the model of structure-related

sequencing turned out to be readily applicable to the design of support tbr a hypertext environ-

ment for exploratory learning. Similarly, prescriptions on sequencing subject matter on oscillation

that were derived from expository material were found to be readily applicable to the design of
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simulation-based environments for exploratory learning.

In the present study, it turned out that prescriptions derived from expository material could to a
large extent be applied in the design of environments for exploratory learning. More generally, it is
not unlikely that for the development of advanced Iearning technology much of the theory dedicated

to or derived from traditional technology still can be used.

An information technology approach for operationalization and testing Above we men-

tioned the critique regarding current instructional design theory being too 'theoretical'. A second

type of critique on prescriptive theory related to the vagueness of its prescriptions. Many of the
prescriptive theories reviewed were so-called first generation instructional design theories. First
generation theory is relatively coarse-grained in nature. Such a theory provides a small number

of rather general principles that are geared towards use by human instructional designers. Still,
much of the discussion on the merits of the various theories could be traced back to differences in
interpretation by the human instructional designers.

The intention of this work was to design theory for computer based support. We aimed to
provide authors with both technical and conceptual support tailored to their domain. Yet, an im-
portant side effect was that, to enable implementation, we had to develop theory that was non-

ambiguous. The relatively vague first generation theory was certainly not suitable for a ready im-
plementation. In theory suitable to computer based design, prescriptions could only refer to generic

aspects of domains that were made explicit in the system. Hence, the step toward computerized

support fordesign forced to be explicit on the exact meaning ofthe prescriptions. Thus, the use of
information technology in instructional design had as side effect that theory had to be formulated
in a highly precise manner.

The development of theory for computer based support for design also has a second side effect.
Design theory could and should be finer grained. The notion of tailored rationales implied that

sequence should be closely related to the target structures. By being coarse-grained in nature, first
generation theory just did not allow this. In theory-based authoring systems, prescriptions had to be

operationalized to suit different types of domain structure. Operationalization thus required finer
grained second generation theory.

A final effect to be discussed here is that implementation of design theory in an authoring sys-

tem substantially facilitates the validation of that theory. Authoring systems are great tools for the

systematic assessment of the merits of particular design constructs. In the SMISLE project, the

availability of tools for the construction of assignments and model progression made it possible to
assess the effects of those measures in a variety of domains. In SMISLE, experiments were done

in three different domains. Different authors implemented different domains, yet little confusion
on the exact interpretation of the nature of instructional support was observed. The availability of
an authoring tool is thus of great help as it facilitates a correct interpretation of the instructional
design prescriptions.

All in all, the trend to provide support for instructional design in the form of theory-based au-

thoring tools might give a strong push to the development of instructional design theory. Imple-
mentation requires theory that leaves no room for discussion on interpretation, it allows the use of
fine-grained, multi rationale theory and it provides a test-bed for the assessment of the merits of
the theory.

New methods and instruments As research methodology is instrumental to learning psycho-

logy, the disciplines of knowledge engineering and information technology can be instrumental to
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the development of instructional design theory. It was argued here that the application of know-
ledge engineering techniques might very well lead to design theory that was likely to be closer
to the design practice. The application ofinformation technology techniques might help to oper-

ationalize that theory. As a result, theory might leave less room for debate on interpretation, be

more tailored to the variety of domains to be covered, and finally its validity might be more readily

assessed. This thesis thus ends with advocating the application of methods from knowledge engin-
eering and information technology to provide authors and learners with the tools they would really
like to use.
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Material used in chapter 4

A.1 Overview of the order of presentation of similar subject matter
material, chapter 4

A.1.1 Validity

Figure A. I provides a reconstruction of the original domain structures from four texts on the subject

of 'validity' in material on statistics or methodology for the social sciences by respectively (Allen

&Yen, 1979; Meerling, 1984; Kidder, 1985; Crocker & Algina, 1986)

content criterion rolatod consruct

A,.*A murkaim[':;>\
logicausampling concurr€nt

convergent discdminanl

cont€nt cilterionrel./prediclive construct

Kidder:85 Crocker:85

contenl ciltorion rel. conslruct,/\ \//\/
.,"nt* \ -,n,r,"n,,{,rrrmamo\' corcurrenl 

/\ 
laclorhl

/-\
convergent di*riminant

Figure A.1: Reconstructions of the domain structures of four texts on validity

Below, an overview can be found of the order of presentation of topics of the above mentioned

sources on validity.

4.1.2 Kinematics

Figure A.3 provides a reconstruction of the original domain structures from four texts on the subject

of kinematics in material on physics by respectively (Vakbegeleidingsgroep Natuurkunde., 1982;

Middelink, 1978; Middelink, 1979 Schweers & van Vianen, 1970; Alonso & Finn, 1978)



,r, 
"orrt,,". 
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Mgg(iql.g:Si .yaridw. cantenl.... 9r:il9l!qn.r9l.1pr9.qi.ctiye..,

(idd91;Q5 ..yatidily. . face........aancurrenr.. ..pr9diqtiyg.

.CfqCkef:86......vatidity....aonlent.......... .criterionrel.........predictiv.e..9pnc.q(eot...

NOfm: validity content face crilorion rel. Dredictive concurrefil
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construct multitrait multi method convergenl discriminanl

Figure A.2: Presentation of material on the subject of 'validity'

Below, an overview can be found of the order of presentation of topics of the above mentioned
sources on kinematics.

A.1.3 Biological classification

Figure A.5 provides a reconstruction of the original domain structures from four texts on the subject
of biological classification by respectively (Kreutzer & Oskamp, 1975; Schraer & Stoltze, l99l;
Baker et al., 1991; Biggs et al., l99l). The left and middle branch of the domain reconstruction of
Biggs lack a label at the middle level. However, at this level a discussion is provided of the groups
of organisms, so a source of a branch was depicted.

Below, an overview is provided of the order of presentation of topics of the above mentioned
sources on biological classification.

L.1.4 Occupationalgroups

Figure A.7 provides a reconsffuction ofthe original domain structures from four texts on the subject
ofoccupationalgroupsinmaterialongeographybyrespectively(VanDongen eta\.,1983;deBoer
et al., 1983; Allessie & van Mierlo, 1969;Zuelen et a\.,1985)

Below, an overview is provided of the order of presentation of topics of the above mentioned
sources on occupational groups.
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Figure A.3: Reconstructions of the domain structures of four texts on kinematics
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Figure A.4: Presentation of four texts on the subject of kinematics
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Figure A.5: Reconstructions of the domain structures of four texts on biological classification
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Figure A.6: Presentation of four texts on the subject of biological classification
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Figure A.7: Reconstructions of the domain structures of four texts on occupational groups
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Figure A.8: Presentation of four texts on the subject of occupational groups
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This appendix contains I ) a declaration of the vocabulary that is used to make statements on model

progression and 2) a definition of the dimensions that act as rationale in the MPAproach. The ap-

pendix is part of chapter 7.

Declaration

Let Mx be the model of x:

Mr : (M St,M Bl)

Let M S, be the structural model of x

M Sx : (N,' J,)

where the set of n-ports is defined as:

Nr:{NPi,...,NPr}

and NPr is either:

NPt
NPt
NPt
NPt
NPt
NPt
NPt

and, N,

where the set ofjunctions is defined as:

inertia or,
capacitor or,
resistor or,
effort source or,
flow source or,
transformer or,
gyrator or,

*a

1a:{JU,i,...,JUn}

JUt O-junction or,
JUt l-junction

and JUt is either
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Let M B, be the behavioral model of x:

M B, : (V", REL")

where the set of variables is defined as:

V, : {V;nc"t, V state- outwt }
where the combined set of state and output variables is defined as:

Vstate-output : 1V setfrto. ,V set"l f ort 
,V set?ersu\

where the set of flow variables is defined as:

V setfrto. : {ytrisoraceme"r rvJro.}

where the set of effort variables is defined as:

V set{ I "'t : {Ymomentun,V: I I ort}

where the set of energy variables is defined as:

V set?ersv : {V 
kinet*,VPotential)

Simple-complex dimension

Simple-to-complex progression is defined as follows:

let

then

M S, : {N,, J,} A M Sy : {Nu, Jy)

Nx c Nv A Ny - N,+0 <+ simple-to-complex(MS,,MSo)

Perspective dimension

An effort perspective is defined as follows:

liVi: Y*on ntun AljVj - Yellort
+ PersPective - PElJort

A flow perspective is defined as follows:

lkvk : Yd'i'sPlacement A 1lV1 : Y llow

+ PersPective : Pftow

An energy perspective is defined as follows:
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arruVrh: yltiwtic A3nVn : Vpokrrtiel + Perspeetive -- Pcneisv

Thus the set of possible perspectives is:

P set : {Fl f o't 
, Ptli)u , PPn€rsg}

Derivatlon-hased view dimension

A momentum view is defined as follows:

' )i,v; - vrtrp.nent$rn + view& - viewtnotuetutunt'

An effon view is deflned aa followts:

ljVi : V'et f"rt + Viewe : Yisrrlel lort

/.' displacement view is defined as follorvs:

lkvh : y'&iaPlacement + Viege : {'ie-^dxsvlt$ement

A flow view is defined as follows:

afi\ : Yttow + Vietu& - Ilijvltou

Thus the sot of possible derivation-brued views are:

y ;"rdb_set : {V de,wntum,y iey)c I { ort

vieuitisgtdean "*t ,v ieaI|o*y
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